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Abstract

Existing Human Computer Interaction (HCI) strategies are seriously limited by cu-
rrent technologies. These are neither sensitive nor accurate enough to respond to 
users’ emotional states, the fundamental basis for effective communication in real 
time. This offered the challenge of investigating factors that would impact on the 
designing of effective and more emotionally intelligent interaction strategies for 
Companions.

These were applied to a conceptual tool, the Affective Channel (AC), to endow 
Companions with emotional capabilities. This was implemented in the Wizard of 
Oz (WoZ) platform to evaluate Companions in real time. The WoZ is an experimen-
tal setup where existing immature technologies and a human operator combine to 
simulate Companion interaction with end users. In these aspects of my work is my 
original contribution to the HCI knowledge base.

Experiments, focus groups and face to face interviews were carried out to ascertain 
users’ perception and expectations of virtual agents. ‘Descriptors’ thus identified 
formed the bases for the designing of user friendly Companions. Verbal and facial 
expressions data and other affective elements of effective human-companion inte-
raction were collected for use in the AC and the WoZ as stated above.

Companion evaluations yielded the subsidiary contribution that Companions are 
perceived as empathetic, useful and trustworthy entities. Further, that they arouse 
positive emotions in children and also that they promote their learning improve-
ment. These findings were the result of two experiments, one within subjects and 
one between subjects, conducted with thirty grade four pupils in a rural school in 
the poor Oaxaca region of Mexico.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Creating machines with intelligence to sense the world in which we live has 
challenged the ingenuity and fired the imagination of science fiction writers for 

centuries. However, early machines so endowed earned themselves a bad reputation 
- they often ended up as a threat to human beings and to life on earth in general. 

From HAL1 to the sophisticated machines of Dr. Caster2 with collective intelligen-
ce to the ‘replicant’, the biorobotic-android devoid of empathy, these mechanical 
entities posed, one way or another, a potential danger to the human race. They are 
cautionary examples of what can go wrong when encroaching into the field of Ar-
tificial Intelligence (AI). This background of ‘promise unfulfilled’ highlights the 
importance of this research: exploring what ‘entities’ we have already and how we 
can design them to play a positive role in improving different aspects of people’s 
quality of life and safely deliver their expectations.

Some of today’s equivalents with AI are called Embodied Conversational Agents 
ECAs, endowed with capabilities to learn, to adapt to situations and to evolve in 
a selected environment. They also possess the essential ability to use verbal and 
non-verbal communication in their interacting with people. 

Some agents are task-oriented and can perform the role of a helpful stranger who 
would assist one with the purchase of a flight ticket, the selection of a piece of fur-
niture or the payment of an electricity bill. All these actions represent progress: they 
do not harm, they assist, they discharge repetitious functions and time-saving tasks.

1 HAL (Heuristically Programmed Algorithmic Computer) is a sentient computer which controls the Discovery One, the  
                     spaceship in the film 2001: A Space Odyssey.
2 A film about an AI scientist.
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The last few decades’ rapid technological advances have proved fertile ground for 
the designing of a special category of agents which, rather than being able to per-
form only a single task, are enabled to carry out a variety of functions, so that they 
can be put in charge of the personalized aiding and the global well-being of their 
owners. These agents can be considered as something resembling a friend who 
would help with completing a variety of day-to-day tasks. 

These kinds of ECAs are called ECA-Companions. In this research work they will 
be called Companions which, endowed with emotional capacities are capable of 
interacting with and creating a relationship with users.

In the TV series ‘Real Humans’3 characters called ‘hubots’ (Human Robots) are one 
example of more advanced examples of AI applications. They are ‘virtual robot 
companions’ that possess socially useful attributes, can gain thorough knowledge of 
their owners and able to genuinely empathize with and serve them competently. The 
hubot may delight his elderly owner by offering to cook his favourite meal, lasagna, 
another may demonstrate empathy for a child under its care by not accusing her of 
stealing, telling her instead that having borrowed her parents’ property, she now 
needs to give it back. This television series demonstrates how robot companions are 
delivering the promise of being a new type of socially useful entity. 

While technology is still a long way from providing us with anthropomorphically 
realistic robot companions, there are nevertheless effective, screen-based anthropo-
morphic, ‘embodied’ entities which are precursors of advances to come  from future 
research and development opportunities in Human-Computer Interaction.  

This thesis delves into the hitherto unchartered but potentially rewarding territory 
of the way users respond to a companion-entity with a ‘conversational style’ of 
interface and displays emotionally intelligent behaviour. As conversation is a two-
way process, both, the machine and the human side of the interaction need to be 
examined. To be able to converse Companions require appropriate skills, and be 
also loaded with more advanced technology to enable them to gauge the user’s 
emotional state and to respond appropriately. On the human side, it is important 
to gather information on how people perceive these ‘embodied’ entities, how they 
are likely to, or would wish to interact with them, their preferred activities and the 
interactive strategies they would expect them to apply to better serve users. Do 
people want these entities to exhibit real human behaviour, like hubots, or do they 
prefer their behaviour to be merely consistent with human behaviour? When they 
display synthetic emotions, are these sufficiently natural to be able to modify the 
user’s emotional state? What are the important attributes for a Companion? If their 
task is the well-being of their owners, can they engender positive emotions in them? 
Would these attributes help Companions to generate improved results in activities 
such as learning or competitive play? When engaged in teamwork, do people regard 
Companions as ‘genuine’ members of the team? 

3 Swedish television series ‘Real Humans’ directed by Lars Lundström.
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The focus here is on agents acting as Companions forming a ‘relationship’ with 
their owners, which is an holistic relationship of emotional connection modelled on 
the human verbal, non-verbal and emotional communication.

1.1 Thesis Background

In the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) ECAs form a new metaphor, 
for their aim is to provide people with the illusion that they are interacting with a 
human partner rather than with a ‘simple machine’ (Bates, 1994). In fact people are 
treating computers and other virtual media as real human beings (Reeves & Nass, 
1996), indeed the interaction between users and computers is already a natural one 
of face-to-face communication. The ECA’s anthropomorphic features, its commu-
nicative abilities lend a social dimension to the interaction and social rules that 
apply in human-human interaction likewise apply to human computer interaction 
(Nass, Steuer, & Tauber, 1994). That ECAs are accepted as social entities, percei-
ved as believable, reliable and trustworthy entities (Tencé, 2011), (Oh & Stone, 
2007) is revealed by the way people perceive and interact with them. Any interac-
tion is further enhanced by the embodied agent’s appropriate non-verbal behaviour 
(Foster, 2007). Studies by Marsi & van Rooden (2007) also support the view that 
users prefer non-verbal visual indications by these agents, findings which signal 
opportunities for advancing HCI by having better designs of ECAs enabled with 
verbal and non-verbal communication capabilities.  

It is imperative that existing HCI technology incorporates emotion, one of the key 
human elements of interaction. In her book entitled ‘Affective Computing’ Picard 
writes: ‘Computers do not need affective abilities for the fanciful goal of becoming 
humanoids; they need them for a meeker and more practical goal: to function with 
intelligence and sensitivity towards humans.’ (Picard, 1997). It is difficult to quanti-
fy and easy to misinterpret affect and Picard laments the fact that technologists have 
created stressful experiences for users by omitting to allow for those affect related 
difficulties. Success in navigating social intercourse depends largely on the ability 
to perceive and understand people’s emotions. That ability is empathy, a key com-
ponent, referred to as an innate capacity for compassion, understanding another’s 
behavior and relates to humans’ pro-social behavior (Singer & Lamm, 2009). Along 
with other traits of human nature, empathy is poorly understood. 

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) studies of empathy suggest that 
given the same situation, empathetic concern shown by humans for humans is more 
than that shown towards robots (Rosenthal-von der Pütten, et al. 2014), denoting a 
hierarchy of elicited feelings of empathy.
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A variety of agents have relevant empathetic skills and the impact the display of 
synthetic emotions has on users has been explored. It has been found for example 
that in a learning situation empathetic embodied agents can be more effective in 
reducing frustration, and that empathetic female embodied agents tend to be more 
effective than male ones (Hone, 2006). Leite (Leite, Mascarenhas, Pereira, Martin-
ho, Prada, & Paiva, 2010a) gives an example of a robot companion playing chess 
with several players. With one player it behaves in an empathetic way and in a neu-
tral way with the others. Predictably, users awarded higher rating to the companion 
when interacting in the empathic mode. 

Paiva (2011) presents a designed system named FearNot! that uses an empathetic 
synthetic character developed specifically to address bullying in schools. In a bull-
ying scenario the child participant takes the role of a friend of the victim and 86% of 
these participants felt sorry for the victim and 72% also felt anger towards the bully. 

Other types of ECAs are called relational agents that have a ‘persuasion task’ as-
signed to them, invariably aimed at assisting people to change their behaviour in 
long term collaborative relationships (Bickmore, Caruso, Clough-Gorr, & Heeren, 
2005a), (Creed & Beale, 2012). 

There is a plethora of innovative development-agents with features and potential to 
collaborate with and serve humans in a specific task domain as listed here: Anano-
va, the first virtual newscaster (Guinness World Records, 2014), REA, the Real Es-
tate Advisor (Cassell, Bickmore, Campbell, Vilhjalmsson, & Yan, 2001), Rachel or 
Laura the health coaches (Creed & Beale, 2012) (Bickmore & Picard, 2005); Eve, 
the virtual Maths teacher (Alexander, 2008); Ada and Grace, the virtual guides at 
the Boston Museum of Science (Traum, Aggarwal, Artstein, Foutz, Gerten, Katsa-
manis, Leuski, Noren, & Swartout, 2012a), Emilie the digital actress (O. Alexander, 
Rogers, Lambeth, Chiang, & Debevec, 2009b) and Ellie the virtual therapist (Geor-
gila et al., 2014). These types of Agents with social and emotional capabilities have 
been the subject of different domain-specific studies and applied in communication, 
health, psychological therapies, education, etc.

The next challenge, driven by the complexities of human daily life needs was to 
elevate the specific task oriented to multi-tasking by extending their performance 
potential to accommodate and satisfy users’ varied daily needs, not as mere collabo-
rators but as emotionally intelligent, reliable companions. Two such ‘companions’ 
were Greta, the interactive virtual companion with the ability to display emotional 
states (Bevacqua, Prepin, Niewiadomski, de Sevin, & Pelachaud, 2010a) (de Sevin, 
Niewiadomski, Bevacqua, Pez, Mancini, & Pelachaud, 2010a) and Samuela, the 
Companion of the Telefonica Digital Home, (Roa Seïler et al., 2009) with similar 
social, emotional interaction attributes.

Alongside emotions, ‘working alliance’, also called therapeutic alliance/relations-
hip is another important component of ECA design and development. The working 
alliance model was developed by Carl Rogers, one of the most influential therapists 
of the last century. 
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Its essence is ‘person-centred approach’ to therapy, that people benefit most when 
treated with empathy and respect, in a non-judgmental, non-directive manner’(Ro-
gers, 1961). His guiding principle was - ‘How can I establish a relationship which 
this person may use for his own personal growth?’ (Rogers, 1961). He specified 
four ‘non-directive’ qualities as the basis for sound working alliance: empathy, ac-
tive listening, congruence and a non-judgmental attitude (Rogers & Zigliara, 1977) 
as the stronger this alliance, the better the outcome (Martin, Garske, & Davis, 2000) 
(Johnson & Wright, 2002) (Horvath, 2001).  

The considerations sketched out above are key parts of existing HCI technology 
and are influential in the designing of future intelligent agents called Companions, 
that possess emotional and communicative abilities, able to live in close proximity 
with their users, make a connection with and form close relationships with them 
(Benyon & Mival, 2007a); to assist owners in daily life situations, e.g. provide as-
sistance or personalized care as needed (Companion Project, 2010). Building trust, 
the appropriate and consistent expression of empathy, a high level of Emotional 
Intelligence (EI) and a commitment to attaining set goals are the major elements in 
the creation and nurturing of a successful HCI working alliance (Horvath, 2001). 
The four guidelines stated by Rogers (1961) need to be at the heart of their design. 
Emotional involvement, a strong ‘working alliance’ rely on another element called 
the ‘willing suspension of disbelief’, the neuro-psychoanalitic phenomenon of wi-
llingly accepting what is represented as though it were really happening (Bates, 
1994), (Englis, 1992).

Current technologies that drive Companions’ social interaction, such as conversa-
tional speech and/or the different kinds of pattern recognition are not mature enou-
gh to enable them to communicate appropriately, effectively or in real time. As 
a result, the agent-character might display inappropriate or dumb behaviour and 
dislocations occur in the flow of perception between it and user. Put another way, 
they lack information and a sufficient level of EI, a serious deficiency that today’s 
technology cannot solve. In people’s mind affective communication is the evidence 
that the character is aware and alert about what is happening in the world around 
them and this makes the Companion believable. 

Several research projects investigate how Companions could integrate with human 
activities or provide support to particular population segments such as the elderly 
and/or people with particular needs. For example, see Companion Project, SERA or 
EMOTE project in Chapter 3.

One neglected area is how Companions could contribute to improving the quality 
of users’ life in developing countries, providing solutions, however temporary to 
social problems in remote areas such as the Oaxaca region of Mexico, where a third 
of the population do not speak Spanish, the language used in schools, and people 
have limited access to services and employment opportunities. 21% of the popu-
lation is illiterate, families are disrupted because of the high rate of migration and 
children, boys in particular, leave school at an early age, needing to work (Craig, 
Roa- Seïler, Martínez, & Lara, 2014). Companions with emotional abilities would 
have a comprehensive role to play in improving their life situations.
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1.2 Research Question 

This thesis recognises the challenges shortcomings in technologies represent, that 
these are not mature enough to enable Companions to interact with people in an 
intelligent, empathetic manner and in real time. The impact of Companions on end 
users is still largely unknown and gaining a better understanding of how people 
perceive companions living with them and how they want to interact with them is a 
core part of this work and is explored within the framework of questions throughout 
this thesis, and subsumed into the Research Question:

What are the attributes – embodiment, speech, empathy, etc. – of Companions 
(ECAs, robotic or similar devices) that most impact on users’ perception and inte-
raction with them, and on the functionality they expect from them?

It is imperative that people’s perceptions, feelings and expectations of Companions 
are clearly understood, as data gathered guide the design of these entities to engage 
with people in human-like social interaction. Ensuring that Companions possess sui-
table attributes to deliver such interaction and form long-term human-Companion 
relationships has produced insights that enlarge the Companion design knowledge 
base.

1.3 Contribution to Knowledge

The main contribution of this thesis is the gaining of better understanding of how 
people perceive Companions and how they would like to interact with them, and 
having done that, to have developed effective interaction strategies for them.   

An overview of the components of the primary contribution of this research pro-
gram is described below:

1. A qualitative study which examines people’s constructs, users’ global perception 
of Companions as interfaces, and an analysis of their mental meanings. Based on 
these, four descriptors necessary for an agent to be perceived as a companion are 
prescribed: be a sympathetic listener, interact by voice, be helpful in everyday life 
and provide companionship. It emerges that people expect a Companion to exhibit 
human behaviour as well as machine behaviour ( Experiment N°1, Chapter 4), and 
further, the way emotions and the ‘willing suspension of disbelief’ play a part in 
human-companions relationship.  

2. A semantic study investigating the impact of emotions on people’s attitudes 
towards the Samuela-ECA acting as a Companion. It explores the limits of this 
ECA’s behaviour by providing eleven descriptors and their opposites a Companion 
would need to be considered a good partner. The descriptors are, be a good liste-
ner, be empathetic, be helpful, be discrete, be patient, be coherent, be proactive, be 
interested, be consistent, be humorous, be fun. Results reveal that the display of 
emotions has a strong impact on how the Companion character is perceived (Expe-
riment N°2, Chapter 4).
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3. The creation of a conceptual framework, the Affective Channel (AC) for facilita-
ting emotionally intelligent Companion interaction. It is designed then implemen-
ted with facial and verbal expressions as described in Chapter 5.                                     

4. A basic model comprising nine interaction strategies for Companions is proposed 
based on user requirements (Experiments 1& 2) and on Carl Roger’s model of per-
son-centred approach (Chapter 3). These are - three Emotional, four Conversational 
and five Domain Specific Strategies as described in Chapter 5.

5. Evaluation of Companions in a collaborative learning game domain using five 
Domain Specific Strategies: Facilitator, Proposer, Supporter, Critic & Reminder.

6. The first assembly of facial expressions and verbal statements for every proposed  
human-companion interaction strategy integrated in a Wizard of Oz system (repro-
ducible - see below) for evaluating Companions as presented in Chapter 6.

7. The first experiment to investigate the impact a participating Companion in a  
collaborative educational video game has on Mexican children aged nine to eleven 
attending a rural school as presented in Chapter 6.

8. The first study of how Companions’ personality, physical appearance and func-
tionality affect children’s perception of them and what descriptors children  allocate 
to them (Experiment N°6, Chapter 6).

9. Empirical evidence that Companions arouse positive emotions (Experiment N°6, 
Chapter 6).

10. Empirical evidence that children perceive Companions as friends, and to a les-
ser degree as teachers and that they trust Companions.

11. The first study to measure the impact of a Companion using an interaction  
strategy on children’s learning improvement when playing a collaborative educa-
tional video game. Statistical evidence that Companions improve children’s  
learning (Experiment N°7, Chapter 6).

12. A visual and audio database modelled on human-human interactions used for 
the  basic interaction strategies - emotional, conversational, & domain specific  (co-
llaboration) in the Wizard of Oz system for evaluating screen-based Companions in 
real time, that can be replicated for any specific application.

1.4 Outline of the Dissertation

The format of this document is as follows:

Chapter 1

This Chapter presents the thesis background, research questions and contribution to 
knowledge, the outline of the dissertation.
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Chapter 2 Embodied Conversational Agents

Here a definition of ECAs is given, the emergence of the concept of ECAs, the 
evolution of dialogue systems, and their classification as task-oriented and domain 
oriented conversation systems tracked. Aspects of emotions, anthropomorphism, 
believability and empathy relevant to ECAs are outlined. 

Chapter 3 Companions 

This Chapter outlines the emerging concept of the Companion-agent with conver-
sational and emotional features intended to live in a domestic environment.  Their 
essence and their ability to create a long-term relationship with users are highligh-
ted. Some European projects linked to Companions are introduced. 

The bases underpinning Companions along with technology and relevant empathe-
tic aspects are outlined. The role of emotions is looked into and the most relevant 
models of emotions linked to this thesis are presented.

Chapter 4 Early Investigation of users’ perception of Companions

This Chapter describes early research of Companions as a novel form of interface 
and determines the first set of users’ requirements of them. Experiments and re-
search conducted to explore how people perceive these artefacts and to make sense 
of people’s descriptions of them. Using the Kelly Grid and open ended interviews  
ways of preferred interaction was established, desired Companion attributes co-
llected, results analysed and features rated to formulate design ideas for an ‘ideal 
companion’. Four descriptors to characterize Companions were obtained. Focus 
Groups came up with a profile for the ideal Companion based on 11 suitable attitu-
des for them and rated by an online survey. As a complement to Companions design 
some unwelcome features were identified and listed.

Chapter 5 The Affective Channel & Interactive Strategies 

This Chapter presents the AC that provides Companions with interaction strategies  
to enable them to interact with their owners. A software ECA is used to implement 
facial and verbal expressions only in the AC’s basic interaction strategies. The pro-
posed strategies were the minimum set of tools that would enable it to maintain 
conversation for a reasonable length of time as a basis for developing an engaging 
relationship with its owner. 

Chapter 6 Companions in Collaborative Learning Environments  

This chapter presents a study of Companions with children in a collaborative lear-
ning environment. For these experiments a Wizard of Oz (WoZ) was implemented 
with the AC as described in the previous chapter.
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The first experiment aimed to investigate how children perceive Companions in 
this environment, how they construct a social relationship with them and how they 
would like to interact with them. An experiment with a platform including a video 
game and a virtual Companion - which was not inside the game - with three diffe-
rent embodiments was run with children in fourth grade as users. Children’s percep-
tion of Companions in terms of personality, physical appearance and functionality 
was established and their feelings towards three virtual Companions measured. The 
second experiment was to measure the influence of the Samuela agent, acting as a 
Companion on the improvement in learning Mathematics in a collaborative lear-
ning video game played by a small group of pupils. The results of all these metrics 
are discussed and a number of subjective findings explained.

Chapter 7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this Chapter Research Questions are revisited, the limitation of this research lis-
ted and main contributions and future work detailed.
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CHAPTER 2 

Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) 

This chapter provides a definition of Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs), 
tracks the emergence of the concept of ECAs, the evolution of dialogue sys-

tems, and their classification as task-oriented and domain oriented conversation 
systems. Aspects of emotions and empathy relevant to ECAs are outlined and some 
popular task-oriented ECAs are presented. 

2.1 Definition 

ECAs are graphical, multi-modal interfaces that make use of speech and anthro-
pomorphic body and facial features as their means of interaction. Cassel, Sullivan, 
Prevost & Churchill (2000) define an ECA as - ‘a computer-generated human-like 
character that demonstrates many of the same properties as humans in face-to-face 
conversation, including the ability to produce and respond to verbal and non-ver-
bal communication’. Effectively they are Spoken Language Dialogue Systems 
(SLDSs) that also make use of non-verbal channels to advance and regulate the 
dialogue between humans and computers and to make the user’s experience more 
social and enhance the interaction experience with systems, technological products 
and devices. They are ‘not just pretty pictures’ (Cassell, 2000) but useful systems 
that can build limited relationships with users and perform prescribed roles for them 
(Leite, et al., 2010). Some early examples of ECAs are presented next. 

2.2 Early Examples of Concept ECAs 

The potential of ECAs was quickly recognized by tech-related interests and one 
of its first design and application was Apple’s Knowledge Navigator (Lee, 1993), 
a striking vision of how computers could be used as social agents. See Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1. Apple’s Knowledge Navigator.

In the form of a video where a character called Phil, a virtual Personal Assistant 
(see Figure 2.2) shares the screen with graphic data - photos, videos or diagrams 
- related to the conversation and helps users perform various tasks such as chec-
king messages, making appointments, sharing documents, etc. Users are able to 
manipulate objects on a touchscreen and the device is connected to the Internet for 
video-conferencing with colleagues and/or for adding digital information to the 
conversation in real time.

Figure 2.2. Phil, a fictive agent for Apple’s Knowledge Navigator. 
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This visionary work predicted the Intelligent Personal Assistant SIRI which combi-
nes a Natural Language User interface, a touch screen tablet computer such as iPad 
or iPod, and the video-conferencing application FaceTime. 

This concept was publicized as the future of smartphones, now a reality. These 
devices are cognizant of surroundings, are intelligent and able to anticipate users’ 
needs, manage calendars, schedule events, and regulate the air temperature at home, 
all with minimal user intervention (Bell, 2013). Depending on their application, 
domain ECAs are task oriented or social dialogue oriented systems assisting users 
with various activities. 

REA, the first task oriented agent with a social dialogue system is a virtual Real 
Estate Agent developed by Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) (Cassell 
et al., 1999) to help people buy or sell their home in the Boston area. REA engages 
users in negotiations, evaluates their needs and shows them virtual For Sale pro-
perties. She is a screen-based 3D character with a fully articulated body, operating 
Speech Recognition and Dialog Manager to support both social and task oriented 
dialogues. REA responds using appropriate speech, facial expressions, gaze, gestu-
res and head movements and senses people’s movements in real time. 

Figure 2.3. REA  the Virtual Real State Agent.

As shown in Figure 2.3 she is in the living room of a virtual house. Lacking any 
‘halo effect’ - ‘a cognitive bias linked to the perception of physical attractiveness’ 
(Nisbett & Wilson, 1977), and having been created without the benefit of more ad-
vanced 2D or 3D graphics technology, she looks less pretty than newer/more recent 
characters; nevertheless, the fact that she ‘senses’ people makes her interacting im-
pressive and fluid. My experience with her is an example of that. 
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I met REA in 2000 working in France Telecom R&D and I remember being im-
pressed by her saying to me - ‘Oh, you live in Paris, it’s a fantastic city’ - she knew 
the city well - and when leaving without bothering to say goodbye to her, she, 
unperturbed by my rudeness enquired sweetly – ‘Are you leaving Néna?’ - and 
finished by saying – ‘I hope to see you again’. She seemed real and human to me, 
her conversation was interesting and I sensed her personality and perceived her as 
a character that would be easy to live with. 

Some other task oriented social dialogue systems are Ms. Readwrite, a lifelike 
character developed to learn to read well and comprehend stories, and works in a 
multimodal environment (Wise et al., 2005). Easy Eve is a pedagogical agent that 
helps children with their Maths learning (Alexander, 2008) and Ananova (Guinness 
World Records, 2010) interacts with users to present the news. Some of these sys-
tems are described more fully in Appendix 1. Section 1.1. 

Among the social dialogue oriented systems or domain oriented conversation sys-
tems, Companions (See Chapter 3 for a detailed presentation) adapt to the prescribed 
requirements of users, to help them with their daily tasks. Companions are mostly at 
the research stage, as for example Nabaztag, a multimodal conversational Compa-
nion system focused on Health and Fitness (Ståhl, Gambäck,Turunen & Hakulinen, 
2009); an adapted ECA research platform also implemented as a Companion able to 
display emotional states was Greta (Bevacqua, Prepin, Niewiadomski, de Sevin & 
Pelachaud, 2010ª), and also an ‘Empathetic Companion’ designed as an educational 
agent to help jobseekers prepare for their job interviews (Prendinger & Ishizuka, 
2005). Ideally, Companions are to develop a closer, more long-term relationship 
with their users and to do this emotional sensitivity, empathy and emotional intelli-
gence are fundamental to their operation, behaviour and interaction.

‘How was your day’ (HWYD), another ECA as Companion prototype, a dialogue 
system, focuses on the social aspects of the conversation while talking to the user 
about his day, expressing sympathy, encouragement, etc. as appropriate (Cavazza et 
al., 2010). For other examples of Popular Task Oriented ECAs please see Appendix 
1 Section 1.1.  

2.3 Eliza, the First Natural Language Dialogue System (NLDS) 

Eliza, an early form of chat-bot, developed at the MIT in 1964 (Weizenbaum, 1964-
1966) was the first computer program using Natural Language Dialogue System 
(NLDS) to create the illusion of human-to-human interaction in a human-machi-
ne setting. Interaction is by means of the keyboard, using text, ‘typed speech’, or 
graphics, so dialogues tend to be basic, such as questions-answers, suited to expert 
systems dedicated to specific domains. 
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The program checked keywords in the user’s input and transformed sentences ac-
cording to rules related to those keywords in a script. The script ‘DOCTOR’ is a 
simulation of a Rogerian psychotherapy session1 (Allen, 1987), as shown below:

ELIZA works well because dialogues are modelled on human conversations. She 
may ask a question by reformulating the sentence of the interlocutor or, recognizing 
key words in the sentence of the user, asks a question that opens a new conversation 
topic. She was a great success with users, and using only basic programming, she 
created ‘the most remarkable illusion of having understood the minds of the many 
people who conversed with her’ (Weizenbaum, 1976, p. 189). People became emo-
tionally involved with her, succumbing to what has become known as the ‘ELIZA 
effect’ - that despite her being an artificial form she was interested in and became 
emotionally involved with users. In the following Section, 2.4, aspects of the more 
advanced Spoken Language Dialogue System (SLDS) are reviewed. 

2.4 Spoken Language Dialogue Systems (SLDS) 

The Spoken Language Dialogue System (SLDS) is a system with spoken language 
capacity both in its input and its output - relying on a limited vocabulary, it is able   
to speak to, converse with and understand human beings. 

1 Therapist using methods based on Carl Rogers Model
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It has a wide range of applications as task-oriented or social dialogue oriented sys-
tems; the former can help users with a specific goal such as purchasing a train ticket 
or performing a simple bank transaction. Social dialogue oriented systems are more 
sophisticated, able to go beyond the limits of a simple task or domain oriented ex-
change and engage in social conversations with human beings. Both systems are 
limited in their range of operations. 

2.4.1 How SLDSs Work 

In these systems spoken words are translated into text by a technology known as a 
Speech Recognition System (SRS), shown in Figure 2.4 below. 

Typically the user provides information via a microphone. Next, the SRS performs 
an acoustic and lexical analysis to extract semantic information. The language con-
tent is interpreted by a module using a Natural Language Processing technique. The 
Dialogue Manager, the intelligence of the system analyses the user’s intention and 
solves any problems or generates answers through access to knowledge databases, 
contextual environmental and/or task-oriented information. An Information Presen-
tation Module decides on a response and the spoken output is generated using na-
tural language techniques and the voice is synthesized using Text To Speech (TTS). 

Figure 2.4. Schema of SLDS extracted from Lopez Mencia (2011).

2.4.2 Phases of the dialogue 

The different phases of a dialogue between user and machine are: 

a) Start of the dialogue: user and machine make contact, greetings exchanged, ma-
chine gathers information on user. 
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b) End of the dialogue: the system provides information for the user and the dialo-
gue ends. The system resets ready for the next user’s input. 

c) Turns management: the system takes first turn to speak and user listens or the 
other way round, the user speaks first and the system listens. 

d) Active Waiting: the system is waiting for an input. 

e) Interruptions: the user interrupts the system and the system stops, listens until 
user finishes speaking (Lopez Mencia, 2011). 

2.4.3 Current Dialogue System Problems 

On the interface level errors can occur in both the input and output of the system. 
In NLDS words are input as text and a misspelling can cause problems, nor has the 
system sufficient intelligence to deal with the more involved aspects of commu-
nication - false assumptions, misconceptions, misunderstandings and non-unders-
tandings, poor grammar, misrecognized utterances, etc. Signals not properly seg-
mented for analysis (‘end pointer errors’) or the user speaking before the system is 
properly initialised or external noises also add to the complicated problem profile. 
All these shortcomings indicate the need for better Speech Recognition. The major 
practical limitation of SLDS is that their technologies are not sufficiently developed 
to prevent, detect or recover from problem situations or to deliver the functionality 
expected, leading to user dissatisfaction (Lopez Mencia, 2011). 

Further, employing as they do a number of closely integrated technologies that rely 
on each other to function, a malfunction in one can cause the whole system to fail. 
One is lack of robustness of the speech technology (Bohus & Rudnicky, 2005) (see 
2.4.4 below). Dybkjær & Minker (2008) point to lack of communication in the 
interactional exchange, where errors can arise at different levels - linguistics, psy-
chological, social, cultural, emotional, and conversational. On the linguistic level 
problems can arise due to faulty speech recognition, e.g. - is it ‘dye’ or ‘die’? lexical 
understanding - ‘bear’ the animal or the action to endure? or semantic, pragmatic 
understanding as in - ‘you have done that’ or ‘you have done that?’ - where it may 
not be clear whether it is a question or an assertion. 

At the psychological, social and cultural levels the way we communicate with other 
people depends on gender - women tend not to use the same words or expressions 
as men; our age - our vocabulary changes throughout our lives and on our cultural 
level - a manual worker may not use the same vocabulary as an intellectual. 

The emotional, affective aspects of communication - tone of voice, wrong empha-
sis, etc. - can also produce misunderstandings (McTear, 2002). These are complex 
issues with poor resolution cost-benefit profile. The majority of existing systems are 
in a research, rather than in commercial context. 
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2.4.4 Robustness, Misunderstandings and Non-Understandings 

Robustness of a conversational system, to repeat, is its ability to prevent, detect and 
recover from problem situations which otherwise would lead to inefficiency, failure 
to achieve the objectives of the interaction or to unnatural dialogues and user dissa-
tisfaction (Lopez Mencia, 2011). 

Bohus (2007) identifies two types of understanding errors: misunderstandings and 
non-understandings. The former occurs when the system misinterprets the informa-
tion provided by the user or the semantic information and intention do not match. In 
the second type the system doesn’t understand the information provided by the user 
and fails to interpret the input. Mismatches occur at the conversational and/or the 
intentional levels (Bohus & Rudnicky, 2005) as well as on the auditory level where 
problems reflect on the viability of the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR).

In some domains the robustness of a system is improved by setting limits for the 
dialogue system - restricting the number of words in the system’s vocabulary, trai-
ning users to use only the accepted words or speak to the system in a particular way. 
The system’s performance may also be improved by the well-timed use of vocal 
feedback, such as ‘uh-huh’ and ‘ok’ (Edlund, Gustafson, Heldner, & Hjalmarsson, 
2008). Other solutions to improve errors consist of strengthening modules such 
as Parsers proposed by Garcia, (2009) and Viswanatha Naidu, Singh, Sharma, & 
Bharati (2009). Again, in complex systems that support natural language finding 
solutions is problematic and difficult to implement. The role of emotions in ECAs 
is reviewed in the following Section, 2.5. 

2.5 The Role of Emotions. 

Emotions, what they are and their functions in human life occupy a large research 
domain with several fields and subfields. Their central place within the human cog-
nitive system is fully recognised, even given ‘privileged status’ in the brain (Da-
vidson, Maxwell, & Shackman, 2004), but so far the many theories and definitions 
have failed to distil into a consensual one (Kleinginna Jr & Kleinginna, 1981). 

Very recently Mesquita and Boiger (2014) proposed a model where emotions are a 
dynamic system in specific contexts, the result of interactions and relationships as 
and where they take place, making it particularly relevant to HCI. 

This research work would focus on models of emotions with their cognitive compo-
nent that directly influence the human experience such as the affective neuroscience 
based Ledoux model, useful for understanding the relationship between the brain 
and the emotional process. It is particularly relevant in an HCI context where on-
screen objects and events could potentially activate primitive emotional responses 
(Reeves & Nass, 2002). The design of interfaces requires that the cognitive process 
is taken into account. The Ledoux model is presented in Appendix N°2 Section 1. 
Other models based on the affective experience such as the Russell Model or the 
one based on the psycho-evolutionary theory of emotions as the Plutchik Model are 
used in this research work and presented below. 
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2.5.1 The Russell Emotional Model 

This model is a bi-dimensional theory based on the affective experience. Russell’s 
emotional model concerns itself with affect, the ways humans experience emotions 
and uses the dimensions of valence and arousal (see also Section 2.6.1) to describe 
the structure of emotions (Russell, 1980). Russell evaluated 28 denoting adjectives 
with different values of valence and arousal that described the emotions felt by 
users in a given situation and found that the resulting ratings clustered around the 
periphery of a circle, hence his naming this configuration ‘the circumflex model of 
affect’, see Figure 2.5. His model of 28 adjectives is commonly used in studying a 
wide range of users’ emotional states and is particularly apt for evaluating verbal 
expressions of emotions which are based on the semantic value of descriptors. 

The Companion’s facial expressions to express empathy in response to users’ po-
sitive and negative emotions were based on this emotional model and is presented 
in Chapter 5. 

Figure 2.5. Direct Circular scaling coordinates for 28 affect words (taken from Russell, 1980). 

2.5.2 The Plutchik Emotional Model 

 This is one model based on evolutionary theories. Plutchik (2001, page 117) pro-
posed a psycho-evolutionary theory of emotions based on Darwin’s opinion that 
mammals’ emotions are ‘complex processes having functional value both for pur-
poses of communication and for promoting the individual’s chances of survival’. 
Details of behavioural adaptation are presented in Appendix 2 Section 2.1. 
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His eight basic emotions and their paired opposites are connected in three further 
dimensions: intensity, degree of similarity and polarity as shown in Figure 2.6.  

The different shades of emotions are more difficult to distinguish as we move 
downward on the cone; the distinction between boredom and annoyance is more 
difficult to define than their equivalents on top - disgust and anger.

Figure 2.6. Plutchik’s 32 emotional states.

A distinctive feature of Plutchik’s model is that a great variation of emotions can be 
derived from just eight primary emotions as when their extremes and mild versions 
are also considered, as presented in Table 2.1 below. 

Table 2.1 Emotional states from Plutchik’s model 

In his Colour Wheel, Figure 2.7, Plutchik also links his spectrum of emotions - 
basic and their extreme and mild versions - with colour, depicting the connection 
between the intensity of emotional states.
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Figure 2.7. Plutchik’s Colour Wheel.

Plutchik also defined combinatory rules for emotions based on the method of dyads 
and tryads (de Bonis, 1996). See further in Appendix 2 Section 2.2. 

The Plutchik model also helps to probe the variables of emotional expression, a 
complex chain of connected events, whether arising as a result of cognitive proces-
ses, physiological changes or whether triggered by actual or subjective experiences. 
That very complex emotions arise from just eight basic ones makes the Plutchik 
model particularly appropriate for measuring emotional inter-relationships and it 
is the reason for choosing it to test the appropriateness of the Companion’s verbal 
expressions as presented in Chapter 6. 

2.6 User Emotional State (UES)

The User Emotional State (UES) is one experienced by the user in the course of 
an interaction with a system. Picard, in her seminal work - Affective Computing 
(1997) highlighted the importance of UES in designing interfaces as the important 
indicator of user requirements. 
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A range of evaluation methodologies followed her advocacy of ‘affective compu-
ting’ - for systems to interact with human beings in a more natural way - among 
them Interaction Design (Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2004) (Boehner, De Paula, Dou-
rish, & Sengers, 2005), User Experience (Hassenzahl & Tractinsky, 2006) Emo-
tional Design (Norman, 2004), Visual and Audio recognition of emotions (Cowie 
et al., 2001) and a large number of research studies in areas of design (Francisco, 
Hervás, Peinado, & Gervás, 2012) and implementation (Thompson, Koziniec, & 
McGill, 2012).

The range of UESs - primitive emotional responses (Brave & Nass, 2002) or shock 
at anything unexpected appearing on the screen, be it a disturbing image or an 
unpleasant noise - require accommodation when designing on-screen interfaces. In 
the interest of creating a more user friendly experience the evolutionary aspects of 
emotion merit special attention as do the effects sound (Cosmides & Tooby, 2000) 
and the perception of sensory qualities, texture, touch, etc. have on emotions. 

2.6.1 Features of User Emotional State 

The dimensional features of UES are valence, fluctuating from feeling pleasant 
to unpleasant and arousal, which is oscillating from feeling calm to feeling acti-
ve (Wundt 1897) (Barrett, 1998). These features describe the emotional experien-
ce and both influence memory and the way people remember events (Kensinger, 
2004). See also Section 2.5.1 - Russels’ model. Valence and arousal are represented 
geometrically as orthogonal dimensions as shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8. The valence-arousal space.

Valence and arousal, their inter-dependence and their effects on individuals differ 
from person to person but this variability is recent knowledge. For some people fee-
ling bad means stress, anxiety or irritability and feeling good means feeling excited 
and upbeat, whereas another person may experience feeling good as feeling relaxed 
or contented and feeling bad as being sad. 
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Feeling good however is no indication of how activated a person may be at the same 
time. The two experiences are specific and each one may manifest as a high or a low 
arousal experience (Kuppens, Tuerlinckx, Russell, & Barrett, 2012). 

Valence is the hedonic or pleasantness value of emotion, it measures how negative 
or positive an experience is in terms of pleasure-displeasure. Arousal is related to 
bodily excitation, dependent on the complexity of the stimuli (Berlyne, 1974) and 
is measured on the scale of arousal-non-arousal. Emotions vary in intensity and 
high arousal may simultaneously express as high valence. Arousal also conveys 
information (Mehrabian & Russell, 1974), the affective response of an individual 
when exposed to external stimulus, and the evaluation of this human factor is an 
important design consideration (Liu, 2003). 

Pérez-Dueñas, Acosta, Megías, & Lupiáñez (2010) studied 238 nouns that describe 
emotional states. People were requested to evaluate these depending on their valen-
ce and arousal and their relevance to three emotional states: anxiety, depression and 
anger. The image of results do not show as orthogonal but as a boomerang shape 
and confirm the large inter-dependence between valence & arousal highlighted by 
previous studies (Robinson, Storbeck, Meier, & Kirkeby, 2004). See Figure 2.9. 

Figure 2.9. Distribution of 238 nouns depending on Valence and Arousal values.

2.7 The Role of Emotion in ECAs 

It was in 1997 that Rosalind Picard first advocated ‘affective computing’. Her semi-
nal work influenced both, the domains of AI and that HCI. She stated - ‘Computers 
do not need affective abilities for the fanciful goal of becoming humanoids; they 
need them for a meeker and more practical goal: to function with intelligence and 
sensitivity towards humans’ (Picard, 1997).
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Without emotions animated characters appear unreal, unaware of the world around 
them and devoid of true desires. They are thus unable to invoke life (Jones, 1999). 

Studies on how emotion in embodied agents impact on users’ attitudes and beha-
viour have been carried out in many domains, Education, Video-Games, Collabo-
ration, etc. What is clear from all studies is that synthetic emotions displayed by 
agents influence users’ attitudes and their comportment (Beale & Creed, 2009), 
modify users’ judgment about the agent and that the appropriateness of agents’ 
emotions plays an influential role in users’ perception of them. 

For example users perceive the ‘Affective Guide‘ – an ‘intelligent guide with at-
titude’ that uses appropriate emotional displays and attitudes as more believable, 
more natural and more attractive than another agent without emotional displays and 
attitudes (Lim & Aylett, 2007). 

2.7.1 Emotion and Believability 

Emotions are needed to construct believable characters. The notion of ‘believable 
character’ currently used in arts, ‘does not mean an honest or reliable character but 
a character capable of providing the illusion of life and thus triggers the audience’s 
‘willing suspension of disbelief’ (Bates, 1994, p.1), the temporary perception of 
events as believable when they would ordinarily be seen as improbable (Englis, 
1992).

The term ‘believability’ also applies to various factors that describe users’ expecta-
tions about virtual entities - embodiment, communicative behaviour and emotional 
capabilities (Demeure, Niewiadomski, & Pelachaud, 2011). However, it is not so 
much the embodiment of the character but its personality that provides real, belie-
vable presence and elicits social reactions and trust, key attributes for gaining the 
confidence of users (Norman, 1994). 

As mentioned above, the appropriateness of emotional behaviour, both verbal and 
non-verbal - the quality and relevance of the dialogue and gestures - combined with 
the socio-cognitive factors of warmth and competence are notable contributors to 
agent believability. However, believability is not in itself enough for users to have 
human-like attitudes towards ECAs nor is it beyond speculation whether a rela-
tionship can be established between a human being and an agent, and whether it is 
similar to that between two human beings (Demeure, Niewiadoski, & Pelachaud, 
(2011). 

2.7.2 Emotion and Anthropomorphism 

The consensus is that anthropomorphic interfaces are more effective and even pre-
ferred by users (Murano, 2006) as they stimulate more productive interactions and 
are seen as more user-friendly interfaces. Anthropomorphism is the attribution of 
human characteristics to animals or objects and Laurel (1997) for example argued 
that ECA designers must take advantage of the natural human predisposition to 
anthropomorphize. 
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Embodiment fits well with the idea of the ultimate interface being one which ‘ul-
timately will include the ability to both retrieve and generate alternate representa-
tions of information according to the needs and personal styles of users’ (Laurel & 
Mountford, 1990, p.362). 

Anthropomorphism impacts on the perception of characters. Interesting differences 
concerning human and non-human forms were revealed in an exploration where 
users played poker with agents that possessed different visual forms, and a dog was 
perceived as more engaging than a human agent before the game; however, after the 
game, users felt the dog to be only equally engaging. 

What modified the perception of the dog agent was its role as an opponent in the 
poker game (Koda & Maes, 1996). Gong (2008) specifies four levels of anthro-
pomorphism - low, medium, high, and real human images and the more an agent 
becomes anthropomorphic, to the point of being human, the more it is perceived by 
users as competent and trustworthy and as one encouraging fuller social responses. 

2.7.3 Emotional Information and Non-Verbal Communication 

Non-verbal communication, a component of meta-communication is sending and 
receiving messages without using words and these paralinguistic signals - gestures, 
body language, postures, facial expressions, gaze and visual contact - are a com-
plement to speech production (Argyle, 1972). They serve to complement verbal 
information, filtering it, expanding it or sending contradictory signals and are as 
important as verbal signals - prosody, pitch, volume or intonation of voice. 

Other paralinguistic communications also convey emotional information - gasps 
are associated with emotions such as surprise, shock or disgust. Or, depending on 
the user’s emotional situation a sigh could express boredom, dismay, dissatisfac-
tion, futility or relief. 

2.7.4 Emotional Information and Interjections 

Interjections are communicative features, which have semantic value, and as words 
they express mental or emotional states. ‘Interjections are sound sequences, words, 
typical phrases or clauses which can be realized as utterances signalled in speech 
by being produced with greater intensity, stress and pitch, and as sentences in wri-
ting by an exclamation mark’ (Jovanović, 2004). People use them to express their 
mental or emotional states or their reactions to perceived stimuli. Interjections have 
natural and coded elements, for example when you hear - ‘Ouch’, you may inter-
pret it as - ‘I am feeling pain’, if you hear - ‘Shhh’  you decode it as meaning - ‘be 
silent’ or ‘I wish you to be silent’. Interjections show people something in simple 
elocution, instead of saying anything (Wharton, 2003). 

Interjections are a promising line of research for Companions as they represent 
small chunks of speech that are easily identifiable and matched to behaviour, atti-
tude or an emotional state and therefore readily usable by Companions in an inte-
ractional exchange. A list of interjections with their meanings is given in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2 Some English Interjections (Dictionary of Interjections, 2014) 

2.8 The Role of Feedback 

In HCI feedback is important, as ECAs in their role as media of interaction rely 
on these signals of effective communication. Feedback is a component of human 
communication, social interaction; it communicates how we feel about or interpret 
another’s actions and find out how others respond to ours. It is the mechanism that 
keeps any interaction advance smoothly and within acceptable bounds; it is the see-
saw of statement-feedback that enables us to maintain progress towards any goal. 

Facial feedback was studied to model listening behaviour (See Table 2.3). These 
signals reflect the level of engagement in an interaction but because they are poly-
semous, people can attribute specific meanings to them or to their combinations 
(Bevacqua, Heylen, Pelachaud, & Tellier, 2007), depending also on their personal, 
cultural background. 

Facial Action Coding System (FACS) is a tool proposed by Ekman et al., (1978) 
based on the simultaneous contraction of facial muscles that produce a large num-
ber of different facial expressions, some of which have been qualified as univer-
sals because they are in-born and are the same in all cultures (Ekman, 1971,1982, 
1999b). Eye-gaze and eye-contact are subtle but important signs of visual attention, 
involvement and interest and add warmth to the experience and can also regulate 
taking turns in the conversation (Mather, 1987). 
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Table 2.3 Signals for facial feedback from Bevacqua et al., (2007)

These have a cultural component too, for example, in Asian cultures direct eye con-
tact is a sign of competitiveness (Galanti, 2008). 
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Many aspects of feedback and emotions expressed or displayed are culturally de-
pendent. Facial expression, as stated above, is most important for conveying and 
perceiving emotion, and its universality across cultures is acknowledged and con-
firmed (Ekman, 1972). When facial expression is combined with eye cues however, 
the perception of emotions reflects the cultural differences. Jack and their colleges 
(2012), studying the emotions of fear and disgust found that people in the East 
apply different strategies for decoding these emotions to people in the West. The 
latter concentrate only on eye movements whereas the former scan over the entire 
face area and analyze all the cues, noting changes in the movement of the mouth, 
the nose and in all the facial muscles. Vocal cues only versus combined auditory and 
visual signals represent yet another example of how cultural differences adjust the 
perception of emotions (Tanaka et al., 2010). 

A further dissimilarity is that in the West emotion is perceived as an individual 
feeling, while the Japanese e.g. view it as part of a wider context: in their analysis 
of emotions they also analyse the facial expressions of other people around the 
individual involved (Masuda et al., 2008). Clearly the cultural aspects of emotions 
are an important consideration in the design of ECAs but it is not part of this study. 

Backchannels are gestures or sounds by the listener to give impetus and continuity 
to the conversation. It is an indication of their engagement or non-engagement in 
the interaction and is therefore an important element of the verbal and non-ver-
bal behaviour executed by the speaker (Maatman et al., 2005). Implemented as 
a Companion, Greta (de Sevin et al.,2010a) is equipped with a system to provide 
backchannels. The system detects and analyses the speaker’s actions - head move-
ment or a change in the pitch of his voice - and from it she can generate a likely 
backchannel and as the interaction progresses the system creates rules of probable 
behaviour and subsequent backchannels triggered will more accurately reflect the 
user’s level of interest. 

Detecting the user’s level of declining interest Greta can finish the conversation 
by producing fewer and fewer backchannels to signal disengagement (Bevacqua, 
Prepin, Niewiadomski, de Sevin, & Pelachaud, 2010b). ECAs to interact effectively 
need to approximate this complex process of information exchange and the inclu-
sion of feedback is key to making the system more personalised, to adapt it to the 
user’s personality, to suitably influence his emotional states (Robison, McQuiggan, 
& Lester, 2009), or guide him towards his objectives. 

Whatever the context, feedback, by virtue of its adjustability is an effective mecha-
nism to effect outcomes. The learning environment is ideal for demonstrating the 
effects of positive or negative feedback on students’ learning outcomes in a variety 
of subject areas explored - Geometry (Anderson, Boyle, & Yost, 1985), Algebra 
(Koedinger, Anderson, Hadley, & Mark, 1997), Physics, Computer literacy (Calvo 
& D’Mello, 2012) and Foreign Languages (Ferreira & Atkinson, 2009). Positive 
feedback about the correctness of a particular step in learning doubles students’ 
speed of learning (Mitrovic, Ohlsson & Barrow, 2013), and it also encourages per-
sistence and progress. 
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Negative feedback is also helpful for example when it indicates to a student whe-
re he is going wrong and helps him avoid expending additional effort pursuing a 
flawed solution (Quilligan, 2007). 

The impact of the nature of feedback - empathetic or otherwise - is also dependent 
on people’s emotional state, as when experiencing ‘flow’ or delight they are more 
positively affected by empathetic feedback than when feeling frustration (Robison, 
McQuiggan, & Lester, 2009). Following, the role of empathy in ECAs is outlined. 

2.9 Empathy in ECAs 

Empathy, defined variously as the ability to understand and respond to the unique 
affective experiences of another person (Decety & Jackson, 2006), or denoting a 
sense of similarity between one’s own feelings and those expressed by another, 
having feelings more in harmony with another’s circumstance than with one’s own 
situation (Hoffman, 2008) has been extensively explored by philosophers, psycho-
logists and cognitive neuroscientists. It is a complex function, a particularly human 
attribute involving subtle spoken and visual cues that are often transmitted subcons-
ciously and can be difficult to read or mimic. Cognitive Neuroscience makes the 
distinction between cognitive empathy which is the ability to know what another 
person is thinking and feeling, and affective empathy which is the ability to actually 
feel another person’s emotional state (Rueckert & Naybar, 2008). 

Elements of empathy - multiple and inter-twined - are critical considerations when 
designing ‘intelligent characters’ (Paiva, Dias, Sobral, Aylett, Woods, Hall, & Zoll, 
2005); one example, the ‘proximity factor’ engenders empathy in users by the way 
they perceive similarity to themselves which in turn is dependent on race, gender, 
shared personal experiences (Barnett, 1987) as well as on physical appearance and 
clothing, hinting at the complexity of the matter. Prendinger et al., (2003) explo-
red the impact of empathy on users playing a Mathematical game measuring their 
Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) and Blood Pressure (BP). Half the participants inte-
racted with an empathetic agent, the other half with a non-empathetic one. Change 
in users’ behaviour when an empathetic agent joined them showed in their reduced 
GSR. 

Laura too, a ‘relational agent’ - task-oriented, ‘can build long term socio-emotional 
relationships with users’ (Campbell, Grimshaw, & Green, 2009, p.1) - bears testi-
mony to the efficacy of empathy. In one version she has a number of strategies to 
maintain long-term relationship based on empathy, politeness, humour, appropriate 
forms of address and ways to discuss the relationship; in the other, she is devoid 
of these strategies. Predictably, the former version was perceived in more positive 
terms than the latter (Gruber, & Picard (2005b). Lack of empathy by contrast can 
lead to aggressive, anti-social behavior (Miller & Eisenberg, 1988), even cruelty 
(Baron-Cohen, 2011). With the growth of human-to-human interaction via advan-
ced devices, technology without empathy can also lead to our communication with 
each other deteriorating to the impersonal, mechanical (Nishida, 2013), the aggres-
sive level. 
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Online harassment or cyber-bullying (Hinduja & Patchin, 2010), the social retarda-
tion of computer dependent youth (Fomichov & Fomichova, 2014) are evidence of 
that trend. ‘Fear- Not!’ is an interface that deals with bullying in schools. It is a 3D 
system - designed and implemented for Empathic Agents a part of a EU founded 
project called Virtual ICT with Empathic Characters (VICTEC) - stands for ‘Fun 
with Empathic Agents to Reach Novel Outcomes in Teaching’ and is a pedagogical 
tool. It is designed for children aged 8 to 12, safe in an unthreatening environ-
ment, to be observers in a bullying setting, awakening in them empathetic feelings 
towards the characters.

Users can interact with the artificial victim by voice and advise him/her on what 
might be the next step to change the situation. It was found, in a UK setting, that 
children enjoy the opportunity to use the system to practice strategies to deal with 
bullying, to escape victimization in the short run and generate an overall prevention 
effect in the longer term (Sapouna et al., 2010). 

2.10 Chapter summary 

The chapter began with defining ECAs as computer-generated human-like charac-
ters, Spoken Language Dialogue Systems (SLDSs) that perform useful tasks. Eliza 
is featured next as the first Natural Language Dialogue System (NLDS) to create a 
successful illusion of human-to-human interaction to the point of earning her users’ 
respect and emotional involvement. NLDS, its phases, its shortcomings and efforts 
to overcome the complex problems inherent in the system is reviewed. REA, an 
early example of an agent that is pleasant and effective in her tasks is described, as 
are some other similar ones in areas from health to learning. 

The role of emotions and their verbal and non-verbal intricacies in any interaction 
is surveyed, followed by looking at the importance of feedback in communication 
and how cultural differences impact on perception. Empathy, its elusive qualities, 
its complexities and its vital role in the way ECAs are perceived and accepted as 
positive agents conclude this chapter. 

Next, Chapter 3 explores ECAs advancing to the next stage, to being Companions. 
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Chapter 3 

Companions 

This chapter defines the concept of ECAs called Companions in HCI and outlines 
their social and technical evolution. Since Companions are empathetic techno-

logies, a discussion of the interplay between empathy and technology proposing 
the basis of synthetic companionship and the features of Companions is presented. 
Additionally, the concepts of engagement, perception and empathy are debated.  
The Companion Project of the European Union (EU) is described and other EU fun-
ded projects where Companions are involved are presented. Companions are meant 
to develop a relationship with their owners, a kind of ‘working alliance’ which 
facilitates engagement.This working alliance forms the basis of Rogers’ model of 
person-centered therapy. 

3.1 Definition 

A Companion is defined as a ‘robot or a virtual conversational agent that possesses 
a certain level of intelligence and autonomy as well as social skills that allow it to 
establish and maintain long-term relationships with users (Lim, 2012, p. 242).

The term is meant to ‘invoke personification and anthropomorphism, and encom-
passing the widest possible range of devices and forms of interaction that, woven 
together, produce a relationship-building experience for people’ (Benyon & Mival 
2013, p.72). The idea of agents as Companions was first proposed by Wilks (2005) 
with the aim of giving machines identifiable personalities as ‘intelligent, personali-
zed, persistent, multimodal interfaces for the Internet’ (Wilks, 2006).
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This initial ‘concept Companion’ - an intelligent, emotionally aware entity - was 
driven by user expectations and facilitated by rapid progress in digital technologies. 
Those expectations are that Companions sustain conversation over a reasonable 
length of time and touch on every aspect of their owner’s life. They are to live 
with humans in close proximity, provide for their care and well-being, serve their 
interests, do work on their behalf and have a lot of personal knowledge about them 
obtained from interactions with them or from public data (Wilks, 2010). 

As technology is becoming an integral part of people’s everyday life, so they not 
only use technology but now live with it (McCarthy & Wright, 2004), feel comfor-
table with any simulated relationship, begin to accept artefacts as their companions 
(Turkle, 2010) and recognize these Companions as empathetic technologies (Roa 
Seïler & Craig, 2015). Consequently human social and other needs - friendship, 
affect, family life - as listed in Maslow’s theory (Maslow, 1943) - are becoming 
increasingly within the scope of what Companions may be able to fulfil. Progress 
in HCI research has identified and defined some social skills and personality traits 
necessary for Companions based on their findings that people readily accept them, 
particularly in the domestic domain with preference for ones that follow and act 
under their orders (Clavel, Faur, Martin, Pesty, & Duhaut, 2013). 

In Section 3.2 the emergence of some early concept Companions in specific areas 
is outlined. 

3.2 Emergence of early Concept Companions 

The Environmental, Medical, Social and Technological sectors, because of the 
specialised services they demand readily lend themselves to and lead in the early 
applications of Companions - care for the elderly, the disabled, learning disabilities, 
mental health problems spring to mind as the most obvious and which are concerns 
recognized by all European nations (Comas-Herrera, Wittenberg, & Pickard, 2003). 

Governments, faced with rising demographic and socio-economic problems are 
re-thinking their strategies to cope with the needs of their changing population. It 
is estimated that by the year 2050 37% of the population in the EU will be over 60 
and that there will be a significant number of very old people. The aging popula-
tion, longevity and the special needs they create are particularly pressing issues that 
drive the search for solutions. It is predicted that 70% of people aged 75 or over, 
living alone with limited social or support network will be women, highlighting 
gender-difference related challenges (Dunér & Nordström, 2007). 

The risk of developing dementia (Fratiglioni, Wang, Ericsson, Maytan, & Winblad, 
2000), anxiety and depression (Beaudreau & O’Hara, 2009) are other consequen-
ces of the elderly coping in the context of reduced social and support network. As 
friendship and conversation have a positive impact on health and well-being (Carter 
& Everitt, 1998) Companions merit inclusion as suitable means of delivering some 
of these solutions. 
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Lack of qualified staff to meet the medical, social needs of segments of the popu-
lation, environmental issues such as global warming, smog pollution (D’amato, 
Cecchi, D’amato, & Liccardi, 2010), (Raz, Roberts, Lyall, Hart, Just, Laden, & 
Weisskopf, 2015) spawned many projects to fill the gap. Aspects of the Concept 
Companion are presented in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1. The Elements or Aspects of the Concept Companion.

The COMPANION Project (see 3.5) is one, with several prototypes designed and 
implemented. The LIREC Project1 explores how we live with digital and interacti-
ve Companions. The SEMAINE Project2 proposes the construction of a Sensitive 
Artificial Listener (SAL), defined as ‘a multimodal dialogue system with the social 
interaction skills necessary for sustained conversation with a human user’. 

There are more specific projects, such as SERA3 working on social engagement 
with robots and agents and aims to develop a Socially Assistive Robot (SAR) that 
helps older people. Another project, Companions for User Project4 (C4U) explores 
female attitudes and requirements in Companion technology. 

1 http://lirec.eu/project
2 http://www.semaine-project.eu/
3 http://ksera.ieis.tue.nl/
4 http://www.ofai.at/c4u/
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More recent projects are in the learning domain in response to EU objectives. 
EMOTE Project5 e.g. is a technology-enhanced learning system with the aim of 
improving the use of robotic artificial tutors as learning facilitator tools (EMOTE 
project, 2014). 

One neglected area is how Companions could contribute to improving the quality 
of users’ life in developing countries, providing solutions, however temporary, to 
social problems in remote areas such as the Oaxaca region of Mexico, where a third 
of the population do not speak Spanish the language used in schools, and people 
have limited access to services and employment opportunities. 21% of the popu-
lation is illiterate, families are disrupted because of the high rate of migration and 
children, boys in particular, leave school at an early age, needing to work (Craig, 
Roa- Seïler, Martínez, & Lara, 2014). Companions with emotional abilities would 
have a comprehensive role to play in such situations (see Chapter 6). The human-li-
ke attributes that Concept Companions are expected to possess are briefly described 
in the following Section, 3.3. 

3.3 The Concept Companion 

The concept of a ‘Companion’ is as one requiring ‘affective dialogue’ in the con-
versational exchange, that is, going beyond the simple communicative skills of 
an agent - ‘to create believable interaction between an artificial companion and a 
user, ...the social relation of the companion toward the user should reflect the social 
context of the interaction’ (Pecune, Ochs, & Pelachaud, 2013, p.2). The notion of 
companionship, engaging on a social level is one basis on which the overall com-
municative abilities of this type of ECA are built (Smith et al., 2011). Unlike other 
ECAs where the task usually determines the beginning and the end of the dialogue, 
these Companions are domain oriented conversational agent systems (Bernsen & 
Dybkjær 2004), not limited to a specific task and need extensive social, verbal and 
non-verbal capabilities. 

5 http://www.emote-project.eu/
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Figure 3.2. Schema of the Concept Companion.
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For affective social dialogue, engaging with people long-term and on an emotio-
nal level, linguistic communication and non-verbal behaviour need to be combi-
ned which represents a significant technical challenge (André, Dybkjær, Minker, 
& Heisterkamp, 2004). The aim is trust-based communication between user and 
Companion, aspects of which are shown in Figure 3.2. Trust (shown in blue in 
Fig 3.2.) is a fundamental element of everyday life (Luhmann, Davis, Raffan, & 
Rooney, 1979), a key feature in commercial relationships (Morgan & Hunt, 1994), 
a major influence in individual and group behavior entailing shared intimacy and 
includes honesty and sincerity (Golembiewski & McConkie, 1975); philosophers 
suggest that without trust society would collapse (Lagenspetz, 1992). Trust is con-
firmed when a Companion is able or competent to provide the care appropriate to 
the user’s emotional situation and possesses information and knowledge about his 
owners’ preferences, needs and his private life. This knowledge is defined in HCI 
as the User Model (UM) (Fisher, 2001) (Benyon & Murray, 1993) and Companions 
need a very extensive UM to be able to help with the different tasks that are part of 
their owners’ daily life-routine. 

The owner’s profile (shown in green in the schema), his attitude towards the Com-
panion and to its multimodal capabilities to accommodate this attitude is another 
determinant aspect of the relationship. Companions need to be adaptable, versatile, 
able to perform many different functions and activities: accompanying their owners 
in performing different tasks, providing empathetic care and creating an engaging 
social relationship with them. This is an holistic relationship based on care and 
includes emotional connection, but the manner in which this care is expressed de-
pends on the knowledge accumulated over time that the Companion possesses of 
the user and of the user’s needs. 

In its embodiment or physical form users have ample choice and the Companion 
can be a robot or a screen-based character that can appear in devices such as a mo-
bile phone, smartphone or tablet. 

Children might prefer a pet robot, elderly or disabled people a screen-based charac-
ter or a robotic companion. By featuring Companions in different electronic devi-
ces, users may enjoy their company at different times and in different places. Com-
panions are to ‘sense’ their user’s emotional state, integrating and cross-checking 
physiological and psychological information from embedded sensors in order to 
deliver the appropriate attitude or behaviour to the owner. To gather and store infor-
mation relative to the user’s background, memories, tastes, personal background, 
his home, his environment, work setting, the Companion can connect to the user’s 
various technological devices such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth or GPS. 

Some examples that attempt to satisfy these criteria are the SERA Project and the 
Huggable. As part of the former project Pütten, Krämer & Eimler (2011) studied 
six elderly participants in their homes integrating the robot into their daily life. In 
the follow-up interview two participants indicated that they had formed a genuine, 
emotional relationship with the robot. The other four interacted with the robot as a 
tool and their feelings merely reflected the robot’s perceived usefulness. 
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The Huggable is a robotic platform, an anthropomorphic fantasy animal, a Teddy 
Bear for pediatric care. It features a high number of somatic sensors - electric field, 
temperature and pressure - underneath a soft silicone skin, is completely covered 
by a fur-like fabric (Stiehl et al., 2005, Stiehl et al., 2009) and is skilled in providing 
a relational and affective, touch-based interaction with a child. There are other re-
search ‘work in progress’ Companions studied under laboratory conditions where 
only one or two abilities of the Companion, shown in Figure 3.2 are developed 
and tested. The major challenges of Companion design and their implementation 
with real users under normal conditions remain targets for future work. The various 
elements that constitute the bases which underpin Concept Companions’ ability to 
discharge their various roles are outlined in the next Section, 3.4. 

3.4 Bases of Companions 

To deliver the expectations of users, Companions are to be invested with, and be 
able to simulate the elements that constitute human interaction, a brief review of 
some of the most essential of these follow here. 

Companionship, one of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, is ‘an interpersonal rela-
tionship between two people or among several people sharing physical or emotio-
nal needs on an intimate level; a relationship of mutual caring and trust’ (Maslow; 
1943), engendering a sense of safety and security that helps reduce stress, and is a 
key element in Companions being accepted by users (Cowie, 2010). Companions-
hip is what makes Companions special and puts them in a privileged position, that 
of living with humans and it is also the biggest design challenge. 

Other agents are able to display emotions or use them to complete their task as for 
example learning companions (see Chapter 1) which are not Companions, as pre-
sented here but Pedagogic Agents which use emotional feedback to engage learners 
and improve learning outcomes (Arroyo, 2007). 

Laura, presented in Section 2.9 is a relational agent that uses empathy to provide 
health care and establish a long-term relationship. None of these agents provide 
companionship and have limited UM to focus on a single task to complete, making 
the experience between user and agent limited to the shared task and therefore re-
presenting only a tiny fraction of the user’s life-needs. ‘Companionship-Compa-
nions’ must have multiple layers of UM reflecting a close, comprehensive and inti-
mate knowledge of the user that adds richness to the interaction and to the variety 
of activities it helps with. 

To mimic human conversation is another essential function, although Pulman (2010) 
suggests that neither the ability to hold a conversation, nor human appearance are 
necessary elements in a Companion. What is necessary is that they recognize their 
owner as an individual, have good intentions toward him, behave in a predictable 
manner, sense their owner’s behaviour and be independent. Pulman does not howe-
ver refer to any technology sufficiently mature for a Companion to deliver these 
features, nor is it, as yet part of any state of the art advances in AI (Sloman, 2010). 
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It may be possible for one to recognize its owner by voice or sight, and then model 
some predictable behaviour, but it is unlikely that it would be able to predict its ow-
ner’s actual behaviour. With technological advances researchers are making good 
progress in this field. 

‘Google Now’ - a Google search application for mobile phones - is an example 
of an intelligent personal sssistant with natural language user interface. Based on 
contextual features such as time of day or previous actions by users, the system can 
answer questions, anticipate users’ needs, provide recommendations and accompli-
sh actions by referring requests to a set of web services (Popular Science, 2013). 
Trust (see 3.3 above) underpins any human interaction, including human-machine 
communication. 

Establishing a long-term relationship - another important requirement - is the com-
bination of its conversational, cognitive, emotional and socio-cultural abilities, how 
it adapts its behaviour to the user’s (Danilava, 2013). ‘The aim of Companions, 
however, is not to force humans to adapt to the system, but to design a system with 
which humans can interact naturally’ (Rosenthal-von der Pütten, Krämer, Hoff-
mann, Sobieraj, & Eimler, 2013 p.219). An empathetic personality and social skills 
are particularly relevant when their interaction strategies are to be helpful, to pro-
mote the owner’s well-being, learning, health care, his entertainment, etc. and to 
engage with, establish and maintain a long-term relationship with him. 

Companions, to be helpful, must be capable of assessing the needs of the person 
seeking help so that first, he is helped with managing his specific problems, develop 
unused or under-used opportunities that lead a more effective and fuller life (Egan, 
1998, p.7) and second, with becoming better at helping himself in his daily life 
by developing his overall ability to manage problems and develop opportunities 
(Egan, 1998, p.8). 

Healthcare is fertile ground for the design of helpful Companions capable of a hel-
ping or collaborative relationship, establishing a bond between client and helper, 
agreeing the goals of care and the tasks to be undertaken to achieve them, adopting 
a non-directive attitude with the direction of control being with the client (Raskin, 
Rogers, & Witty, 2007). 

These Companions would be styled on Rogers’ ‘person-centered approach’ or ‘hel-
ping relationship psychotherapy model’ and programed with his four ‘non-directive 
qualities’ that are essential for the construction of emotional connection between 
beings - empathy, active listening, congruence and a non-judgmental attitude (Ro-
gers, 1995), (The British Association for person-centred approach, 2013). 

Empathy in this sense - communication with attention, being fully involved rather 
than observe coldly - is positive behavior, as it precludes the idea of the Companion 
‘reading his mind’ ever occurring to the user. 
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The need to make technology more empathetic and recognize users as complete hu-
mans has been accepted for some time (Muller, Wharton, McIver, & Laux, 1997), 
yet the HCI community have continued to focus almost exclusively on aspects of 
human behaviour related to efficiency and productivity (Picard & Klein, 2002). 

A brief description of the Companion Project follows in the next Section, 3.5. 

3.5 The Companion Project 

The Companion Project was a 4 year, EU funded Framework Program 6 project in-
volving a consortium of 16 partners across 8 countries. ‘The project’s vision is that 
of a personalized, conversational, multimodal interface for the Internet; one that 
knows its owner and is implemented on a range of platforms, indoor or nomadic, 
based on integrated high-quality research in multimodal human-computer interfa-
ces, intelligent agents and human language technology.’ This project’s ECA differs 
from the earlier ECAs by having large-scale speech and language capacity (Wilks, 
2005); it is able to listen to long utterances and respond appropriately to them in the 
context of the user’s present or past events. Its other distinctive feature is that rather 
than the standard ‘big engineering’ approach in this area, it is of relatively simple ar-
chitecture with substantial tested performance based on the application of powerful 
machine learning methods (Wilks, 2005). Several prototypes have been developed 
and tested - Photopal (Mival, O’Keefe, Bradley, Roa-Seïler, & Benyon, 2008), Se-
nior Companion (Wilks, Catizone, Worgan, Dingli, Moore, Field, & Cheng, 2011), 
Health Companion (Turunen et al., 2011) and the How Was Your Day ? Companion 
(Smith et al., 2011) and some are described below. 

3.6 Conceptual Companions 

Conceptual Companions are theoretical projects developed within the Companion 
Project observing, analysing and validating Companion simulations to gain a better 
understanding and perspective of the possible uses of these technologies. Ideally 
they integrate newer, mostly emerging technologies of signal recognition, langua-
ge and graphic technologies, none mature enough to work in synchrony or provi-
de users with intelligent and personalized interaction on a long-term basis, hence 
‘conceptual Companions’. Their potential however is not in dispute - ‘People will 
stop being computer users and will become companion owners’ (Mival, O’Keefe, 
Bradley, Roa-Seïler, & Benyon, 2008). The set of conceptual Companions of the 
Companion Project is presented in Appendix 1 Section 2. 

3.6.1 Mr Fit - Health & Fitness Companion 

Mr. Fit was a conceptual health & fitness Companion to promote users’ well-being 
and healthier lifestyle. The proposed methodology applied in designing Mr Fit was 
used in this research work for planning, designing and evaluating Companions (see 
Figure 3.4). 
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Unlike the ‘relational agents’ Rachel and Laura the health coaches (Creed & Bea-
le, 2012) (Bickmore & Picard, 2005), or Ellie the virtual therapist (Georgila et al., 
2014), Mr Fit was to be a Companion to help the user with matters relating to his 
well-being while living with him in a close environment of intimacy. This would 
include advising on eating habits, fitness activities and even sophisticated support 
with specific medical problems. With access to the user’s personal health informa-
tion, medical history, medications taken, Mr. Fit would prompt medical follow-ups, 
make appointments, contact relatives, warn about contraindications of medicines 
and even suggest medical tests. Mr Fit’s functioning is described in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3. Conceptual model of a Health and Fitness Companion, Mr.Fit. 

Mr Fit’s effectiveness and success rests on its owner’s trusting its advice, its answers 
to questions about medical problems, information it has about recent medical ad-
vances, its awareness of preventive measures available, its competence in nutritio-
nal matters relative to special diets and most of all that the owner trusts it to share 
with it his health problems in confidence and trust. 



Figure 3.4. Methodology for products using emergent technology.
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This methodology is in four phases, a reduced version of the five phases one origi-
nally proposed in the Companion Project and its details are in Companion Project 
(Deliverable 2.4.1, 2008). 

Phase 1: the target function being health and fitness, designers in interactive  
technologies and experts in the Health sector were consulted, both by meeting and 
interviewing them and also reviewing relevant knowledge areas. It became appa-
rent early on that existing immature detection technologies could not deliver desi-
red Companion functionalities even in a laboratory setting let alone outside of it, 
e.g. to identify its owner and his emotional state. Phase 2: following the interviews 
with two doctors, two medical students and one medical biology expert, a model 
was compiled and a functional mock-up designed for the function of the Health and 
Fitness Companion, guided by users’ state of health and age as set out in Appendix 
1 Section 2. Mr. Fit in all its versions should have a strong personality.

Phase 3 was the evaluation of Phase 1 and Phase 2 so that the first prototype to be 
tested with end-users could be implemented.

3.7 Empathy in Companions (also see Chapter 2, Section 2.9)  

3.7.1 Empathetic Engagement and Perception 

Engagement is that part of interaction which indicates the level or depth of attention 
and interest of the parties involved in a conversation. In reviewed literature engage-
ment is an experience of empathic connection (Bardzell, Bardzell, Pace, & Karnell, 
2008) or a cognitive state of mind which involves attention (Langton, Watt, & Bru-
ce, 2000). O’Brien & Toms (2008) refer to four phases of engagement: point of en-
gagement, sustained engagement, disengagement, and re-engagement which apply 
whether interacting with humans or whit synthetic screen-based characters. In the 
case of Companions too, they are a measure of their interaction with their users and 
that they respond in an appropriate manner, in real time. Decoding interest and at-
tention signals is the process of perception. Peters, Castellano, & de Freitas (2009) 
relate engagement to the action-cognition-perception loop, how indices and signals 
of engagement generated - e.g. empathetic facial expressions, gaze direction, etc. 
- are interpreted in terms of the interaction’s context or goals: ‘seeing’, interpre-
ting, adjusting. Some of the highest quality signalling of interactive engagement 
between the user and the character is explored by Peters, Asteriadis, Karpouzis, & 
de Sevin (2008). 

3.7.2 Empathetic Listening 

As stated earlier, conversation is a two-way flow of verbal and non-verbal informa-
tion between the speaker and listener (Argyle & Cook, 1976) expressing their men-
tal and emotional states (Bevacqua, Prepin, Niewiadomski, de Sevin, & Pelachaud, 
2010b, p.143), (de Sevin, Niewiadomski, Bevacqua, Pez, Mancini, & Pelachaud, 
2010b), with the exchange moving forward in a spirit of mutual understanding and 
trust, reducing tension, contributing to collaborative problem solving and interper-
sonal effectiveness (Salem, 2003, Stewart, 1983). 
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The level of empathy perceived depends not only on words but also on other inte-
raction signals generated which can be programed into Companions for optimum 
rapport. 

Greta, a screen-based agent is a well-known EU sponsored ECA research platform, 
implemented in the SEMAINE Project as a SAL (Douglas-Cowie, Cowie, Cox, 
Amier, & Heylen, 2008), and later as a conversational Companion as well as in the 
roles of a virtual tutor and an actress within games. She is capable of verbal and 
non-verbal communication, has tools for recognizing users’ emotional states and 
processes human speech (Pelachaud, 2005). 

As a Companion, it was attempted to make her conversation more accurate and 
real, to enable her to synchronize a raised eyebrow or a gesture with a given word 
and modify the intensity of her movements and gestures to match her emotional 
state (Mancini & Pelachaud, 2008). The system was also equipped with an Intent 
Planner (IP) module with two components: the Listener Intent Planner (LIP) and 
the Speaker Intent Planner (SIP) which regulated when Greta Companion would act 
as a listener or as a speaker. LIP computed the speaker’s backchannel signals (see 
Section 2.8) and the SIP regulated the taking of turns in the exchange (Bevacqua, 
Prepin, Niewiadomski, de Sevin, & Pelachaud, 2010a). A backchannel is a visual 
or vocal cue or pause delivered at appropriate moments by the listener to promote 
continuity in a conversation. Schröder, Heylen & Poggi (2006) proposed listener 
models of ECAs based on backchannels. Other signals include the user’s voice 
quality and non-verbal behaviour such as head movement, headshakes, nods, head 
and gaze shift. Thorisson (1996) reports on a screen-based communicative huma-
noid called Gandalf that uses acoustic and visual signals in real time conversation. 
His embodiment is a hand and a face and as an expert on the Solar System provides 
information to users by voice. It uses a backchannel system - head nods or short 
utterances which are activated if e.g. a pause longer than 110 ms is detected. REA 
is another task oriented ECA possessing a listener model (see Section 2.2) who 
communicates with people using speech in real time. When visitors pause longer 
than 500 ms, she makes a paraverbal signal such as - ‘ahhh’, or a short utterance - ‘I 
see’, ‘let’s move on’, etc. (Cassell et al., 1999). Gratch et al., (2005) and (Maatman, 
Gratch, & Marsella, 2005) analyse the user’s voice quality and non-verbal behavior 
such as head movement - nods, head shakes, rolls and gaze-shift - to provide the 
correct moment for a backchannel.

3.8 Models for Companions 

Computational modelling of human emotions is a challenge area in AI too. Existing 
AI models can identify, model and imitate human emotions to a limited degree by 
using theories of psychology, the more recent ones applying the Theory of Cogniti-
ve Evaluation of emotions, known as the Theory of Appraisal (Marsella & Gratch, 
2014). The wide range of options and tasks prescribed by their owners drives the 
modelling of each Companion’s features. As presented in Section 3.7.2 the con-
versational Companion Greta has a speaker and listener model for functioning as 
expected. 
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Researches (Hortas Rodrigues, Mascarenhas, Dias, Paiva, 2014), (Boukricha, Wa-
chsmuth, Carminati, Knoeferle, 2013) of factors that modulate the emphatic be- 
haviour of agents - similarity, affective link, mood and personality - led to desig-
ning models capable of empathetic responses. The empathetic model by Hortas 
and colleagues was tested in a bullying scenario to check if agents could moderate 
between bully and victim. It was found that agents expressing similar emphatic res-
ponses but not the same empathetic behaviour, the ones with empathetic response 
plus behaviour were perceived as more caring, likeable, trustworthy, intelligent, 
dominant and less submissive. However there is no straightforward way of testing a 
computational model like this in isolation from a concrete application and scenario 
(Aylett and Paiva, 2012). This is an especially serious limitation when it involves an 
end-user interacting in real time, and the measuring of the global user experience is 
important, as it is in HCI. Global user experience and the impact of social relations-
hips on users’ requirements is also important in HCI. 

One model (Pecune, 2013) aims to establish the Companion-owner relationship 
taking into account the role of the agent, its perceived personality, and its other 
features, how the social relationship evolves over time and the impact this has on 
the Companion’s decision making. In this model social relationship relates to three 
dimensions, dominance, liking and intimacy. This model is ‘work in progress’ and 
has not been tested with end users. 

Adam et al., (2010) focus on enjoyability and specify three different features in 
their model: first, users should feel in control and this feature includes customi-
zation and appropriate feedback; secondly, demands on users should be adjusted 
to their skills, that the interaction is challenging but not overpowering and thirdly, 
that the system should support social interaction, that is conversation. The authors 
add other elements - personalization, and highlight other important features such as 
coherence in the dialogue, emotional management and personality. 

Recognizing Companions as a natural development in HCI, Benyon & Mival (2007, 
2013) were the first to introduce the idea of Human-Computer Interaction elevating 
to Human-Companion Relationship. 
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Figure 3.5. The star model of designing for relationships. 

Their star shaped model shown in Figure 3.5 considers six attributes for Compa-
nions: utility, form, emotion, social attitudes, personality and trust. Utility refers to 
a basic functionality to perform non-specific tasks, being proactive with suggestions 
but allow their users to make the decisions. Form refers to interaction and aesthetic 
aspects - dialogues, gestures and representational qualities such as 2D, graphical 3D 
or true 3D. Emotion in the interchange promotes familiarity and empathy builds re-
lationships that lead to emotional support, a setting the authors emphasize can only 
occur in highly personalized interactions. Trust is a key relationship that develops 
over time through small talk and behaviour resulting in continuity of relationship. 
Personality refers to the idea that the personality of the Companion should shadow 
the personality of its owner. ‘As soon as interaction moves from the utilitarian to 
the complexity of a relationship, people will want to interact with personalities 
that they like’ (Benyon & Mival, 2013, p.75). Social attitudes refers to the fact that 
people like to engage with people who share their values, background and culture. 
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3.9 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter the emerging concept of Companions has been reviewed and the  
reasons for it analyzed. The Companion Project and other European initiatives 
which take into account new data on people’s needs have been reviewed. The bases 
for underpinning Companions have been outlined along with technology and rele-
vant empathetic aspects listed. Finally, Companions have been presented in order 
to highlight the essence of the nature of Companions and their ability to create a 
relationship with users on a long term basis. There are some examples of Compa-
nions ‘in progress’ but they are not at the stage of having a relationship with the user 
and follow the theoretical development of agents and the evolution and maturity of 
technology as presented in Appendix 1 Section 3.
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Chapter 4 

Early Investigation of Users’ Perception of Companions 

This chapter presents the early research that led to the concept of Companions 
as a novel and innovative form of interface for users and to the determination 

of a first set of users’ requirements of them. The first task was to conduct research 
and experiments to explore how people perceived these artefacts and to make sense 
of their descriptions of them. Preferred embodiment, ways of interaction, affective 
behaviour and functionality was to be established, desired Companion attributes 
collected by tests and interviews and the resultant data analysed and rated to formu-
late design ideas for an ‘ideal companion’, one that delivers the promise of compa-
nionship which is an objective of this work. 

4.1 Understanding Users’ Perceptions of Companions 

Companions are interfaces which are problematic to test with users in a real setting 
because, as already stated in Chapter 3, they are implemented with emergent tech-
nologies that are not mature enough to work well together, which in turn makes it 
difficult to document users’ reactions to or assess their perceptions of these entities, 
necessary information on which the understanding of users’ expectations and requi-
rements may be based. This study also attempts to identify a basic set of parame-
ters for what is needed for Companions to be accepted to live with people in close 
proximity, in companionship. To do this, two experiments were conducted, one 
using Kelly’s Repertory Grid to elicit people’s constructs (see Chapter 4 Section 
4.2, Appendix 2 Section 3.5) and another to compile a descriptors database, attitu-
des that Companions could display when interacting with their owners. Answers to 
important questions, posed below, arising in relation to embodiment, emotional be-
haviour, interaction and functionality emerged in the course of these experiments. 

Many research projects studied the concepts and feelings triggered by objects and 
artefacts, e.g. Benyon & Mival, (2013), (Mitchell, Mackley, Escobar-Tello, Wil-
son & Bhamra, 2014), Norman (2007), Desmet (2003), Jordan (2002) and Picard 
(1997), and their findings and tools have been applied in this work. 
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Vihma (1995, 2003), taking Charles Sanders Pierce’s semiotic philosophy as a fra-
me of reference pointed out that interaction with objects is not reducible to the 
physical or symbolic level but involves both of them. Rohlin (2002), using the 
same perspective argued that the perception of the usability attributes of products 
is unconscious and it is problematic to find a link between aesthetics and usability.

4.2 Materiality and Engagement 

4.2.1 Design Experiment No. 1 

The main purpose of this experiment was to elicit users’ global perception of Com-
panions as interfaces - How do people perceive ECAs acting as companions?, to 
have a birds-eye view of the totality of the entity and the overall impact of its 
materiality/embodiment, its affective behaviour and its usefulness/functionality on 
its users. Ascertaining how people classify Companions with regard to embodi-
ment/ materiality was next in importance - How do people regard anthropomorphic 
features and what visual form would they prefer?, as it impacts on engagement 
(that engagement is evidence of empathy and trust is discussed in Section 3.7.1), 
how appearance and other tangible and intangible features perceived by users make 
one artefact more engaging than another - What are the feelings Companions elicit  
during interaction?, and whether non-verbal communication is sufficient for effec-
tive engagement, communication - In what ways would they like to interact with  
them - by movement ? voice? 

It was important to determine users’ specific mental meanings, constructs of them- 
What are users’ feelings towards robots, screen-based avatars, communicating ob-
jects and media using emergent technologies such as speech and visual recogni-
tion? And finally regarding Companions’ functionality - What functionalities, if any 
would properly serve human users’ needs?, and whether they being ‘good company’ 
is sufficient for them to be accepted as Companions - How important is social-emo-
tional interaction as an attribute? 

Data gathered and analysed would contribute to discussing how they would in-
fluence the future design of Companions. The setting up of the Semantic Square, a 
measuring grid to collect constructs and to rate Companions follows. 

4.2.2 Methodology: Grid and Open Ended Interviews 

Kelly’s Repertory Grid, a tool for understanding mental meanings was developed in 
1950 based on George Kelly’s Personal Construct Theory (PCT). According to this 
theory, users, like scientists observe the world around them, draw up hypotheses 
and check these against their life experiences to elaborate their own theories and 
constructs, their unique vision of the world (Walker & Winter, 2007), how they 
make sense of the world, assess their environment and make decisions. The user’s 
construct system is a reflection of his perception, his personal history (Kelly, 1955). 
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This tool is preferred as it is the most widely applied technique to measure people’s 
perceptions of the world around them, the constructs people use habitually to inter-
pret and predict the behaviour of people or things important in their life. It helps to 
probe beyond the surface impression, elicits verbal equivalents of the psychological 
dimensions in which they are interested confirms initial impressions, the adjectives 
chosen, and that they are accurate verbal representations of the psychological di-
mensions generating them (see further in Appendix 2 Sections 3.3 & 3.5.1). 

Sense-making (Barthes, 1985), the process of understanding what objects mean to 
people and the methods developed to measure the meaning of concepts are at the 
core of this work. Concepts expressed by words have two meanings, denotative and 
connotative, the former the literal meaning of the word and the latter the affective 
meaning, the symbolic added value provided by the speaker (Barthes, 1967). The 
bipolar scale Semantic Differential (SD) rating tool was used to measure the conno-
tative meaning of concepts (Osgood, 1957) (Snider & Osgood, 1969), the emotions, 
feelings and therefore the attitudes that the word elicits (see further in Appendix 2 
Sections 3.4). 

Twenty two of the most representative Companions on the market in research fields, 
in films or in science fiction were chosen as candidates, based on makers’ descrip-
tions and users’ blogs for the initial Semiotic Square (SQ),  a tool that formulates 
a binary relationship between contrary semiotic signs, the elementary structures of 
meaning (Greimas, 1968). The selected Companions were positioned in the Square 
as shown in Figure 4.1. S1 and S2 were presented as opposite concepts, S1 and 
~S1, S2 and ~S2 as contradictory concepts, whilst S1 and ~S2, S2 and ~S1 were 
complementary ones. 

Figure 4.1. The Semiotic or Semantic Square (Greimas, 1968). 
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They all seem to have the same features, but users found one or more different 
elements in each, reflecting their unique mental representation. The Companions 
are positioned according to their embodiment and their affective ability to engage 
users. E.g. Aibo seems to engage more affectively than Annanova, who is in the 
immaterial part of the square behind a screen and she doesn’t initiate any interac-
tion. HAL is included because he is able to engage people using speech, speech re-
cognition, natural language processing, facial recognition, lip reading, interpreting 
and reproducing emotional behaviours, automated reasoning, and can play chess 
(Lyndon & Kubrick, 1968). He is compared to REA, a research created Real Estate 
Agent that uses social dialogue and provides a valid service to users. REA is pre-
sented in Chapter 2.

Figure 4.2. Companions in the Initial Semiotic Square. 

After the first round with 22, some Companions were removed, others added, lea-
ving only the most representative ones, nine in total and the SQ set-up again, upda-
ted. The final SQ for this experiment is shown in Figure 4.3. The Companions pre-
sented in this last SQ with their global features are listed in Appendix 3 Section 1.1. 
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Figure 4.3. The Final Semiotic Square for Experiment No 1. 

In terms of materiality and engagement Aibo, a robotic dog, Ifboot a robot singer, 
Naztabag a communicating object and Pivot 2, a robotic car dashboard are all tangi-
ble objects that are able to establish an affective relationship and communicate with 
humans, and are therefore positioned it the same material space as the human-like 
ones.

In terms of non-materiality and engagement there are Samuela, a 3D character who 
recognizes her owner, interacts by speaking, gives cookery advice and can ma-
nage different databases for her owner; Enrica, a poll-taking 2D avatar skilled in 
engaging in personal conversation, invites users to type in their name to start the 
conversation, and Patachon the successor to Clippy is also in this space though he 
only moves, does not speak. 

In the materiality, non-engagement space, we have the well-known fictional charac-
ter HAL, the sentient computer in the film 2001: A space Odyssey (Lyndon & Ku-
brick, 1968) who interacts with people by voice. In the non-materiality, non-enga-
gement space we have Nike § ipod shoes, a Fitness companion which can connect 
to the Internet to access users’ running performance, but it has no direct interaction 
with them, there is no two-way dialogue in the same modality, verbal or non-verbal. 
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A preliminary simulator system (Video recording) with each one of these nine 
Companions was prepared to induct people how they could interact with them. In 
this phase of the test, when presenting Companions and their technologies, before 
the pilot test, it was noted that people felt the need to speak about Companions and 
relevant technology. 

An open-ended face-to-face interview was conducted with users familiar with te-
chnology to capture their spontaneous responses, their thoughts and feelings - How 
important is social-emotional interaction as an attribute? (See above). People with 
little familiarity with technology were invited to have the interview before attemp-
ting the grid, using the same video material with both sets of people. Six hours of 
interviews by nine people were recorded in French, transcribed and translated into 
English. This experiment, the Test grid and the face to face interviews’ findings are 
presented in Appendix 3 Experiment N°1 Section 1.2. 

4.2.3 Experiment Set Up 

Fifteen individuals, one health expert, two Designers and two Multimedia experts 
as well as ten users with no previous knowledge of artificial characters were cho-
sen according to their age, gender, background, working expertise and their level 
of technology use (see Table 4.1). It was conducted in French, Spanish and Engli-
sh, often in participants’ homes or offices depending on availability. All materials 
necessary to run the application were provided. Spanish participants did the test 
online. The results of these interviews provided useful insights into how people per-
ceive virtual entities and the types they would want to live with in close proximity.

Table 4.1. Ages of Participants 

The experiment was in three parts, a system simulation shown to participants - a 
Video recording of 7 1/2 min. long, subtitled in French, Spanish and English, an 
open-ended interview recorded and a Grid to complete. A panel with the nine cha-
racters selected is shown in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4. Clickable images linked to a video simulation. 

In Part 1 a Power Point presentation was used to explain the Companion concept to 
the participants, at the end of which a system simulator (Video recording) appeared 
on the screen. Each Companion image was linked to a short video presenting the 
Companion in a real-life context, which the participants could watch as many times 
as they liked. The functionality of each Companion was explained and questions 
answered as fully as possible to match participants’ familiarity with technology. 
Completing the Grid was followed by the last part of the experiment, the inter-
view. Those uncomfortable with the technology were accommodated by being in-
terviewed before completing the Grid as stated earlier.

To start running the grid process, nine cards representing each character were dis-
tributed, each showing the image of the character on the face and its number on the 
back, as shown in Figure 4.5. The empty Grid is shown in Figure 4.6. 

Figure 4.5. The card in the experiment.

Figure 4.6. Example of Empty Grid for the experiment.
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A sample or practice pattern grid was also distributed as shown in Figure 4.7 with 
images from the Video at the top. 

Figure 4.7 Example of Pattern Grid for the experiment.

How to complete the empty grid correctly was explained. The 15 participants were 
asked to choose at least five sets of three Companions (triads) and apply an adjec-
tive to indicate how two Companions in any triad were similar and how the third, 
single one was different to the pair. 

By requesting similar and opposite adjectives, the values, constructs for the propo-
sed Companion are obtained, as explained in Section 4.2.3. A construct is a single 
dimension of meaning. Bipolarity in constructs allows us to envisage a variety of 
relationships between them - they can be correlated or logically inter-related in 
many ways - whereas concepts can only either include or exclude one another (Ban-
nister & Fransella, 1985, p.12). 

Participants had between two and a half to two hours 50 minutes to complete the 
grid, to name their constructs. They could watch the videos any time as necessary to 
help them complete the empty grid as showed in Appendix 2 Section 3.5.2. In total 
95 grids, 24 in Spanish, 4 in English and 67 in French were collected. The list of 
constructs was plotted on an evaluation grid as set out in Appendix 2 Section 3.5.2. 
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4.2.4 Evaluation 

After removing the duplicated ones, the 95 grids provided 70 constructs, qualifying 
the different features of Companions, and its opposites. An evaluation grid showing 
all the constructs for each Companion (see Table 4.2 in a partial form) was emailed 
to people to complete and rate. 

Table 4.2. Presents a reduced version of the evaluation form
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The positive constructs are on the left of the grid and their opposites on the ri-
ght, each rated on a scale from 1 to 7, where number 4 is neutral. The constructs 
were allocated on the grid in terms of appearance, functionality, interaction, empa-
thy-emotions-expression and anthropomorphism. Table 4.3 is a compact version of 
the rated general table of constructs.

Table 4.3. Compact version of the general table of Companions’ constructs

The 4 best rated entities were Aibo, Patachon, Enrica and Samuela; even though 
they were not necessarily acknowledged as Companions they had features users 
perceived as Companion-like. 

4.2.5 Discussion of Results 

The conclusions presented here are the mix of the interviews and the the grids’ 
evaluation results, the adjectives/mental constructs people used to describe these 
Companions, as listed in Table 4.4. 
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Table 4.4. Adjectives/Mental Constructs gathered from the Evaluation grids
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One interesting result that emerged from the survey was that people had and un-
derlying cautious approach to technology and that some had difficulty allocating 
adjectives when seeing Companions only in a video presentation, giving a partial 
view of their perception of ECA as Companions but would talk freely, using meta-
phors about the personality features and human-like behaviour they expected from 
them, providing clues relating to the importance they attached to attributes of social 
emotional interaction. 

It may be that perhaps we do not yet have the words to define feelings elicited by 
these new artefacts. They indicated Companions’ suitable level of technology and 
the multimodal exchange they wanted with them, the latter relying on emergent 
technology that would prove itself in the future by rigorous testing in long-term 
human-artefact relationships. Participants describe their feelings towards artefacts 
and objects using technologies such as speech and visual recognition, the kind of 
technologies providing anthropomorphic abilities. 

The advent of agents with human attributes - embodiments as robots, screen avatars, 
communicating entities with speech and recognition abilities - is changing people’s 
concepts of those of similar objects in the past. While ‘Personification Technolo-
gies’ encourage people to anthropomorphize (Benyon et al., 2008), transforming an 
object into a Companion requires more than anthropomorphic attributes and simple 
body movements or facial expressions. Examples confirming this are - Nabaztag is 
uninteresting, Ifboot a timewaster, HAL is depressing despite his mellow human 
voice, and Companion § ipod is just a pair of ‘technologically pretty shoes’. 

Baudrillard (1978) states that these objects also take their meaning from their func-
tionality. The relationship people want points to social, emotional interaction, an 
‘object of desire’ that involves emergent technologies that are yet to come into their 
own. Another Grid finding was that people are more interested in having ‘direct’ in-
teraction with characters, whether verbal or non-verbal, and that asymmetric modes 
of interaction create confusion and disorientate them. This confirms research about 
inconsistences in agents’ behaviour (Creeds & Beale, 2012). 

Enrica is such an example: she is ‘intimidating because there is no direct interac-
tion’; she speaks to people but they still need to answer her using the computer 
keyboard. Aibo on the other hand, is a typical example of successfully inducing 
feelings of attachment in its owners, not only because users’ expectations were set 
lower for a pet, but also because of his method of direct interaction, that is, beha-
ving like a real dog. Aibo, and also Patachon, though devoid of recognizing and 
decoding the semantic content of speech still manage to engender a limited range 
of what we consider to be ‘companionship’ in human relationships. People also 
liked Aibo’s submissiveness but considered it to be a toy and not a real Companion 
because of its vague utility. These findings confirm again, the importance of social 
emotional interaction to people. 
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Enrica or Samuela, more human like were rated as neutral in this feature but peo-
ple also appreciated cuteness, fun or virtual answers, features indicative of compa-
nionship-like behaviour. One social skills and personality study for the design of 
Companions suggests that people like submissive Companions in general (Clavel, 
Faur, Martin, Pesty, & Duhaut, 2013), whereas in our study this only applies to ro-
bots. This probably suggests that companionship with anthropomorphic robots may 
be different to that with screen-based human-like Companions. 

Utility makes Companions interesting to live with and while users expect a high 
degree of usefulness from them, they are also ready to make allowances for  
shortcomings  in their use and technology, provided the service offered is worth 
it. Bickmore & Picard (2005a) referred to usefulness as an ‘instrumental support’ 
necessary to establish and maintain a useful relationship with an agent and to its 
acceptance as a Companion, as alluded to in the following interview segment: 

This confirms studies with robot Companions which found that ‘users construe a 
partner model of their unfamiliar, artificial communication partner’. Surprisingly, 
however, the robot’s appearance plays a relatively unimportant role (Hudlicka, et 
al. 2009). 

The expectation of a combination of human and agent-like behaviour is an example 
of the ‘willing suspension of disbelief’ paradox, that users are aware of the fact 
that Companions are not human, nevertheless they are willing to go along with 
the illusion that they are, even invent the kind of relationship they want along the 
human-object relationship spectrum, which supports the view that computers are 
social actors (Reeves & Nass, 1996). (See also Chapter 6.) 
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In the case of Companions, it goes even further; it is not only the device itself but 
the Companion within the device too needs to pretend to be human, and users are 
happy to be fooled as stated in the interview extract above and in many others. 
This phenomenon of the ‘willing suspension of disbelief’ is a powerful element 
relative to users’ perception of Companions and merits further investigation. On the  
human side people expect human strategies such as humour and contextualization 
to promote audience involvement, as this statement about Samuela shows :
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 Other human strategies, ranging from the obvious - body stance, facial expressions, 
use of space and gesticulations, to the more subtle - eye movements, gaze or into-
nation - are also noted as significant elements for better communication and invol-
vement, this ‘body language’ being ‘a complement to speech production’ (Goldin 
Meadow, 1998) and an aid to showing emotions as is the case with Samuela and 
Enrica whose ability to produce these signs enhances interaction and elevates it to 
an empathetic one. 

Patachon and Aibo both appeared with potential for companionship, but the latter 
was rated as useless (twelve people rated 7 for this feature), a timewaster because 
perceived as a toy, but interviewees, finding him cute, funny pleaded for finding a 
task for him. In Table 4.5 are the adjectives that express participants’ mental cons-
tructs/representations of these potential Companions, Samuela proving to be the 
best example of the evolution and personification of these emergent technologies. 

Samuela and Enrica are both human-like, but only Samuela interacts by voice, an 
important feature for people (all participants rated 7 for this feature) whereas Enri-
ca, as stated before is ‘intimidating because there is no spoken interaction’ with her. 

In Table 4.5 words in red indicate the for and against of Companions’ companions-
hip rating.

Table 4.5. The anticipated features of four potential Companions 
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In the Grid Test Samuela emerged as the lead character talented enough to ‘act like 
a Companion providing companionship’, and confirmed so by the interviews. A 
25 year old participant stated that she would like Samuela to live with her as her 
Companion. She imagined Samuela on a screen, computer, mobile phone or both, 
organizing parties at home and they would choose dresses, music together, Samuela 
performing several tasks simultaneously, something humans cannot do, and with-
draw by her own volition when no longer needed. Another interview excerpt con-
firms Samuela as one expressing emotions and showing empathy: 

People’s aesthetic preferences favour a pretty character, female shape, female voice 
interaction, a sympathetic listener, young and sexy, confirming users’ gender bias 
for human-female visual forms (Forlizzi, Zimmerman, Mancuso, & Kwak, 2007). 
REA, Greta, Mrs Dewey, Mrs Readwrite, all agents in the research domain confirm 
this tendency. Male agents acting as Companions need further research. 

This first exploratory experiment provided useful guidelines for designing 
ECA-Companions with suitable behaviour attributes and also four descriptors or 
users’ mental constructs necessary for agents to be able to live with humans in close 
proximity and to be accepted as companions: be a sympathetic listener, interact by 
voice, be helpful in daily life and render companionship. 
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Participants looked for balance in conversation/listening and highlighted the impor-
tance of Companions’ displaying emotions and being useful in daily life. 

4.3 Profile of the Ideal Companion 

4.3.1 Design Experiment No 2 

In Experiment No 1, as we have seen, Samuela, a screen-based avatar, using a very 
realistic three-dimensional (3D) graphic representation stood out as one with the 
profile of the ideal Companion: she displays human-like behaviours, speaks and is 
able to exhibit emotions through the use of gestures, facial expressions, subtle head, 
eye, hand and body movements. She is gifted with the ‘halo effect’ and conforms 
to the popular notion that attractive people are perceived as more likeable, more 
intelligent, persuasive and sensitive (Hartmann, Sutcliffe & Angeli, 2008). 

She is useful as a virtual housekeeper helping out with personal tasks based on the 
knowledge, habits and preferences of her owner whom she recognises, comforts 
and cheers up as his/her emotional well-being requires, listens sympathetically, all 
in all she is ‘good company’. When acting as an ECA she is displayed as a semi-sta-
tic head and torso. She is discreet, alert and when the user stops talking to her she 
goes into a continuous loop, giving the illusion that she is waiting. Samuela was 
part of the HWYD prototype of the Companion Project (see Section 3.5). She was 
also an interface for two services, the Cooking Companion and the Annota Compa-
nion developed by Telefonica. 

4.3.2 Methodology: Focus Groups and on-line Survey 

Following on Samuela being a potential ideal Companion, this further research was 
undertaken asking participants to formulate adjectives that would effectively des-
cribe their idea of the perfect virtual Companion and its expected attitude and beha-
viour. The goal was to extend the descriptors database for the potential Companion, 
to draw up the attitudes that it could display when interacting with its owner. 

Attitude is defined by Simmons (2001) as the human tendency to evaluate events, 
people, issues and objects in a certain manner, sometimes positive, then negative 
or uncertain, based on three interlinking components, emotional, cognitive and be- 
havioural. The emotional component is how an object, a person or an event makes 
one feel. The cognitive is related to one’s thoughts and beliefs associated with the 
subject and the behavioural component is the influence the resultant attitude has on 
one’s behaviour (Maio & Haddock, 2009). Attitudes are the result of lived experien-
ces, wrought by our awareness of the world around us. Thus appropriate attitudes 
are essential for Companions that are expected to live with humans in their home 
environment and to contribute to their wellbeing. 
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4.3.3 Descriptor Experiment Set Up 

Focus Groups were organised, two in France with 5 participants each and one in 
Spain with 6 to build on the table of constructs gathered previously with the Kelly 
Grid. Each Focus Group examined the constructs that people applied to potential 
Companions and were asked to clarify these, for example - What does it mean to 
express emotions when it is a Companion? and to suggest types of responses that 
the ECA could employ to show interest, be an attentive listener or be helpful, etc. 
Results gathered were added to the constructs from the Kelly Grid Test and two 
adjectives/descriptors were allocated to Samuela as attributes most mentioned by 
users in the exploration grid. In Samuela’s case ‘behaving like a companion, provi-
ding companionship’ meant listening, showing interest and being proactive, discre-
te, humorous, patient, funny and coherent, that is, displaying appropriate attitudes. 
A summary of descriptors for the perfect virtual Companion is shown here: 

Table 4.6. Appropriate attitudes wanted for Companions 

A SD test was set up to rate the intensity and contrast of features proposed by users, 
using antonyms. 
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Table 4.7. Shows the Evaluation Form for the contrasting descriptors 

The evaluation form was proposed on line. 45 native English speakers in the USA 
and the UK were invited to participate. They were to watch a videotape of the 
HWYD prototype (How was your day, 2015) and to complete a survey afterwards. 
The format of survey and the results are presented in Appendix 3 Section 2.1 

To complete the Evaluation Form people were asked to look at 11 pairs of descrip-
tors written at opposite ends of a numerical scale that ranged from -3 to +3 and to 
perform three tasks: first, to pick a number on the scale to numerically rate the de-
gree of the behaviour they wanted the Companion to exhibit. Second, to write down 
an adjective they felt was the verbal equivalent of the number on the scale they had 
chosen. Third, to provide a word or phrase to describe the unacceptable opposite for 
each desired descriptor. 
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4.3.4 Discussion of Results 

The Focus Groups indicated the importance of Samuela showing her emotions 
and that a face that couldn’t show emotions would always seem like a machine 
in their home. And yet, it seems clear that it is Samuela’s empathy, her displaying 
appropriate emotions, her responding to their emotions that users wish her to have. 
Samuela’s acceptance as a Companion rests on her being perceived as empathetic, 
her best features, consistency, helpfulness and patience are complementary to this 
and her ability to move on in a conversation is also an appreciated feature. The 
value of utility in Companions is confirmed, but defined in a more specific way 
as being positive and beneficial. Consistency and reliability are also highly rated 
features. Surprisingly the priority for users was an entity whose being proactive 
would not be intrusive or over-emotional and whose empathy would not manifest 
as cloying but as caring. 

In Appendix 3 Section 2.2 a list shows unwelcome features in companions: smo-
thering, servility, pushiness, disinterest, weariness, gossiping, making irrelevant 
jokes or being over indulgent, solicitous or rigid are unanimously disliked, these 
representing poor social attitudes. Servility is seen as the most undesirable one. The 
sum of these findings is a guide to what is perceived as companionship and to the 
construction of a desirable Companion. An example of visualization of results in 
SD per users is presented in Table 4.8. 

Table 4.8. Example of choices in SD of three users
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4.4 Chapter Summary 

Primary research undertaken in this Chapter has at its core aim the identification 
of users’ perception of and the features considered desirable or wanted in potential 
concept Companions. Tests, Kelly’s Grid, the SD, Focus Groups and open ended 
interviews were employed to elicit participants’ mental constructs of artificial enti-
ties, from which descriptors were assembled as to the necessary attributes of Com-
panion design. A model of an empty Grid, the face to face interviews with transla-
tions, the online Questionnaire with descriptors and the list of unwanted attitudes 
for Companions are found in Appendix 3 Section 2.
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Chapter 5 

The Affective Channel and its Interactive Strategies

The idea of the concept of the Affective Channel was prompted by the realisation 
that Companions needed some basic tools to imitate human-human interac-

tion,  to copy the basic elements of it and express appropriate verbal statements 
and associated non-verbal components to succeed in maintaining conversation for a 
reasonable length of time and establishing a credible relationship with their owners.

 It became clear that basic interaction strategies needed to be designed and imple-
mented - emotional, relating to the UESs and conversational, relating to the phases 
of the dialogue. Their constituent parts, limited to verbal and facial expressions 
were determined in 3 experiments resulting in the Wizard of Oz for Companions. 
As seen in Chapter 4, to create a ‘working alliance’ users want Companions to dis-
play emotions in response to their emotional states and do it in an empathetic way 
as well as to respect phase of dialogue rules to converse with them. A ninth strategy 
is required to deal with the context of interaction and users’ needs.  

Samuela is the chosen agent in this research. She was developed by Telefonica 
using the Haptek Software package which is only supported on the Microsoft Win-
dows platform. Its major limitation is that the system needs a powerful computer 
(see below).

5.1 The Affective Channel, a Framework for Emotionally  
Intelligent Companion Interaction

The Affective Channel (AC) is a conceptual tool for endowing Companions with 
‘emotive aptitude’ capacity. Through this ‘affective intelligence toolbox’ the Com-
panion recognizes and interprets people’s emotional states and responds to them 
empathetically using appropriate voice qualities, facial expressions, gaze, body lan-
guage and semantics (Roa-Seïler, Benyon, & Leplâtre, 2009). Humans use these 
powerful communicative elements, intentionally or otherwise to express, share and 
transmit emotional information in face-to-face conversation and Companions prove 
their capacity to identify and interpret the entire UES by recognizing and respon-
ding to these in an accurate manner. The overall process of interaction is shown in 
Figure 5.1.
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The UES input (1 & 2), its verbal and non-verbal elements is detected by suitable 
sensors (3) included in the Companion Interface (4) for evaluation by the Emotion 
Interface (5). The UES thus identified and assessed is sorted, appropriate response 
strategies are chosen by the AC (6) and fed back to the Companion Interface for 
transmission to the user (6). For the system to re-create human-human interaction 
faithfully and in real time, all the stages, as detailed below, from detection to assess-
ment to response formulating demand accuracy. 

5.1.1 Model of the Affective Channel

In this Section the complete process and its different phases of interaction between 
user and Companion are detailed. It is a fully integrated system and the accurate 
processing at every stage ensures that the end-product, the user-Companion inte-
raction is natural, optimal and is in real time. Phase 1 is the detection of UES via 
Multimodal Sensory Detection systems shown in Figure 5.2 (2 & 3). UES input 
would normally comprise speech, its measurable elements, prosody, tone of voice, 
pitch, speed of delivery and semantic components and gestures, facial expressions, 
head position, gaze, body position (torso and hands) and touch.
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Figure 5.1. The Affective Channel process for interacting with a user.
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Figure 5.2. Phase 1 of the Affective Channel Model.

In this research work only facial and vocal expressions were looked at and im-
plemented, based on their powerful modifying influence as feedback signals in  
face-to-face communication. Facial expressions are an integral part of human com-
munication, a non-verbal modality that enriches communication by complementing 
and enhancing the verbal content conveying information. They also compensate for 
breakdowns in the auditory channel, as when one party has difficulty hearing the 
speaker, as well as regulate the flow of conversation in many subtle ways (Schröder 
et al., 2006, Thiebaux, Lance, & Marsella, 2009). 

As a Companion resides on the screen where other elements requested by the 
user also appear, gaze becomes important as it delineates the user’s involvement 
in various activities on the screen. By following the user’s gaze while interac-
ting with a Companion, the spatial organization of the interface can be optimized 
over time. As seen in Figure 5.3 Companions can introduce and combine different  
interaction spaces, verbal, non-verbal and touch.
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Figure 5.3. Region of interaction with an ECA.

Phase 2 - At the heart of the Companion’s Interaction System is the Emotion Infe-
rence Process (EIP) (5) that extracts the information from the various input moda-
lities, speech by NLU model with the Dialogue Manager, bodily, facial movements 
by Video detectors, touch by Touch Screen detector with Face and Gesture Recog-
nition tool as shown in Figure 5.4 for onward transmission as potential strategy  
options. It is here that the detected UES input is processed using Cognitive Emotio-
nal Modelling and access to a global knowledge base (5) and the consolidated data 
is then converted into possible response elements or interaction strategies – cons-
tructs, attitudes, impressions - by the AC (6) to match the UES.
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Figure 5.4. Phase 2 of the Affective Channel Model.

Figure 5.5 presents the entire process from detection of input to the interaction 
strategy/output.
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Figure 5.5. Functional processes of the Interaction Strategy.
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5.1.2 Companion’s Behaviours, Interaction Strategies 

The output of the AC was organised as emotional, conversational and domain spe-
cific, the latter to match their owner’s profile. The output, the AC behaviours of 
Companions is the response to the user’s input, matching body position, facial ex-
pression and prosody (tone, pitch and speed of voice) as closely as possible. Our 
starting point is that face-to-face conversation is the human interaction strategy 
with effective communication as its end product; there is a continuous process of 
mutual listening, understanding, processing and responding appropriately. The cha-
llenge is to develop like strategies for the Companion, to cope with face-to-face oral 
communication in the same manner, rather like people, when learning a foreign lan-
guage needing to apply and rely on some sort of strategy to convey or understand a 
message successfully, so conversation can progress (Somsai & Intaraprasert, 2011). 

Previous works have been looked at to help our modeling. Cassell et al., (2000), 
when implementing REA’s behaviour investigated the difference between the con-
versational function and its behavioural realization by studying the polysemic value 
of some multimodal cues based on the social rules of conversation such as turn 
taking, feedback with appropriate use of gaze and facial backchannel. 

Greta was another interesting two-way model, listener and speaker, of conversation 
interaction strategy, see Chapter 3, Section 3.7.2. Another is ‘How Was Your Day’ 
(HWYD) Companion prototype with its Short Loop and Main Loop interaction 
strategies, facilitating the implementation of complete end to end affective conver-
sation between Companion and owner. The process relies on information extraction 
by a NLU model with a Dialogue Manager and on an Emotional Model to formulate 
the user’s mood in the Affective Strategy module. The HWYD Companion, based 
on these response strategies delivers affective responses in a work/office context in 
the form of reassurance, advice, comfort or warning, with the objective of positi-
vely influencing the user’s attitude. People viewed the interaction as unnatural for, 
who would want to speak ‘shop’ for a long time with a virtual character. The sys-
tem also handles interruptions. Participants reported technical problems at different 
levels, particularly confusion over talking turns. The HWYD prototype was tested 
with 12 persons over 6 different scenarios (Smith et al., 2011) (Benyon et al., 2013). 

For the purposes of this work key parts of conversational behaviour had to be in 
place in the Companion, verbal and non-verbal signals accompanying and com-
plementing each other in the exchange, commencing or ending a dialogue, taking 
turns, handling interruptions, misunderstandings, feedback, that is, the modifiers, 
regulators of interaction that elevate it to a level where the exchange of multiple 
levels of information in real time is taken for granted. In the synchrony of subtle 
movements and vocal utterances different communicative outcomes can be gene-
rated by the same communicative behaviour e.g. raising an eyebrow and using a 
tone of voice can be interpreted in many different ways. The Interaction Strategies 
proposed here are a main contribution of this research work for Companions and 
will be integrated in a WoZ simulation system for observing interaction in real time. 
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5.2 Interaction Strategies for Companions

5.2.1 Emotional Interaction Strategies 

These strategies, below, are in line with users’ requests for empathy in Companions 
- key to emotional connection between beings (Rogers, 1995) as outlined in Chap-
ter 3, Section 3.4 - with the goal of providing relief and comfort in a collaborative 
working alliance (Bickmore and Picard, 2005) and to create and maintain a long-
term relationship (Raskin, Rogers, & Witty, 2007). The full set of the interaction 
strategies proposed for Companions is presented in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1. Interaction Strategies for Companions 

1. Sympathetic Strategy - is to offer an array of affective support-care, compassion, 
concern, consideration, kindness and understanding - to combat the user’s negative 
emotional state, modify it and guide it towards a neutral or positive one. Examples 
of Sympathetic Strategy dialogues: 
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2. Cheerful Strategy - is one to implement when the system detects the user in a 
happy, contented, positive state and attempts to encourage maintaining this by ce-
lebrating or sharing in that positive emotional state. In the following dialogue the 
user is describing his working day or his activity plans: 

3. Inquisitive Strategy - is  sub-category to the above two for determining the cause 
of the user’s negative or positive emotional state when it is not clear from the se-
mantic analysis, whether because of lack of information or the meaning is not clear 
by statements that prompt a reaction from the user. This same strategy can be used 
when there is a doubt in the input detection process. 
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The following are examples provided in the previous illustrated dialogue with the 
Companion showing sympathetic or cheerful attitude. 

5.2.2 Conversational Interaction Strategies 

The phases between dialogue systems and humans are well defined as - start and 
end of dialogue, turn management (take turns to listen & take turns to speak), active 
waiting and interruptions (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4.2). 

Conversational strategies are designed for resolving failures in the dialogue sys-
tems (not understanding), clarifying information, eliminating incongruences in the 
User Model (misunderstanding) and for dealing with problematic conversational 
features such as listening after ceding a turn or being polite when interrupted. 

1. Surprised strategy - is to respond to input that is understood but not expected. 
This strategy is used when the information provided by user doesn’t match the glo-
bal knowledge database of the Companion’s User Model in the Emotion Inference 
Process (see Figure 5.4) or when the user’s choice contradicts the User Model, as 
in the following scenario: 
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2. Confused Strategy - is to respond to input that is not understood. The Dialogue 
System has crashed and the information is garbled. The user may be describing 
somebody as - ‘He has a beard’- and the system doesn’t have enough information 
to recognise whether the user is speaking about a ‘beard’ or a ‘bird’. This is also 
applied when the user gives contradictory or incomplete information.

3. Listening Strategy - is to make the most of turn management; the user is saying 
something, the Companion expresses interest by using only short backchannel noi-
ses or phrases, indicating that she is listening with attention thereby encouraging 
the user to continue speaking, as in this way the Companion continues to collect 
user information.

4. Idle or Stand-by Strategy - is a strategy for looking interested and inviting, ex-
pecting and cajoling input from the silent user. 

5. Interrupted Strategy - is a strategy to respond to the user interrupting during any 
part of the conversation. The Companion might stop talking and display a gesture 
to mean ‘Sorry’, allowing the user to continue speaking. Companions not stopping 
when the owner is speaking are a cause of frustration (Benyon et al, 2013). 

Example of Dialogue (there maybe no utterance from the ECA). 

5.2.3 Domain Specific Strategy 

These strategies are responsive to the specific context in which the Companion 
needs to perform to help its owner, taking into account the interaction environment 
or context (model or script).

This research work is not looking at different domains in any detail, only at the Co-
llaborative Learning Game. The most applicable response modalities in Collabora-
tive Domain are - Facilitator, Proposer, Supporter, Critic and Recorder (see below). 
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These strategies could have several steps depending on the specificity of the role the 
Companion is expected to perform, for example health, learning, playing. 

Companion should be expert in several domains depending on users’ needs. In this 
research work the domain for the Companion to interact with their owners is a Co-
llaborative Learning Game environment, also known as Serious Games (See Chap-
ter 6 Section 6.3.1).

People engaged in a collaborative learning environment benefit from one another’s 
resources and skills, can ask each other for particular information and evaluate 
others’ proposals for problem solving (Chiu, 2000). Progress is also facilitated by 
members of the group performing roles (Cohen, 1994) using a particular strategy. 

The following conversation segment between 2 players during a collective task 
illustrates the point: 

User 1: 18 x 6 makes 106.

User 2: Isn’t 18 x 6 = 108?

In this interaction, User 2 performed and used multiple strategies - he questioned 
the previous action by asking - ‘Isn’t’ - which included an evaluation that contained 
criticism, and gave an alternative proposal - ‘108’, lessening the criticism. His re-
quest encouraged evaluation and invited User 1 to participate.

Chiu (2000) proposes a frame to link the relationship between collaboration roles, 
strategies and individual actions. The individual behaviour of each team member 
functions as a facilitator of the progress of the group. These roles can be - Facilita-
tor, Proposer, Supporter, Critic and Recorder. 

1. Facilitator Strategy is the role in which the Companion invites its owner to par-
ticipate in their shared assignment, observes their progress and ensures compliance 
with the set strategy. 

2. Proposer Strategy is for advocating new ideas to facilitate progress in the colla-
boration. 

3. Supporter Strategy helps scrutinise ideas and looks at benefits or disadvantages. 

4. Critical Strategy proposes alternative ideas and flaws are pointed out. 

5. Reminder Strategy is one designed for the Companion to summarise progress 
and provide supportive repetition. These individual action-roles, or strategies are 
presented in Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2. Relationship between Collaborative Roles & Strategies adapted from Chiu (2000)

5.3 Affective Channel with only Facial and Vocal expressions in the 
Basic Interaction Strategies (refer to the beginning of Chapter 5)

In the course of the Companion Project a Semantic Voice and an Emotional Voi-
ce Detector were implemented with Samuela. Despite advances in these software 
applications the ECA’s response times were found to be too long, making the pre-
sentation of the service difficult and the interaction confusing to users, made worse 
by lack of robustness in the Emotional Facial Expression Display responses too. 
The response time is important as people became disoriented waiting for a respon-
se. Studies confirm that the optimal time for an answer is half a second; one second 
might be acceptable if the system uses ‘small talk’, words like ‘well...’ and ‘uh...’ 
indicating to the listener that a response is coming (Shiwa, Kanda, Imai, Ishiguro, 
& Hagita, 2008). Companions in the research domain, as REA or Greta, have bac-
kchannel systems with facial and verbal expressions to simulate emphatic listening 
(see Section 3.7.2). 

Given these technological restrictions it made sense to implement the AC with only 
facial and vocal expressions capabilities in the basic interaction strategies  referred 
to above. The Wizard of Oz technique (see Section 6.4) will test this simplified AC 
model of emotional responses with real users. The process is presented next. 

5.3.1 Issues relating to Modelling an Agent 

Some computational models of Companions exist (see Chapter 3, Section 3.8) and 
have been tested individually but to model an ECA to act as a Companion is still 
technically challenging. Lack of robustness in the technology for modelling proto-
types is one, as for example delays in vocal responses and in the emotional facial 
expression displays disorient people. 
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Believability, the user’s expectation of the character, as highlighted in Chapter 2, 
Section 2.7.1 emerged as another problem with the HWYD prototype (HWYD pro-
totype, 2015), as, when faced with a human-like agent people had higher expecta-
tions of emotional intelligence from it and subsequently felt more let down when it 
did not function as expected (Vugt, Bailenson, Hoorn, & Konijn, 2010). Cassel & 
Tartaro’s (2007) advocacy to follow the human model - ‘human-human interaction 
should be the gold standard for all interactive systems’, that is they should mani-
fest human behaviour and not simply adopt an anthropomorphic appearance is up 
against the actual state of relevant interactive technology which is that when they 
fail, they fail spectacularly. This is a regrettable limitation as it reflects on trustwor-
thiness that is necessary for the building of relationships. 

5.3.2 Creating an Agent 

In recent years there has been a flurry of research activity with the goal of setting 
up and implementing animated agents and the University of Florida’s ‘The Virtual 
People Factory’ is an example of wanting to use virtual people for education. 

The Institute of Creative Technologies’ virtual Human Toolkit1 had a non-verbal 
behaviour generator and many software enterprises applied technologies to imple-
ment talking head systems in 2D to create Chatbots such as the popular SitePal2 
or Gizmoz3 which can turn any image or photo into a talking 3D character with  
Reallusion’s4  Crazytalk software. 

However interesting and popular Chatbots may be (Chatbot.org, 2014), these tech-
nologies cannot satisfy users’ preference for vocal interaction, the capacity essential 
for an entity to become and to be viewed as a Companion (see Chapter 4, Section 
4.3.4).

5.3.3 The Haptek Software Package 

Haptek is a clever Software package with excellent graphic quality for creating ani-
mated agents with realistic 3D anthropomorphic features. Its HapRegistry Software 
loads avatars into a console for the Haptek player to visualize them in a browser. 

Once loaded and seen on the screen the internal mechanism of Haptek is capable 
of generating natural, spontaneous movement that creates a realistic, mobile final 
agent with natural head movement, consistent blinking and the slight opening of 
the lips, precluding the possibility of it being perceived as static. Its varied acces-
sories make the manipulation of the agent’s features very easy; the Figure Maker 
software manages various parameters to modify different parts of the avatar - its 
morphology, hands, mouth, eyes, gaze, hair, skin texture as well as alter its facial 
expressions. The system is also capable of accurate audio-visual synchronisation 
between phonemes and lip movement. 

1 https://vhtoolkit.ict.usc.edu/
2 http://www. sitepal.com
3 http://www. gizmoz.com
4 http://www.reallusion.com/crazytalk/crazytalk.aspx
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Its execution engine (player) can make use of external programs and integrate the 
agent into different programming settings, e.g. as an Active X object into a Web 
page or into an Applet, giving it orders to execute a chosen body gesture or perform 
a facial expression. 

These features are indispensable to the elaboration of this research, in particular 
relative to the extensive animation for the strategies that Companions are expected 
to possess. 

5.4 Facial Expressions for the Basic Interaction Strategies

Earlier in this Chapter eight principle ‘response behaviours’ or basic interaction 
strategies for Companions to use were designed - these are the Sympathetic, Cheer-
ful, Inquisitive, Surprised, Confused, Listening, Idle or Stand-by and Interrupted 
strategies. 

Next, facial expressions to match and to be implemented in these interaction stra-
tegies had to be identified and relevant know-how consulted to ensure that the re-
sultant synthetic facial expressions had the same characteristics as the spontaneous, 
natural human ones. 

Facial expressions are mostly automatic in interaction and are powerful indicators 
of human emotions, helping to nurture the building of relationships with others 
(Lakin & Chartrand, 2003). The entire facial area, its different muscles, eyebrows, 
eyes, gaze, the movement of the head function in synchrony with and accompany 
verbal output and emotions generated in any interaction and the process of mimicry, 
also called the ‘chameleon effect’ - the human predisposition to emulate the gestu-
res, postures and behaviour of others, operating on a subliminal level - is recogni-
zed as the ‘social glue that binds humans together’ since it ‘contributes to empathy, 
liking, rapport and affiliation’ (Chartrand, Maddux, & Lakin, 2005). The discovery 
of mirror neurons that mimic the actions observed in another and promote empathy 
is a potentially powerful linking mechanism for artificial entities, especially in areas 
such as learning languages (Razzilatti, 2006).This confirms the importance of suita-
ble facial expressions in our eight Interaction Strategies. 

5.4.1 Design Experiment N°3 to create a Visual Database of Facial Expressions 

It was decided to work with trained actors adept at reproducing natural and accurate 
representations of emotions and following Busso & Narayanan’s (2008) guidelines 
scripts, a series of small scenarios linked to an emotional or a conversational si-
tuation, created to support the Companion’s basic interaction strategies, were to be 
rehearsed. The scenarios for Emotional Strategies were based on the Russell Model 
of Emotions with its 14 positive and 14 negative emotions (see Chapter 2, Section 
2.5.1) as this model deals with affect and how humans experience emotions. The 
Conversational Strategies scenarios simulated its various interaction situations, be-
ing surprised, confused, listening to or being interrupted by the owner to find suita-
ble responses to user input, e.g. ‘I had a great day, my niece was born today. I had a 
car accident. I baked a cake, but it was burnt, etc’.
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These scenarios should express different intensities of every emotional state. It was 
decided to create scenarios with two or three levels of emotional response inten-
sities, leading to identifying variations in facial features such as internal eyebrow 
uplift, lips, facial muscles or head movements that Samuela would be able to re-
produce. 

5.4.2 The Experiment Set Up 

First, the actors were introduced to the Companion Samuela watching a video of her 
in a Cooking Health and Annota application developed by Telefonica to demonstra-
te her speaking abilities. The eight basic interaction strategies were presented with 
the explanation that the agent needed a number of facial expressions and vocal sta-
tements for applying these strategies. The actors were handed three different scena-
rios for each interaction strategy and informed that the goal was to enable Samuela 
to respond with appropriate behaviour. 

The entire scene was recorded with a long shot and the actress playing the role of 
Samuela recorded with a close up and a full-body shot and sixty four (64) shots of 
her were selected for use as a reference base for creating facial expressions for the 
agent. All the scenario scripts contained the necessary emotions to be played. The 
following day the actors performed the scenarios. A banner, used as a teleprompter 
displayed the script to the actors just before the recording sessions. 

5.4.3 Methodology: Creating Facial Expressions with Haptek’s ‘Figure Maker’

This research work requires Samuela to have a set of verbal and non-verbal com-
munication resources, particularly facial expressions related to the interaction stra-
tegies presented in Section 5.2. Three actors played users and performed the small 
scenario in front of the actress playing the role of Samuela and as she reacted, some-
times she needed the actor-users’ gestures too to be able to reproduce more natural 
facial expressions and deliver the right behaviour. 

The actress performed different actions, visual backchannels, head nods, head sha-
kes, smiles, raising an eyebrow, frowning, tension in the lips, a gaze down to the 
right, as studied by Bevacqua et al., (2007), (see Table 2.3) for implementation in 
Samuela. The meaning of visual backchannels has been presented in Chapter 2, 
Section 2.8. At the end of a session the actors were thanked and received a reward 
voucher. 

The actress’ video recordings, 257 in all with different facial expressions related to 
verbal and non-verbal communication was translated into usable form by an elec-
tronic agent. Construct Figure, the Editor of Haptek was used to create the facial 
expressions of the avatar modelled on the Video recordings. 

Figures 5.6 shows the process of making the Facial Expressions of the Companion. 
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Figure 5.6. Process of making Facial Expressions for Samuela.

Figure 5.7. Example of setting up Facial Expressions using the Haptek console.
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Figure 5.7 shows the subtle process of transposing the facial expressions of the ac-
tress into Samuela. In Figure 5.8 and 5.9 the gestures, facial expressions and Code 
for Confused Visual Strategy are presented.

Figure 5.8. Gesture and Facial Expression for the Confused Visual Strategy in three steps.

Figure 5.9. Example of code of Confused Visual Strategy. 

During the construction of the facial expressions problems arose with the Haptek 
Editor as when the eyebrows or the actress’ lips for example were manipulated, a 
static-face effect appeared and with only the eyebrows and lips moving, it provided 
a baffling visual effect. After many trials the problem was solved by using small and 
almost imperceptible nods and sometimes zooming. 
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5.4.4 Qualitative Evaluation 

A short Qualitative Test with five people new to Samuela was conducted to qualify 
the intensity of facial expressions for matching with appropriate vocal expressions. 
Each participant had to qualify 12 facial expressions chosen at random. Visual bac-
kchannels were not evaluated in this test. As an example, using a Likert scale her 
Sympathetic facial expressions in nine variations were to be rated in intensity along 
a scale of five from ‘very strong’ to ‘none at all’ (see Table 5.2). If people picked 
‘undecided’, ‘none really’ or ‘none at all’, the facial expression was removed from 
the list as it did not correspond to an expected state. 

Facial expressions with a given intensity had to be matched with a vocal expres-
sion of the same intensity as shown in Table 5.2. The results of all of the intensities 
chosen by the participants for every facial expression to be used in each interaction 
strategy are presented in Appendix 4 Section 1.2. 

Table 5.2 shows Sympathetic Facial Expressions’ Intensity Ratings. A partial list of 
Samuela’s facial expressions is presented in Appendix 4, Section 1.1. 

Table.5.3.  Rating the Intensity of Sympathetic Facial expressions 
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5.4.5 Discussion of Results 

In this experiment a high and a low level of facial expressions corresponding to 
each basic interaction strategy were designed, implemented and evaluated. 

The facial expressions performed by the actress were accepted as appropriate and 
all the expressions corresponded to the correct interaction strategy category; there 
were no ‘none at all’ or ‘none really’ ratings in any category. In the Surprise and 
Inquisitive Strategies some facial expressions were qualified as undecided due per-
haps to verbal expressions lacking prosody accompanying the facial expressions 
causing uncertainty with rating. 

It emerged that people had difficulty qualifying emotions out of context and when 
the ECA adopted a sympathetic attitude (because the owner was sad) they felt the 
need to say a sentence or phrase to correspond to the emotional state and its inten-
sity that they were qualifying - as in ‘Sorry’ or ‘I’m really sorry’, or ‘This is very 
sad’ or ‘I’m so sorry for you’. 

Participants matched verbal phrases with the facial expression to be rated, an indica-
tion that in the user’s mind not only the facial expressions but the different emotio-
nal channels are also necessary to determine the intensity of the emotion displayed. 
This experiment confirmed several studies which suggest that the face transmits 
complex messages relative to various communicative functions (Poggi, 2007) and 
these cues also relate to emotional expression (Poggi & Pelachaud, 2000). 

Intonation was an important emotional marker in facial expressions as specific in-
tonation patterns reflect precise emotions (Bänziger & Scherer, 2005) as in stating 
- ‘It’s a boy!’ or asking - ‘It’s a boy?’. It helps disambiguate information. 

Raised eyebrows, a frown, mouth shape and gaze are clues that can modify the in-
tensity of facial expressions - raised eyebrows may mark new information in a phra-
se (Pelachaud, Badler, & Steedman, 1996) or surprise induced by new information. 

Frowning often relate to an angry emotional state, shaking the head is refusal, the 
two combined is associated with disagreement (Bevacqua et al., 2007). A problem 
of perception was also encountered during the implementation in the form of the un-
settling ‘uncanny valley’ effect (Mori, 1970) - when manipulating the raising of an 
eyebrow or the moving of the lips and facial muscles, a troubled feeling of viewing 
an animated character or robot that doesn’t look properly human arose (Mitchell et 
al., 2011), a finding that deserves further exploration as Companions are meant to 
perform in close proximity with owners in the owner’s environment and looking or 
acting strangely would detract from their acceptability and usefulness. 

The rated facial expressions called for matching vocal expressions, for face and 
tone of voice signals to work in a synergistic way. 
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5.5 Verbal Statements for the Basic Interaction Strategies

The next step in this research work was to find verbal statements (words, utteran-
ces, backchannels, interjections or short phrases) that a Companion would use in 
conjunction with facial expressions above, to create appropriate agent behaviour, 
that is, respond to users performing the different interaction strategies. People were 
invited to propose words, utterances and backchannels based on semantic content 
which were to be rated to match the facial expressions already in the Companion’s 
response database. 

5.5.1 Design Experiment No 4 to Gather Verbal Statements for use by a Com-
panion in an Interaction

The experiment was run in a family home where people were welcomed with hot 
coffee and homemade cake. Five people, two Digital Marketing experts, the actress 
who was to speak the collection of expressions for Samuela and two Call Centre 
workers made up the focus group organized to suggest the best verbal responses, 
phrases and interjections for the eight interaction strategies - Sympathetic, Cheer-
ful, Inquisitive, Surprised, Confused, Listening, Idle and Interrupted. At the end 
people were thanked for their participation. 

5.5.2 Methodology: Focus Group 

At the beginning of the session the concept of the Companion was explained, why 
Samuela needed to have different communicating tools and a film of her in the 
context of the Telefonica test bed was shown to demonstrate her speaking abilities. 
Then a video of her demonstrating the facial expressions and their variations she 
already had for the eight basic interaction strategies was shown: 

Scene 1 - Samuela introduces herself as an ECA and her work setting saying: 

‘Hi, I am Samuela. Thank you very much for agreeing to participate in this experi-
ment. I am a Companion. I have an owner, a company in Madrid called Telefonica 
and we live in a Digital Home where I can appear in any and every room. My tasks 
are to help my owner with planning and with providing information. I am a good 
listener, good company and I am very helpful’. 

Scene 2 - The different places of the Telefonica test bed appear. She introduces her 
home: 

‘This is the entrance hall where I say goodbye to my owner when he leaves for work 
and welcome him home after work. This is the kitchen where I help my owner plan 
his meals, the living room where we watch TV together or play games and relax’. 

Scene 3 - She describes her objective: 

‘My owner invariably expects me to listen to him when he returns from work. 

I work hard to get my responses right but sometimes I’m not sure what to say. 
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I would like to ask you for some suggestions. Can you help me please?’ 

Scene 4 - She then demonstrates her emotional abilities by showing some facial 
expressions used in the eight interaction strategies. 

‘If my owner tells me that something wrong has happened to him, I want to show him 
sympathy. I’m able to verbalize sympathy in eight different ways. Will you please 
help me by identifying each one? My aim is to say kind words to him, showing him 
empathy and make the correct facial expression too, depending on how sad he tells 
me he is. In the same way, I am aware that I need to react appropriately in words and 
facially to whatever situation may arise, whether to show cheerfulness... 

or sadness

or whether I am listening...

or I am reacting to my owner’s interruptions. 
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So will you please write on the sheet provided all the phrases that you would like to 

hear spoken in each situation.’ 

Participants were to make suggestions for seven of the Emotional and Conversatio-
nal Interaction Strategies; the Idle Strategy didn’t have statements. 

To assist them, some scenarios were shown to clarify for them the features of phra-
ses that would be useful for each behaviour. 

Table 5.4. Examples of Verbal Interaction Strategy 

160 statements were collected - 44 Sympathetic, 78 Cheerful, 15 Inquisitive, 12 
Listening, 12 Surprised, 4 Confused and 6 Interrupted for use by the Companion. 
Examples of these statements are presented in Table 5.3, and a complete list is in 
Appendix 4 Section 1.3.
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5.6 Evaluating Appropriateness of Verbal Interaction Strategy 

The important aspect of the experiment was to ascertain not whether the user could 
accurately name the emotion he/she was witnessing but whether he/she found the 
statement appropriate, that is, that the statements the user would like to hear from 
the agent were appropriate to a given emotional state he/she may be experiencing. 
This would serve as a basis for our particular purpose of implementing an Empa-
thetic Interaction Strategy, empathy being the key component of social interaction, 
described as the human ability to perceive and understand others’ emotions and 
sense how other people experience the world (see Chapter 2 Section 2.9 & Chapter 
3, Section 3.7). 

5.6.1. Appropriateness 

In the context of this research work appropriateness is the indicator of how well 
the 160 statements gathered for and grouped in 7 of the basic interaction strategies 
match the scenarios proposed to users, based on 32 emotions of the Plutchik Emo-
tional Model, the one used here as the assessing tool (see below 5.6.2). 

It is known from previous explorations, e.g. by Creed (2009) that mismatch in an 
ECA’s facial and audio expressions can be confusing or that users tended to percei-
ve ECAs as being unfriendly, probably due to issues with body language (Cassel et 
al., 2001, Bickmore et al., 2005) which makes ‘appropriateness’ all the more critical 
to this research. 

Appropriateness is related to conversation flow, responding to the user’s statements, 
not to stay inappropriately silent and/or to match elicited information with correct 
response - ‘How old is he?’ - would not be a suitable match for - ‘I met someone 
today’. It is known from work with HWYD that participants became very frustrated 
when, waiting for its response, unsure if one was forthcoming, started to say some-
thing and the Companion then would start to speak over them (Benyon et al., 2013). 

Appropriateness is also part of the Companion’s total affective communication pac-
kage with audial, verbal and non-verbal elements combining, adhering to the rules 
of maintaining conversation flow, delivering responses in an empathetic manner, 
attributes of being a good conversational partner (Webb, Benyon, Hansen, & Mival, 
2010b). 

This data was to be used in the WoZ platform to explore whether any activity be-
tween user and Companion could be performed using only basic interaction strate-
gies composed of appropriate facial and verbal expressions. 
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5.6.2 Advantages of the Plutchik Emotional Model 

The Plutchik Emotional Model presented in Chapter 2, Section 2.5.2 was used in 
this experiment because it has not only the eight basic emotions but their milder 
and more extreme versions too, which can all combine to form other emotions (see 
Table 2.1 Chapter 2). The Companion needs to be able to recognize this range of 
more subtle user emotional states and have the capacity to adjust its interaction 
strategy accordingly. 

5.6.3 Design Experiment No 5 to Measure  Appropriateness 

This experiment set out to verify the appropriateness of verbal expressions gathered 
in Section 5.5.2 as responses to users’ emotional states. Previously, for each strate-
gy we created facial and matching verbal expressions for Samuela and then tested 
their appropriateness using video scenarios based on the Plutchik model. 

Here we start with a video-scenario showing a particular user emotional state and 
Samuela’s responses to it. The 19 participants - taking on the role of Samuela inte-
racting with the user - are asked to rate the appropriateness of the verbal expressions 
and whether they would be happy to deliver those same responses in her place, and 
their ‘Yes’ would be proof of appropriate response in the interaction. Appropriate-
ness occurs when people perceive the statements they hear as relevant. They were 
also asked to select phrases as appropriate responses in a variety of interaction si-
tuations. This test validating facial and verbal expressions relating to strategies was 
an important stage before implementing them in the WoZ. 

5.6.4 Methodology: Video Recording and Questionnaires 

For each Plutchik emotion two separate Video scenarios were scripted and perfor-
med by two actors, one male, one female, making a total of 63 recordings. 

The following script is for the ‘Anger’ Video: 

The script for ‘Joy’ video is: ‘I’ve passed!’
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Figure 5.10.  Actress playing scenario of Surprise and Rage.
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Figure 5.11. Actor playing scenario of Resignation and Interest. 

Presenting the videos with ‘live’ actors helped participants to contextualize the 
emotional exchange in the interaction and then to rate it more easily. 

After viewing each video they were asked to identify which phrases were appro-
priate and mark these in a questionnaire. 

5.6.5 Experiment Set Up 

It starts with Samuela appearing in a movie introducing herself as in Figure 5.12, 
explaining what the test is about and asks the 19 participants for their personal de-
tails. 
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Figure 5.12. Screenshot of survey to evaluate appropriateness. 

The screen changes, Samuela speaks: ‘Please write down your personal details 
now’. The Questionnaire appears on the screen asking for name, age, educatio-
nal level, work, email address, etc., and degree of familiarity with digital devices. 
While users are completing the Questionnaire Samuela is still speaking but not on 
display. 

Next, participants watch a Video User Scenario and are asked to name the emotion 
presented in it and to rate the statement, shown on the right side of the screen that 
Samuela might make if she were to see her owner in a given situation as appropriate 
or not appropriate. 

In Figure 5.13 we can see how the survey was presented to the participants.  
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Figure 5.13. Screenshot of test to evaluate appropriate words for the emotion seen in the 
video user scenario. User must identify the emotion in the video user scenario.

5.6.6 Evaluation 

Of the 19 participants thirteen were English as Foreign Language (EFL) teachers 
from English speaking countries working in a rural Mexican University. Another 
test session was organized in Edinburgh with native English speakers - two Art 
students, one Business student, one Marketing Manager and two on-line telephone 
Surveyors, aged between 22 and 60 years. They had to identify the emotion de-
monstrated by the actor in the video. From the 160 statements gathered they were 
asked to choose 134 as most appropriate for the ECA to use in a related situation 
where the user was displaying a similar emotional state. The 63 videos provided 
72,638 appropriateness judgments for the 134 distinct terms. 

To facilitate the WoZ management, a further appropriateness evaluation using clus-
tering was done to find groupings of emotions and then to organize the options in 
the WoZ Interface. No relevant grouping of clusters was found. Further information 
can be found in (Craig & Roa Seïler, 2013). 
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5.7 Analysis & Discussion of Results 

The notable result was the generally low average of appropriateness. Users tended 
not to mark a lot of phrases as appropriate. In fact, they probably ticked most words 
as irrelevant rather than as relevant. If the proposed phrases contained other emotio-
nal features in contrast to the context such as a different tone of voice, participants 
were allowed to suggest more appropriate words. People recognized basic emo-
tions, but they were confused by other emotions in the Plutchik Model, e.g. confu-
sing pensiveness with distraction, or apprehension with awe, or it is also likely that 
they simply misinterpreted the instructions in the Questionnaire and marked only 
the most appropriate responses and left the phrases they considered neither appro-
priate nor inappropriate unmarked, all adding to the low appropriateness rating. 

By making appropriateness a binary choice and in a limited time-frame, the design 
of the survey prioritized the quantity of results to be gathered over accuracy of 
the individual results. Another pattern was the prevalence of obviously ambiguous, 
emotionally neutral phrases. 

The profile of the test subjects may explain some results. EFL teachers are likely to 
use - ‘Could you repeat that please? I didn’t understand’ - in their work and encou-
rage their students to do likewise or it may be the human need to err on the safe side 
and use ambiguous terms whenever there is uncertainty about another’s emotional 
state. ‘Could you repeat that please? I didn’t understand’ - were the phrases the 
focus group put forward for the Companions Inquisitive Strategy, especially for de-
termining the cause of the user’s negative (75%) or positive (76%) emotional state. 
Strong positive emotions, such as ecstasy and joy scored higher with a larger num-
ber of appropriate phrases - ‘That’s great’ - 81%, ‘That’s wonderful’ - 75% , ‘That’s 
terrific’ and ‘That’s excellent’ - 71%, implying that greater awareness of another’s 
positive emotional state favours appropriate choices, also aided by the inclination 
to avoid embarrassment by making a wrong choice. 

Indeed, if someone is in a very positive emotional state, a neutral response is ac-
tually likely to be inappropriate as the responder begins to seem blasé or arrogant. 
There was a dearth of emotion specific terms - ‘That’s a shame’ - for sadness (77%, 
2.22), ‘Uh-oh’- for vigilance (40%, 2.42), ‘That’s terrible’ - for fright (50%, 1.42), 
‘How unpleasant’ - for disgust (31%, 1.56), etc., reflecting two human communi-
cation patterns : first, positivity makes us not want to use too many negative terms 
even when it is clear that the person is in some distress and second, sensitivity 
makes it crucial that we fine-tune our responses to show a person that we are liste-
ning carefully and care about what they are saying. The necessary audio and visual 
components to implement a WoZ for Companions were collected and evaluated 
through these experiments. 
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Table 5.5. Facial Expressions and Verbal statements for the basic Interactions Strategies 

5.8 The Companion’s Wizard of Oz (WoZ) Interaction Process 

The flowchart of the WoZ process has three steps: 

1. The Companion and the user meet for the first time, there is an exchange of 
greetings and the detection of the UES without interruption takes place, and 2. The 
user input is analyzed and the system triggers one of the interaction strategies. The 
context of interaction of this research work is collaboration, the response to diffe-
rent possible scenarios when interacting within the group : Facilitator, Proposer, 
Supporter, Critic, Recorder. 

The flowchart representing the complete Companion’s step by step of Domain Spe-
cific interaction process is presented in Figure 5.14 & 5.15 and the Domain Specific 
Interaction process in Figure 5.16 
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Figure 5.14. Interaction Process Step 1.
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Figure 5.15. Interaction Process Step 2.
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Figure 5.16. Domain Specific Interaction Strategy Process. 

5.9 Chapter summary 

The task set for this chapter was the formulating of suitable interaction strategies 
for Companions to engage in human-like conversation with users and to develop 
engaging relationships with them. Earlier attempts tackling the various issues con-
fronting such a task were reviewed and early examples of modelling looked at 
which, given the state of relevant technology, could not satisfy user expectations 
or preference for animation with vocal interaction. The challenge was to achieve 
this aim with a minimum set of tools and implement strategies using only verbal 
and facial expressions rather than the whole gamut of modalities that constitute 
human-human interaction.
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The clever Haptek software was chosen for creating and manipulating the realistic 
3D anthropomorphic features of the Samuela Companion chosen for the imple-
mentation of the interaction strategies via the medium of the conceptual AC. The 
AC and its two functional phases are presented, from its recognising and assessing 
UES to formulating appropriate response options via its Emotion Inference Process 
(EIP). 

A range of interaction strategies - three emotional, five conversational and one do-
main specific - and selected modalities most needed to cope with face-to-face oral 
communication were developed and their essential components identified and cho-
sen by conducting 3 experiments. 

The first experiment was to create a Visual Database of facial expressions with 
various emotional intensities with the Haptek software, the second to gather ver-
bal statements via focus groups, with participants suggesting appropriate response 
options for each of the nine interaction strategies which were then evaluated in 
the third experiment for Appropriateness based on the Plutchik Emotional Model. 
It was imperative that these strategy ingredients functioned in synchrony for the 
Companion to be believable and for it to be accepted as trustworthy. The final step, 
implementing the Wizard of Oz as the tool for conducting the two experiments is 
presented in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Companions In Learning Games Environments 

This Chapter presents a study of Companions and children sharing a Learning 
Game environment, in which children interacting in real time with three diffe-

rent Companions, each in its own embodiment, applying 3 different kinds of inte-
raction strategies and the Wizard of Oz method generated a natural context in which 
their constructing social relationships with a Companion was easily observable and 
more importantly for our purposes, by playing a ‘serious game’ the measurement of 
the children’s feelings towards these virtual Companions were clearly identifiable. 

The first experiment sets out to investigate how children perceive Companions in 
learning game environments, how they construct a social relationship with them 
and how they would like to interact with them. Experiment N° 6 is complementary 
to Experiment N°1 of adult’s perception of Companions presented in Chapter 4. A 
general methodology adjusted for children replaced the Kelly grid used to measure 
adults’ constructs. An experiment with a video game platform included a virtual 
Companion with three different embodiments and was run with children in their 
fourth grade. Subsequent tests noted children’s perception of Companions in terms 
of physical appearance, personality and functionality/utility and the prEmo tool 
presented in Appendix 2 Section 3.6 was used to measure the children’s feelings 
towards these virtual companions. Experiment N°7 was conducted to ascertain 
whether and how the Samuela-Companion, featuring in a video game played by 
a small group of pupils influenced improvement in learning - in this case Mathe-
matics - in a collaborative collocated learning game setting. The results of these 
metrics are discussed below and a number of subjective findings explained. 
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6.1 The subjects of Experiment N°6 

24 students from the rural school of Acatlima in Huajuapan de Leon, Oaxaca, Mexi-
co took part in the experiment. The children were from 9 to 10 years old with 14 
girls and 10 boys in their 4th year of primary education. The experiment followed 
the ethical policies of Edinburgh Napier University. Participants’ permission slip 
giving their consent are presented in Appendix 4 Section 2.2. 

6.2 The Companions in Experiment N° 6 

The experiment featured three different embodied Companions, Samuela a 3D 
screen-based character, Ari an actual person made to look like a cartoon character 
projected on the screen and Nao, a robot as shown in Figure 6.1

Figure 6.1. The three Companions in Experiment N° 6.

Samuela and Nao interacted with the children via the Wizard of Oz system described 
below in Section 6.5. Ari, my Human Research Assistant through a screen-based 
cartoon image which was created by a filter being placed on the camera viewing her 
face as the image below shows: 
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Figure 6.2. Set up of Ari the human Companion.

6.3 The design of Experiment N°6 

The design of Experiment N°6 involved creating video games, setting up a WoZ 
system, planning the physical layout of the experiment and preparing the format of 
focus groups and personal interviews for ascertaining the children’s perception of 
the Companions. This experiment employed a ‘within-subjects’ experimental de-
sign, that is, each child participated in all the experiments with the three Companion 
embodiments. 

6.3.1 The games 

The first task was to design a set of games for the experiments. Games have long 
been recognized for their educational, and motivational value and for this research 
a collaborative educational ‘serious game’ was designed. The game was developed 
and implemented by P. Craig in Java Language. I organized three brainstorming 
sessions at the school with two 4th and 5th grade school teachers, two multimedia 
Master’s degree students, the developer and I as participants to gain feedback on 
the games’s design. 

Serious game is a computer application which combines the serious aspects of edu-
cation, learning and communication with the ludic aspects of the video game. 

It is an educational scenario run in a video game (Alvarez, 2007) presenting knowle-
dge in an enjoyable manner, making the learning experience less stressful than in 
traditional educational settings (Mouaheb, Fahli, Moussetad, & Eljamali, 2012). 
Studies on affect, engagement and learning in game based learning environment 
suggest that students report more positive affect experiences than negative - ones 
(Sabourin and Lester, 2014). 
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The teachers suggested a modification to the existing game involving a cartoon cha-
racter called Mario to fit in with the school syllabus. When the technical problems 
posed by this suggestion were explained, the teachers suggested that the game be 
used to support two subject areas where children had the most difficulty, Mathema-
tics and Reading. One teacher commented that most of the children had one or both 
parents living in the United States and they were interested in learning English and 
finding out about the country where their parents lived. A Geography of the USA 
game was suggested but was dropped in favour of a simpler game for learning basic 
English vocabulary. 

The idea was to have a game geared to the children’s needs in which the Companion 
was a medium of support in a learning environment as a companion but not as being 
an integral part of the game. 

In the end it was decided that there would be three multi-player educational videoga-
mes supporting Mathematics, Reading and English Language learning. The games 
were designed to be accessible and challenging at different levels of learning with 
each game presenting a progressively increasing degree of difficulty, and observant 
of cultural relevance and age appropriateness. The game was non-violent, nor did it 
impose gender stereotypes. In order to encourage children to discover and identify 
elements of their native Mixtec and Mexican cultures, the Mathematics game and 
the Language game contained images from the Mixtec Codices. The Mixtec Codi-
ces contain vibrant and colourful hieroglyphics used by the early Mixtec people to 
relate their history, and persist to this day as strong symbols of Mixtec culture. Four 
images from the Codices used in the games are presented in Figure 6.3. 

Figure 6.3. Images from the Mixtec Codices used as characters in the Mathematics and Lan-
guage videogames: Jaguar, Eagle, Death and the Mixtec hero Ocho Venado. 
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To Western eyes it may seem morbid to include a character representing death in a 
videogame for young children, but the Mixtec people, part of the Amerindian cul-
ture do not view death as the end of life but the beginning of a different life. One of 
the biggest celebrations in Mexico is on the Day of the Dead, when the dead return 
to visit their living loved ones, a happy time to celebrate with colourful flower han-
gings and music in every home and in every Mexican cemetery. Thus the figure of 
death merely represents a dead friend or relative visiting the family. 

6.3.2 The Mathematics game 

Figure 6.4 below shows the Mathematics video game developed for the project. It 
uses the metaphor of ‘tower defense’ where students have to solve Mathematical 
equations in order to fire eagles to prevent death figures from reaching the peri-
meter wall of their tower and drain their life-force. This game uses the strategy of 
defense rather than attack and it highlights the idea that good performance protects 
your wall. ‘Jaguar’ represents the user on the left side of the screen. In front of it is 
a list of sums. Below Jaguar is a keypad to perform the operations. To the right of 
the sums is a vertical wall and beyond that are the death figures. Each death figure 
advances slowly from right to left towards a sum. If it reaches the wall it stops and 
begins to drain the life force of the user. 

Figure 6.4. Screenshot of the Mathematics video game.

The life force of the user is represented in red to the right of the score at the top of 
the screen. When it reduces to zero, the game is over. To prevent this, the user must 
stop the death figures from touching the wall by solving sums and fire eagles. 

Using the keypad the user can click on different sums to solve. Incorrect answers 
consume the user’s life force and correct ones shoot eagles towards the right of the 
screen protecting the wall. When an eagle hits a death figure, it pushes it away from 
the wall and increases the user’s score, raising the level bar shown in green. 
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When the next level bar is completely green, every sum fires an eagle to push out 
all the death figures, progressing the user to the next level. As the level increases 
the speed of the approaching death figures increases too and the sums become gra-
dually more difficult. Players then need to redouble their efforts to keep the death 
figures away from the wall. The design of the Reading game and the Foreign Lan-
guage game is explained in detail in Appendix 4 Section 2.1. 

The ‘concept of collaboration’, as explained in Chapter 5 Section 5.2.3 was fore-
most in mind in the design of the three games and to encourage it I designed it to 
be played on a 42 inch, multi-touch screen angled at forty-five degrees and raised 
to between waist and head height to be ergonomically accessible to the children. 
A pilot session was conducted involving eight children between the ages of seven 
and ten. 

I tested the game with four, three and two children playing together to determine 
the optimal number of players that would best encourage mutual engagement to win 
the most points and most minimize the monopolization of the game space and the 
conversation with the Companion. Samuela was the Companion used for this pilot 
session too. 

I observed that the screen was too small for four children to play comfortably to-
gether and that they tended to form two teams competing against each other. Si-
milarly, when two children played together, they tended to vie for the space where 
the answers were to be written. When three children played together they created 
a system of rotation where one would go in front of the screen displaying Samuela 
to think with her while the other two remained in front of the game screen awaiting 
information from Samuela. She reminded the children to take turns and rotate. Ta-
king the next turn, a different child would go to chat with her and ask for her help. 
Observations indicated that the optimal number of players for encouraging collabo-
ration was three, as shown in Figure 6.5. 
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Figure 6.5. Screenshot of collaborative co-located game.

6.4 The Wizard of Oz technique to Evaluate Companions in specific 
Domains 

6.4.1 Definition 

In HCI, the Wizard of Oz ( WoZ) is a research experiment in which people interact 
with a system they believe to be autonomous, but which is actually being operated 
or partially operated by an unseen human being, referred to as the Wizard (Bradley, 
Mival, & Benyon, 2009; Martinez et al., 2012). This is a powerful technique to 
perform empirical studies involving human-machine interaction and  has proven to 
be particularly useful for investigating developing technologies, informing design, 
collecting datasets and evaluating systems which work with emergent technologies 
such as Companions. 
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The WoZ system of this research work was developed and implemented by P. Craig 
in Javascript HTML and JavaServer Page (JSP). Further details can be found in 
Craig et al., (2012). The design of the functioning of the WoZ system is outlined 
below following the interaction strategies studied in Section 5.2. 

6.4.2 Areas of application 

A WoZ was successfully used to iterate the design process and to evaluate user 
interfaces. See for example empirical studies in multiplatform with ambient media 
(Li, & Bonner, 2014). The methodology is also used to collect high qualitative data 
in a number of different domains linked to interaction. This is the case, for example, 
with the collection of emotional audio data for the robot Romeo when interacting 
with children (Delaborde, Tahon, Barras, & Devillers, 2009). 

Another field of use is the design of the user interface. This is the case in the de-
velopment of an American Sign Language (ASL) game where the WoZ was used 
for ASL recognition (Henderson, Lee, Brashear, Hamilton, Starner, & Hamilton, 
2005). Wizards are also useful to test hypotheses, as in the impact of politeness in 
pedagogical agents and learning outcomes (Wang, 2008). 

The use of very sophisticated WoZ has led to significant progress in agents’ design 
as in SimSensei Kiosk, a platform for a virtual human named Ellie that is able to 
detect distress in people suffering from depression, anxiety or PostTraumatic Stress 
Disorder (PTSD). She can engage in semi-structured interviews of 15-25 minutes’ 
duration with users and provide automatic assessment. The development of Ellie 
required two Wizard controllers, one for verbal and another for non-verbal signals. 
Her interaction strategies included backchannels, empathetic responses and conti-
nuation prompts (DeVault et al., 2014). 

6.4.3 Design and Set up of WoZ for screen-based Companions 

The facial expressions and verbal statements of each Interaction Strategy were or-
ganised in a loop - the Sympathetic Interaction Strategy contained 9 facial expres-
sions and 44 verbal statements. The system used the 9 facial expressions to con-
secutively pair with the first nine verbal statements. On the tenth verbal statement, 
the 1st facial expression appeared again and in this way the nine facial expressions 
were looped through the 44 verbal statements. When the list of 44 verbal statements 
had been completed, the loop began again. 

The process of relating facial expression with verbal statements was applied the 
same way for all the basic interaction strategies. In addition to the basic strate-
gies, Emotional and Conversational, the Wizard system also integrates the Domain 
Specific Strategy. The Domain is the environment in which the Companion is to 
perform which in this research work is a collaborative learning game environment.  

The WoZ for this experiment had visual and audio components allowing the ma-
nagement of Samuela’s Interaction Strategies as described in Chapter 5. Facial and 
verbal backchannels were included in the basic Strategies. 
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In order to obtain some patterns for the collaborative learning game strategies, a 
pilot session with Mexican teachers was organised. To facilitate the management of 
the WoZ, no new facial expressions for this strategy were implemented. Instead, a 
cheerful facial expression was used which displayed good intentions and willing-
ness. 

6.5 The WoZ of Samuela, Nao & Ari 

The WoZ system, free of undesirable aspects such as slowness or inappropriate res- 
ponses provided ideal conditions for these sessions. This simulation was explained 
in Section 6.4. To run the experiments with the WoZ system, two separate rooms 
were set up: an Experiment room and a Control room as shown in Figure 6.6. 

Three cameras installed in the Experiment Room followed the children’s movements 
and facial expressions to record their emotional states. All the visual and audio fee-
dback from the Experiment room was displayed in the Control room allowing the 
Wizard to know what was happening. In the Experiment room the students played 
the video games on the 42 inch multi-touch screen. A camera installed on the screen 
kept a record of the number of right answers given during the games. The Control 
room and the Experiment room were separated by a two-way glass wall. 

The Wizard, a Mexican Computer Science student was located behind the scenes in 
the Control room, manipulating the Companion’s actions. I wanted the Wizard to be 
someone who understood the Control board, how to manipulate Samuela easily and 
also to react immediately to what was happening at any given moment. 

The WoZ interface comprised two windows. One contained the control board and 
the other showed Samuela’s image. The window showing Samuela was passed on 
to a separate screen in the Experiment room while the control board window remai-
ned on the screen in the Control room. Thus Samuela could be manipulated from 
the Control room by the Wizard without the players’ knowledge. The conversatio-
nal interaction and the emotional interaction strategies and the domain interaction 
strategy (collaborative learning game interaction strategies) were composed of a 
number of related facial expressions and verbal statements as presented in Chapter 
5, Section 5.4 and 5.5. 



Figure 6.6. Evaluation session Experiment Set up.
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Figure 6.7. Screen shot of Wizard’s control board collaborative co-located game. 

Figure 6.7 shows the WoZ’s control board. At the top are the three emotional in-
teraction strategies. The second row presents the four conversational interaction 
strategies and on the right are the five roles of the collaborative learning domain 
interaction strategy. The second row presents the four conversational interaction 
strategies and on the right are the five roles of the collaborative learning domain 
interaction strategy. On the right, at the top there are two greetings buttons: ‘Wel- 
come’ and ‘Goodbye’ as well as a ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ button. 

At the bottom of the board is a text box in which the Wizard would write impro-
vised phrases according to the interaction he was observing through the two-way 
glass as well as the feedback he was getting from the cameras. For example, the 
Wizard would compliment a child if she played well and forced the death figures to 
retreat, protecting the wall. When the Wizard pushed the cheerful button, a cheer-
ful statement would appear in the text box. If the Wizard considered the Statement 
inappropriate, he would push the button again until an appropriate phrase appeared 
which he would then personalize. So, if the phrase ‘How exciting!’ appeared and 
the Wizard considered it inappropriate, he would push the cheerful button again 
and the phrase ‘That’s good!’ would appear. He would then complete the phrase by 
writing ‘Well done, girls!’ because he would see that the team comprised entirely 
of girls. 
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The Wizard of the Nao robot Companion was a very simple text-to-speech  interfa-
ce implemented in Phyton language by Marcela Martinez (for further information 
consult the Conacyt, Technical Report of May 2014). 

The the robot Nao was manipulated in real time by A. Arias, a primary researcher 
in Robotics at the University. The human Ari Companion also interacted with the 
children in real time using human voice. 

6.5.1 The Pilot Session 

I wanted the children’s form teacher to participate in the experiment and to have 
input in the design of the WoZ of Samuela. I set up a pilot session with children 
from a different class but of the same age and grade level and invited the Teacher to 
observe the session, the game and the way Samuela functioned. He offered several 
suggestions regarding how the Wizard could best use the domain specific interac-
tion Strategies available within the five designated roles (see Chapter 5, Section 
5.2.3). He then went to the Control room and observed how the Wizard used the 
control board and here too he made suggestions to a student helper. From the tea-
cher’s suggestions a series of possible dialogue scripts and sentence patterns were 
drawn up as possibilities for the domain specific interaction strategies used during 
the experiment. He suggested for instance that Samuela remind the children often 
of the tactics of the games because this is how the children work in class where one 
student is charged reminding the others about what they are supposed to be doing 
as they work together. 

His two other suggestions were to factor the larger numbers to make the Mathema-
tics problems easier, and for Samuela to not give any answers because in so doing 
she would be acting as a teacher. The last suggestion was particularly valuable and 
confirmed the validity of my intention that a Companion should remain a compa-
nion and not become a teacher. It was rewarding to observe exactly how the chil-
dren integrated her into their teams and how her presence and her companionship 
influenced their learning performance. 

Table 6.1 presents some examples of the dialogue scripts and sentence patterns 
developed in conformance with the teacher’s suggestions. However, the Wizard 
used these only as models, mere guidelines to refer to because he could improvise 
drawing on his knowledge of each strategy and to adapt to what was happening in 
any given moment, for he could not know for certain what may actually happen in 
the game. 
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Table 6.1 Dialogue scripts and sentences patterns for collaborationroles inspired by Chiu, 2000

6.6 The Focus Groups and Interviews 

To ascertain the children’s perception of the Companions I organized a series of 
focus groups and personal interviews with them after they had played the game. 
The purpose was to solicit a list of adjectives to describe the three Companions, rate 
them and then from the ratings derive a Semantic Differential (SD) for each. The 
personal interviews, getting the children’s answers to a series of questions would 
help to refine my understanding of their perception. Free recall questions have been 
shown to be useful with children (Markopoulos, Read, MacFarlane, & Hoysniemi, 
2008). 

The actual adjectives derived from and the interview questions posed in the ses-
sions are discussed in the Section below. The focus groups would be conducted the 
day after the game session, the interviews the following day, and facilitated by four 
graduate students from the University. I wanted the facilitators to be closer in age 
to the children as this would avoid risking what Mexican children are known to be 
prone to-being intimidated by adult authority figures. 
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6.7 Review of the design 

The experiment was to be conducted in three separate phases on three different 
days. The first phase would be the game sessions, the second phase the focus groups 
and rating on SD and third the interviews. Table 6.2 below displays the various 
steps in implementing Experiment N° 6. 

Table 6.2. Protocol steps of the Experiment N°6

6.8 The layout of the space 

The layout of the space for the game sessions, shown in Figure 6.8 was another 
consideration in the design of the experiment. 
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Figure 6.8. Layout of the experiment. 

6.9 The implementation of Experiment N°6 

The first day was dedicated to observing the children play the Mathematics game. 
On the second, adjectives to describe the children’s perception of the Companions 
were gathered and rated and on the third day the graduate students interviewed the 
children. 

6.9.1 Step 1: Observing the children playing the game 

The 24 children arrived by bus from their school to the Living Usability laboratory 
(Usalab) at the Universidad Tecnológica de la Mixteca. They were accompanied by 
four Master’s degree students and two undergraduate students. They were welco-
med into the boardroom, snacks and soft drinks provided, where they would also 
watch movies when not involved in the game sessions (see Figure 6.8). The univer-
sity students took the names of each pupil in each of the eight groups who would 
play the game together. 
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They also collected information about the children’s attitudes towards Mathema-
tics. This information was passed on to the Wizard who, knowing that a particular 
child didn’t like Mathematics, would offer him support and special encouragement 
through the Companion. 

As seen in Figure 6.8, the Control room, Experiment room, and Boardroom were 
separate, each with its own door. The children remained unaware of the installations 
in the Control room and in successive order each group of three children would be 
conducted to the Experiment room to play the game. Those waiting to take their 
turn to play could not observe beforehand their classmates playing the game. 

The platform used in this phase of the experiment had three operational elements. 
One was multiplayer educational video game connected to a multi-touch screen. 
The second displayed the Companion by remote control, and the third was the WoZ 
operator who controlled the Companion. See set up in Figure 6.9. 

Figure 6.9. Set up of the Experiment N°6.  
The Experiment room on the left and the Control room on the right. 

Figure 6.10. Children playing with Nao the robot Companion. 
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During the experiment the children were observed through the two-way glass and 
two cameras recorded them as they played. One camera used a long shot as seen 
in Figure 6.10. The other used a close-up shot to detect facial expressions when 
the children were face to face with the Companion as seen in Figure 6.11. These 
recordings gave us a permanent record of the game sessions. A record keeping sys-
tem on the touch screen of the game recorded which users had provided the correct 
responses and the number of right answers. 

Figure 6.11. Recording facial expressions of children when interacting with a Companion. 

Each group of children played the game three different times, each time with a 
different Companion following the same protocol. During the game sessions the 
Companions Samuela and Ari appeared on the right of the game screen while the 
robot Nao was placed on a table on the same side of the screen. 

One undergraduate accompanied the first group to play the Mathematics game with 
the Companion in the Experiment room. The student introduced the children to 
the Companion and they exchanged greetings. He then introduced the game. The 
Companion invited the children to prepare a strategy to play the game and to share 
roles to get a higher score. In order to avoid a sampling bias known as the ‘novelty 
effect’ - the effect of stress, pleasure or anticipation when confronted with some-
thing new for the first time - the pupils met each Companion in a randomized order 
as presented in Table 6.3. 
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Table 6.3. Shows the order in which the children met each Companion

6.9.2 Step 2: Determining the children’s perception of Companions via Focus 
Group activities 

The day after the game session pupils attended a focus group session in their school 
led by one of the graduate Students. Children had cakes and soft drinks during these 
meetings. The ‘Guidelines for Research with Children and Young People’ (Shaw, 
Brady, & Davey, 2011) as to number of participants and to age range in a focus 
group were adhered to, with eight children in each session lasting for approximately 
forty minutes. The graduate student showed the children a photo of each Compa-
nion first and then asked them to provide three adjectives to describe them. The ad-
jectives were oriented towards physical appearance, personality and functionality. 

The most frequent adjectives given were then used to form a list of 22 descriptors 
paired with 22 opposite descriptors (e.g. pretty versus ugly, intelligent versus stu-
pid or human versus robotic). Table 6.4 below shows the list of adjectives and their 
opposites most applied by the children in Mexican Spanish with English transla-
tion. The children then scored each Companion according to these descriptors and 
the graduate students applied the SD test to measure the connotative meaning of 
concepts providing information about their emotions, feelings and attitudes that 
each word elicited (Osgood, 1957). The rating scale was explained on the board 
several times to ensure that children could rate correctly. 

The evaluation lasted for ten minutes and took place later the same day. The use of 
SD is described in Appendix 2 Section 3.4.
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Table 6.4. The global descriptors collected to qualify Companions.
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6.9.3 Step 3: Refining the understanding of the children’s perception via Inter-
view sessions 

In the third phase of the experiment the graduate students conducted ten minute 
face to face interviews with the children using a 24 item questionnaire. Its objec-
tives were to clarify the meaning of the higher rated descriptors of Companions, 
determine perceptions of appearance, trustworthiness, emotions and empathy be-
tween the children and the Companions and to explore the children’s familiarity 
with new technology. The questionnaire questions are presented in Table 6.5. 

Table 6.5. Questionnaire questions

Some of the questions were formulated as scenarios. These were generative ques-
tions similar to those used in previous studies of children’s perceptions (Vosniadou, 
2002). These demand a precise answer to a new problem which can then be solved 
on the basis of previously saved information. For example in one scenario the chil-
dren had the opportunity to spend a weekend at the University to do their homework 
and to pick the Companion they would prefer to work with. Another scenario asked 
children to provide a list of courses in which they could choose a Companion to 
help them prepare their homework. 
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The children themselves did not fill out the questionnaires as it is advised to limit 
writing when working with children (Markopoulos, Read, MacFarlane, & Hoysnie-
mi, 2008) and it was the four graduate students who conducted the face-to-face in-
terviews and completed the questionnaires with the pupil’s responses. The complete 
questionnaire appears in Appendix 4, Section 2.3. 

6.10 Report of Findings 

The questionnaire revealed that in spite of their economic situation the children 
proved relatively tech-savvy. Twenty of the 24 children were familiar with the use 
of cell-phones (83.3%), half of them had already used a Tablet (50%), 70.83% had 
used the desktop computer at school and 75% played video games frequently. Only 
three of the students were not familiar with video games and only one student was 
unfamiliar with cell-phone technology. That is, children were not overwhelmed by 
the technologies used by Companions. 

The focus groups provided a number of descriptors related to personality features, 
physical appearance and functional qualities. Table 6.6 shows the number of des-
criptors gathered for each Companion in each of the three categories. 

Table 6.6. Descriptors of Companions

All descriptors were measured with a SD tool using a 7- point scale as previously 
presented in Table 6.4. The face-to-face interviews further clarified the meaning of 
the descriptors by including such elements as trustworthiness, empathy, emotions 
and preferred interaction. 

6.10.1 Personality Descriptors 

Figure 6.12 shows different features of the Companion of the experiment. In des-
cending order of importance the personality descriptors were: friendly, good, real, 
funny, intelligent, loving, nice and pleasant, as shown in Figure 6.13. 
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Figure 6.12.  Companions’  feature.

Figure 6.13. Descriptors qualifying each Companion’s personality. 

Friendly applies to someone who helps, listens and pays attention to them. ‘Someo-
ne I can tell my deepest secrets to and he/she won’t tell anyone’ - several children 
said. Nao was judged by the majority of children to be friendlier than other virtual 
tutors by his looks and the SD survey results favoured Ari as the friendliest Compa-
nion likely based on her perceived human qualities, such as the emotion in her tone 
of voice, qualities Nao and Samuela lacked. 
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In conversation Ari’s response time was human response time whereas Samuela 
and Nao, manipulated by the WoZ systems suffered from machine delay. 

Good is the quality of a person who helps them, shares with them and is nice to 
them - ‘A good person is one who cares for children’, ‘a good person is one who 
isn’t mischievous’. The three Companions were considered good because they hel-
ped solve operations in the game. Good also applies to the behavior and actions of 
an individual. One child defined funny as a person who smiles, plays and talks and 
Nao turned out to be the funniest tutor. Users gave nice to describe a support person 
who is respectful and polite. 

Confusion arose around the word simpatico which was understood as sympathetic, 
but the accurate translation into English is probably pleasant, a concept that also ba-
ffled the children and defied definition even though it was proposed by one of them. 
To one child a simpatico person is one who is nice, kind, funny, lively, likeable and 
makes you laugh a lot, to another it meant being serious or somebody who doesn’t 
want to play. Two children did not understand the word, and finally, two children 
applied it to someone who is sad or angry. 

Loving applied to persons with certain actions of emotional characteristics - ‘a lo-
ving person is somebody who gives you hugs and somebody who speaks nicely 
to you’; how a person behaves towards you - ‘he is affectionate because he/she 
buys things for me’, ‘she does what I say’, and to another ‘it is a person who feels 
compassion for children and helps them’. The interviews identified Ari as the most 
affectionate because of her behavior - ‘She smiled,’ ‘She talked nice.’ It was no-
ticed however that Ari and Samuela only smiled during their ‘cheerful’ strategies. 
In the results of the SD Ari and Samuela emerged equally qualified and Nao came 
second. Nao, not having a mouth couldn’t smile which generated some confusion; 
nevertheless children found him fascinating probably because none of them had 
met a robot before, whereas they had already encountered screen-based characters 
in video games. 
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6.10.2 Physical Descriptors 

Figure 6.14. Descriptors qualifying physical appearance. 

Figure 6.14 presents the set of descriptors used to describe the physical appearance 
of Companions with percentages relating to the sample of 24 children. The adjecti-
ves used were: cute, thin, serious, human, non-human, young, with teeth, women. 
As before, the children were asked to define these descriptors during the open-en-
ded interview and a questionnaire. 

Some children had no clear idea of the concept of beautiful and some found it diffi-
cult to define it, but with the help of the SD, Nao the virtual tutor was picked out by 
17 children as the most beautiful and as having an attractive physical appearance, 
16 opted for Ari and 15 for Samuela, that is, all three were judged to be almost equa-
lly attractive. When referring to a person, beautiful could mean the color or style 
of a dress, facial features and even hair, looking. Serious was a concept associated 
with someone who is lazy or does not like to work- ‘a serious person is one who 
misbehaves’, someone who does not smile, speaks or plays. It was also associated 
with facial expressions. Ari was found to be the most serious Companion followed 
by Nao, then Samuela, the latter judged so because she didn’t smile very often. 
The description human was based on physical appearance, on anthropomorphic 
features, that two of the characters Ari and Samuela looked human, whereas Nao 
was seen as non-human because he was a robot, seen as not being alive. One child 
said that although Nao wasn’t human, he was driven by a human, but he couldn’t 
explain how. 

Children viewed young in terms of age, how old people were and also how they 
behaved, how they dressed and in what grade they were in school. To them - ‘you’re 
young if you are in Secondary school’ as against ‘children’ if you are still in Primary 
school. 
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Nao was seen as the youngest, they considered him as a child like themselves very 
likely because of his size. 

With teeth equalled having teeth as a bodily condition. ‘Having teeth’ was conside-
red a sign of youth, as in our culture wrinkles are that of old age. 20 children rated 
Ari as ‘having teeth’. In contrast, Nao, whom children regarded as being similar to 
themselves was rated lower in ‘having teeth’. 

Children considered real those things that they could see and touch and unreal a 
product of the imagination - ‘witches are unreal’. These distinctions failed in prac-
tice and Ari and Samuela were determined as real because they looked real, while 
Nao looked unreal because he was a robot. 

6.10.3 Utility or Functionality Descriptors

Figure 6.15. Descriptors to describe Companions’ utility. 

Here the results were very clear. The children defined the utility of the Companion 
as a provider of help in the role of a teacher that offers knowledge, therefore highly 
beneficial and valuable. Although all Companions were rated as helpful, here we 
see evidence of the ‘novelty effect’ at play, designating Nao as more helpful and 
beneficial than the others. Figure 6.15 presents the Companion’s utility descriptors. 
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It has already been mentioned that children had some difficulty conceptualising the 
difference between adjectives and nouns, and showed similar uncertainty in their 
discerning the notion of robotic, correctly rating Nao, who is a robot, high at 79.16, 
but also rating Ari at 25% and Samuela 12.5%, who are not. This  confusion highli-
ghts the impact of embodiment (on perception) and how artificial appearing entities 
would be associated with the idea of robotic. 

Nor could children explain, despite repeated oral requests, their preferences regar-
ding the kind of help they would expect Companions to provide. However they 
rated all three Companions highly as helpful and beneficial - again Nao attracting 
the highest score. These two usefulness attributes signal the acceptance of techno-
logies, important to the future development of promising technologies linked to 
Companions. 

Further, children do not question a non-teacher entity’s ability to teach, they readily 
accept the new, the different and willingly work and learn with Companions who 
are not teachers in the recognised sense and therefore, not representing authority, 
offer conditions more relaxed and conducive to improving learning outcomes. 

6.10.4 Interaction with a Companion 

Table 6.7 presents the answers to the question - ‘How would you like your commu-
nication with the Companion to be’? - and the type of interaction children preferred 
overall was in the affective domain: be more loving, smile more and look happier 
and that it would speak nicely like a teacher or a friend as the phrases in Table 6.7 
highlight. 

Table 6.7. Interaction based on behaviour expected from Companions 
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6.10.5 Preferred activities with Companions 

Table 6.8 shows the activities that children chose to perform with each Companion, 
ludic activities related to learning being the top choice; Samuela teaching them how 
to play with the computer and Ari to recite poems because Samuela and Nao had 
flat voices without intonation. Samuela was asked to talk about herself and her life, 
indicative of a need for companionship. There was also expectation that Ari and 
Samuela speak like a teacher, representing the protective adult in children’s mind. 

Table 6.8. Activities children would like to perform with the Companion 

Nao had the robotic ‘novelty effect’, yet was perceived as a child, they identified 
with him as that and expected him to speak like a child. They wished that as a robot 
he would perform movement activities such as dance, take a walk or play and also 
to sing with them. These findings also point to a longing for companionship. Con- 
trary to adult’s perceptions of Companions as discussed in Chapter 4 Section 4.3.4, 
children’s perception sways towards the human side of the agent (teach me, play 
with me, tell me stories, recite poetry, etc.) and the machine side is more blurred 
probably because children do not know the agent’s capabilities, e.g. they believe 
that Companions possess knowledge the way teachers or adults do, rather than be 
able to access, gain knowledge from the Internet. 

The survey also included the following scenario - Your teacher gave you homework 
to do in Mathematics, Spanish and History over the weekend and you have the 
opportunity to do your work in the laboratory of the University. You can enlist the 
help of Samuela, Nao or Ari and also make use of other devices. 
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What equipment will you select to help you do your homework successfully?’

As their desired tutor 10 children selected Nao, followed by 8 choosing Ari and fina-
lly 6 opted for Samuela, all three being equally appreciated and they were willing to 
work with any of the three. Choices were based on the behaviour of and how smart 
the Companions looked. Tablet was the first choice of aid device (12children), then 
the Computer (11 children) and one child chose the video game, all uncertain how 
to use these devices properly and expected the Companions to show them. 

6.10.6 Preferred Companion for supporting different subjects 

One questionnaire question asked in which subjects the children felt they most nee-
ded support from the Companion. According to the teacher most needed support in 
Mathematics, Geography, Natural Sciences, Civics, Ethics and Spanish Language. 
Figure 6.16 shows which Companion students picked to work with in these sub-
jects. 

Figure 6.16. Pupils’ level of preferences of Companions’ help with difficult subjects.

Of 24 pupils, 9 selected Ari as support because she was more talkative and could 
therefore explain better, this again underlines the fact that children recognize codes 
of human communication without knowing how. Seven chose Nao for her ‘novelty’ 
and on considering him to be the most intelligent and five said that any Companion 
would be helpful. Three children chose Samuela because she was the cleverest of 
all the tutors. All the children chose at least one Companion for each subject, proof 
that they relied on them to help them with their learning. 
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6.10.7. Significance of Companions 

Figure 6.17. Perception of the Companion’s level of friendship.

In order to analyze the perception of and the feeling towards the Companions in 
general, the children were asked two questions - ‘What is a Companion for you?’ 
Most, 80% of the children regarded the Companion as a friend, 10% as a teacher 
and the other 10% as a teacher’s assistant. This is shown in Figure 6.17. 

Each Companion was referred to by its name - Samuela, Nao or Ari - rather than the 
word ‘Companion’, proving that the term ‘Companion’ did not detract from their 
being seen as human and also as friends. 

6.10.8 Trust in Companions 

To the question - ‘Do you trust Companions?’ - all of them answered ‘Yes’. Trust 
makes the learning of any subject with a Companion possible, speaking with them 
about their daily lives, sharing their secrets and their problems at home, not feeling 
ashamed to ask them questions. This is in stark contrast to the fear of being teased 
and mocked by their adult teachers. It seems that trustworthiness is a genuine attri-
bute of Companions that facilitates the developing of friendship and companions-
hip with pupils and thus an important factor in designing systems for children. 
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6.10.9 Emotions playing videogames 

In the same questionnaire children were asked to evaluate their emotions towards 
each of the Companions and to the videogame itself using the prEmo tool, a non-ver-
bal tool to measure users’ emotions towards products, as described in Appendix 2 
Section 3.6. Figure 6.18 presents the results of the emotional evaluation towards 
the videogame. 

Figure 6.18. Emotions felt by children towards the Video Game. 

Joy was the emotion felt by the majority of children when playing the video-game, 
other positive emotions, satisfaction, fascination and pride featuring too, the lat-
ter representing the great satisfaction derived from their achievement in the game, 
which in turn boosted their self-confidence. Joy may be too strong a word but deli-
ght doesn’t exist in the prEmo tool. 

Figure 6.19 shows the joyful ambiance and the emotions children experienced du-
ring the videogame session. The one in front of the game screen is clearly delighted 
as she probably wrote the correct answer onto the screen, the second is satisfied 
having passed on the Companion’s advice, and the third is still speaking with it to 
plan the next strategy in the game. 
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Figure 6.19. A group of three children during a game: one in front of the screen game and the 
two others interacting with a screen-based Companion. 
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6.10.10 Emotions towards Companions 

The prEmo tool was used for measuring emotions elicited also by the three Compa-
nions which were in general positive, joy, admiration, fascination and desire featu-
ring strongest, as shown in Figure 6.20. 

Figure 6.20. Emotion felt by children towards the three Companions. 

Only two children reported negatives emotions, one finding interaction with Ari 
boring perhaps on account of not understanding the rules of the game properly, that 
the Companion is there to help find, not to give the answer. Another child, not ha-
ving met a robot before mentioned feeling fear when meeting Nao. Oddly Nao sco-
red well in eliciting admiration (25%), fascination (20.83%) and desire (20.83%), 
the icon proposed by prEmo showing in Figure 6.21 the kind of desire aroused in 
the children by Nao. 

Figure 6.21. The prEmo icon chosen by children to express their feelings towards Nao. 
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This icon of a character with extended arms matched their feelings of really wan-
ting physical contact with, to touch Nao, confirming a strong desire for physical 
activities with it - going for a walk, playing football or being taught how to dance 
- as already shown in Table 6.8. This finding indicates that although children feel 
comfortable with screen-based Companions and express strong emotions towards 
them, embodiment impacts powerfully on the kind of activities they would like to 
do with any particular Companion. 

Whether the children’s feelings are as strong as the chosen icon suggests is open 
to conjecture as they lack the vocabulary to describe what the gesture shows and 
further tests using the prEmo tool with a Likert Scale may likely throw more light 
on this. 

Admiration is a particular form of positive affect because it motivates self impro-
vement (Algoe & Haidt, 2009). Impressed by the amazing things an ordinary Com-
panion could do - giving advice during the game, comforting the children when 
they failed and organizing the players’ turns - children quickly came to trust it to 
help their progress and looked to have a long term relationship with it. Joy, a basic 
emotion of great pleasure and happiness that features in the Ekman (1971) and the 
Plutchik (1994) Models of Emotions, adds to developing this trust and enjoyment 
of learning together. 

The above confirm that children perceive these entities to be human or human-like 
and that Companions’ presence and interaction with them arouse positive emotions 
in them. As it is based largely on their judging body gestures in the case of the robot 
Nao or the facial expressions of Ari and Samuela to be genuine, further studies may 
provide evidence whether this perception is susceptible to cultural factors. 

6.11 Discussion of results 

Children interacting in real time with three different Companions via the WoZ pla-
ying a ‘serious game’ enabled the observation and measurement of their feelings 
towards these virtual Companions. 

The most notable finding, its undeniable factual validity and also constituting a dis-
covery is that Companions are perceived by children in positive terms and that these 
entities evoke positive emotions in them, facilitate companionship and friendship, 
and that they all share this capacity. 

Positive emotions have a powerful effect on human beings, on how these help them 
to create new personal resources in the physical, intellectual, social and psycholo-
gical realms to promote optimal wellbeing (Fredrickson & Joiner, 2002). 

Admiration is another aspect of positive emotions as it motivates self improvement 
and is also the basis for nurturing successful intergroup relationships (Reeves & 
Nass, 1996, p 153). Companions’ ability to elicit positive emotions, as it is the 
finding of this paper, makes them ideal candidates for use in settings where care, 
encouragement and empathy are priorities. 
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All three Companions had attracted the children’s attention in different ways but 
each captured their interest and none was rejected; in fact all were rated well, as 
being fun, pleasant, nice, intelligent, loving, good, friendly with Nao emerging as 
scoring marginally higher in all these aspects. Ari was rated highest as being real 
and very human, probably because her emitting the subtle cues of human commu-
nication were detected on a subliminal level, making her more attractive. However 
neither Samuela nor Nao were rejected. 

It was clear that children wanted affective interaction with more smiling, talking, 
chatting like friends, meet with Companions in the breaks or after classes and that 
their overriding need was for companionship and that these entities were not to be 
as teachers (authority figures). 

Children also applied a different perspective in evaluating Companions for they 
measure relative to themselves - ‘we are children because we attend primary school 
, those attending secondary school are ...’ – regarding Nao as a child on that basis, 
and it would make an interesting study to see how applying this perspective to me-
asure friendship and companionship would play out in a scenario of a ‘Child-Com-
panion’ interacting with children. 

This does not apply to activities preferred by children, where the choices are di-
fferent for a screen-based Companion to that for a robot. Personalization promotes 
engagement, as when children were noticeably affected by Samuela calling them 
by their names or mentioning some detail from a previous encounter to the nine 
children who had met her in a previous test. 

The results of the questionnaires showed that children found defining certain ad- 
jectives challenging - lacking knowledge of what the concept represented and /or 
also interpreting it incorrectly - and often they provided nouns instead. It may be 
that they were too young to express concepts through adjectives which confirms the 
superiority of using non-verbal tools to measure their feelings when working with 
children. Furthermore, these adjectives provided by children of the same age and 
school level also showed up the disparity in their respective semantic knowledge, 
for in rural schools children of mixed abilities all learn together. 

Taking the adjectives ‘serious’, ‘nice’ and ‘friendly’, it became evident that defini-
tions were based primarily on visual perception, observed behaviour and actions: 
Nao the small robot was ‘like us, another child to play with’, whereas Samuela and 
Ari were regarded as young adults, their grown up appearance on the screen being 
the deciding factor. 

The powerful role of the ‘willing suspension of disbelief’ (see Section 2.7.1 & Sec-
tion 4.2.5) is another important outcome. Children would have encountered similar 
synthetic agents in video-games or on television and knew these to be non-sentient, 
nevertheless they were happy to ‘play along’ and freely share their personal details 
and opinions with them. 
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6.12 Design Experiment N° 7 to Measure the Impact of a Companion with an 
Interaction Strategy on Learning Performance in a Collaborative Co-located 
Multi-User Learning Environment 

The aim of this 7th experiment was to investigate the ability of a Companion to 
modify the learning performance of users in a collaborative learning environment. 
Prior to the experiment described below, a similar experiment with all three of the 
designed games was run with a small sample of children. The results are presented 
in the Appendix 4 Section 2.5. 

6.12.1 Preamble 

This experiment took place in the Usalab as Companions are difficult to evalua-
te even in a laboratory let alone in a domestic environment. In fact, no work has 
been carried out on screen-based Companions in a collaborative setting so far. Most 
studies are related to pedagogical agents (Arroyo et al., 2009) or intelligent tu-
torial systems, such as Autotutor (D’Mello, Picard, & Graesser, 2007) which are 
all task-oriented systems in the learning domain (see Chapter 1). It is relevant to 
highlight the significant difference in the perception of an agent in the role as a 
specific-task-oriented learning companion and of one that interacts with children 
touching on not only a single dedicated task but also on all aspects of their daily life, 
providing companionship and the latter, with Samuela as Companion, is the subject 
of this experiment. See further in Chapter 3, Section 3.4. 

In a collaborative environment participants typically form a team to make progress 
and as the Computers As Social Actors (CASA) paradigm argues people interact 
with computers the same way they interact with people, ‘able to affiliate with com-
puters in a team relationship’ (Nass, Fogg, Moon, 1996 page 675), so it was impor-
tant for our experiment that Samuela is perceived as a genuine member of the team, 
as she was there to modify and improve learning performance. This experiment did 
not study the teammate aspects of the group relative to Samuela but her ability as a 
Companion to provide support in their daily tasks. 

6.12.2 The participants in the Experiment 

Thirty students from two different primary schools (one rural and one urban) in 
Huajuapan de Leon, Oaxaca, Mexico took part. The children were from 9 to 10 
years old with 16 girls and 14 boys in their 4th year of Primary education. As des-
cribed in the previous experiment in Section 6.1 parents and teachers were approa-
ched following the Ethical Policies of Edinburgh Napier University. 

6.12.3 The Companion in Experiment N°7 

The Companion used in the experiment was Samuela, a 3D screen based character 
that interacted with the children via a WoZ System described in Section 6.4. She 
possessed a basic interaction strategy composed of three emotional strategies, four 
conversational strategies and a domain strategy for interacting in a collaborative 
learning environment. 
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6.12.4 Hypothesis 

The following hypothesis was formulated: 

H1: Companions playing a role in a collaborative learning environment would im-
prove learners’ performance. 

H0 null: Companions playing a role in a collaborative learning environment can not 
improve learners’ performance. 

Average improvement in Mathematics in the sample experiment (see Appendix 4, 
Section 2.6) seemed encouraging but this could have been due to a lot of extraneous 
variables. The results of this experiment needed to be statistically analyzed to know 
whether it was the presence, the participation of the Companion that generated the 
difference in the learning improvement and if this influence could be generalised. 

The independent variable was the presence of Samuela and the dependent variable 
the learning ability of the students indicated by their relative performance in exams 
administered before, immediately after the experiment and again 4 days later. The 
null hypothesis to be refuted was that the independent variable, Samuela, had no 
impact on the dependent variable, the learning outcome of the students. The null 
hypothesis would be rejected if p value was <0.05. 

6.12.5 Design & Procedure 

The design of Experiment N°7involved setting up a WoZ for Samuela as presented 
in Section 6.4, re-installing the physical layout of Experiment N° 6, using a video 
game in Mathematics (see Section 6.3.2), administering an individual written test 
in Mathematics immediately before, immediately after the game session and again 
4 days later, and conducting interview sessions with a questionnaire after it. 
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Table 6.9. Protocol Steps of the experiment

This was a between subjects design experiment - half the group had Samuela and 
half was unsupervised. The session had six steps as presented in Table 6.9. The ex-
periment uses the Mathematics game as presented in Section 6.3.2 above. 

6.12.6 The implementation of Experiment N°7 

The game session included a preliminary five minute Mathematics test. The aim 
was to know how the game session would contribute to specific short-term learning 
objectives. Three different versions of the test were created so that no two pupils in 
the same group would do the same test at the same time and no one pupil would do 
the same test twice. This helped ensure that any differences in difficulty between 
the test questions would average out over the course of the experiment. 

The set-up was a duplicate of experiment N°6 above and as there, children had the 
choice to organise their groups of three as they wanted to and spent around twenty 
minutes playing the game. Half of the children played with Samuela and the other 
half played alone and they were encouraged to plan a team strategy for both. 

6.12.7 Children playing without Samuela 

A postgraduate student  accompanied the children to the Experiment room and 
showed them how the game worked. They were then advised to adopt a collective 
strategy before starting the game in order to get the best possible score. The chil-
dren were then left alone to play the game. 
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6.12.8 Children playing with Samuela. 

Another postgraduate student took the children to meet Samuela in the Experiment 
room, showing them how the game worked. Samuela then introduced herself and 
asked the names of the pupils. 

Right from the start she personalized her relationship with the children by calling 
them by their names every time she addressed them and explained to them that they 
needed to elaborate strategies to win as many points as possible and then advised 
them to choose one. She helped with any difficulties pupils had in understanding 
how the game worked. She suggested basic strategies such as trying to fire eagles 
at the death figures closest to the wall first. She praised the students when they got 
a difficult question right or reached a new level in the game. 

If a pupil became disengaged from the group Samuela would ask, using her Inqui-
sitive strategy what the matter was and encouraged him or her to participate, using 
her Facilitator strategy. If a group member dominated the game and not let fellow 
students to have their turn, Samuela would suggest that another child take a turn. 

When they won she shared the children’s happiness using her Cheerful strategy 
or when they failed she commiserated with them via her Sympathetic strategy. If 
approached directly to give the answer to a question, it was built into her design to 
do so but only the first few times; thereafter, using her Proposer strategy she would 
take longer to give the answer and/or suggest a strategy the students might use to 
solve the problem themselves. 

Therefore, Samuela became the guarantor of adherence to the Collaborative Stra-
tegy defined initially and regulated the flow of interactions on the part of the par-
ticipants. At any stage conversation would determine the different strategies she 
would use. For examples of the Companion using collaborative learning domain 
interaction strategies please see the pilot Session in session 6.5.1. An example of 
dialogue scenario with Samuela in Table 6.10
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Table 6.10. Introductory Dialogue Scenario with Samuela.
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Samuela also used other improvised strategies to engage with the pupils by asking 
them if they had enjoyed the game or if there were other games they would prefer, 
which made Samuela seem more like a real person and a member of the team as 
opposed to just being a part of the game. See an example of this strategy in Table 
6.11. 

Table 6.11. Improvised Verbal Strategy to engage 

To questions about her origin or how she worked, she answered that she was a syn-
thetic character endowed with AI to divert attention from the fact that she was be-
ing operated manually. Previous experience demonstrated that the idea of Samuela 
being alive worked well with children - she wasn’t a mere agent, she was ‘Samuela’ 
who had personality. After she told them that she lived at the University in the 
Usalab children in the neighborhood would often ask how she was getting on. She 
relied on appropriately chosen words and phrases in the discharging of whatever 
role she was playing - a facilitator, as somebody who proposes things, a supporter, 
a critic or as someone who reminded the players of the state of the game. The fre-
quently applied phrases were in conformance with the teams’ framework for action 
to create social interaction (Chiu, 2000). 

Table 6.12 shows frequent phrases Samuela used to guide the collaborative work. 
Her manner was friendly and cooperative, her behaviour always polite and she 
always said goodbye to the children at the end of the game. After the game the gra-
duate students asked them questions and filled in the questionnaires to provide more 
subjective information on how they felt about working in a team, their impressions 
of Samuela as part of the team, her ability to show empathy and to display appro-
priate emotions during the games. 
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Table 6.12. Frequent phrases used by Samuela to regulate the collaborative work

6.13 Evaluation of Results 

The game was in line with the National School Curriculum. Results were organized 
as follows: a) improvement of the performance after the game session and 4 days 
after it, b) children’s perception of the Companion as a collaborative team member 
who shows empathy and appropriate emotions. Table 6.13 summarizes the results 
of the improvement in the children’s performance in the exams after playing the 
educational videogame with and without Samuela. 
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Table 6.13. Improvement in performance evaluated by exams administered after sessions with 
the collaborative educational video game with and without a Companion. 

The 23.3% learning retention rate working with Samuela is significant. Her influen-
ce on the girls greater (15.1%) than on the boys (10%), however the p-value for 
boys is 0.035 in contrast to the p-value for girls 0.045 which indicate a slightly be-
tter difference for boys. Observational notes indicate that girls followed Samuela’s 
advice closer than boys and that they constructed strategies more easily and they 
adhered to it, followed it faithfully. This agrees with previous test results using the 
games (Craig et al. 2014) that children’s learning improved whether working with 
or without Samuela, but more with her. Playing the serious game would have also 
had an influence on the children’s performance. 

These results indicate that the null hypothesis can be rejected and the hypothesis 
stands, that the independent variable Samuela has an impact on the dependant va-
riable, the learning outcome of the students. The rejection of the null hypothesis 
holds true for both, the boys’ and the girls’ groups. 

It may be inferred that it was the good relationship established between the children 
and the Companion and not any external factors that accounted for the learning 
improvement  as experienced  also in the 6th experiment, where it was also attribu-
table to the strong, friendly relationship between the parties generating high, posi-
tive emotions. Clearly the emotional factors are at the core of these relationships, 
accepting agents as friends, friends with whom to share joy, admiration and positive 
emotions. 

There was a difference in children’s learning improvement between pupils from 
the rural school and those of the urban school which may reflect the advantage of 
coming from a higher socio-economic area urban school and that boys were out 
performed by girls and that two groups of 6 boys came from a rural school. 
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6.14 Discussion of Results 

The hypothesis H1: ‘Companions playing a role in a collaborative learning envi-
ronment can improve learner’s performance’ was confirmed as children performed 
better with Samuela-Companion present. 

This is an especially rewarding outcome since experiment N° 6 also demonstrated 
that Companions are not necessarily associated with teaching, with only 10% of the 
children considering them as teachers and another 10 % as teacher’s assistants, the 
overwhelming majority, 80% regarding them as friends. It would be interesting to 
investigate if these results could be extended to adult or other children’s collabo- 
rative activities. In contrast to recent studies suggesting that children prefer robotic 
embodiment (Jost et al., 2012), the results here point to preference for interaction 
that develops a good relationship with the character, even though in previous ex-
periments children indicated that they preferred doing Mathematics with the robot 
Nao (see Fig 6.16). Two levels of basic strategies of interaction - emotional and 
conversational - seemed to work well with children. Samuela’s Emotional Strategy 
of appropriate emotional expressions gave the impression that she was interested 
in and cared about them, important aspects of empathy and promoting friendship. 
This also confirms the potential and the extensive roles Companions could play in 
the field of care and wellbeing of users. 

Samuela’s limitation was her occasional slowness although no child mentioned this 
aspect or viewed it as a restriction or felt uncomfortable with her, rather, accepted it 
as the way she performed. The results of the questionnaires confirmed that children 
were happy playing games with Samuela as part of their team. 

All the domain specific strategies were tested during the game, Samuela serving as 
Facilitator, Proposer, Supporter, Critic and Reminder, adopting these strategies as 
the moment demanded. In a human collaborative context only one person can play 
any one of these roles at a time, whereas Samuela, by performing these five diffe-
rent ones could create a dynamic that a human cannot. The Confused and Surprise 
strategies designed to support input from the user however were not tested during 
the game as the input was not understood or misunderstood by the system either be-
cause it did not have this information in its database, the input was unintelligible or 
the detection system failed. To properly activate these strategies several interaction 
game sessions would be necessary to build a User Model (UM). In the long term it 
would be possible to create a profile of each child. At that time these strategies will 
be relevant. Also the WoZ system should be modified to store users’ personalized 
data. 

It is also gratifying to have my forecast confirmed as accurate that the ‘willing 
suspension of disbelief’ would powerfully impact on the children’s interaction with 
Companions. 

The Usalab of the University is located in a remote area and transporting children 
there from different schools at the same time was difficult but it was worth coping 
with this challenging limitation as evaluating the children and their interacting with 
them in real time was only possible with the WoZ and only in a laboratory. 
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As in all the experiments the questionnaires to collect subjective information was 
filled in by an undergraduate student pollster who interviewed the children face to 
face, rather than by an adult, as Mexico is a country where children are intimidated 
by adults (Markopoulos, Read, MacFarlane, & Hoysniemi, 2008). 

Seven of the questionnaire questions were inspired by the McGill Friendship Ques-
tionnaire (Mendelson & Aboud, 2012) based on various friendship functions, sti-
mulating companionship, help, intimacy, reliable alliance, self-validation, and emo-
tional security. The entire questionnaire seemed too long to be used with children 
so a scaled down version was developed. It was organised as follows: a) Samuela 
being a part of the team, b) the empathy displayed by Samuela, c) the appropriate-
ness of Samuela’s emotions, d) her ability to stimulate companionship - ‘She is fun 
to do things with; she helps me to do things; she gives me useful information; she 
is someone I can tell secrets to; she would remain my friend even if other people 
did not like me’. All 30 children liked Samuela as a part of their team, 28 or 93.3 % 
found her empathetic and 29, 96.6 % found that the emotions she displayed were 
appropriate. 

In this survey, the word empathetic was not used, rather, small scenarios were pre-
sented in which Samuela responded to children winning or losing a game by ad-
dressing them in a pleasant manner and with empathetic behaviour, earning the 
children’s praises - ‘She said bravo’, ‘She told the other children to respect my 
turn’, ‘She spoke to me in a nice way’. 

To the question - How often would you like to have contact with Samuela? - 96.6 
% of the children expressed the desire to have daily contact with her, in fact seve-
ral times a day so they could tell her their secrets, talk about events of the day and 
about their problems at home. Table 6.14 details the questions with their indicators. 
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Table 6.14. Questionnaire with subjective prompts

6.15 Chapter Summary 

In this Chapter two experiments are described, one to investigate how children per-
ceive Companions in learning environments and the second to establish whether the 
presence of a Companion modifies learning performance in a collaborative learning 
game environment. 

In the first a Mathematics game was set up with three Companions each using a 
different embodiment. Each employed the same basic interaction strategies and the 
same domain interaction strategies. Focus Groups, interviews and a questionnaires 
were conducted which produced 22 descriptors, their values refined by the SD test 
indicating children’s perception of Companions in terms of appearance, persona-
lity and functionality. All three Companions were well regarded and acceptable 
as ‘playmates’ in any of the subsequent games. Most rewarding was the finding 
that all agents evoked positive emotions in children, facilitated companionship and 
friendship, confirming the importance of the affective elements in Human-Compa-
nion Interaction. 
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The second experiment ran on identical lines using the Mathematics game but only 
with the WoZ of Samuela, or without her, to test the hypothesis that ‘Companions 
playing a role in a collaborative learning environment would improve learners’ per-
formance’. She applied strategies to improve learning performance - Inquisitive, 
Facilitator, Cheerful, Sympathetic, Proposer and Collaborative strategies to regula-
te the flow of interaction. She interacted on an emotional, empathetic level, leading 
to her being regarded as a friend and not as a teacher, confirming children’s need for 
playfulness and companionship in any collaborative learning setting and crucially 
for our purposes that the tests validated our hypothesis that ‘Companions modify 
users’ learning performance in a collaborative learning game environment’. 

The results presented in this chapter focus on the design of Companion models 
and indicate how these could be enhanced through the use of improved interaction 
strategies. 

The conclusion of this research work and future work are presented in the next 
Chapter.  
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Future Work

The main conclusion of this work is that emotionally intelligent companions 
have great potential for almost limitless future applications in any field, espe-

cially in contexts where companionship and empathetic conduct are recognized 
means of  bringing about emotional and practical benefits for users. It has to be 
added that drawing overall, definitive conclusions are always problematic in a field 
as complex and extensive as HCI.

At the start of undertaking this research work it was evident that over the past few 
years the subject of ECAs has attracted research in different domains with parti-
cular focus on the emotional abilities of these agents. However, the strategies that 
these agents need for interacting with users and specifically when they perform the 
role of a social companion were the subject of only a few studies. The intention of 
this work was to find solutions to bridge this strategies-gap and the processes of 
researching and learning about creating appropriate interaction strategies for Com-
panions engaging in a variety of social and useful activities for the benefit of their 
owner’s wellbeing are described in the previous chapters. This concluding chapter 
presents a summary of the work highlighting the main contributions, and suggests 
areas for future work. 

7.1 Thesis Summary

Chapter 2 trawls through relevant knowledge areas relating to ECAs, reviews ELI-
ZA the first NLDS to create a successful illusion of human-to-human interaction, 
describes problem areas in technology, and presents REA, the first ECA using so-
cial dialogue. The role of emotions and their verbal and non-verbal intricacies in 
any interaction is surveyed, the Russel and Plutchik models of emotions looked at 
as the useful tools they are. 

The next generation of ECAs, social Companions is the subject of Chapter 3, sur-
veying examples of concept Companions, tracking data on what people need from 
such companions for establishing a long term relationship, noting the importance of 
emotional, social, empathetic conversational engagement with them based on trust, 
utility and embodiment. 
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In Chapter 4 the early empirical investigation begins in earnest with two experi-
ments conducted to identify users’ global perceptions of and the features considered 
desirable in Companions and to improve our understanding of how best to design 
future interfaces to satisfy users’ needs. 

7.1.1 Research Questions Reviewed

The focus of this thesis has been the research question presented in Chapter 1. This 
research question is reviewed here along with an overview of the contribution of 
this research program, as described in this thesis, to the enlarging of our knowledge 
and understanding in these areas. 

What are the attributes – embodiment, speech, empathy, etc. – of Companions 
(ECAs, robotic or similar devices) that most impact on users’ perception and inte-
raction with them, and on the functionality they expect from them? 

The four experiments conducted provided answers to the research question and 
others posed throughout this research work, as summarised below.

In two experiments presented in Chapter 4 adults were asked to provide adjectives 
that describe their ideas of Companions’ attributes for sharing their lives and in 
Chapter 6 children are taken through the same process to determine how children 
perceive Companions in learning environments in general, and in terms of appea-
rance, personality and functionality in particular. Kelly’s Grid, SD and interviews 
were the tools used to identify participants’ mental constructs of artificial entities 
and extract descriptors to fit these. Despite participants experiencing difficulties 
describing these entities, two sets of descriptors – one by adults and another by 
children – were collected.    

Adults’ suggestions of attributes suitable for an entity to be accepted as a Compa-
nion were: be a sympathetic listener, interact by voice, be helpful in daily life and 
render companionship. Their eleven descriptors for the profile of the ideal Compa-
nion were: good listener, empathetic, helpful, discrete, patient, coherent, proactive, 
interested, consistent, humorous, fun. 

Companions were expected to have a combination of human-like and agent be-
haviour, have utility value and any Companion not able to show emotion would 
always be seen and perceived as a mere machine. Unlike adults, children seemed 
happy to accept that Companions behave machine-like and were not intimidated by 
whatever their embodiment.

Groups of 3 children also played a Mathematics defence game (Experiment N° 6, 
Chapter 6) with three different Companions with different embodiments as part 
of their teams: one robotic and two screen based – one 3D and one cartoon-like 
character. They had a very positive perception of these entities, accepting and des-
cribing them as trustworthy friends, good, real, funny, intelligent, loving, nice and 
pleasant and it was gratifying to witness that Companions in turn evoked positive 
emotions in them: for example joy which could also be associated with playing the 
videogame. Other emotions felt were admiration, fascination and pride. 
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It would be reasonable to assert that all positive emotions are motivating, promote 
self-improvement and also form the basis for a long-term relationship. Emotions, 
enjoyment point to the efficacy of playfulness in this educational context, the free-
dom of expression children experience in perceiving Companions as non-judge-
mental (unlike the adults in their life) so they feel more comfortable and confident 
with them, and their learning benefits. During this first game children had develo-
ped good relationships with all three Companions, the robot Nao emerging as the 
one they most identified with, and as the preferred Companion despite of it being a 
mechanical device and speaking in a synthetic voice.

Chapter 5 was devoted to designing and implementing the Affective Channel (AC), 
a tool for evaluating Companions in a specific domain, that of behaving in an em-
pathetic manner, engaging in human-like conversation with users and to develop 
engaging relationships with them. Suitable interaction strategies were formulated 
and implemented with a minimum set of tools using only verbal and facial ex-
pressions. This option was chosen because of the intrinsic complexity of empathy, 
encompassing as it does the accurate comprehension of another person’s situation, 
including his affective state and ability to match it. Because of this complexity, 
it is safe to concur with McQuiggan & Lester, (2007) that designing a universal 
model of empathy for Companions is likely to remain outside practical considera-
tions for the near future. The basic interaction strategies are the output of the AC, 
and are divided into emotional and communicative. Companions apply emotional 
strategies to respond to users’ positive or negative emotions once those emotional 
states are detected and communicative strategies respond to users’ verbal or/and 
non-verbal input. Responsive is another output of the AC, a model or script related 
to the topic and the specific domain in which the interaction is taking place, taking 
into account the role the Companion is playing - helping, collaborating, providing 
information, giving medical assistance, organizing personal photos, etc. All basic 
interaction strategies are designed to respond and fulfil the emotional and commu-
nicative needs of users in their daily lives. Audio and visual databases of respective 
strategies were integrated in a WoZ system to drive a Companion.

In order to explore the influence of the functionality of the Companion on users’ 
response, experiment N°7 was run (Chapter 6) to test the following hypothesis: 

Companions playing a role in a collaborative learning environment would improve 
learners’ performance.

The hypothesis was tested with interaction strategies based on Chiu’s (2000) mo-
del of collaboration, recommended for this specific domain, integrated in a WoZ 
system, the only means of overcoming the limitations of existing technologies for 
displaying affective behaviour. Ten groups of three children were assigned to play 
a Mathematics videogame, half playing the games with the WoZ of Companion 
Samuela, who was accepted unreservedly, acting as a member of the team and the 
other half without her. The hypothesis was valid, the positive results were supported 
by statistical evidence and that the extraneous variable that made the difference was 
the presence of Samuela was confirmed.
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The results of these metrics position Samuela well as a Companion. A high rate of 
learning retention was also observed. Additional metrics measured empathy, appro-
priateness of emotions and Samuela’s ability to stimulate companionship. Children 
did not actually use the word ‘empathy’ to describe how they would like the Com-
panion to act, but all the words they did use implied it. 

Collaboration is known to improve the achievement of learning objectives in the 
long term, and as the ability to work in a team is an important skill in itself, the 
introduction of intelligent ECAs acting as Companions in collaborative learning 
environments would generate significant benefits.

The fact that ‘children felt more comfortable and confident’ with the Companion 
(see above) confirms that children learn better when they are relaxed and enjoying 
themselves doing activities that are essential to their development (Mouaheb, Fahli, 
Moussetad, & Eljamali, 2012), playing (Marcon, 2002) and their learning perfor-
mance improves, proving the hypothesis posed in this thesis and is one of the sub-
sidiary contributions to HCI knowledge-base. 

7.2 Limitations of this Research

The research described in this thesis brings some important and original contribu-
tions to the field of human interaction with agents, but these are not without limita-
tions as outlined below:

7.2.1 Incomplete Implementation of the Affective Channel (AC)

Although the AC is a comprehensive tool, in this research work it was implemen-
ted with only two of its elements of interaction, verbal and facial expressions, nor 
were the more subtle non-verbal elements – gaze, head and hands movements, etc., 
important cues to users’ attention and involvement, implemented. However, despite 
this limited use of the AC here, the results of the study can be generalised. 

7.2.2 Misrecognition of Emotions

Vocal expressions collected in experiment N°4 were processed in experiment  
N° 5 (Chapter 5) for both experiments for associated emotions as per the Plutchik’s 
model (Plutchik, 1994) and their appropriateness rated. The consistency of Compa-
nions’ emotional expressions is an area of difficulty (Creeds, 2008), complicated by 
people having difficulty in recognizing emotions, particularly combined emotions 
such as remorse - sadness + disgust - which was often confused with annoyance or 
sadness or distraction mistaken for surprise; a shortcoming in the Plutchik’s model 
perhaps? Misunderstood emotions interfered with the rating of appropriate respon-
ses, which would benefit from the semantic content being complemented by and 
matched with a secondary emotional cue such as tone of voice, an eyebrow move-
ment or a backchannel to provide appropriateness in the context of the exchange as 
suggested by Bevacqua et al., (2007).  
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7.2.3 Lack of Consistency    

Expectations of consistency in Companion behavior, considered a key feature is not 
yet a technical reality, so its lack elicits strong negative feedback from participants, 
creates stressful situations leading to a break in communication, spoiling the rela-
tionship and relegating the Companion to the status of a simple machine. While the 
technology is maturing designers modelling Companion behaviours would do well 
to provide at least ‘the illusion’ of consistency.

7.3 Main Contribution

The research detailed in this thesis makes several original contributions which are-
listed in Chapter 1 and summarised below. It may be appropriate to repeat here this-
thesis’ main contributions to knowledge: my original contribution to the knowled-
gebase of HCI is the creation of interaction strategies for the AC for Companions, 
specifically for implementation in the WoZ platform for evaluating them. These 
interaction strategies are based on descriptors gathered from adults and children. 

The WoZ evaluations yielded the subsidiary contribution that Companions, percei-
ved as empathetic and trustworthy, when interacting arouse positive emotions in 
users. As a direct consequence of this a further finding supported by statistical evi-
dence is that Companions in collaborative learning environments promote learning 
improvement.

To further elaborate – delineating, using the Kelly Grid, the four descriptors ne-
cessary for an agent to be perceived as a companion which are: be a sympathetic 
listener, interact by voice, be helpful in daily life and provide companionship (see 
Chapter 4). These four are essential for an entity to be perceived as a Companion, 
without these it’s not a Companion. Therefore, in order to have greater scope for de-
signing Companions a further experiment produced 11 extra descriptors - be a good 
listener, be empathetic, be helpful, be discrete, be patient, be coherent, be proactive, 
be interested, be consistent, be humorous, be fun. These were refinements, exten-
sions of the basic four, providing a wider base for building Companions with a 
variety of ideal behaviours. In the course of the same experiment it became evident 
that users required limits on the quality of this ‘ideal’ behaviour. These, beyond a 
certain point became unwelcome, undesirable. It followed that the 11 descriptors 
and their unwelcome opposites - smothering, servility, pushiness, disinterest, weari-
ness, gossiping, making irrelevant jokes or being over indulgent, solicitous or rigid 
- balance each other in a complementary way.  Further, they act as valuable tools for 
personalising future Companions’ behavioural profile, to match their owners’ prefe-
rences. This function is to Companion behaviour as volume control is to music, the 
listener has control over the loudness to suit his taste and preference.

Another contribution is the designing and the implementation of the WoZ with two 
basic interaction strategies, emotional and conversational.  This is a tool for evalua-
ting Companions interacting with their owners in real time, without the undesirable 
problem of delay in speech for example. 
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Yet another contribution is the audio and visual databases for the basic interaction 
strategies modelled on human-human interaction.  These elements endow the Woz 
with the potential to be repeated in any specific application and many domains. This 
facility with nine interaction strategies is a valuable, versatile resource.  It can be 
replicated in any WoZ adaptation, modification or expansion in many other specific 
domains.

Further, finding the empirical evidence of this evaluation, that is that Companions 
elicit positive emotions when interacting with children.  They perceive them as 
friends and as trustworthy entities. 

Also, the elements stated above facilitated the first study to measure and to confirm 
that a Companion impacts on children’s learning improvement. This was supported 
by statistical evidence that emerged in the last experiment. This study was conduc-
ted with a Companion playing as a team member. The Companion used a set of 
interaction strategies playing in a collaborative educational video game with the 
children.

This work and its various innovative elements, when reflected upon may call atten-
tion to the deeper understanding that may be gained of the deeper intimate and more 
useful levels of human-computer interaction. Task specific ECAs may be viewed 
as ‘applied technology’ that can perform in impersonal ways whereas Companions 
in the sense treated in this thesis prioritises the human user and adapts technology 
accordingly to deliver companionship and long term emotional relationship. A dee-
per appreciation of   how people perceive these ‘embodied’ entities, their preferred 
activities with them may be gleaned from this work, as well as ways of making use 
of available technology (WoZ) to gauge users’ emotional states and to respond to 
these appropriately. These deeper understandings of what is involved in Companion 
design explodes its application potentialities.

7.3.1 The methodology 

 The methodology applied throughout this work merits special attention as it was 
my guiding procedural framework. It was one I designed for the conceptual Compa-
nion of the Companion Project (see Chapter 3 and Appendix 1 Section 2) where, not 
matching the vision of the project, it was not used. It is in this work therefore that 
it is first used in its totality and reiteratively - design, evaluate, re-design, evaluate 
again. This is the standard loop in HCI work and is particularly suited to systems 
using immature or emergent technologies. Current technology explored in tandem 
with users’ needs assessed provide the basis for designing a WoZ prototype (or any 
other), simulating performance as if the technologies were fully functioning. This 
is tested with users to determine their acceptance of it and how it fits their specific 
expectations. Its noteworthy feature is that at any stage in the loop cutting-edge 
technology and changing user preferences can be incorporated into it, updating the 
prototype continually, on the run. This methodology focuses on adapting techno-
logy to human beings rather than the other way round. It is this dynamic updating 
flexibility that makes it particularly appropriate and valuable in future design. 
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In sum, this work and the methodology applied therein can be viewed as cons-
tituting a solid platform for launching future Companion interface designs using 
cutting-edge technologies.

7.4 Future Work

The better understanding of the mechanisms of the perception of attributes of agents 
as companions, a relatively new domain explored in this thesis requires further in-
vestigation in a number of different areas

The first area to develop future work is that of interaction strategy. In our experi-
ments these strategies worked well and applying maturing technologies would open 
up new opportunities for innovative designs, given the multiplicity of situations in 
which Companions could be part of users’ daily life.

Scope for improving Companions’ poor management of transitions between di-
fferent states; e.g. responding slowly could be rectified by providing agents with 
complementary interaction strategies to hold the user’s attention while waiting for 
an answer. Having a different WoZ for each modality of interaction, one for speech, 
another for gestures, yet another for non-verbal communication or using small 
phrases and backchannel feedback would be potential solutions.     

The Companion in this thesis has an interaction strategy for playing in a collabo-
rative learning game environment and along these lines the environment in which 
the Companion is expected to perform a role - which depends directly on the needs 
of its owner - is another area which would benefit from further exploration.  Other 
situations of collaborative work should be investigated. Interaction strategies are 
dictated by user needs and situational contexts and the know-how and technology 
are now ripe enough for testing them in various situations and modelled to highly 
specific applications in other domains from general health to lifestyle issues.

Our Samuela Companion was modelled to express empathy and show positive emo-
tions creating a rewarding relationship with the children but negative emotions in 
interaction needs to be investigated. What would be the quality of the relationship 
if the Companion had to display negative emotions, as when insisting on warning 
children of danger, a tactic of protection that may be resisted by children prompting 
a reaction of anger or disapproval from the Companion.

Gender is another area meriting further investigation, evaluating whether or how 
it modifies interaction and outcomes in forming relationships. We know from our 
work with two female and one robot companion that the girls’ performance impro-
ved slightly better than the boys’. The children’s actual teacher was a male.

In this research work the mechanisms of collaboration between children and Com-
panions have been described which may be a platform for designing more formal 
interaction strategies for future implementation in fully autonomous Companions. 
In this research work, considering how readily children identify with and relate to a 
robot Companion such as Nao, not to have proposed a child or a male screen-based 
companion is another limitation that would be the subject of future work. 
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The theoretical discussions and the results of experiments presented in this thesis 
are likely to be of interest to people involved in Companion systems design, resear-
chers, developers and designers of embodied agents especially if in the domain of 
education and well-being.
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1. Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) 

1.1. Popular Task Oriented ECA 
	  
Task oriented ECAs are Agents devoted to help users with the completion of a job or 

with solving a problem. They are expected to work persistently to complete a task. One 

of the first and better known task-oriented Agents is Real Estate Agent (REA) as 

described in Chapter 2 Section 2.2.  

Cassel and her team created a toolbox - the Behavior Expression Animation Toolkit 

(BEAT), presented at the 2001 ‘SIGGRAPH’ conference that can be used in different 

architectures and applications. (Cassell, Vilhjálmsson, & Bickmore, 2004). This real-

time, modular and extensible animation tool allows animators to select and plan the 

non-verbal behaviour of a virtual character. The system extracts linguistic and 

contextual information from the written input text, it then chooses appropriate gestures, 

gaze and other non-verbal behaviour appropriate to the interaction. It outputs an 

instruction set in file format that can be decoded by an Animation Engine or edited by a 

3D artist.  

 

The persona effect with pedagogical agents was investigated early by Lester et al. 

(1997). The primary advantage of an ECA supported learning environment is that 

feedback can be provided within the system without reliance on actual human support. 

In a learning environment, ECAs providing feedback can increase the impact of a 

conversational ITS either by applying sound pedagogy towards the students or by 

setting up an informative conversation.	  

 

Some examples of these Embodied Conversational Agents in Learning Environments 

are Easy with Eve (Sarrafzadeh, Alexander, Dadgostar, Fan, & Bigdeli, 2008), Ms. 

Readwrite (Wise et al., 2005) a “virtual therapist” to treat speech disorders (Cherney et 

al., 2011, Cherney & Van Vuuren, 2012a) and the pedagogical agent of Mathgirl, an 

ECA to treat mathematics anxiety (Wei, 2010). 

 

Sarrafzadeh et al. (2008) present Easy with Eve, it is an affect aware tutoring system for 

mathematics which detects students’ emotional state and adjusts its own emotional 

display like a human tutor. The communication between the system and pupils is done 
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through Eve, an empathetic emotionally aware ECA. Students’ emotional state is 

detected in real time by a system implemented by Massey University in New Zeland. 

The system is based on the analysis of facial expressions; it detects the 6 basic facial 

expressions of the Ekman (1999) model of emotions.  

Eve doesn’t interact directly with users. When the system interacts with the student, the 

appropriate tutoring video is being selected and played. The tutoring actions are based 

on an observational study of human tutors. They are managed by events triggered after 

analysis detection of the users’ emotional state. The system has around 1000 video 

sequences of tutoring actions for Eve. These animated videos are shown to students 

while using the system with pre-determined scenarios. The tutoring actions proposed 

are as follows: giving feedback (positive or neutral) asking questions, discussing 

problems or solutions and giving answers to her own questions as a part of the tutoring. 

A screenshot of the system is presented in Figure A1.1 Eve was tested with 59 primary 

school with children from eight to nine years old in Auckland, New Zeeland. Results 

suggest that adding facial expression detection did not improve the performance of 

pupils in a short term. However, the author confirmed that the presence of the animated 

empathetic agent contributed to the modification of students´ perceptions towards the 

system. 

 
Figure  A1.1 Screenshot of Easy with Eve system. 

 

Students perceived the system in a more positive way when it included the animated 

empathetic agent Eve. This means that the ‘persona effect’ is confirmed once again. 

Results showed that this effect was slightly better when the animated agent was 
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equipped with a system to detect and adjust to the affective state of the students. The 

study concluded that this improvement suggests that emotion detection in an Affective 

Tutoring System (ATS) may have a positive impact on the motivation of students 

(Alexander el al., 2008). 

 

Ms. Readwrite is a lifelike character working in a multimodal environment developed to 

learn to read well and comprehend stories. This is a part of a set of tools of the Literacy 

Tutor project, or COLit (COLit, 2014) of the University of Colorado. Ms. Readwrite 

‘lives’ within an interactive book. When interacting with children, she helps them to 

learn to recognize words, to read fluently and particularly to understand what they are 

reading. She provides advice and explanations to help readers find the appropriate 

answers while at the same time learning spelling and increasing phonological 

awareness.When reading with pupils, Ms. Readwrite provides special learning by 

pronouncing words with accurate movements of the lips, tongue and jaw. In order to 

improve the reading experience, this ECA possesses a human recorder voice, which 

permits her to use appropriate prosody and emotional intonation when reading the story. 

Figure A1.2 presents a screenshot of Mrs. Readwrite’s the mode of functioning. Readers 

clicks on the words they wants to study better. Then Mrs. Readwrite appears in a close 

frame to help with the pronunciation of the word (Wise et al., 2005). 

 

 
Figure A1.2 Screenshot of Mrs. Readwrite in an interactive book. 

 

Another interesting ECA providing learning services, is a “virtual therapist” to treat 

speech and language disorders including mild Alzheimer’s disease. Research provides 
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evidences of telerehabilitation1 as a valid and trustworthy method of providing speech 

and language services. The treatment focuses on the understanding and production of 

words e.g., repetition, oral reading, copying, rhyming, word-to-picture matching and 

provides guidance like a real therapist.  The system is delivered by the Internet. Results 

of studies have highlighted very promising improvements in the language performances 

of patients. Nevertheless, more research is needed to confirm this improvement over 

time. (Cherney & Van Vuuren, 2012). 

 

The pedagogical agent of Mathgirl treats mathematics anxiety and helps with problem 

solving. The agent reviews mathematical concepts and provides content- related 

messages and mathematics anxiety treatment messages in order to reduce the 

mathematics anxiety of pupils. The treatment messages were developed in accordance 

with Dugas & Robichaud (2007) cognitive-behavioral therapy. The content related 

messages included information on the subject and corrective feedback. These messages 

are displayed to the student on the screen. Results suggest that the mathematics anxiety 

treatment messages provided during the interaction had no impact on students’ anxiety 

or learning of mathematics (Wei, 2010). 

ANNANOVA shown in Figure A1.3 was created by The United Kingdom Press 

Association as the first virtual newsreader on the Internet presenting news on the 

Orange portal between 2000 and 2004. Her creators wanted her to be as likable and 

trustworthy as possible, programing her to speak in 16 different languages. 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  The	  American	  Telemedicine	  Association	  (ATA)	  defines	  telerehabilitation	  as	  “the	  delivery	  of	  rehabilitation	  services	  
via	  information	  and	  communication	  technologies”.	  
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Figure 1.3 ANANOVA presented by a BBC Newscaster 

 

DIGITAL EMILY is a photorealistic digital actor incorporating important elements that 

make a character look human - detailed skin and pore structure, showing the fine 

wrinkles that appear when people make gestures (Alexander, Rogers, Lambeth, Chiang, 

& Debevec, 2009a). Her design combines the most recent techniques of face scanning 

in high resolution (see figure A1.4 & figure A1.5), character rigging (skeletal 

animation), video based facial animation and compositing with controlled light 

conditions to create a computer generated rendering of an actress’ face in real-time 

(Alexander et al., 2010) and tested by merging it with the real face of the actress to see 

how well the illusion works.  

 
Figure A1.4 The DIGITAL EMILY Pipeline: Scanning, Scan Processing, Rigging and Rendering 
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Figure A1.5 The scanning process of facial gestures  

 

ADA and GRACE (see Fig A1.6) are the virtual guides at the Museum of Science of 

Boston using coordinated speech, gestures, eye gaze and body movement when 

interacting with visitors, with children in particular. They help visitors to expand their 

knowledge of Science and Technology.  Speech Recognition helps them identify words 

in the visitors’ phrases and   select, using a statistical classifier the appropriate answer 

from a pre-existing set of 150 answers. The target public, children aged 7-14, show an 

increase in their awareness of, engagement with, interest in and positive attitude 

towards and knowledge of Computer Science and Technology, delivering the Museum’s 

all important aims in these respects (Traum, Aggarwal, Artstein, Foutz, Gerten, 

Katsamanis, Leuski, Noren, & Swartout, 2012). 
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Figure A1.6  ADA & GRACE 

 

Ellie the virtual therapist (see figure A1.7) is designed to create an engaging face to face 

interaction using verbal and non verbal communication. Ellie detects distress indicators 

using analysis of face to face interactions. This ECA is able to provide automatic 

assessment to these distress indicators. She is being tested with dozens of veterans from 

Iraq and Afghanistan (Georgila et al., 2014). Ellie is a task oriented ECA created by 

University of Southern California’s Institute for Creative Technologies (ICT). 

 

	  
Figure	  A1.7	  Ellie	  the	  virtual	  therapist 
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2. Conceptual Companions developed by Companion Project  
2.1. Photopal Companion,  

 
Photopal is a photo-sharing concept Companion designed to help people organize their 

photos and benefit from its therapeutic side-effect, that of reminiscing and sharing 

memories. My principal contribution was the proposal to link Photopal to ‘moblogs’	  to 

extend the distribution of photos to other/younger users encouraging inter-gender/wider 

dialogue. The conceptual model of Photopal is explained in Figure A1.8 below. It uses 

natural language and as the owner talks about the photo, Photopal tags semantic data 

such as the date of the event, the location and the people in it, stores it together with the 

user’s narrated or reminisced information.	   (See more on my conceptual proposal for 

Photopal in the Companion Project, Deliverable 2.4.1, 2007.)  

   

Figure A1.8. Conceptual model of Photopal 

 
2.2. The Senior Companion 
 

The Senior Companion (SC) was a multi-agent dialogue system designed for keeping 

company with senior citizens, to assist users with daily tasks and easily access 

information, including past conversations about images stored, describing places and 

events as well as open new conversations with its owner. It can read daily news items 
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on websites selected by the owner. The system could be implemented on a variety of 

devices from computer desktops to mobile phones and robots. For more information 

please refer to Pinto, Wilks, Catizone & Dingli (2008).  

This Senior Companion was a first study-prototype, implemented at the beginning of 

the Companions project to gather user-related information and how best to manage it. It 

was not tested with end users because the Speech Recognition System failed to 

recognize what users were saying nor was it able to extract information to be analysed 

and sent to the Dialogue Manager to output dialogue to the SC. To overcome these 

problems microphones, an intrusive device had to be used which made the interaction 

with the ECA unnatural. The second version of SC was implemented with an actor 

video but the same hindering technical problems prevailed. 

2.3. Nabaztag Fitness Companion 
 
Nabaztag Fitness Companion (NFC) see Figure A1.9 was the project’s next, a first 

prototype of a Health Fitness Companion (HFC) with the aim of its developing total 

engagement with the user and his environment, using natural language to communicate 

its sophisticated knowledge of nutrition and exercise physiology (Cavazza, Brewster, 

Charlton, & Smith, 2007). It was to help its owners plan their day before or after work, 

suggest beneficial activities such as walking to work, going to the gym after a meeting 

or cycling to promote a healthier lifestyle. It is in the form of a rabbit, works on a 

mobile or in a physical multimodal conversational device and is able to stay with its 

owners throughout the day. The NFC could also appear in another device. With 

knowledge of the user’s personal preferences, another of its roles is to remind users 

about favorite hobbies or about getting home in time to watch a rugby match. 

The Companion Project also implemented an empathy based demonstrator called ‘How 

was your day’	   that was able to say and listen to long utterances and respond 

appropriately to them, relating to the user's day or past events or to amuse their owners. 

It was found that longer sentences are particularly appropriate when expressing interest 

and empathy (Companion Project, 2010).   
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Figure A1.9 Health and Fitness Companion Scenario from Hakulinen et al., (2008) 

 

 
 
3. Commercial Examples of Companions	  

3.1. Clippy  

One of the earliest virtual agents with Companion-like behavior is the Microsoft Office 

Virtual Assistant. Clippy, as shown in Figure A1.10 en la imagen  was inspired by the 

CASA paradigm (Nass, Steuer, & Tauber, 1994b) and by the early work of Maes (1994) 

delegating users’	   tasks to personalized agents to act on their behalf. It would pop-up 

with help or suggestions when the user decided to activate certain functions of the 

software.  
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Figure A1.10. Clippy 

 

Clippy however, was incredibly unpopular with users who found him annoying and 

frustrating (Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2004). It was inappropriately intrusive and often 

required unnecessary interaction at inopportune times. Part of this problem can be 

attributed to lack of empathy - it was oblivious and therefore uninterested in the user’s 

emotional state. If it were able to empathize, be emotionally neutral or sympathetic he 

could adapt to be less intrusive. His open expression, constant wide eyed smiling made 

him appear overly exuberant that could come across as callous or mocking. Faced with 

an interface that appears human, or has human features like Clippy, people expect 

human levels of Emotional Intelligence and feel more let down when that agent does 

not conform (Vugt, Bailenson, Hoorn, & Konijn, 2010). 

 
 
 
 

3.2. Aibo  

In a more successful attempt Sony developed AIBO (Artificial Intelligence Robot), or 

aibö the Japanese word for pal or partner, in 1999 and has an entertainment function. 

This is a robotic dog, a triumph of Artificial Intelligence in many different areas of 

technology. See Figure A1.11. 
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Figure A1.11 Aibo 

It uses visual and voice recognition, can understand the users’	  commands and like a real 

dog, he can detect toys, incoming people or somebody’s hands, recognize and respond 

to 50 to 100 words and has his own language code which users must decode and adjust 

to. Aibo, via a LED system shows a range of expressions to communicate his emotional 

state to his owner - happiness, anger, sadness, etc., as shown in Figure A1.12 

 

Figure A1.12 Aibo Faces 

Aibo’s behaviour generates a strong emotional attachment in his owner; people would 

often mention ‘him’	  being upset, enjoying something, being grumpy and so on (Benyon 

& Mival,  2013) or even buried according to traditional ritual. AIBO has been used as a 

Companion to combat loneliness in animal assisted therapy projects (Banks, 

Willoughby, & Banks, 2008). 

3.3. Pivo2  
 

People are familiar using humanized speaking technology when driving, using 

intelligent GPS systems that provide incremental real-time directions. Driving can be a 
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stressful and emotionally engaging activity and Pivo2, a driving Companion of the 

Nissan concept car (see Figure A1.13) delivers personal, emotional interaction. He 

shows his emotional state via LEDs in his eyes and is able to recognize his driver owner 

and interact with him/her through speech. He uses personal information given by the 

user and assists the driver to park easier or warns, protects him when he detects driver 

fatigue or sleepiness. 

 
Figure A1.13 Pivo 

3.4. Aida 
 

Aida is another in-car driving Companion created at the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology (MIT). It is designed to use the driver's mobile device as its face. As shown 

in Figure A1.14, Aida displays facial expression and manages all the information 

presented to the driver. Studies have shown that Aida users felt less stressed, performed 

car safety precautions more frequently and felt more companionship with AIDA 

(Williams, Peters, & Breazeal, 2013).The aim of the project is to expand the 

relationship between the car and the driver to make the driving experience safer, more 

effective and enjoyable (Aida, 2014).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A1.14 Aida 
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3.5. Ifboot  
 

Ifboot is a robot Companion designed particularly for families and elderly people, 

presented as a prototype in 2009 at the Consumer Electronic Shows (CES) in Las Vegas 

see Fig A1.15 & A1.16. It is respectful, functions through simple voice commands, talks 

slowly and clearly, communicates with people by understanding their words or 

sentences and when answering he shows his emotions, moods and feelings on its face 

(Kanoh, Iwata, Kato, & Itoh, 2005).  

 
 

 
 

Figure A1.15 Ifboot. 

 

 
 

Figure A1.16 Ifboot. 

 
3.6. Nabaztag 
 

Nabaztag (see Figure A1.17) is a communicating rabbit Wi-Fi connected directly to the 

Internet, either automatically or by obeying the owner’s vocal commands. He is able to 
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transmit users’	  e-mails by voice, read selected Internet pages, deliver podcasts and read 

chosen books. He can detect objects using RFID tag technology and  can also keep in 

touch with friends’	   rabbits, and give notice when emails or SMS have been sent. 

Nabaztag can inform the user about personal events by light signals or moving his ears 

 

Figure A1.17 Nabaztag 

 

 

  
3.7. Patachon 
 

Patachon (see Figure A1.18) is a pet, an Assistant Research Companion for the Windows 

System that succeeded Clippy. While he can dispaly some odd behavior when clicked 

on, unlike Clippy, Patachon made the users’	  experience of him less stressful. 
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Figure A1.18 Patachon 

3.8. Enrica 
 

Enrica (See Figure A1.19) is a poll-taker, a 2D avatar which gives the illusion of 

recognizing the user by mixing text and speech with an intelligent design. Developed by 

the French start up ‘As an Angel’, she is more a task oriented ECA, but the emotional 

states that she can display elicit the kind of engagement in users which precludes their 

refusing to respond to her survey questions.   

     
 Figure A1.19 Enrica 
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1. The LeDoux Emotional Model 
This model is one of the neural theories. LeDoux’s model is most useful for 

understanding emotional processes (LeDoux, 2001) as in his studies  he looked at the 

processes taking place in the connections and networks of the Brain when an emotion 

arises.  He found that the Thalamus, the Limbic System (LS), also called the ‘seat of 

emotions’ and the Cortex of the Brain are the important regions responsible for 

generating and regulating emotions. The Thalamus receives the sensory input from 

sight, smell, hearing, touch and taste and simultaneously channels it to two different 

parts of the Limbic System (Patterson & Schmidt, 2003): either via the so-called ‘low 

road’ which links the Thalamus to the Amygdala for instant response or the ‘high road’ 

which connects it to the Sensory Cortex for an assessed one, as seen in Figure 2A.1. 

 

	  
Figure 2A.1 Neurological structure of emotions according to Ledoux (2001) 

	  
To identify these pathways Ledoux traced the emotional pathways of fear, observing 

what happens when for example one hears a loud scream. The low ‘primitive’ road is 

quicker, enabling mammals to react instantaneously to potential danger. Being quicker 

means it is also less accurate and prone to errors, false alarms - a door slams and the 

noise can signal danger, generate fear, whereas the Thalamic-Cortex high road pathway 

takes longer but it is also more precise – the Cortex assesses the noise of the slamming 
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door and recognises it as harmless, so there is no danger to react to. However, persistent 

loud noises accompanied by the smell of gunpowder would alert the system to possible 

danger and to signal for appropriate physiological and cognitive processes to be 

initiated in the body for immediate response to escape and to decide how best to do so. 

The conscious experience of emotion is the feedback from the body to the Cortex. By 

extension it is accepted that emotions play a key role in reasoning and decision-making. 

(Damasio, 2000).     

 

2. The Plutchick Emotional Model 
2.1. Details of Behavioural Adaptation 

Plutchick’s	   model	   of	   eight	   basic	   emotions	   -‐	   as	   per	   Ekman’s	   (1994)	   ‘Big	   Six’	   of	  

universal	  emotions	  plus	  anticipation	  and	   trust	   -‐	   correlate	  with	  eight	  prototypical	  

behavioral	  sequences,	  each	  with	  its	  specific	  adaptive	  function.	  Table	  2A.1.	  lists	  high	  

survival	  value	  behaviour	  and	  their	  correlating	  emotions	  states	  that	  appear	  late	  in	  

the	  course	  of	  evolution.	   

Table 2A.1 Behavioural adaptation and hypothesized subjective emotional (from Plutchik, 2001). 
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2.2. Plutchik  combinatory rules 

Plutchik had also defined combinatory rules (see Figure 2A.2) based on the method 

of dyads and tryads (de Bonis, 1996). Primary dyads, optimism, love, etc. are 

outside the circle and are the combination of two adjacent basic emotions: Joy + 

Acceptance = Love. Secondary dyads include emotions that are one step apart on 

the ‘emotion wheel’, Fear + Sadness = Despair. A tertiary emotion is generated from 

a mix of emotions that are two steps apart on the wheel, Surprise + Anger = 

Outrage. 

 

Figure 2A.2 Primary dyads formed by combinations of adjacent pairs of emotions 

	  

3. Tools for emotional design 
3.1. Adult Focus Group  

A focus group is a Qualitative Research tool for gathering descriptive and explanatory 

information about people’s perceptions, opinions and attitudes towards something, 

which can also be used on its own or combined with other qualitative or quantitative 

strategies (Côté-Arsenault, & Morrison-Beedy, 1999). It is less time consuming than 

face-to-face interviews and is a cost effective use of resources. It may comprise six to 

twelve participants, selected by a questionnaire may be, to ensure they fit the specific 

research criteria, who then spend one to two hours in discussion. 	  

The topic to be debated is prepared by a skilled moderator and discussed in a 

comfortable, dynamic atmosphere, e.g. how people would imagine themselves living 

with a Companion and express their views both, on an individual and on a collective 
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level and their vocal responses, attitudes and behaviours monitored and recorded too. 	  

3.2. Child	  Focus	  Group	  

The Guidelines for Research with Children and Young People (Shaw, Brady, & Davey, 

2011) recommends an ideal group size for children of between five and eight in a 

protected environment, in a ‘classroom’	   setting familiar to them (Greene, & Hogan, 

2005), to make them feel comfortable and confident. Children enjoy being involved in 

research (Darbyshire, MacDougall, &Schiller, 2005), sharing ideas or experiences with 

their peers, as equals, as experts in their own right without having to look to an 

authority or teacher figure. The time factor is important and for under tens it should be 

less than forty-five minutes and for ten to fourteen year olds the limit is one hour. The 

moderator is to be alert for signs of tiredness to stop the session as needed and start it 

again another time.	  

3.3. Open	  Ended	  Interviews	  	  

These are live interviews conducted at relatively low cost, as they do not require 

sophisticated technical resources but can be time consuming both, in meeting people 

and analysing their responses. Its main advantage is that users’	  personal experiences can 

be explored in great detail and depth, prompt people to speak about things they would 

find difficult to define and also	   explore trends.	   Its success, the quality or otherwise of 

the data depends on the interviewer’s skill to put people at their ease, to conduct what is 

an open-ended conversation in an adaptable, flexible and unrestricted manner. 

	  

3.4. Semantic	  Differential	  	  

Semantic Differential (SD) is a rating tool based on a bipolar scale designed to measure 

social attitudes and the connotative meaning of objects, events or concepts (Osgood, 

1957) (Snider & Osgood, 1969).  It elicits information about people’s emotion, feelings 

and therefore the attitudes that descriptors, adjectives and their opposites trigger. It is a 

seven-point or a five/six-point	   bipolar rating scale (Martin, Hanington, & Hanington, 

2012) and indicates the contrast in their feelings, their choices rated on a 7-point scale, 

where 4 is neutral. In Figure 2A.3 a practical example of how to use this tool is 

presented.	  
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Figure 2A.3 Example of Semantic Differential 

	  

3.5. Grid	  or	  Repertory	  Grid	  	  

The repertory grid, also known as the Kelly grid, is a technique for uncovering people’s 

concepts called constructs and the values they call on to understand things (Kelly, 1955, 

Jankowicz, 2005). A grid applies four components: a topic, to elicit the constructs 

people use to make sense of that particular topic, the elements, the	   differing	  

components	  within	  the	  topic	  whose	  constructs	  are	  to	  be	  compared,	  the	  constructs,	  

description and analysis of people's personal understanding of and ways of seeing the 

world, and the	  rating is how people think overall, what total meaning they attribute to 

the topic (Jankowicz, 2005). People can also rate their own constructs on the grid. The 

grid can operate on two levels,	  static, people’s perceptions in a single point in time and 

dynamic, changes in their perceptions over time, the latter being particularly helpful in 

HCI when developing and modifying prototypes. Figure 2A.4 features the generic grid 

used the design of a Companion experiment and in Figure 2A.5 the Evaluation Grid of 

Experiment N°1. 

This is a flexible tool used in fields from architecture for designing new pubs (Lawson, 

2007), in product design (Hjort af Ornäs, Persson, & Jordan, 2007), measuring the 

perception of interactive systems (Tan, Tung, & Xu, 2009) to improving solutions in 

software development (Maller et al., 2012). 	  
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Figure 2A.4 Example of grid used to qualify people’s constructs about Companions 

 

	  Evaluation	  Grid	  Experiment	  N°1	  
	  

EVALUATION	  
	  

	  
	  
	  

APPEARANCE	  

Like	  a	  female	  speaker	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Like	  a	  male	  speaker	  
Luminous	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Non-‐luminous	  or	  dull	  
Robotic	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Non-‐robotic	  or	  natural	  

Animal-‐like	  	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Human-‐like	  
Real	  Dog	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Not	  a	  Dog	  

Light	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Heavy	  
Lightened	  face	  	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Unenlightened	  face	  

Young	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Old	  
Sexy	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Not	  Sexy	  

No	  dog	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Dog	  
Imitation	  of	  a	  living	  creature	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   	  A	  living	  creature	  

Frightening	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Not	  frightening	  
Interesting	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Uninteresting	  

Pretty	  	  	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Ugly	  
Virtual	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Natural	  

Expressions	  in	  the	  eyes	  	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   No	  Expressions	  in	  the	  eyes	  
Pretty	  shoes	  	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Ugly	  shoes	  
Human	  voice	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Non	  human	  voice	  
Rounded	  head	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   No	  Rounded	  head	  

	  
FUNCTIONALITY	  

	  
	  

Timesaver	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Timewaster	  
Follows	  instructions	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Doesn’t	  follow	  instructions	  
Easy	  communication	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Difficult	  communication	  

Obeys	  orders	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Doesn’t	  obey	  orders	  
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Asks	  &	  answers	  questions	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Doesn’t	  ask	  or	  answer	  questions	  
Provides	  advice	  on	  everyday	  

life	  
	  

Espera	  dime	  donde	  
encontraste	  el	  

error�	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  
�	  

Doesn’t	  provide	  advice	  on	  everyday	  life	  

Useful	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Useless	  
Helpful	  in	  everyday	  life	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Not	  Helpful	  in	  everyday	  life	  

Mechanical	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Non-‐	  mechanical	  
Practical	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Impractical	  
Efficient	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Inefficient	  

Can	  be	  questioned	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Can	  not	  be	  questioned	  
Help	  searching	  	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Do	  not	  help	  searching	  
Radio	  substitute	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   No	  Radio	  substitute	  

Toy	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Non	  toy	  
Personale	  use	  	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Collective	  use	  

Related	  to	  another	  machine	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   No	  related	  to	  another	  machine	  
efficient	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Non	  efficient	  

	  
	  
	  
	  

INTERACTION	  

Virtual	  answer	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Physical	  answer	  	  
Acts	  like	  a	  Companion	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Doesn’t	  act	  like	  a	  companion	  

Female	  voice	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Male	  voice	  
Natural	  voice	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Virtual	  voice	  
Intimidating	  	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Not	  intimidating	  
Real	  dialogue	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Not	  a	  real	  dialogue	  

Voice	  interactive	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Written	  dialogue	  interactive	  
Makes	  signs	  with	  his	  body	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Do	  not	  makes	  signs	  with	  his	  body	  

Has	  body	  mouvements	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Doesn’t	  have	  body	  mouvements	  
Has	  interaction	  	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Don’t	  have	  interaction	  
Human	  voice	  	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   	  

Intimidating	  because	  no	  
interaction	  

	  
�	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  

Nonintimidating	  because	  interaction	  

Like	  speaking	  toy	  	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   No	  speaking	  toy	  	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

EMPATHY,	  
EMOTIONS	  	  

AND	  EXPRESSION	  

Kind	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Unkind	  
Funny	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Not	  funny	  
Quiet	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Noisy	  

Submissive	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Assertive	  
Signals	  with	  the	  body	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Signals	  with	  the	  eyes	  

Pretty	  character	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Ugly	  character	  
Sympathetic	  listener	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Unsympathetic	  Listener	  

Cute	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Ugly	  
Expressive	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Unexpressive	  

Expresses	  with	  the	  eyes	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Expresses	  with	  the	  body	  
Expresses	  emotions	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Doesn’t	  	  express	  emotions	  
Inspires	  confidence	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Doesn’t	  inspire	  confidence	  

Submissive	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   No	  Submissive	  	  
	   anthropomorphic	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Non	  anthropomorphic	  

	  
ANTHROPOMOR

PHISM	  

Human	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Non-‐	  human	  
Female	  face	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Male	  face	  
Female	  eye	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Male	  eye	  

Able	  to	  be	  tame	   �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	  �	   Not	  able	  to	  be	  tame	  
 

Figure 2A.5 Evaluation Grid of Experiment N°1. 

 

3.6. PrEmo	  a	  non	  verbal	  tool	  to	  measure	  emotion	  	  

prEmo Product Emotion measurement), developed by Desmet (2005), is a non-verbal 

instrument to measure, in an easy, non-intrusive manner, users’	  emotional response to 

specific product features. It is not language dependent and works equally well in 

different cultures. Figure 2A.6 presents the original prEmo interface with 14 puppets 

displaying pleasant or unpleasant emotions elicited by products.  
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Figure 2A.6 Original	  prEmo	  interface	  
	  

A new version was designed in 2009,	   offering a larger range of emotional reactions 

based not only on the appearance of the product but also on its use. Currently used to 

evaluate consumer products the second version of prEmo is based on a circumflex 

model of 14 emotions divided into 4 distinct dimensions shown in Figure 2A.7 

 

Social context emotions	  : Pride, Admiration, Shame, Contempt 

Material context emotions	  : Desire, Fascination, Disgust, Boredom	  

Expectation based emotions	  : Hope, Satisfaction, Fear, Dissatisfaction	  

General well-being emotions	  : Joy, Sadness	  

	  
Figure 2A.7 New	  version	  of	  prEmo	  -‐	  Graphic	  model	  of	  selected	  emotions	  (from	  Güiza	  Caicedo,	  2009) 
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People	   who	   have	   difficulty	   using	   adjectives	   to	   describe	   objects,	   this	   tool,	   using	  

images	  is	  well	  suited	  to	  explore	  the	  emotions	  aroused	  by	  Companions.	  Figure	  2A.8 
shows	   prEmo	   as	   a	   wheel	   where	   a	   character	   expresses	   its	   emotional	   state	   in	  

fourteen	  different	  ways	  through	  facial	  expressions	  and	  body	  positions.	  The	  Likert	  

scale	  could	  be	  used	  to	  express	  the	  intensity	  relevant	  to	  these	  emotions.	  	  

prEmo	  was	   successfully	  used	   in	  other	  domains	  of	   research	   to	  measure	  emotions	  

evoked	  to	  predict	  food	  choice	  (Dalenberg,	  et	  al.	  2014).	  	  

 

Figure 2A.8 The	  new	  prEmo	  interface.	  
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Appendix 3  
Face-to-Face Interviews. Experiment 1 
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 Face to Face  interviews,  French language with translations 
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1. Bettina, 25 years old, French, student in Communication & Advertising 1	

 2	

1.1. NABAZTAG  3	

Petit lapin qui ressemble plus à un vague jouet pour enfant qu’a un réel Companion 4	

dote d’une réelle capacité. Est-il indispensable NON. Est  il mignon NON. Il parait 5	

même pathétique à force de bouger dans tous le sens les oreilles. Il a un visage statique 6	

qu’on dirait tout droit sorti d’un dessin animé bas de gamme. Sa couleur blanche le fait 7	

paraitre transparent. Il ne se caractérise par rien de spécifique, et n’apporte rien de très 8	

outil à la vie de tous les jours. Il est très gamin basique.  9	

 10	

1.1.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION 11	

Small rabbit which resembles more on a vague toy for children than to a real 12	

Companion who has a real capacity. Is this essential: NO 13	

Is he sweet ? NO. It seems even that he is pathetic because he turns his ears in all 14	

directions. He has a statistic face from which we should say that he is just coming out 15	

of a cheap cartoon .His white colour gives him a transparent image. He has no specific 16	

characteristics and brings nothing useful to the daily life. He is a very basic naughty 17	

boy. 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	

 29	

 30	

 31	

 32	

 33	

 34	
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1.2. AIBO 1	

 2	

La technologie développé autour d’AIBO est intéressante parce qu’il fait  réellement 3	

penser à 1 animal de compagnie. Très sage, imitant très bien la gestuelle des chiens. 4	

Il crée un lien avec le possesseur grâce au fait qu’il nous inspire. Je pense tout même 5	

que malgré l’échange établie entre son possesseur et AIBO une certaine utilité devrait 6	

être développé. A quoi sert Aibo ? Il faudra lui trouver une réelle utilité. 7	

 8	

1.2.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION 9	

The developped technology around the AIBO is interesting because it let us really 10	

think of a company animal. Very smart, who imitates very well the gesture of dogs. 11	

He creates a bond with the owner due to the fact that he is inspiring us. I think 12	

nevertheless that in spite of the exchange between his owner and AIBO a certain use 13	

should be developed. AIBO is useful for what? We have to find for him a real use. 14	

 15	

 16	

 17	

 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	

 29	

 30	

 31	

 32	
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1.3. SAMUELA 1	

 2	

Le personnage développe encore une réelle interaction avec l’utilisateur. Elle donne 3	

des conseils tout en réagissant à son interlocuteur. Le petit plus est qu‘elle réagit à la 4	

voix, d’ou l’impression de parler avec quelqu'un. 5	

De plus sa façon de bouger, d’avancer vers l’interlocuteur renforce l’échange. Ce que 6	

j’ai réellement apprécié est l’humour, développé autour de Samuela. Elle nous fait rire 7	

et de ce fait elle nous paraît plus familière et plus proche. 8	

Je pense aussi que le cadrage est meilleur que celui d’Enrica,. En effet Samuela est 9	

cadrée de la tête jusqu’au bas de torse. On la voit de manière plus éloignée, on voit 10	

moins les défauts, les pixels, ce qui fait qu’elle reste virtuelle. 11	

Elle paraît aussi plus douce qu’Enrica, je pense que c’est les couleurs qui font ça, je 12	

pense qu’elle manque toutefois de couleurs (dans les habits) qui la rendrait un peu plus 13	

vivante. 14	

 15	

1.3.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION 16	

The figure develops still a real interaction with the user. She gives advice even in 17	

reacting with her conversation partner. The small element that she has more is that she 18	

is reacting to the voice, and giving so the impression that she is talking with somebody. 19	

Even more her way to act, to progress to her conversation partner reinforces the 20	

exchange. What I really appreciated is the humour, developed around Samuela. She 21	

makes us laugh and by doing so she seems more familiar and nearer. 22	

I think also that the framework is better than Enrica’s one. In fact Samuela is framed 23	

from head to stomach. We see her more far away, we see less defects, the pixels, what 24	

make her still virtually.  25	

She seems more tender than Enrica, I think that this is due to the colours; nevertheless 26	

I think that she is in lack of colours (in her clothing) what should make her more alive 27	

 28	

 29	

 30	

 31	

 32	

 33	

 34	
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1.4. PIVO2 1	

 2	

Je dirai que Pivo 2 est l’un de plus prometteur au niveau technologique car il propose 3	

une réelle aide au quotidien. De plus je pense qu’il s’adresse à une large cible. 4	

Son point négatif est qu’il n’a aucune personnalité, rien de très particulier que le 5	

rendrait plus humain, plus touchant. Il manque de personnalité. Je pense qu’il sera 6	

intéressant de combiner une voix assez charismatique que celle de HAL à une 7	

technologie comme Pivo2. Peut être lui faire aussi des yeux comme Aibo que puissent 8	

exprimer des sentiments. Pour le moment il paraît fade, sans voix impersonnelle.   9	

 10	

1.4.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION 11	

I should say that PIVO2 is one of the most promising on the technological level 12	

because he proposes a real daily help. I think, even more, that he addresses himself to a 13	

large target group.  14	

His negative point is that he has no personality, nothing in particular that should give 15	

him a more human, more attractive view. He is in lack of personality. I think that it 16	

will be interesting to combine a charismatic voice as HAL has and a technology as 17	

PIVO2 has. Maybe gives him eyes as AIBO so that he can express his feelings. For the 18	

moment he seems feeble, without personal voice intonation. 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	

 29	

 30	

 31	

 32	

 33	

 34	
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2. Bernard 49 years old ; French, Docteur Biologiste. 1	

 2	

2.1. NABAZTAG 3	

C’est un personnage superflu dans le sens que les fonctions qu’il est capable d’assumer 4	

pourront être intègres très facilement aux objets dans par exemple une radio, dans les 5	

années qui viennent pourront changer de fréquence à la voix de l’utilisateur. On dira 6	

Europe 1, on pourra même dire France Culture. Il n’a spécifiquement besoin d’avoir un 7	

personnage en plus dans nos intérieurs encombrés. Le fait de t’avertir quand un email 8	

est arrivé… boff n’importe quel ordinateur est capable de le faire, puis la lecture de 9	

pages des livres cela sera dommage de priver au papas et mamans de la lecture de soir 10	

mais on peut rêver et imaginer que l’enfant sera demandeur de lecture dans la journée 11	

mais soyons réalistes le gamin va se tourner vers sa télé. Il me semble un objet qui 12	

n’est pas destiné à avoir un succès à la taille de ses oreilles parce que tout peut integré 13	

dans d’autres appareils mais peut être qu’il assume des fonctions que je na’i pas vu ou 14	

que pourront être instruites pour l’avenir, mais pour l’instant c’est une personnage qui 15	

ne me plait guère, en plus il a un design qu’est un peu ringard…. Un petit lapin en 16	

forme de cône avec les oreilles qui s’agitent…. On dirai un presse agrume à l’ Stark, 17	

boff il ne me plait pas…… 18	

Tu lui reproches son cotée gadget son inutilité  19	

Ce n’est pas forcement une tare pour un gadget d’être inutile, c’est plutôt un atout 20	

Si je compare ta reponse à ce que tu a dit de Aibo, qui est un chien robot, il n’a rien 21	

d’un chien, quand on le touche c’est un robot , c’est métallique mais a des attributs 22	

d’un chien, alors que là tu est devant un lapin qui n’a pas des attributs d’un lapin est 23	

qu’offre des fonctionnalités  24	

Oui, mais  pourquoi introduire un objet supplémentaire  pour commander d’autres 25	

objets alors qu’on peut s’en passer, il a une folie du pratique je peut me passer du lapin 26	

et faire tourner le bouton de la radio. 27	

 28	

 29	

 30	

 31	

 32	

 33	

 34	
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2.1.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION 1	

It is a superfluous character in the sense that his functions that he is capable to assume, 2	

can easily be integrated in objects as f.e. a radio : we could change the frequency by 3	

the voice of the user. We will say BBC 1, we could even say BBC 2. There is no need 4	

to have one person more in our obstructed interior. The fact that you are informed 5	

when an e-mail has arrived…any computer can do this already; than the lecture of the 6	

pages of a book, this should be sad for the parents who will refrained from the lecture 7	

at evening but we can dream and imagine that the child will ask for lecture during the 8	

day, but let us be realistic because a child will view television. I think that this object 9	

will not become such a hot spot  as the size of his ears because everything can be 10	

integrated in other machines but maybe he assumes functions that I have not seen or 11	

which can be instructed for the future, but for the moment it is a figure what I dislike, 12	

and further more the design is old fashioned… A small rabbit in the form of a cone 13	

with moving ears…You can see it as a lemon press designed by Stark, no I don’t like 14	

it… 15	

You blame him being a gadget, his useless factor. 16	

It is not necessary a defect for a gadget to be useless; it is even more a trump. 17	

When I compare your answer with that what you have said about Aibo which is a dog 18	

robot, he has nothing of a dog, when we touch him it is a robot, it is metallic but has 19	

attributes of a dog, but over there you are in front of a rabbit which has no attributes of 20	

a rabbit and which offers functionalities 21	

Yes, but why should we introduce a supplementary object in order to give orders to 22	

other objects, there where we do not need it; it is a foolish practice that we deny the 23	

rabbit and turn on the radio button 24	

Ce que j’aime bien c’est que c’est une représentation plutôt sympathique, c’est un 25	

animal de compagnie qui entraine une prédisposition de contact, un lien. Un chien 26	

c’est un animal avec lequel  on se sent plutôt bien celui là est particulièrement souriant, 27	

on peut lui faire faire des choses, on peut lui expliquer apparemment, il peut apprendre 28	

des choses, il ne reste pas moins que c’est assez limité, c’est une mobilité qui n’est pas 29	

très évolué, pas plus que celle d’un jouet classique, donc cela limite son utilisation à 30	

des enfants. Je vois mal un adulte qui puisse se servir ou revenir régulièrement vers un 31	

tel objet une fois que tu l’as acquis et probablement en plus c’est quelque chose de très 32	
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cher pour faire 2 ou 3 tours sur soi même, donc juste pour flatter ton ego, parce que ‘il 1	

te fait un petit clin d’œil, ca reste comme même quelque chose de assez limité. 2	

Enqueteur : Mais s’il avait d’autres fonctions que le faisait sortir de sa condition de 3	

chien, s’il ramasse des balles de golf ou s’il joué aux échecs avec toi. C’est à dire s’il 4	

avait une autre fonction que celle de simple chien. 5	

Oui probablement mais ca ne restera moins qu’un super jouet mais s’il a une espèce 6	

d’autonomie qui lui permettrait de s’adapter aux circonstances car dans la vidéo 7	

montré il paraît comme même bien ciblé sur certains fonctions probablement limités, si 8	

l’on considère que sa mobilité puisse s’améliorer pour quoi pas ? 9	

Il garde pour moi le statut de jouet, parce que nous avons tous eu des robots de cette 10	

nature qui sont soit programmés, soit ils ont 2 ou 3 capacités différent ca reste dans le 11	

tiroir de robot jouet qu’on offre à Noel mais pas plus. 12	

 13	

 14	

 15	

 16	

 17	

 18	

2.1.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION 19	

 20	

So that I like is his nice respresentation, it is a pet which involves a predisposition of 21	

contact, a bond. A dog is an animal with whom we feel good and this one specially 22	

smiling ; we can learn him make things, apparently we can explain him things, he can 23	

learn things but of course his mobility is limited, not very much evaluated, even not 24	

more than  a classic toy; so this limit his utilisation to children. I have difficulties to see 25	

an adult who can use or regular comes back to that kind of object once that he has 26	

bought it and probably it is something which is very expensive for making 2 or 3 27	

rounds on your own, only to flatter your ego, because he is winking to you; it stays in 28	

fact something relatively limited.  29	
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Pollster : If he should have other functions which makes him coming out of his dog 1	

condition ; if he picks up gold balls or if he plays chess with you. I want to say what 2	

will be the reaction if he had an other function than being a simple dog? 3	

Probably yes, but it will still stay a super toy, but if he has a certain autonomy which 4	

allows him to adapt himself to circumstances, because in the video that you can see it 5	

seems that he is concentrated on certain functions, probably limited if we take into 6	

consideration that his mobility can be improved; why not? 7	

He maintains for me his statute of being a toy because all of us we have had robots of 8	

this nature which are programmed, either they have 2 or 3 different capacities, they 9	

stay in the field of play-robot that we give as a present at Christmas, nothing more. 10	

 11	

 12	

 13	

 14	

 15	

 16	

 17	

 18	

 19	

 20	

2.2. IFBOOT 21	

 22	

J’ai expliqué ce qui ‘était le personnage d’Iboot, et on a tout suite compris les limites 23	

de l’intelligence de ce robot. 24	

Bon le robot as une petite réponse intelligente car il dit on ne pose pas ce genre de 25	

question mais on ne sait pas dans quel mesure c’est une question qu’appartient à une 26	

espèce de liste, je ne pense pas qu’il puisse associer de façon intelligente des mots 27	

Je confirme et je raconte l’expérience japonaise en essayent de la situer dans la situer 28	

dans son contexte c’est à dire que cette expérience date de l’année 2000 et à l’époque 29	

les technologies étaient bien moins matures, puis on savait moins de choses sur 30	

l’interaction avec ces personnages.  31	
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Après c’est amusant parce que effectivement il y a la bouche qui s’allume, qui peut 1	

prendre des expressions, au delà des questions réponse  dont on va vite fait le tour ; il 2	

est peut être plus incitative pour t’entrainer à chanter ou à apprendre une chanson  3	

qu’un simple disque. C’est à dire qu’un disque ton oreille peut être ne décryptera tout 4	

les paroles, alors que là si c’est un robot dont la bouche t’ai visible ca sera peut être 5	

entre l’oreille et la bouche cela sera plus facile pour t’accaparer, pour prendre une 6	

chanson à ton compte, pour la chanter toi même. Bon cela reste comme même un peu 7	

anecdotique comme utilisation, est ce qu’on peut le mettre dans une maison de vieux 8	

pour jouer le rôle d’une présence, mais cela sera une présence très mécanique, très 9	

artificielle.  Là aussi, je pense que dans une maison si cela s’adresse à quelqu'un ca 10	

sera à un enfant, à qui ca amusera à nouveau comme une nouveau jouet, et même en 11	

parlons d’enfant cela s’orienterai à de tout petits enfants. 12	

Mais je vois pas beaucoup d’autre utilisation, en tout cas pas d’échange basée sur le 13	

sentiments que tu t’adresse à quelqu'un de véritablement complexe avec lesquelles il 14	

soit intéressant d’avoir un échange véritablement. 15	

Bon alors il faut quoi pour prolonger ce sentiment que tu t’adresse à quelqu'un ? 16	

Probablement une capacité que n’est pas de l’ordre de jour, celle  d’analyser ce que toi 17	

tu dis même en fonctionnant par questions ou par idée dont la réponses est programmé, 18	

il aura des moments dont on arrivera à associer des échappés vers l’humour qui feront 19	

que tu ne sauras jamais vers où se dirige la réponse ni dans quel domaine et qui 20	

peuvent t’amuser évidemment ne pas pour apprendre quelque chose car je ne le voit 21	

pas comme un personnage éducative lorsqu’il s’adresse à des enfants pour leur 22	

apprendre à chanter, le rythme etc. mais pas plus. 23	

Si on veut aller à l’étage superior comment ne pas faire référence à D2R2 le robot de la 24	

Guerre des étoiles il faut que chaque fois on ne sache pas dans quel sens le robot va 25	

diriger sa réponse et surtout qu’il ne soit pas perplexe devant des mots que tu pourra le 26	

lui adresser. 27	

 28	

 29	

 30	

 31	
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2.2.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION 1	

I explained  the personality of Iboot was and we have immediately understood the 2	

limits of intelligence of this robot. 3	

ok, the robot has a small intelligent answer because he says that we don’t have to put 4	

this type of question, but we don’t know in what way this question can be allocated to 5	

a kind of list; I don’t think that he could associate words in an intelligent way. 6	

I confirms and relates the Japanese experience by trying to place this experience in his 7	

context, meaning that this experience, dated in 2002 and on the moment that the 8	

technologies were much less matured and that we knew less things about the 9	

interaction of this figures. 10	

Its also funny to see  him because his mouth is lightning showing expressions, more 11	

than just questioning and answering; maybe it is more stimulating to you in trying to 12	

sing or to learn a song, than a simple record. It means that by listening to a record you 13	

are not decrypting all the words, but if it should be a robot, from which the mouth 14	

shows you the song, it should stimulate you more easily; to sing it yourselves. Right, 15	

this is of course a little bit anecdotal as utilisation but, for example, can we put this 16	

robot in a home for old persons in order to play the role of a presence?; but this should 17	

be a mechanic and artificial presence. Even there, I think that in a house, it will only 18	

attract children because it will amuse them because it is a new toy, and the younger the 19	

children are, the more it will attract. 20	

Mais je vois pas beaucoup d’autre utilisation, en tout cas pas d’échange basée sur le 21	

sentiments que tu t’adresse à quelqu'un de véritablement complexe avec lesquelles il 22	

soit intéressant d’avoir un échange véritablement. 23	

But I see much more applications; in any case no exchange based on feelings that you 24	

address yourself to somebody complex enough  with . whom it should be interesting to 25	

have a real exchange  26	

So you need what in order to extend this feeling that you address yourself to 27	

somebody? 28	

Probably their is one competence which if not actual, it is this one which  analyze what 29	

you are saying by functioning by questions or ideas for which the answers are pre-30	

programmed ; their will be moments where it will be possible to associate escapes to 31	

humour and that you will never know to where the answer will be directed , neither in 32	

what field and that they can amuse you by not learning something because you don’t 33	
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see it as an educative figure when he address himself to children to learn them to sing, 1	

the rhythm, etc….but not more. 2	

If we want to go to a higher level, why should we not refer to D2R2, the robot of the 3	

Star war; it is important that we don’t know in what direction the robot will direct his 4	

answers  and even more that he should not be perplexed by listening to the words you 5	

will tell him. 6	

 7	

 8	

 9	

2.3. SAMUELA 10	

….questions sur SAMUELA…. Bon elle est encore à l’étude mais ce que tu la voit 11	

faire là elle est capable de le faire ; de te reconnaître, d’arriver à une conclusion  12	

Est ce que tu pourras imaginer un Companion que fasse faire le devoir aux enfants 13	

Cela sera genial 14	

Bien Sur mais est ce que tes enfants aimeront ? 15	

D’abord ils pourront suivre les recommandations à conditions qu’on puisse le 16	

rentrer le programme ; l’interro à préparer….pour dire Pauline dans 15 jours tu as 17	

une interro à préparer sur les dérivés on va faire les exercices tu va suivre et moi 18	

en tant que Companion je vais analyser les réponses et je suis capable d’analyser 19	

ce que tu n’a pas compris, donc je vais te le réexpliquer puis le soir je pourrais 20	

dire à tes parents où t’en dans tes révisions 21	

un mouchard à la maison rires  22	

Et  oui si c’est juste pour discuter à la maison on a tout faux, il faut que cela sert 23	

aux enfant et aux parents. Peut être que c’est la mort des professeurs 24	

particuliers…… 25	

C’est la mort depuis longtemps depuis qu’internet existe tout au moins 26	

Ah non pas de tout, je n’attends qu’une chose c’est d’avoir un Companion qui me 27	

fasse apprendre l’anglais, qui me dise voilà on ne comprends pas ton accent …. 28	

Puis pourquoi ne pas reprend les idées dont nous avons parlé l’autre jour : on dit au 29	

Companion ce qu’a dans le frigo et ils nous dit les recettes que sont possibles, tout 30	

en soulignent que ce n’est pas équilibre qu’il faudra sortir acheter une salade, voilà. 31	
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Là aussi sur le plan domestique les fonctions sont multiples et si c’est assez 1	

pertinente , elle à l’air d’avoir assez d’autonomie et d’existence  elle peut être un 2	

parfait partenaire pour plein des choses à la maison.   3	

Qu’est que tu entends par existence 4	

Un existence tel qu’on peut la donner à un personnage qu’on reconnaît comme tel 5	

et non pas comme le simple bouton, c’est à dire quelqu’un dont on ne sait pas 6	

vraiment comment elle va répondre à ce que tu lui demandes c’est surtout cela. 7	

Il faut une part d’inattendue autrement on tombe sur de mécanique pur et dur, mais 8	

l’inattendue n’est que l’élément de la taille d’un fichier    9	

Bon tu parles de présence, de personnalité, d’utilité, qu’est ce qu’il faut 10	

physiquement à un Companion 11	

Je pense qu’elle pas mal celle la…..rires , quelqu'un que n’est ni trop âpreté ni trop 12	

négligé qui est tel qu’un personne étrangère que vienne chez toi soit pour faire la 13	

cuisine soit pour te donner un cours à toi ou à tes enfants 14	

Est que par rapport à Enrica dis moi si tu la voit mieux ou moins bien tu la préfères 15	

ou pas  16	

On la voit moins bien, elle moins de jeux de visage qu’Enrica que la rendent, elle 17	

me plait moins bien dans ce sens parce que je la trouve moins personnalisé 18	

qu’Enrica, il lui manque de jeux de visage qui la rendent plus vivante. Enrica avait 19	

jeux de visage que la rendaient plus crédible……..elle prends la même place des 20	

gâteux qu’elle montre et j’aimerais qu’elle soit plus présent. 21	

Pourtant Enrica était en premier plan de visage alors que Samuela est en plan 22	

américain grâce à ce plan elle peut avoir des gestes. 23	

(00 :05 :43) oui elle s’approche un peu, oui c’est pas mal, mais le fait de s’avancer 24	

on sent que c’est un grossissement on sent que ce n’est pas elle que s’avance 25	

Oui mais après c’est de la technique mais est que ces gestes dans ta perception du 26	

personnage change quelque chose 27	

C’est bien, mais ce n’est pas encore assez pour que ca soit assez fin. 28	

Qu’est qu’il faudra pour qu’il le soit 29	
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Peut être qu’elle se déplace ou qu’on la voit sur un autre plan, qu’elle ouvre le 1	

frigo.. on est tellement habitué maintenant à voir de personnages de jeux vidéo que 2	

font tout et n’importe quoi que la voir elle très statique c’est une peu « en dedans » 3	

comme on dit. 4	

Tu attends à la rigueur qu’elle aille une vie propre 5	

Qu’elle nous fasse croire à une vie propre 6	

Qu’elle te fasse croire qu’elle te donne l’illusion … 7	

Bien sur !(00 :06 :56) 8	

Et dans ce cas est ce que sa présence sera de l’illusion est ce que tu aura conscience 9	

ou pas 10	

Évidement mais on jeu le jeu ce n’est pas parce qu’on sait que  c’est une illusion 11	

qu’on ne veut pas croire un petit peu, si non on ne entamera pas un dialogue avec 12	

ce type de personnage. 13	

Est ce que tu as quelque chose à me dire… 14	

Bon on se voit dans 2 ans, je pense qu’en deux ans cela va faire de progrès inouï, 15	

sur le plan animation est fondamental, sur le plan capacité à répondre , à mettre de 16	

lien dans les informations que cela te donne. 17	

 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	
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2.3.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION SAMUELA 1	

 2	

…. Questions about SAMUELA… Good, she is still studying but is she able to to what 3	

you see her doing ; to recognize you ; to come to a conclusion ? 4	

Can you imagine that a Companion can oblige children to do their homework.  5	

That should be wonderful. 6	

First of all they could follow the recommendations of course, if we can enter him into 7	

the program ; the interrogation to be prepared …for saying Pauline, in 15 days you 8	

have to prepare an interrogation regarding the dérives, we will make exercises and I as 9	

a Companion will analyse the answers and I will be able to analyse what you didn’t 10	

understood, so I will explain it again and when your parents come home I could say to 11	

them how far you are in your revisions. 12	

A ‘canary ‘at home smiles 13	

Right , if it is only to discuss at home, we are wrong. It has to be useful to children as 14	

well as to their parents Maybe it will mean that private profs are not necessary 15	

anymore. 16	

Not at all, I am only looking after a Companion who can learn me English, who tells 17	

me why we cannot understand your accent… 18	

So why should we not taking over the ideas we developed earlier: we say to the 19	

Companion what’s in the Frigidaire and he gives the recipes which are possible, 20	

putting the attention on the fact that this food is not enough equilibrate and that you 21	

should go out to buy a salad. 22	

On the domestic field she could have several functions when they are enough pertinent 23	

[the function NdW],  she seems having enough self-sufficiency and presence ; she can 24	

be a perfect partner for a lot of things in the home. 25	

I: What do you understand by existence ? 26	

IE: The existence such which we can give to a personage that we recognize as itself, 27	

not like a simple button. This means somebody from whom we are not sure to know 28	

what he/she  will answer on the questions you ask him. We need a part of unexpected 29	
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otherwise we will fall on pure mechanics, but the unexpected is only an element as 1	

large as a file.  2	

Ok,  you speaking  about presence, personality, usefulness. How  is Companion’s 3	

appearance?  4	

Well she’s not too bad. It should be somebody not so much dress up or dress down , it 5	

should be like a foreign person who comes to your home for cooking or for giving 6	

courses to your children. 7	

I: Regarding Enrica, let me know,  if you watch her better or worse, if you prefer her ? 8	

IE: We less well watch her, she has less facial expressions than Enrica ; in this way I 9	

less like her because in I find her having less personality as Enrica, she misses the face 10	

expressions which allows her more humanity. Enrica has a more thrustful face…. She 11	

takes the places of the tartes that she shows and I would like that she were more 12	

present. 13	

…………………… 14	

I: At least do you expect is that she (Samuela) has a life of her own?...........line 15	

IE: That she believe me she has a life of her own  16	

I : That she makes you believe ? That she gives you the illusion ? 17	

IE: Of course ! 18	

I: And in that case will her presence be illusory ? Will you be aware or not ? 19	

IE: Of course I will. but we will go along with the rules of the game. It is not because 20	

we know that it is just an illusion that we won’t believe a little, otherwise we will strike 21	

no conversation with this kind of character.  22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	

 29	

 30	
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2.4. PATACHON 1	

Il a été créé par les gens qui, l’on programmé sans doute pour alléger le coté 2	

mécanique  (austère) de l’informatique. Pour moi c’est une personnage que n’a pas 3	

d’intérêt, je ne suis pas persuadé que sa clientèle augmente parce lorsque on fait un 4	

travail sur ordinateur si l’on a besoin d’aide, on est concentré sur l’espace dans 5	

lesquelles on va trouver cette aide et ce n’est pas le petit chien que va nous mettre dans 6	

un autre état d’esprit, il n’a pas lui même de cohérence avec l’objet de la recherche. Si 7	

tu cherches par exemple pourquoi ton imprimante ne marche pas le petit chien apparaît 8	

et au lieu d’avoir une petite main ou une flèche pour déclencher le bon endroit de la 9	

recherche pour t’aider, tu as le petit chien.  C’est presque une distraction qui n’est pas 10	

nécessaire et que pourra même t’égarer. Puis sur internet on n’est pas toujours à faire 11	

des recherches pour savoir pourquoi quelque chose ne marche pas ou une aide ou une 12	

aide à l’exploitation, il ya assez des sites et d’endroits où tu trouves des choses 13	

amusantes pour ne pas avoir besoin d’un petit chien, d’un peti Einstein ou d’une petite 14	

trombone – on finit pour ne pas le voir – ou alors c’est un petit clin d’œil comme un 15	

logo d’une voiture mais ce n’est pas cela qui fait marcher ni les roues ni le moteur. 16	

Pour moi cela peut être une petite signature des fabricants d’ordinateur mais pas plus je 17	

ne pense pas qu’ils soient promis à un grand avenir. 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	

 29	

 30	
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2.4.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION PATACHON 1	

 2	

He was created by those persons who have programmed him to enlighten his 3	

mechanical side (rigid) of the informatics. For me it is a persona without interest, I 4	

don’t think that he will increase the number of clients because, when you work on a 5	

computer and you need help, we are concentrated on the field wherein we will find this 6	

help and it is not the small dog who will bring us into an other state of mind; he is not 7	

relevant with the object of research. If you are looking for example why your printer is 8	

not working, the small dog is appearing and instead of having a small item to help you 9	

to find the right way to repair it, you have a small dog. It is nearly a distraction which 10	

is not necessary and could even lead astray. 11	

Furthermore on internet we are not always looking in order to know why something is 12	

not working or a help for the exploitation; there are enough sites and places where you 13	

can find amusing things so that you are not in need to have a small dog, a small 14	

Einstein or a small trombone – finally we don’t see it anymore – or it is a small wink 15	

as a car logo, but it is not that what will help you to start the engine. For me this can be 16	

a small signature by computer manufacturers but nothing more because I don’t think 17	

that it will have a bright future. 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	

 29	

 30	
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2.5. ENRICA 1	

 2	

Voilà Enrica est une enquêtrice, par rapport aux autre Companions, elle  on peut déjà 3	

la mettre sur internet 4	

En tant qu’objet de l’enquête d’Enrica je suis particulièrement sensible à ce type 5	

d’investigation parce que j’ai le sentiment même si c’est elle que pose la question et 6	

moi je ne fais que répondre, j’ai le sentiment de mieux maitriser l’échange  de l’arrêter 7	

si bon me semble ou de répondre si je la trouve les questions  intéressantes ou qu’elle 8	

me correspondent particulièrement, je fais nécessairement le rapprochement avec une 9	

enquête téléphonique, dans lesquelles on est tous submergés donc on éprouve un 10	

sentiment de ras le bol et de rejet qui est d’autant plus violent qui est doublé de la 11	

mauvaise conscience qu’on peut avoir par rapport au fait d’envoyer bouler…. 12	

Je disait que j’étais particulièrement sensible a ce type des investigation et aussi aux 13	

charmes de l’enquêtrice  c’est à dire au talent du dessinateur et de gens qu’on animé ce 14	

type de personnages mais pour revenir à l’enquête elle est meilleur accueilli lorsque 15	

elle est virtuel et sous forme d’Enrica que lorsque c’est une enquête réel soit par 16	

quelqu'un que sonne à ta porte – ce que ne se fait guère plus soit une enquête 17	

téléphonique avec une vrai personne. 18	

Donc pour revenir à ce type d’enquêteur cela a un coté amusante et ludique et par 19	

derrière on a toujours la fascination qu’on a tous devant de l’écran, on est accroché par 20	

le visuel par quelque chose que se passe devant la vitre de votre portable ou de votre 21	

télévision, alors si en plus on vous parle et qu’il ya un échange je pense que le lien sera 22	

d’autant plus fort. 23	

On m’a parlé de l’utilisation de ces personnages virtuels dans le clubs de rencontre je 24	

trouve cela formidablement intéressant comme idée parce si le logiciel qu’adapte ce 25	

type de personnages en fonction d’une camera c’est à dire qu’il transforme ton 26	

apparence véritable en quelque chose de très ressemblent mais  qu’il est de l’ordre du 27	

dessin qui pourra être animé pour s’adresser à des rencontres éventuelles à des rv 28	

éventuelles, la séduction à la fois va être très important et on a n’a pas  le rejet qu’un 29	

visage par ces défaut peut susciter même si c’est le même visage . Le passage du réel 30	

au dessin, au virtuel à ceci de magique  te fasciner, t’accrocher alors est ce que c’est la 31	

magie du virtuel, du non réel par rapport à tout ces casserole qui peuvent ramener les 32	
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revês , je ne sais pas c’est à vous de le dire , mais ce  une formidable placeà prendre 1	

véritablement. 2	

Mais la tu est train de dire ce qu’on fera un personnage à partir d’un visage, à partir 3	

d’un dessin, et cela ne te fera pas peur de parler à un personnage 4	

Non mais dans un premier temps, c’est une ouverture on ne peut pas se satisfaire de 5	

parler simplement à un écran mais dans la première phase que correspond à faire un 6	

choix  que correspond à dire telle allure me plait plus, là on est dans le domaine de 7	

l’allure on peut presque dire que ce type de Companion magnifie l’allure de quelqu'un  8	

en le transformant  en personnage de cinéma , un personnage d’écran pour dire large 9	

mais un personnage, je veut pas dire en héro ou héroïne mais en personnage qui 10	

focalisera ton attention et ton regard. 11	

Tu préfères montrer à quelqu'un que tu ne connais montrer ton visage en personnage de 12	

2D ou de Bande dessinné  13	

Pas que je préfère mais je suis persuadé que l’accroche sera plus forte, je suis persuadé 14	

que la personne qui ne me connaît pas si elle voit mon allure comme elle pourra voir 15	

celle de Hugo Prat ou je ne sais pas quel dessinateur de bande dessiné que en voyant 16	

ma photo aura un declick qu’elle n’aura pas en voyant ma photo, d’ailleurs je deteste 17	

me voir en photo d’ailleurs je crois qu’on est tous un peu là. Alors à nous de 18	

démultiplier les occasions d’utiliser ce type des représentation. 19	

Tu parles d’une représentation qu’a avoir avec ton visage 20	

Totalement, une représentation qu’est ton visage, en voyant Enrica que’essaye 21	

d’imaginer la personne qu’a donné Enrica, la personne qu’est Enrica mais dont on ne 22	

voit que le personnage 23	

Donc cela  sera ta représentation ca sera ton alter ego quelque part dans le virtuel et 24	

non pas le personnage que tu auras choisi pour te représenter 25	

Bah oui absolument 26	

Et tu penses que cette relation là elle fonctionne, c’est à dire que là  on est dans un site 27	

de rencontre est ce qu’elle fonctionnerai par exemple dans d’autre type de situation ? 28	

Tu me prends de court je ne sais pas, oui dans la formation …je fais une formation, je 29	

vais à des cours , je connais d prof, et certains ont  des science de sagesse je les écoute  30	

si apres on me propose un cours avec l’allure virtuel des profesor que je connais ca 31	
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sera à la fois amusante et ca sera beaucoup plus passionnante que si je lis un manuel et 1	

beaucoup moins embêtant que d’aller chercher ce professor et le faire manipuler 2	

pendant 2 heures avec de prises de vue, on à la fois l’avantage d’un personne qu’on 3	

connais que focalise notre attention et que nous fascine donc c’est une transmission 4	

indirecte… au même temps cela a une force de conviction que peut être vraiment 5	

intéressante 6	

Cette relation dont tu parles qui est entre la séduction et l’échange  donc elle peut 7	

servir à d’autres choses que de rencontres tel que l’apprentissage comme tu le 8	

présentes, est que cette relation sera plus forte si le personnage sera en 3D c’est à dire 9	

un vrai personnage 10	

Bien sur que cela rajoutera à la fascination qu’on peut exercer sur l’ spectateur, pour 11	

une enquête 2D cela suffit mais s’il s’agit de faire une formation quelque soit le 12	

domaine d’apprentissage bien sur mais pour une enquête le 2D je la trouve très 13	

pertinent, très bien.  14	

 15	

 16	

 17	

 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	

 29	
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2.5.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION ENRICA 1	

 2	

As an object of the poll of Enrica I am particulary sensible on this type of investigation 3	

because, even that I have the impression that she is questioning and I only answer, I 4	

still have the impression that I control better the exchange and to stop it when I think 5	

that it is necessary or to answer when I think that the questions are interesting or that 6	

they suit me particulary; I make obligatory the comparison with a telephonic poll in 7	

which we are all of us submerged so we  experience a feeling of fed up and reject even 8	

more brutally which is doubled with a bad conscience that we can have in regards to 9	

…..envoyer bouler   10	

I told that I was particulary sensible on this type of investigation and also on the 11	

charms of the pollster, meaning on the talent of the draughtsman or of the people who 12	

activate this type of personalities, but to come back to the pollster she is better 13	

accepted when she is virtual and under Erica’s form than that it should be a real poll by 14	

somebody who rings on your front door – which is rare nowadays – either a telephone 15	

poll with a real person 16	

So, to come back to this type of pollster this has a humoristic and playful side and 17	

behind this we have always the fascination that we all have in front of a screen; we are 18	

attract by the visual, by something that happens on the screen of your portable or your 19	

television, and if in addition we talk to you and that there is an exchange, I think that 20	

the relation will be even more strong. 21	

People spoke to me about the use of this virtual persons in my encounter clubs; I find 22	

this extremely interesting as idea because if the software that this type of personality is 23	

adapting, meaning that the camera is transforming your rea appearance in something 24	

which is very resembling, but which is more a drawing that can be animated in order to 25	

address himself to eventually encounters or meetings; the seduction will be on one side 26	

very important and we will not have the reject by his infirmity, even on his face. The 27	

passage from the real to the drawing, over the unreal to the magic of fascination; to 28	

touch you : is this the magic of the unreal in relation to all the bullshit which can bring 29	

you the dreams; I don’t know; it is up to you to tell me, but it is a great place to really 30	

take.   31	

No, but in the first time, it is an opening where we cannot satisfy us by simply 32	

speaking to a screen but in a first phase it corresponds to a choice which allows us to 33	

say, this attitude suits me better and there we are in the field of “attitude”; we can 34	
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nearly say that this type of Companion glorify the attitude of somebody by 1	

transforming him in a movie star; a personality who has a lot to say, a hero or heroin 2	

and mainly a personality who focus your attention and your view.  3	

 4	

You prefer to show to somebody that you cannot show your face in 2D or in cartoon ? 5	

 6	

Not that I prefer but I am convinced that the interest will be stronger ; I am convinced 7	

that the person who doesn’t know me if he sees my attitude as this of Hugo PRAT or 8	

whatever designer of cartoons, who by seeing my picture will have a flash which they 9	

shouldn’t have by viewing my picture; in any case I dislike looking at my picture and I 10	

think we are all a little bit like that. 11	

So it is up to us to reduce this occasions to use this type of representation.  12	

 13	

You speak to look to a representation with your face. 14	

 15	

Of course, the representation that is your face by seeing Enrica, I try to imagine the 16	

personality which creates Enrica, the person she is but from whom we only see the 17	

face. 18	

 19	

So it will be your representation, your alter-ego somewhere in the virtual and not the 20	

personality who you had chosen to represent you. 21	

Bah, absolutely. 22	

And do you think that this relation will work because here we are in a site of 23	

encounters, but will she work for example in an type of situation? 24	

 25	

Yes, you took me short, I don’t know, yes I am in formation…I follow courses, I know 26	

the professor, and some of them have the science of wisdom,  I listen to them if after 27	

that they propose me a course with a virtual attitude of a professor which I know. This 28	

will be amusing and more interesting than more passionate than if I should read a 29	

manual and less annoying  than looking after a professor manipulating him during 2 30	

hours by taking shoots. This gives the advantage that we know the person who 31	

focalises our interest  and who fascinates us, so it is an indirect transmission …on the 32	

same moment it gives you a conviction strength which can be of great interest. 33	

 34	
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So this relation that you describe is between seduction and exchange ; so this can help 1	

to find other things than simply the encounters such as training, education such as you 2	

present ; will this relation be stronger if this person will be in 3D, meaning a real 3	

person. 4	

 5	

 6	

 7	

 8	

 9	

 10	

 11	

 12	

 13	

 14	

 15	

 16	

 17	

 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	
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2.6. PIVOT 2 1	

 2	

Bon c’est un tableau de bord adapté qui reprend des fonctionnalités qu’i existent déjà 3	

sur les voitures sur une forme qui n’est pas humanisé ni mise en personnage, le gps que 4	

tu viens de me montrer  ou le radar d’aide au stationnement, donc à part la petite tête 5	

que tu viens de me montrer ce n’est que une représentation diffèrent de ce qu’existe 6	

déjà. Bien sur cela a de l’avenir, les constructeurs d’automobile ne transforment pas 7	

l’auto elle même, on ne peut pas aller plus vite, le confort est quasiment maximum …. 8	

Donc ils se reportent donc pour avoir des arguments de vente supplémentaires sur 9	

l’aide à l’utilisation de véhicule donc c’est une voix qu’est en pleine expansion dans 10	

laquelle effectivement il y beaucoup de progrès à faire, l’utilisation de GPS reste un 11	

peu compliqué lorsque tu est au volant peut être que la voisx, le personnage lui pourra 12	

accentuer la facilité d’utilisation de ces outil par les conducteur qui a les yeux rivés sur 13	

la route et que ne peut facilement décrypter  son GPS ou avoir son oreille sur son radar. 14	

Bon à la limite, pour quoi pas une interface entre les outils et le conducteur qui est 15	

relativement prisionier mais peut être qu’une voix suffit et sur le GPS on a déjà la voix 16	

qui permet de dire à gauche à droite , tu t’est trompe reviens à droite etc. donc pour 17	

moi c’est l’habillage de quelque chose qu’existe déjà. 18	

Tu crois pas que le fait que le personnage s’adresse à toi, a un impact different sur les 19	

gens , en tant que professionnel de la santé est ce que tu ne crois pas qu’il existe un 20	

public qui a besoin – de cette présence , de ce conseil- que ce conseil s’adresse à toi de 21	

façon personnel 22	

Je ne crois pas parce la relation personnel entre le véhicule , ses fonctions et toi même 23	

elle est obligatoire de par ta présence dans l’habitacle pas définition, ce n’est pas 24	

comme lorsque tu as à faire à un Companion qui s’adresse à toi par l’intermédiaire 25	

d’un écran pour un sondage comme pour le personnage precedent , là effectivement il 26	

faut t’accrocher pour te garder là je te voit mal descendre en route ou prendre en un 27	

autre véhicule donc le lien est obligatoirement fait tu sert ou tu ne sert pas mais ce 28	

n’est pas le petit personnage qui va te faire changer ta décision d’utiliser ton GPS, c’est 29	

la fonction d’aide au conducteur qui peut être déterminante dans ce sens que tu ne soit 30	

pas obligé de regarder ta carte …. Si les indications sont donnés par une voix, mais 31	

effectivement la voix encore une fois peut sortir du GPS sans passer par le Companion. 32	
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Certains pensent que une voix tout seule c’est trop impersonnel 1	

Peut être mais cela importe peu, mais là on est es rapport avec une machine il n’ya pas 2	

la place pour la fantaisie il n’y pas la place pour l’humain entre guillemets, il n’ya pas 3	

la place pour un personnage. 4	

Donc tu penses il n’ya pas besoin d’une interface entre l’objet machine et toi ;  5	

Je parle pour des fonctionnalités comme le GPS, après si on parle pour les personnes 6	

que sont à l’arrière pourquoi pas mais là on tombe dans une autre problématique, mais 7	

en ce que concerne le conducteur il est trop pris par sa conduite pour laisser la place 8	

pour quelqu'un d’autre que la machine et le conducteur. 9	

 10	

 11	

 12	

 13	

 14	

 15	

 16	

 17	

 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	
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2.6.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION PIVOt 2 1	

 2	

Ok, this is an adapted guide line which takes over the same functionalities which exist 3	

already on cars but not like an humanized form or like a persona : the GPS which you 4	

showed me or the radar which help me to park my car, so besides the small head you 5	

showed me, this is only a different representation of what is already exists. Of course, 6	

this has a future; the car constructors do not change the car itself; we cannot go faster, 7	

the comfort is near to perfection…so it will be important to find supplementary sales 8	

argumentation for example in the use of the car, so it is a voice which is in full 9	

expansion and on what a lot of progression can be done. The utilisation of the GPS 10	

stays a little be complicated when you drive yourself, but maybe the voice itself, the 11	

personality could accentuate the easy utilisation of this item by the driver who has his 12	

attention fixed on the road and cannot easily decode his GPS or listen to his radar. So, 13	

why not using an interface between the instruments and the driver who is a little bit a 14	

prisoner and where the voice of a GPS, which permits to say turn to the right or the 15	

left, you made an error, come back to the right, can be sufficient; so this is only a 16	

redressing of something which exists already.  17	

You don’t think that the fact that a person addresses him to you has a different impact 18	

on the people, as well as a medical professional, you don’t think that their exists a 19	

public which needs this presence, this advice - that this advice is personally addressed 20	

to you? 21	

 22	

I don’t think that because of the personal relation between the car, his functions and 23	

yourself, even when it is necessary because of your presence per definition……it is not 24	

like you are in front of a Companion who address  to you by intermediary of a screen 25	

for a poll as for the previous person. Their effectively, you have to make an effort to 26	

keep you their because I have difficulties to see you taking an other car with a 27	

connection which is of use or not and it is not the small person who will change your 28	

decision to use the GPSD; it is the function of help to the driver which can maybe be 29	

determinant in the way that you are not obliged to look at the map. If those instructions 30	

are given by a voice, but once again this voice can coming out of the GPS, without 31	

passing through the Companion. 32	
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 1	

Some people think that a voice alone is to much impersonnel. 2	

 3	

Maybe yes but this is not important because their we are connected with a machine, 4	

their is no place for fantasy or for human being, neither for a personality. 5	

So you think that doesn’t need an interface between the machine and you;  I mean 6	

between the functionalities such as a GPS. So when we speak about people who are 7	

sitting in the back,  this is an other problem because the driver is too much 8	

concentrated on his driving in order to be able to  allow another taking his place 9	

instead of the machine and the driver. 10	

 11	

 12	

 13	

 14	

 15	

 16	

 17	

 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	
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2.7. NIKE+IPOD 1	

 2	

Bernard rigole voyant le fonctionnement de cette chaussure, il me dit qu’il qu’il sait 3	

comme fonctionne ce type d’appareil, et effectivement il comprends le fonctionnement 4	

il considère que cela doit avoir beaucoup de succès dans les rues de New York pour les 5	

mordus de sport. 6	

Je ne le considère pas comme un Companion dans la mesure où il nya pas 7	

d’encarnation, ni de personnage, mais c’est un outil technologique que trouve sa place 8	

auprès des acharnées de l’effort, plutôt dans les pays anglosaxons, en USA plutôt que 9	

chez nous, on court plus surement dans les rues de New York que dans les rues de 10	

Paris. 11	

Comme les gens que font cela régulièrement sont très attentifs à leur performance, à 12	

leur régularité a ce qui se passe moins bien ou mieux dans leur effort, cette objet peut 13	

être effectivement quelque chose auxquelles ils seront très attentifs. Je pense que cela 14	

peut s’ouvrir à de tas de performances et même être croisse avec des GPS pour faire 15	

des ballades dans la montagne – je crois que cela existe déjà. 16	

Mais pour l’effort je pense que c’est une bonne technologie,  une fois que cela sera 17	

adapté à la piscine cela sera très bien, moi je suis surtout un nageur. 18	

Justement tu disait que ceci n’était pas un Companion, alors il faut quoi pourqu’un 19	

objet devienne un Companion. 20	

Bon avant que tu me parles des Companions je ne les avait pas vraiment definit cette 21	

technique qui reprend des caractéristiques d’un être vivant, avec une autonomie 22	

relative qui est capable de s’adresser à toi d’avoir une interaction avec une . Pour moi 23	

se sont 2 éléments essentiels incarnation e interrelation avec l’environnement et avec 24	

toi. Par incarnation je veux dire qu’il représente un être humain ou un animal ou a  des 25	

caractéristiques d’êtres vivantes – dans le cas des robots par exemple. 26	

Et quelles seront les meilleures interactions ? 27	

Les réponses à des questions que je peux me posse, non pas forcement l’oralité mais 28	

cela peut servir de banque de donnés, analyse de paramètres qui concernent ma 29	

personne ou que je rentre dans la machine, qu’elle peut mouliner pour me donner une 30	

réponse . le Companion pourra ainsi remplacer des fonctions simples d’être humain.  31	
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Pourquoi quand je vais laver ma voiture il n’ya pas un robot qui me dit….Bonjour 1	

Monsieur nous allons laver votre voiture…, j’aime bien la relation je pense que 2	

l’ouverture et l’avenir de ces Companions passe par là. 3	

Est ce que tu seras capable de lui donner de donnés te concernant, c’est à dire des 4	

donnés très personnels à toi, et dans la question de l’interaction qu’est qui te semble 5	

plus simple pour interagir avec un Companion est ce que c’est la voix, est ce que c’est 6	

le toucher, est ce que c’est le clavier, le deux ou trois en même temps ? 7	

Bon tout va dépendre de l’usage que tu vas faire concernant ton Companion, s’il s’agit 8	

de donner de paramètres médicaux je n’ai aucune restriction à partir du moment où j’ai 9	

confiance dans le Companion et que j’estime qu’il a une base de donnés suffisamment 10	

fiable pour bien interpréter les éléments que je lui donne. 11	

……..mais  pourrait aussi lui donner le choix de mes conseiller dans des questions très 12	

personnels en se basant sur de statistiques issues des sciences sociales (00 :06 :13) ….. 13	

et j’écouterai cela comme un avis pertinent exemple  - les parents et la drogue 14	

(00 :06 :50). Bien sur le bon sens est reservé à l’utilisateur mais le Companion peut 15	

traiter intelligemment ce genre des choses- conseils dans les questions personnelles y 16	

compris affectives 17	

Est ce que un Companion doit avoir une fonction 18	

Bon on peut difficilement ce type de bestiaux sans leur donner une fonction. 19	

Bahh il y avait Patachon qui n’avait pas   20	

Oui mais un Companion qui n’a pas de fonction tu ne le regarde plus très vite. 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	

 29	

 30	

 31	
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2.7.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION NIKE IPOD 1	

 2	

The user laughs when he sees how this shoe is functioning ; he says me that he knows 3	

how this type of machine is functioning and effectively he understands the functioning 4	

because he considers that this item has a big success in the streets of New York for the 5	

sportfreaks. 6	

 7	

I don’t consider this as a Companion because their is no incarnation, no personality, 8	

but it is a technological item which find his place by the effort freaks, more in the 9	

Anglosaxon countries and the USA, more than in our countries, because we run safer 10	

in the streets of New York than in those of Paris. 11	

 12	

As for the people who do this on a regular basis, they are very attentive to their 13	

performance, to their regularity, what happens better or worser in their effort, this 14	

object could be effectively something for which they can be very attentive. I think that 15	

this can opens the way to a lot of performances et even to be linked with GPS in order 16	

to make ballade in the mountains – but I think that this already exists. 17	

 18	

Well , you  are just saying  that this was not a Companion, so what is necessary for 19	

changing an object to a Companion ? 20	

So, before you speaks me about Companions I didn’t had defined this technique which 21	

takes over the specifications of a living person, with an relative autonomy  and who is 22	

capable to address to you by having an interaction. For me these are 2 essential 23	

elements of incarnation and interaction with the environment and with you. By 24	

incarnation I mean that he represents a human being or an animal or to specifications 25	

of living persons – for example in the case of a robot.  26	

And which one will be the best interactions? 27	

The answers to questions I have in mind, not necessary orally but this can help me with 28	

my  data base, the analysis of the parameters which concerns my person or which I 29	

enters into the machine, can help me to give me an answer. The Companion by doing 30	

this, can replace easy functions from a human being. 31	
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Why there is no robot when I wash my car which says to me: hello Mister, we will 1	

wash your car….I like this relation because I think that the opening and the future of 2	

those Companions passes by that. 3	

 4	

So everything will depend on the use you will have concerning your Companion ; is it 5	

to give you medical parameters, I have no restriction from the moment on that I am 6	

confident in the Companion or when I am convinced that he has a trustful data basis in 7	

order to make the right interpretation of the elements I give him. 8	

…. But can I allow him to choose the conseils in very personal matters based on 9	

statistics issued by social sciences (00 :06 :13)… and I would listen to that as a 10	

pertinent example – the parents and the drugs (00;06;50). Of course, good sence is 11	

reserved to the user but the Companion can manage this elements ; even those personal 12	

affective questions,   13	

Does a Companion needs to have a function ? 14	

Absolutely there are no attachment without function  15	

 16	

So we have had Patachon who doesn’t had funcitons. 17	

Yes but a Companion who has no functions, you are not so interested to look at him. 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	

 29	
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2.8. HAL 1	

 2	

Je pense que la vision que nous avons de ce type de personnage de film et de robot a 3	

considérablement changé depuis le moment dans laquelle Kubrick a fait son film. 4	

Lorsque il l’ fait il y a une trentaine d’années, d’abord les robots n’occupent pas la 5	

place qu’ils occupent aujourd’hui. Et l’inquiétude qu’on pouvait avoir vis à vis d’eux 6	

était à la fois plus diffuse et plus important, maintenant on a appris a vivre avec on 7	

s’est aperçu qu’on arrivé très bien à vivre avec, on s’est aperçu qu’on arrivé très bien a 8	

les adapter à notre fonctionnement quotidien et le fantasme que consiste à dire que les 9	

robots aller prendre notre place, même s’il n’est pas éliminé il est repoussé dans des 10	

limbes qui font qu’on ne sent plus menacé comment on pouvait le faire au moment du 11	

film de Kubrick. Il ne reste pas moins que c’est une représentation angoissante de la 12	

place des robots. L’entourage noir de la place de cet œil entre en résonance avec 13	

l’angoisse qu’on peut avoir devant quelque chose, pas qu’on ignore mais on ignore à la 14	

fois le fonctionnement et les ramifications avec  ce que pourrai rassembler à un être 15	

humain. C’est là la source de l’angoissé .C’est à dire ce qu’est humain et le film joue la 16	

dessus, l’incorporation de la douleur dans le ressenti de ces robot les fait basculer de 17	

cote humain, d’ou la possible élimination des humains puisque s’ils ont la douleur, la 18	

mémoire et la disparition qu’est ce qu’on fait nous sur la Terre. Mais s’adresser à un 19	

robot qui n’a aucune des formes humaines suscite fort légitimement une sensation de 20	

rejet, de peur et il est évident qu’il n’a aucune collaboration possible entre une 21	

représentation aussi mécanique aussi déshumanisé de l’esprit de la robotique. Les gens 22	

qui font des Companion se méfient puisque ils donnent  des apparences humaines ou 23	

vivantes à leur Companions. 24	

Mais tout même Hal a une voix extrêmement humaine,…. 25	

C’est d’autant plus dangereux, la voix est le vecteur du mensonge, dans l’approche de 26	

l’autre que se font les humains on fait toujours plus confiance à son œil qu’a son 27	

oreille, culturellement on est toujours plus mis en garde aux fausses séductions ; la 28	

voix est mielleuse, perfide et trompeuse, l’apparence nous jette dans le bras de peut 29	

être notre pire ennemie, l’apparence visuel en tout cas nous sommes sur terre pour 30	

juger vite, notre sélection naturel à fait que nous sommes taillés pour nous faire une 31	

idée le plus rapide possible, notre survie est  peut être en cause toujours est il qu’on fait 32	
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confiance à l’apparence et si une machine est doté d’une voix la plus humaine possible, 1	

si elle n’a pas l’ apparence humaine c’est une raison supplémentaire pour se méfier. 2	

Donc si Hal avait une apparence humaine cela te dérangera moins, c’est donc le 3	

décalage c’est  dire sa condition de machine avec un attribut humain qui te déroute 4	

Oui, de machine qui n’a rien de humain, parce il a des robots qui peuvent avoir une 5	

séduction et mettre le pied dans la porte de notre sensibilité. Mais s’on a vis à vis de 6	

nous une façade noir avec cette espèce de bout de camera avec une lumière rouge 7	

angoissante il n’y rien pour ne pas se méfier de décalage d’une voix humaine et d’une 8	

apparence mécanique. 9	

Donc si ton ordinateur se mettait à te parler sans aucune interface cela  10	

Ne sera pas très accrocheur, cela me fera frémir plutôt…… 11	

 12	

 13	

 14	

 15	

 16	

 17	

 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	
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 1	

2.8.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION   HALL 2	

 3	

I think that the vision we have concerning that kind of character movie’ show  and of 4	

the robot, has changed a lot since the moment Kubrick directed his movie. When he 5	

directed it 30 years ago, the robots were not so present as they are now. And the fright 6	

we could have regards them was much more diffuse and more important; now we have 7	

learned to live with them in good terms, we have seen that we can adapt them very 8	

well to our every day life  and the phantasm we had that they will take our place, even 9	

when if this idea is not removed, we pushed it away  and we don’t feel anymore as a 10	

threat as we felt on the moment of Kubriks’ movie. Nevertheless it continues to show 11	

us the threat of place of the robots. 12	

The black environment of the place this eye has between the resonance with the threat 13	

we can have in front of something, not that we ignore but ignoring on the same time 14	

the functioning and the ramifications with that what could look alike to a human being. 15	

This is the source of threath. It means that this is human and the movie plays on this; 16	

the incorporation of pain in what we are feeling about this robots make that they 17	

gravitate towards the human side, from what we can presume the possible elimination 18	

of the human beings because they have pain, memory and the question “what are we 19	

doing here in this world”. But addressing yourself to a robot which has no human 20	

forms creates, completely acceptable, a sensation of reject, of fear and it is of course 21	

evident that there is no collaboration possible between such a mechanical 22	

representation, so inhuman in regards to the spirit of the robotica. Persons who are 23	

Companions mistrust them because they give human appearances to their Companions.   24	

 25	

But nevertheless Hal has a extremey human voice. 26	

 27	

That’s even more dangerous; a voice is a vector of lies, in the approach a person has to 28	

the other, humans give more confidence to the eyes than to the ears; in a cultural way 29	

we have always been on our guard for false seductions; a voice is false,  the 30	

appearance can put us in the arms of our worst enemy, in any case, the visual 31	

appearance shows that we are on earth for judging quickly, our natural selection has 32	

made that we are able to have an idea as soon as possible; our survival is maybe in 33	

danger, nevertheless we keep confidence in the appearances and when a machine is 34	
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equipped with the most possible human voice, if she has no human appearance, it is a 1	

supplementary reason to stay suspicious. 2	

 3	

 4	

So, if Hal had a human appearance it should disturb you less ; so this proves that it is 5	

his condition as a machine with a human attribute,  which disturbs you 6	

 7	

Yes, this is true for a machine without any human feeling, but you have robots which 8	

can show seduction and can enter in our sensibility. But when we have  face to face a 9	

black facade with a camera with a red frightening light than there is nothing for not 10	

being afraid of the distinction of a human voice and a mechanical appearance. 11	

 12	

So, if your computer start to speak without any interface  13	

 14	

 this should not be attractive, it should making me afraid of it… 15	

 16	

17	
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3. Cédric, 30 ans Chef Cuisinier ( grand amateur des jeux vidéo on line) 1	

 2	

3.1. NABAZTAG 3	

Qu’est ce que tu peux me dire, bon voilà, il s’appelle Nabaztag, c’est un lapin 4	

communicant il te propose des services liées à internet. 5	

Bon moi je trouve que c’est plus une aide informatique qu’un Companion, il ne bouge 6	

pas appart les oreilles. 7	

No 8	

Il ne marche pas 9	

No 10	

C’est vrai qu’il peux être une aide informatique superbe, come là les messages , ce 11	

qu’on cherche il le trouve, mais de là à dire un Companion…..non je ne le considere 12	

pas … 13	

Est ce que son look te convient ? 14	

Oui, c’est sympa maintenant s’il peux en avoir plus de formes que le lapin, cela peux 15	

être sympa, c’est mignon cela ne me derrange pas le look  16	

Est que le fait d’avoir une interface vocal avec lui te convient ? 17	

Oui j’aime bien moi, quand on lui parle et il comprends ce qu’on lui dit, puis il execute  18	

oui c’et bien. C’est bien le fait qu’il n’y a pas de bouton à toucher, rien à faire, il ya 19	

juste à lui parler. Je trouve cela bien moi 20	

Par example là quand il te préviens par example que tu as un message, il te dit voilà 21	

vous avez reçu un message mais il pourra aussi ne pas parler et juste allumer de 22	

lumière tu preferes quoi ? 23	

Qu’il parle, qu’ilt’annonce les choses pas comme s’il était une secrétaire mais je 24	

prefere le son d’une voix que de juste voir une lumière ou un logo que clignote voulant 25	

dire vous avez reçu un message. Ou comment on attends aujourd’hui sur les 26	

ordinateurs ou un sonnerie que dit vous avez reçu un email. Et meme s’il peut évoluer 27	

en disant un message d’appel c’est top , j’aime bien. 28	

Tu aimes bien la personnalisation en fait 29	
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 Oui, j’aime bien la personnalisation , par contre pour moi ce n’est qu’un outil 1	

informatique. 2	

Qu’est ce qu’il faudrait pour qu’il soit plus ? 3	

Pour moi pour être considère come un Companion il faudrait qu’il y aille de la 4	

gestuelle, pas juste des oreilles que bougent pour attraper des ondes pour allumer la 5	

radio, la gestuelle que il puisses se déplacer même si c’est juste le bord de bureau ou 6	

n’importe mais qu’il qu’il aille plus de gestuel que de le poser et des oreilles que 7	

bougent puis voilà j’ai atrappé une radio française, il manque de mouvement.. 8	

Et la gestuelle c’est quoi par la bouche ? 9	

Pas forcement cela peut être une bouche que bouge ou bouger par example si on est sur 10	

l’informatique et on a besoin d’aller ailleurs qu’il nous suive, on peut l’appeler ils vient 11	

que ca soit plus quelque chose comme cela. 12	

Qu’il soit plus robotique en fait ? 13	

Ca pourra faire un bon mélange avec l’autre comme on a vu pour le deuxième, qui 14	

parle aussi , que chante aussi ( Ifboot)qu’il aille des mouvements 15	

Par exemple des roues par exemple et s’il avait comme Nabaztag la capacité de parler 16	

et de bouger la bouche, il sera mieux pour toi   17	

Oui, ca sera mieux pour moi un Companion il faut qui ressemble à quelque chose de 18	

humain avec une bouche qui bouge, il faut qu’il puisse bouger, developé ou allaer de 19	

droite à gauche,alors qu’il ressemble plus à un Companion et non pas à un objet que 20	

l’on pose. Là pour moi c’est un objet , un outil informatique., pas plus que cela. 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	

 29	

 30	

 31	
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3.1.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION NABAZTAG 1	

 2	

So, what can you tell me, his name is Nabaztag, it is a communicative rabbit which 3	

give  you services related to internet. 4	

Good, I am thinking that it is more an computerized help than a Companion, he is not 5	

moving, only his ears. 6	

No 7	

He is not walking. 8	

No 9	

 10	

It is true that he can be of great computerized help, what we are looking for he finds it, 11	

but from there saying that it is a Companion…no, I don’t consider this…. 12	

 13	

Does his look suits you ? 14	

Yes, it is sympathetic if he has more figures than the rabbit, it is sweet, so his look 15	

does not disturb me. 16	

Does it suits you that you could have an vocal interface with him ? 17	

Yes I like this, when we talk to him he understands what we are saying to him, than he 18	

executes it, yes this is good. The fact that he has no button to touch, nothing to do, just 19	

speak to him; I think that this is good. 20	

For exemple when he informs you that you received a message, he says to you that you 21	

have received a message but he couldn’t talk and just give a light signal; what do you 22	

prefer? 23	

That he talks, that he announces things, not as being a secretary but I prefer the sound 24	

of his voice, more than just seeing a light or a logo which flash willing to say that you 25	

have received a message. Or as you hear nowadays a sound on your computer which 26	

informs you that you have received an e-mail and even that he can evaluate by saying a 27	

message it is super, I like it. 28	

Do you really like the personalisation? 29	
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Yes, I like much the personalisation; on the contrary it is for me this is not an computer 1	

item. 2	

What do you think that he should have more ? 3	

For me, to be considered as a Companion, it is necessary that he should have gestures, 4	

not only moving ears to pick up the waves to start the radio; to move more so that he 5	

could move from the office desk or to an other place and sitting their and putting his 6	

ears instead of saying for example: if found a French radiochanel; he misses the 7	

movements. 8	

 9	

What should be the gestures  for the mouth? 10	

That can be a moving mouth or also that if you are on your computer and that you have 11	

to go somewhere else that he follows you; you can call for him and he is coming; that 12	

it should be a little bit like this. 13	

 14	

That he should be more robotic ? 15	

That should be a good mixture with the other as we have seen for the second who talks 16	

also, who sings also (Ifboot), that he should have movements. 17	

 18	

For example wheels and when he should have as Nabaztag the capacity to talk and to 19	

move his mouth, he should be better for you ? 20	

Yes that will be better than a Companion. It is necessary that he resembles to a human 21	

with a moving mouth, who can direct himself in all directions, that he resembles more 22	

to a Companion and not to an object that we put somewhere. There it is an object to 23	

me, a computer item, not more than that. 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	

 29	

 30	
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3.2. AIBO 1	

 2	

J’aimerais savoir quel est ton ressenti, 3	

Ah oui le petit chien ! Bon ces robots ont appris juste à faire certaines chose : retourne 4	

toi, danse tu ne peut lui parler pour qu’il fasse autre chose que ca. Ils ont des données 5	

et c’est tout. 6	

Je aurais un pour faire plaisir au petit oui car je le vois comme un produit d’enfant. 7	

Celui la n’est peut pas être un chien à qui on peut s’attacher. 8	

Donc les actions qu’il fait ne t’émouvant pas  9	

Non pour moi cela reste un produit d’enfant, ce que les gens peuvent avoir à partir de 6 10	

ans comme cadeaux de Noel. 11	

Est ce que tu l’associe à un robot 12	

Oui parce il y surement un système d’informatique derrière qui le permet de 13	

comprendre les mots pour qu’il puisse exécuter les choses, donc il fait partie de la 14	

famille de robots. Je ne sentirai pas le besoin d’avoir un, il faudra qu’il soit plus 15	

évolutif, qu’il prenne les gestes réels d’un chien qu’il aille voir ce que se passe, qu’il 16	

reconnaisse les gens, qu’il te fasse des câlins comme un vrai  chien quand tu l’as chez 17	

toi, qu’il aille plus des sentiments d’un vrai chien : l’affection, les sentiments, les 18	

câlins , s’amuser. Et non pas juste tu lui donnes des ordres et il exécute. 19	

Par contre j’aime bien son coté robotique, ses formes , cela me rappelle mon enfance il 20	

ressemble a des personnages  qu’on tapé à l’ordinateur. Esthétiquement il ne te déplait 21	

pas, j’aime bien son look futuriste  22	

Qu’est ce qu’il faudrait pour qu’il soit un vrai Companion ? Si il te parlait par 23	

exemple ? 24	

Non je pense que je n’aimerais pas, il faut que cela reste un chien ou alors parlé d’un 25	

langage de chien ; avoyer, faire de petit trucs pour dire qu’il est content cela me va très 26	

bien. Il ne faut pas qu’il parle il faut qu’il reste un chien. 27	

Mais il est un objet ludique pour enfant,  28	

Est que si par exemple il joué aux échecs tu aimeras  29	
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Non un chien ne joue pas aux échecs, il faut qu’il reste un chien même si il est un 1	

robot. 2	

 3	

 4	

3.2.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION AIBO 5	

 6	

I would like to know what you feel. 7	

Oh yes, the small dog! Good, these robots have learned to do some things: turn around, 8	

dance, you cannot speak to the dog to do another thing. They have data and that is all. 9	

Yes I should have a dog to pleasure a kid because I see the dog as a children’s product. 10	

Maybe this dog cannot be one to be attached. 11	

 12	

So ? the actions he does don’t give you emotions? 13	

No, for me it stays a children’s product, what people can possess at the age of 6 as a 14	

Christmas gift. 15	

 16	

Do you associate yourself to a robot ? 17	

Yes because there is for sure a computer system behind which allows to understand the 18	

words to allow them to execute things, so he is part of the robot family. I don’t have 19	

the feeling to need one, he should be in movement, that he has the real gestures of a 20	

dog which looks at what happens; that he recognizes persons; that he is tender as a real 21	

dog when he lives at your place, that he amuses himself and not only that you should 22	

give him orders and that he executes them. 23	

On the other hand I like his robot side, his forms; this remember me my youth, he 24	

resembles to personages that we have typed on the computer.  I don’t dislike his 25	

aesthetic side, his futuristic look.  26	

 27	

What does he needs to be a real Companion; for example when he talks to you? 28	
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No, I don’t think that I would like him, he should stay as a dog or otherwise speaking 1	

the dog language, bark, doing small trick in order to say that he is satisfied, that should 2	

be very good to me. He do not need to talk, he should stay as a dog. 3	

But he is a playful object for a child. 4	

 5	

If he should play chess, would you like it ? 6	

No, a dog is not playing chess, he should stay a dog even if he is a robot. 7	

 8	

 9	

 10	

 11	

 12	

 13	

 14	

 15	

 16	

 17	

 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	

 29	

 30	

 31	

 32	
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3.3. SAMUELA 1	

Qu’est que tu penses 2	

Je pense que rien que le fait de l’image de la femme avec les émotions , on la voit 3	

pencher la tête,  c’est vachement bien, j’aime bien. Cela reste utile dans le sens où elle 4	

te propose mais c’est comme à lui – vu  que c’est un écran tactile d’aller travailler, 5	

d’appuyer  pour avoir des recettes qu’arrivent enfin les plats, cela j’aime bien , j’aime 6	

bien ce système là, parce qu’en fait on a l’impression de parler à quelqu'un qui nous 7	

connaît, qui nous connaît bien mais ce n’est pas elle que fait tout, elle est là pour nous 8	

conseiller, comment tu va ,as tu passé une bonne journée ?, j’aime bien cela et cela me 9	

fait plus Companion ; quelqu'un qui nous connaît et que s’intéresse à nous. C’est bien, 10	

j’aime bien. 11	

Est ce qu’elle corresponde mieux à l’idée que tu te fais d’un Companion, le fait qu’elle 12	

te connaisse c’est important ? 13	

Oui, c’est important parce qu’on n’a pas l’impression de parler à un ordinateur, on a 14	

l’impression de parler à quelqu'un qui nous connaît , qui sait comment nous diriger et 15	

machin… 16	

Est ce que le fait que tu ailles montrer les choses avec le doigt dans l’écran est ce que 17	

cela te donne une distance par rapport à elle 18	

Oui parce que on reste comme même maître de la chose , ce n’est pas elle qui nous 19	

imposse ce soir tu mange cela, c’est comme même nous qu’avons le choix . 20	

 J’aime bien ce system, rien que voir cette femme avec des émotions qui s’expriment 21	

par de gestes on la voit pencher la tête, tu vois elle s’avance j’aime bien. 22	

J’aime bien aussi le fait qu’elle te propose mais c’est comme à l’Utilisateur de décider  23	

grâce à son écran tactile, d’aller voir les recettes, de choisir les plats. On a l’impression 24	

de parler à quel un qui nous connais mais ce n’est pas elle que fait tout. Elle est là pour 25	

nous conseiller, c’est un vrai Companion quelqu'un qui nous connaît et que se intéresse 26	

à nous. Le fait qu’elle nous reconnaisse permet de ne pas avoir l’impression de parler à 27	

un ordinateur mais à quelqu’un qui nous connaît. 28	

Quand elle s’avance on a l’impression que quelqu'un nous parle, quelqu'un qui 29	

s’intéresse à nous 30	
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Est ce que le fait de montrer les choses que tu veux avec le doigt, est ce que cela te 1	

donne une distance par rapport à elle ; 2	

Oui on reste comme même maître de la chose c’est pas elle qui t’impose elle te suggère 3	

au fait …….. et même lorsque elle a proposé une multitude de choix et à un moment 4	

donné elle réagit comme une personne elle dit je ne sais pas ce que tu as ce soir….je 5	

n’ai plus rien à te proposer c’est bien cela fait comme si on avait quelqu'un dans la 6	

cuisine 7	

- (sentiment de quelqu'un de réel) 8	

Est ce que tu la trouveras intrusive, tu sentiras le besoin de la voir tout le temps ou il 9	

aura de moment où tu voudras la switcher ?  10	

Non pas du tout,  bon pour un plat simple on a peut être pas besoin de ca. 11	

Mais est ce que si tu l’avait dans ton ordinateur est ce que tu aimerais qu’elle fasse 12	

autre chose pas seulement te conseiller sur la cuisine. 13	

Oui cela peut être une aide pour les recherches pour informatique, de banque etc mais 14	

toujours avec ce concept de personnage 3D d’une image qui tourne qui pivote qui 15	

recule qui s’avance même si on ne voit pas toujours ces mains rien que avec sa tête 16	

comme là, quand elle s’est avancé on avait  l’impression qu’elle nous écouté, qu’il y 17	

avait quelqu'un en face de nous à qui parler, pas simplement une photo. 18	

Pa rapport à Enrica est elle est meilleur 19	

Oui, je prefere, je ne sais pas si c’est la même époque mais en tout cas je préfère, la 20	

finition, l’éclat , elle est plus belle, c’est comme de 3D 21	

Tu préfères la 3D 22	

Tu vois j’avais trouvé Enrica bien mais en voyant celle là en 3D, je me dis c’est 23	

comme mieux , de plus elle est un vrai Companion 24	

On va revenir sur l’idée de Pivo que tu avez beaucoup aimé est ce par exemple elle si 25	

t’avait la tête sur le tableau de bord tu aimeras?  26	

Je ne pense pas non, je pense plus que cela soit une image 3D à la place d’un truc rond, 27	

qui puisse faire de mouvements comme cela, ca j’aimerais bien, mais que ca soit une 28	

image 3D complète avec des forme que bouge que recule oui mais. Il faudra peut être 29	
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créer un concept 3D avec la personne que avance que recule que bouge à droite et a 1	

gauche . La voiture j’aimais comme elle était , là ce que 2	

ce sont des concepts différentes la voiture j’aimais bien comme elle était. Ici dans le 3	

cas de Samuela ce que j’aime bien c’est le concept d’aide et le fait qu’elle nous connais 4	

que c’est ce que tu aimes ce que tu n’aimes pas…  5	

Oui mais pour te connaître il faut que tu lui donnes quelques informations est ce que tu 6	

seras prêt à lui donner des info sur toi 7	

Oui  bien sur , au début il est possible que cela me fasse peur , j’ai besoin de voir 8	

comment cela travaille vraiment, mais si elle fonctionne aussi bien qu’on voit là oui 9	

elle peut connaître notre vie 10	

Je n’aurai pas de problème à l’adopter, oui pas de souci parce cela sera entre elle et 11	

moi et non pas comme si c’était ouvert au monde entier, je serai prêt à l’adopter  c’est 12	

un concept que j’aime bien.  13	

La conversation s’est suivit hors de visionnage , voici quelques appréciations 14	

Oui la première tu la voit tu trouves déjà très bien, mais quand tu voit la femme en 15	

3D……..c’est vachement mieux. 16	

En fait quand tu les voit tous (les personnages des vidéos choisis) s’on pouvait un bout 17	

de chaque cela donnera un truc terrible 18	

C’est que tu feras ? 19	

Oui je ferais plus dans le concept de Pivo II que ressamble à quelqu'un qui t’écoute qui 20	

te regarde, mais plus comme Samuela qui nous connais et avec des facultés comme 21	

Aibo qui bouge puis qu’il t’aide quand il y a quelque chose à l’ordianteur. C’est un 22	

melange un peu de tout. Ce qui me plait plus c’est Nike –Ipod, par contre je trouve 23	

qu’il ne sert à rien de tout comme Companion, c’est un objet qu’est très utile pour le 24	

sportif. Il peut servir à plein des choses , tu ecotes e la music, te préviens : tiens tu as 25	

un rv. 26	

Samuela est un concept intéressant, parce ce que ce n’est pas un concept d’obligation 27	

en fait elle peut avoir un avis , elle peut dire : ahh qu’est ce que tu est râleur ce soir 28	

mais elle ne t’oblige en aucun cas, elle te laisse le choix. 29	
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J’aime bien ce concept , j’aime en fait quand elle bouge dans l’écran, quand elle te dit 1	

« quoi pardon » tu as vraiment l’impression d’avoir quelqu'un en face de toi, ce n’est 2	

absolument pas come avoir juste un truc sur un écran, ce n’est pas comme juste un 3	

livre de cuisine ,ou tu ouvres la page, tant de calories, là tu as quelque chose en face 4	

que te dise attention. , que te propose 5	

 6	

Oui je pourrais bien vivre avec Samuela parecque elle est capable de montrer ces 7	

emotions, parce vivre avec quelqu'un incapable de montrer ces emotiions sera comme 8	

vivre avec un étranger ou être en front d’une machine. 9	

 10	

 11	

 12	

 13	

 14	

 15	

 16	

 17	

 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	
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3.3.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION SAMUELA 1	

What do you think ? 2	

I think nothing else than the image of a women with her emotions, whe see her 3	

bending her head, it is really good, I like it. This stays interesting because she is 4	

proposing you something but it is a tactile screen which says to start working, to push 5	

the button and bring the dishes, I like this. I like this system because we have the 6	

impression to talk to somebody who knows us well, but it is not her who does 7	

everything, she is there to give us advice, to ask how you feel today, have you had a 8	

fine day?; I like this and it gives me more the impression of a Companion; somebody 9	

who knows us, who is interested in us. I like it. 10	

 11	

Does she suits more in your mind to a Companion, the fact that she recognizes you, is 12	

it important? 13	

Yes, it is important because we do not have the impression to talk to a computer, we 14	

have the impression to talk to somebody who knows us, who knows how to manage us 15	

and …. 16	

 17	

Is the fact that you show things with a finger on a screen gives this a distance in 18	

regards to it? 19	

 20	

Yes, because we stay in control of the thing, it is not she who imposes us what to eat 21	

this evening, we keep control of our choices. 22	

I like this system, only by seeing this women with expressions which are showed by 23	

gestures, by moving her head, we can see how she moves; I like this. 24	

I also like the fact that she proposes things but it is on the User to decide by using his 25	

tactile screen, to look for receipts, to choose his dinners. We have the impression to 26	

talk to somebody who knows us and it is not she who does it all. She is their to give us 27	

advice, it is a real Companion, somebody who knows us and who is interested in us. 28	

The fact that she recognizes us allows us not to think that we are speaking to a 29	
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computer, but to somebody who knows us. When she moves this gives the same 1	

impression. 2	

 3	

 4	

In additions living with somebody unable to shwo emotions is like living with a 5	

stranger or being in front of a machine 6	

 7	

 8	

 9	

 10	

 11	

 12	

 13	

 14	

 15	

 16	

 17	

 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	
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3.4. PATACHON 1	

Est ce que tu connais ? 2	

Non 3	

Tu ne l’jamais vu ? normalement il est dans le système Windows ils est dans le 4	

système de configuration, quand tu lancer une recherche il apparaît,il fait les 5	

mouvements que tu le voit faire là, il t’accompagna en fait  6	

Je ne l’ai jamais vu 7	

Je te montrerait où il est , il y a lui, Einstein et une trombone 8	

J’ai une trombone, je crois 9	

Est ce que pour toi c’est un Companion ? 10	

Non pas de tout, cela me fait penser au fond d’écran pour pas l’ordinateur cest coupe, 11	

je ne trouve pas cela pas de tout intéressant 12	

Qu’est ce qu’il faudrait pour qu’il soit intéressante 13	

Bahhh qu’il parle, quand on fait une rechercehe qu’on est perdu ou quoi que ca soit 14	

qu’il dirige larecherche pour nous aidé, pas juste un petit chien qui prends un livre dans 15	

la bouche 16	

Il faudra qu’il aille une vrai function 17	

Oui pas juste une fonction d’animation d’attente, de compagnie 18	

Est ce n’est pas cela que tu attends 19	

Non pas de tout 20	

Quelle est pour toi la meilleur interaction celle de la parole ou te préfères t’adresser à 21	

lui par clavier ? 22	

Pour moi ! la parole c’est mieux, c’est plus facile et on a l’impression de parler à 23	

quelqu’un, on a l’impression d’avancer. S’on tape sur un clavier, je ne voit pas l’utilité, 24	

tandis que là il ne apporte rien, maintenant s’on pouvait lui parler en disons je voudrais 25	

ca , je ne sait plus où il est il pourra aller le chercher, ou à la limite revenir avec sa 26	

petite valiseen dissant je l’ia trouvé cela sera plus utile 27	

 Est ce que le fait de t’adreser à lui par la parole oralement te facilitera les liens que tu 28	

pourras avoir avec lui ? 29	
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Ah , oui certainement s’on lui parle et qu’il comprends tout, c’est plus facile, alors que 1	

s’on tape sur un clavier cela reste un ordinateur il ne fait pqs de tout penser à un 2	

Companion 3	

 4	

3.4.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION PATACHON 5	

Do you know ? 6	

Non 7	

 8	

Did you never see him ? Normally he is in the Windows system; in the configuration 9	

system, when you start a research he appears, he makes movements that you can see 10	

their; in fact he is accompany you. 11	

I have never see him 12	

I will show you where he is, there is him, Einstein and a trombone 13	

I have a trombone, I think. 14	

 15	

For you, is he a Companion ? 16	

Not at all, that let me think on a screen but not of a computer, it is cutted, this is not at 17	

all interesting. 18	

What does it need to be interesting. 19	

Bah, that he talks, when we make a research and loose our direction, that he should 20	

direct the research in order to help us, not just a small dog which takes a book in his 21	

mouth. 22	

It is important that he has a real function. 23	

Yes, not only a function of waiting animation, of company. 24	

For you  25	

 26	

Is it not that what you expects? 27	

Not at all. 28	
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What is for you the best interaction : the speaking or the use of a keyboard to address 1	

you to him? 2	

For me is the speaking better, it is easier and we have the impression to speak to 3	

somebody, we have the impression to progress. When we a keyboard I cannot see the 4	

use of it because it is not adding something. On the contrary, if  we could talk to it and 5	

say: I want that, I don’t know where it could search it, or coming at the end to say, 6	

coming back with a small wallet, I found it more comfortable. 7	

Is the fact to address you to him by speaking will make the relation with him more 8	

easy? 9	

Yes, sure if we can speak to him and he understands everything, will make it easier, 10	

their where by using a keyboard we don’t have the feeling to have a Companion. 11	

 12	

 13	

 14	

 15	

 16	

 17	

 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	
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3.5. ENRICA 1	

 2	

D’abord je présente Enrica en expliquant qu’elle parle mais on ne peut pas s’adresser à 3	

elle par la parole mais qu’elle est capable de comprendre c’est qu’on lui écrit (comme 4	

on l’a vu). Toi qu’est un habitué des personnages virtuels qu’en pense tu ?  5	

Je  n’ai pas très bien compris la façon qu’elle a de bouger la bouche, que ne 6	

corresponde pas aux paroles, à ce qu’elle dit, les yeux qu’elle cligne. C’est sympa, 7	

c’est beau  mais  il y a un problème de synchronisation il faudra qu’en fonction de ce 8	

qu’on a tapé qu’elle accorde l’émotion que va avec, aussi la gestual qu’elle fait, mais 9	

cela peut être sympa qu’en tant qu’enquetrice d’avoir cette image de quelqu'un au lieu 10	

de juste taper avec rien. A la place de juste taper pour epondre à des questions avoir 11	

quelqu'un qui nous pose des questions, c’est sympa j’aime bien. 12	

Avoir une rapport personnel 13	

Oui c’est ca comme s’on avait une personne en face de nous mais il faudra que ses 14	

gestes soient plus associes. 15	

Bon mais cela c’est un problème des machines, dans la réalité elle est syncronisé, mais 16	

toi qu’est un habitué du monde virtuel des personnages virtuels, de personnages de 17	

synthesis, elle est en 2D , c’est un personnage en 2Dimension elle est très plate , est ce 18	

que cella te gêne. 19	

Non cela ne me gene pas, je ne sait pas quand elle a été crée mais à l’epoque la 3D ne 20	

devait pas être très poussé 21	

Elle n’est pas très vielle au fait , elle date de il n’ya pas longtemps mais c’est très 22	

difficile d’avoir des personnages virtuels qu’aillent cette capacité là pour une enquête. 23	

Moi cela ne me dérange pas face à un ordinateur, qu’elle soit en 2D ne me dérange pas.    24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	

 29	

3.5.1  30	
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3.5.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION ENRICA 1	

Let me first present Enrica by explaining that she talks but we cannot address ourselves 2	

to her by talking, but she is capable to understand what we are writing (as we have 3	

seen). You who are used to see virtual personages, what do you think? 4	

 5	

I didn’t understand very well the way she moves her mouth which do not correspond to 6	

the words, to what she is saying, the blinking of her eyes. It is sympathetic, its 7	

beautiful, but there is a problem with the synchronisation; she should, in function what 8	

we have typed, that she lets the emotion correspond with it, also the movements she 9	

makes; but this can be sympathetic as an inquirer to have an image of somebody 10	

instead of typing with nothing. Instead of just typing in order to answer the question, it 11	

is more sympathetic to have somebody who put the questions to you in direct. 12	

 13	

To have a private relation 14	

Yes, it is like that if we have a person in front of you but it is necessary that his 15	

gestures should me more associated. 16	

Right but this is a problem of the machines, in reality they are synchronised, but you 17	

who is adapted to the virtual world of virtual personages, of personages of synthesis, 18	

she is in 2D, it is a personage in 2 Dimension who is very thin; does this embarrass 19	

you? 20	

No it doesn’t embarrass me, I don’t know when she has been created, but at that time 21	

the 3D was not so far. 22	

In fact she is not so old, but it is difficult to have virtual personages which have that 23	

kind of capacity for an inquiry. 24	

I am not embarrassed sitting in front of a computer, either in 2D doesn’t embarrass me.  25	

 26	

 27	

 28	

 29	

 30	

 31	
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3.6. PIVO 2 1	

 2	

Il ne dirige pas la voiture si ? 3	

L’idée c’est qu’il t’aide à conduire 4	

Mais il ne peut pas la piloter ? 5	

Il pourra le faire  dans un cas de danger de ta part, c’est un concept car, donc un car qui 6	

n’existe pas encore, mais dans lequelle on teste des technologies pour faire connaître le 7	

ressenti des gens, moi ce qui m’interesse de savoir, c’est est ce que toi un personnage 8	

comme cela, d’abord est ce que tu voit comment il  fonctionne en fait, regarde il a 9	

posse une question donc  lui il essaye de chercher il te dit la direction : 100 mt droit 10	

puis 200 mt à gauche  11	

Il regarde sa direction 12	

Voilà et après il se retourne pour s’adresser à elle, cela dit dit tu a à cote de sa tête un 13	

écran qui te permet de situer ou qui le permet à lui de te transmettre l’information 14	

parce que tu auras pu lui demander autre chose……… 15	

Ah s’agit comme un GPS  lui il de dirige vers un lieu 16	

Oui mais regarde en fait c’est un tout, c’est une partie de lui qui fait qu’el est ton 17	

ressenti ? 18	

Dans une voiture comme cela ce peut être vachement utile en fait, et on n’auras pas 19	

l’impression comme dans un GPS où il faut taper dessus pour avoir les informations, 20	

ici il suffit de le dire en fait. Et il le trouve en lui disons  en semblent de direction de 21	

regarder à gauche, à droite, la bouche qui parle avec de mouvements, je trouve cela 22	

vachement intéressante. Je trouve très sympa et très attirante pour mettre dans une 23	

voiture. 24	

Est ce que tu trouves cela outil 25	

Oui ce n’est pas comme les GPS actuel, dans lequel avant partir on tape d’où on est , 26	

où on va, puis on suit avec juste une voix qui dit tourner à gauche, tu tourne à gauche 27	

la fois complète avec. Je trouve cela plus utile. 28	

Qu’est que tu trouves utile, le fait que tu puisses t’adresser à lui par la parole 29	
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Par la parole et c’est qu’il a aussi des mouvements la, sa petite tête qui tourne par 1	

example la il a dit droite il a régarde à droite, après il a dit de se mettre à gauche, il a 2	

regarde gauche, puis  il s’est retourné pour parler face aux gens avec la bouche, je 3	

trouve cela vachement bien. 4	

Qu’est que cela t ‘évoque tous ces mouvements qu’il fait qu’ GPS ne peut pas faire 5	

Qu’il cherche au fait 6	

Qu’il répond vraiment à ta demande  7	

Oui , qu’il réponds vraiment à ma demande et qu’il cherche comme là quand il a à dit 8	

100 mt à droite paf il a regarde à droite….. puis il s’et retourné pour j’ai trouvé c’est 9	

las bas. Puis on y vas puis après il se retourne dans l’autre sens pour aller dans l’autre 10	

direction . je trouve cela superbien. 11	

Est ce que par example si tu pouvez lui parler à ton GPS à la plce de taper est ce que 12	

cela te fera le même effet. 13	

Non pas du tout. 14	

Pourquoi c’est quoi qui fera la différence ? 15	

Parce que là on à l’impression d’avoir une tête, d’avoir quelque chose qui nous écoute, 16	

ce n’est pas comme un GPS qui  reste un truc carre juste qui donne les informations 17	

tandis que là alors que là il y des mouvements comme la recherche droite gauche, je 18	

trouve que là ca fait Companion comme s’il ya avait quelqu'un dans la voiture qui nous 19	

aidé. Comme s’on été 2 dans la voiture comme à l’ancienne avec la carte et qui regarde 20	

à droite, qui regarde à gauche ca te donne plus l’impression d’avoir un Companion à 21	

cote de nous. Moi, j’aime bien. Franchement j’aime bien. 22	

….ce n’est pas la peine de te poser la question si cela te fera peur ?  23	

Ca ne me fera pas peur parce qu’il ya comme même le GPS sur le coté, plus la 24	

personne qui nous parle 25	

Au fait si je comprends bien , ce que tu aimes mieux par rapport à un GPS c’est sa 26	

présence 27	

Oui la présence, comme dans ta recheche Companion , pour moi avoir un Companion 28	

dans ma voiture c’est avoir une présence. Une présence comme là qui cherche droite 29	

gauche , qui nous regarde. 30	
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Je pense que dans le pays asiatique dans lesquels ils sont plus pousses sur le 1	

modernisme ca passera mais dans un pays d’europe, ca ne passera pas . Je ne voit pas 2	

mon grand père qui ne sait déjà pas se servir d’un téléphone portable acceptercela dans 3	

sa voiture parce pour lui cela ne sera pas humain cela ne sera que une boite de 4	

conserves et il ya d’autres pays en Europe qui ne seront pas de tout ouverts bien sur je 5	

parle de pratiques pour le personnes âgées , il n’accepteront pas ou alors ils auront 6	

vraiment du mal. 7	

Oui mais tu qui n’est pas une personne âgée est ce que tu l’accepterai ? 8	

Moi oui, tout suite je l’adopte. Ah oui franchement tout je l’adopte, après il faut voir de 9	

plus poussé ce qu’il a à offrir. Mais sur la vidéo le concept j‘adore, moi prends c’est 10	

terrible , terrible ( beaucoup d’enthousiasme) 11	

Bahh ecoute c’est bien 12	

Bahh oui par rapport au petit lapin qui me fait plus penser à quelque chose que ne sert 13	

à rien ca ca sert à quelque chose , là il a une vrai fonction. Surtout quand tu me dit que 14	

c’est pour aider ou prévenir de quoi qui peux se passer dans une voiture, c’est une 15	

fonction utile, que dire trouve moi une radio…. 16	

Ce n’est pas d’un grand intérêt, c’est cela 17	

non  18	

Est ce que la fonction d’un Companion a un rapport avec l’attachement qu’on peut 19	

avoir à lui ? 20	

Ah oui absolument, si on utilise le terme Companion et c’est quelqu'un qu’on a chez 21	

soi entre guillemets même si c’est un truc informatique ou quoi que c’est soit, il faut 22	

qu’il aille un attachement, il faut qu’on aille de choses à partager, qu’on puisse lui dire 23	

des choses, qu’il aille de mouvement qu’il aille de la gestuel. C’est certain que on a 24	

plus envie de parler de parler à ca que à une chose qu’on pose sur une table, on lui 25	

parle il nous réponds, il y a rien quoi. Et là comme même dans la voiture c’est sympa 26	

on n’a pas l’impression de se sentir seul dans la voiture. On est accompagné , donc 27	

c’est sympa, j’adore.  28	

On continue à parler de PIBO2 29	
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Q : Tt à l’heure tu reprochés au lapin le fait qu’il ne bougait pas , qu’il n’aille pas une 1	

interaction de gestuelle avec toi, là cette gestuelle qui te manqué est ce que tu la 2	

retrouves ? 3	

Oui, je la retrouve en regardent quelqu'un c’est comme si on avait la tête de quelqu'un 4	

je trouve cela assez sympa. Cela donne envie. 5	

Et si par exemple ce personnage, il avait un corps et si tu l’avais chez toi dans ton 6	

bureau mais avec les fonctions de Nabaztag, pui tu l’aura aussi trouvé dans ta voiture 7	

comme si c’était un Companion, come si c’était un Companion qui te suit 8	

Alors ca ca sera super parce qu’en fait on l’aura à la maison pour aider à l’ordinateur 9	

ou autre chose, et dans la voiture pour nous aider, ca sera vraiment un Companion, il 10	

sera partout en fait. 11	

Est ce que cela ne dérangera pas qu’a la maison il fasse une chose et que fans la voiture 12	

il fasse une autre  13	

Non cela ne me dérangera pas cela sera comme nous quand on est à la maison on fait 14	

un chose  et lorsque on est dans la voiture on conduit on fait une autre. Il ressamblera 15	

plus à quelqu'un d’humain. Moi cela ne me dérangera pas au contraire 16	

Le fait de pouvoir nous suivre en accomplissant des tâches multiples renfoncera son 17	

coté humain. 18	

Il faudra qu’il aille une vrai personnalité, il faudra quoi ? 19	

Pas forcement une vrai personnalité mais disons qu’il faudra qu’on puisse le choisir 20	

par rapport à ce qu’on cherche dans de formes dans de styles, puis comme quelqu'un 21	

qu’on l’est à la maison, qu’on l’ai dans la voiture, mais bon qu’on ne soit pas tout le 22	

temps dans l’obligation de l’avoir avec nous qu’on puisse entre guillemets le laisser 23	

dans un placard et puis repose toi mon chéri quoi, que ne soit pas quelque chose 24	

de’obligatoire mais quelque chose qu’on peut avoir avec nous et qui t’offre des 25	

services différents mais avec cette possibilité de gestuelle,avec une bouche qui pivote 26	

ca c’est sympa  27	

La il parle du fait que l’objet reprends sa condition d’objet……. 28	

Ca correspond mieux à ton idée de présence en fait 29	
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Oui ca c’est sympa, donc au terme Companion avoir quelqu'un à coté de soi pour nous 1	

aider. Ca c’est cool 2	

 3	

 4	

 5	

 6	

 7	

 8	

 9	

 10	

 11	

 12	

 13	

 14	

 15	

 16	

 17	

 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	
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3.6.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION PIVO 2 1	

He is not directing the car. 2	

The idea is that he helps you to conduct. 3	

 4	

But he is not able to conduct this car. 5	

He could do it in a situation of danger that you created, this is a concept car, so a car 6	

which is not existing but wherein we test the technologies through which we will try to 7	

learn what people can feel. What is interesting me is to know as a person as you: do 8	

you see how he is functioning in fact, so he puts a question and he tries to search and 9	

he says you the direction: 100 m to the right and then 200 m on the left. 10	

He looks to his direction. 11	

And after that he is turning back to address him to her, this means that besides his 12	

heath a screen allows you to situate where he is and to transmit him the information 13	

because you was able to ask him a different thing.  14	

 15	

He acts as a GPS which drive you to a place. 16	

Yes, but look, in fact it is a whole, it is a part of him, who makes that you feel as? 17	

In a car as this, that can be very useful in fact and we will not have the impression as in 18	

a GPS where we have to strike a key to have the information, here you only have to 19	

speak in fact and he will find it by looking to the right and the left, the mouth which 20	

speaks with movements; this is very interesting, sympathetic and attractive to put 21	

inside a car. 22	

Do you find it useful? 23	

Yes, it is not as an actual GPS in which, before we start the engine, we strike a key to 24	

mention where we are and where we go, after that we just follow a voice which says 25	

turn right, left etc… I find this more useful. 26	

 27	

What do you find useful, the fact that you can address you to him by speaking. 28	
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By speaking and also because he has movements, his small head which turns for 1	

example you tell him to go to the right and he turns his head to the right and he turns 2	

himself in front to the persons with whom he is speaking with his mouth, and that I like 3	

very much. 4	

 5	

What does this to you all his movements he make, what a GPS is not able to achieve. 6	

What is he looking for in fact? 7	

 8	

That he really suits your request. 9	

Yes, that he really suits my request and that he looks, when he said 100 m to the left 10	

that he turns his head to the left….and than he turns to you and say I have found it, it is 11	

there. Than we go there and then he turns himself to the other direction to reach an 12	

other goal; this is fantastic. 13	

 14	

If for example you can talk to your GPS instead of striking a key; do this giving you 15	

the same effect? 16	

Not at all.  17	

 18	

Why ? what is the difference ? 19	

Because we have the impression to have a head, to have something which listen to us, 20	

it is not as a GPS which stays an object and gives information, their where he, by his 21	

movements, as the research to go right or left, it is for me more a Companion, as 22	

somebody who is in the car and helps us. It is as we are 2 in the car as by looking in a 23	

map and who tells you how to drive, left, right, so it is more a Companion sitting 24	

besides you. I really like it. 25	

 26	

…it is not necessary to ask you the question if your are afraid ? 27	

That does not afraid me because there is like a GPS near and a person who talks to me. 28	

 29	
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In fact, if I understand it well, what you prefer the most regarding the GPS is his 1	

presence. 2	

 3	

Yes his presence, as your research Companion, for me having a Companion in my car 4	

is having a presence. A presence who looks left and right, who looks at you. 5	

I think that in the Asian countries which are the most far in the field of modernism it 6	

will work, in the European countries it will be much more difficult. I don’t see my 7	

grandfather who is not at all used to the cell telephone will accept this in his car 8	

because for him it will not be human, that will be only a metal box and for other 9	

European countries they will not be open for this idea, sure not for elder persons and 10	

will not accept it. 11	

 12	

Yes but you are not an old person, so will you accept it ? 13	

Me, of course , immediately I will adopt it. After that of course I have to see what he 14	

really can offer me. But on the video I like the concept, I (with great enthusiasm) will 15	

adopt it. 16	

 17	

Yes listen very carefully. 18	

Bah , yes in regard to a small rabbit which let me think on something that is not useful, 19	

this serves something; there you have a real function. Even more when you tell me that 20	

is will be used for helping or what could happen in a car, it is a useful function. 21	

You are not interested , are you ? 22	

No 23	

 24	

The function of a Companion has it a link with the attachment we can have with him ? 25	

Oh yes absolutely, when we use the term Companion and it is somebody who stays 26	

besides you even when it is a computerised item but nevertheless it has to have an 27	

attachment. It is necessary to split things, that we can talk about things, that their will 28	

be movements and gestures. It is sure that we prefer to talk to it than to an object we 29	
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put on the table, we talk to him and he answers. And there, as in the car, it is 1	

sympathetic, we do not feel alone in the car, we are accompanied, so it love it. 2	

 3	

We still speaking about PIBO2 4	

Q: Just before you blamed the rabbit that he was not moving, that he has not gesture 5	

interaction with you, their this gestures what you were missing, did you found them 6	

back? 7	

 8	

Yes, I find it back by looking to somebody, it is like if we had the head of somebody; I 9	

like this. It give me envy. 10	

 11	

And if for example this person had a body and if you had it in your office wilth the 12	

functions of Nabaztag and after that you should have found it in your car as it should 13	

have been a Companion who follows you. 14	

Then it should be fantastic because we should have him in the home to help us with the 15	

computer or other things and in the car to help us to find the way, this would be a 16	

Companion who should be all over the places. 17	

 18	

 19	

Will it not disturb you that in the house he is doing different things than in the car ? 20	

Not at all, it will be as ourselves; in the house we are doing one thing and in the car we 21	

drive and do another thing. He will resembles more to a human. I will not be disturbed 22	

by that, on the contrary. 23	

 24	

The fact that he can follow us by doing different tasks will reinforce his  human side. 25	

 26	

He needs to have a real personality ; what  he needs to have? 27	

Not necessary a real personality but let us say that we can choose him in regard on 28	

what we are looking for in the forms and styles, as somebody to have in the house, in 29	
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the car, but not always be obliged to have it always with you and for exemple that we 1	

can lay it on the table and say, please sleep a little bit, that is should not be an 2	

obligation but that can give you different services but with a possibility of gestures, 3	

and with a moving mouth, etc…. that is sympathetic. 4	

 5	

Their he speaks about the fact that the object takes over his condition as an object… 6	

 7	

In fact that suits more to your idea of presence. 8	

Yes this is sympa, so in a term of Companion, having somebody near to you to help 9	

you, this is cool. 10	

 11	

 12	

 13	

 14	

 15	

 16	

 17	

 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	

 29	

 30	

 31	
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3.7. NIKE-IPOD 1	

 2	

L’ipod gère maintenant énormément des choses et c’est terrible mais  par contre ca 3	

reste comme avec c’est concept là avec Nike qu’une chose utile pour le sport ou pour 4	

les le sportif, ce n’est pas un Companion. C’est vrai que les dernières tu peut regarder 5	

la télé maintenant, faire des jeux vidéo que tu peux faire plein des choses, mais ce n’est 6	

pas un Companion. 7	

Alors  donc une fonction tout seule aussi intéressante soit elle pour la technologie  ne 8	

suffit pas pas pour faire un Companion  9	

Ah non comme le truc là , c ‘est super pour savoir son niveau sportifs, ses 10	

performances c’est superbe en fait, il n’y a plus besoin d’avoir les capteurs cardiaques 11	

sur soi, on peux avoir les trucs sur le chaussure pour savoir la distance qu’on a courut, 12	

c’est super mais cela reste vraiment sportif. Ce n’est pas un truc dont on a l’utilité tout 13	

les jours, quoi. 14	

Don pour toi un Companion doit avoir une double fonction, une fonction utilitaire plus 15	

une fonction de compagnie. 16	

Oui, c’est cela mais dans ce registre là ,je trouve outil mais ce n’est pas un Companion. 17	

La utilité ne suffit pas ? 18	

La utilité ne suffit pas, j’aime bien ce concept mais pas de toute comme l’image d’un 19	

Companion. 20	

Par contre ipod  par exemple il gère tout c’est énorme pour un i-pod 21	

Est ce que ipod tu le considères comme un Companion. 22	

Non, pour moi c’est un objet intelligent c’est un baladeur, c’est tout comme l’iphone 23	

qu’ils ont fait à l’imitation de l’ipod c’est super practique mais il  fait presque oublier 24	

la fonction téléphone. J’aime bien mais cela reste un baladeur, cela reste un MP3 cela 25	

ne sera jamais un Companion. Meme si àl  ’heure actuelle les gens qu’ils ont ils 26	

peuvent presque pas s’en passer mais, ce n’est pas un Companion , ce n’est pas 27	

quelqu'un a qui on peux parler. 28	

Un Companion il faut que tu lui parles ? 29	
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Oui on doit pouvoir lui parler,on doit pouvoir avoir de la gestuelle, même si c’est de la 1	

3D en relief, q pqrler u’on posse quelque part qu’elle puisse nous diriger , nous parler, 2	

la cela reste un truc plat qu’on met dans sa poche. C’est un objet tout simplement.   3	

   4	

 5	

 6	

 7	

 8	

 9	

 10	

 11	

 12	

 13	

 14	

 15	

 16	

 17	

 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	
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3.7.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION NIKE IPOD 1	

 2	

L’Ipod manage a lot of things actually and this is terrible, but on the other hand it stay 3	

as a concept with Nike, useful for the sport or the sportsmen, it is not a Companion. It 4	

is true that you can see those sportsmen on television actually, playing video games 5	

that you manage to do a lot of things; but this is not a Companion. 6	

 7	

So, such an interesting function for the technology is not sufficient enough to make a 8	

Caompanion. 9	

No such as it is there, it is super to know his sportive level, his performances; it is not 10	

necessary anymore to have cardiologic adapter on you, you can have items on your 11	

shoes to know the distance that we have run; this is super but it stays really as sportive. 12	

It is not an item that we can use daily.  13	

 14	

So, for you a Companion needs to have a double function, one is utility and the other is 15	

presence. 16	

Yes, but in this register I see it as a useful item but not as a Companion. 17	

 18	

The utility is not  enough ? 19	

No it is not enough , I like the concept but not as an image of a Companion. 20	

 21	

Do you consider an Ipod as a Companion ? 22	

 23	

No, for me it is an intelligent item; it’s a walkman; its similar to the Iphone by making 24	

an imitation of the Ipod; its really very practical but you nearly forget the phone 25	

function. I like it but its stays a walkman, an MP3 but never a Companion. Even now, 26	

the persons who have one cannot miss it but it is not a Companion; it is not somebody 27	

to whom we can talk. 28	

Un Companion il faut que tu lui parles ? 29	
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A Companion should be somebody to whom you can speak ? 1	

Yes, it is necessary that you can talk to him, that he has different gestions even if this is 2	

a 3D in relief, somebody from whom we can suppose that he can direct us, talk to us; 3	

now it stays as a flat object that we put in our pocket. It is simply an object. 4	

 5	

 6	

 7	

 8	

 9	

 10	

 11	

 12	

 13	

 14	

 15	

 16	

 17	

 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	
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3.8. HAL 1	

 2	

J’explique qui’etait Hal dans le cadre du film : tu est face à un ordinateur qui a les 3	

capacités qu’on imaginé parfaites pour un ordinateur , c’est à dire qu’il parle tu peux 4	

interagir avec lui par la parole et il a de tas de fonctions qui lui permettent de faire une 5	

gestion pour toi, là tu voit il a des écrans, Hal était un gestionnaire. Dans cette logique 6	

là – celle du film – la Terre était gére par des ordinateurs, l’idée du (ce morceau du 7	

film) est que la Terre disparaît parce que les ordinateurs se révoltent un jour. Donc à 8	

partir de cette idée on a ce clip dans lequel Hal dit tu sais tu te rappelés quan cela est 9	

arrivé etc, il dit oui mais c’était un bug on ne nous a pas programme pour cela, et voilà 10	

pourquoi on c’est révolté, je me sens mieux de te le dire maintenant. 11	

Oui il a des sentiments il peux avoir des secrets, de la franchise de tout quoi 12	

, donc c’est vrai que ca pouvait arriver cela donc des robots que soient à l’image d’un 13	

humain seulement que derrière c’était une machine tout simplement. 14	

OUI, voilà, alors que que cela peut t’evoquer donc tu avait HAL dans ton ordinateur tu 15	

ferais quoi ? 16	

Je ne sais pas franchement, est ce que je lui ferait confiance au début ou est ce que cela 17	

me fera peur, je ne sais pas, je ne peut pas te dire mais cela pourrait être super outil en 18	

fait  comment faire les comptes que pourront être fait par les robot et mieux gérés que 19	

par nous parce qu’ils saurant plus facilement comment faire et comment le faire bien 20	

para rapport à nous que devon faire de recherches et tout , cela pourrait être sympa par 21	

contre au démarrage, oui faire confiance soit doit être quelque chose d’assez difficil. 22	

De tout donner, «  donner sa vie à un robot » parce que nous en étant humain si’on doit 23	

lui donner tout pour qu’il puise le faire c’est un peu donner sa vie son argent tout et 24	

savoir s’il va pas bogger ou faire des erreurs 25	

Qu’est ce qu’il va faire avec tout cela quoi  26	

Qu’est ce qu’il va faire et comment il va le faire, et le jour qu’il nya plus de robot 27	

comment nous on fait 28	

Est ce que son allure tel qu’elle est t’intimide ou t’impressione 29	
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Non ce n’est pas impressionant mais par rapport au film, c’est à la image de ce qu’il 1	

pensaient. Cela resté comme même cela et on ne savait pas quelle robot pouvait 2	

devenir plus évolutif que cela 3	

Mais la cela est un ordinateur en fait 4	

Oui , son look ne me dérange pas cela fait pense rà la NASA dans les films, à tout ces 5	

trucs là dans lequel  il y a des grands écrans 6	

Si tu avais cela en forme d’écran cela ne te fera pas peur 7	

Non pas peur, en tout cas pas le look  8	

Mai tu auras du mal à lui faire confiance si je comprends bien 9	

Je pense qu’a début oui, il faudra que je voit tout ce qu’il est capable d’offrir comme 10	

humain que doit gagner ma confiance, après je peux lui faire complètement confiance, 11	

mais au début je pense que cela doit être assez compliqué de tout lui donner puis de 12	

dire vas si fait le moi mon ami et si tu as un problème tu m’appelle… 13	

Pour toi il y a donc un processus d’adoption tu as besoin de l’adopter 14	

Oui comme tout simplement un amie , ou qu’on rencontre quelqu'un apprendre à le 15	

connaitre , voir ce qu’il est capable de faire pour après lui faire entièrement confiance. 16	

 17	

 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	
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3.8.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION HAL 1	

 2	

I explained who was Hal in the movie set: you are in front of a computer which we 3	

suppose has the perfect capacities for a computer, this means that he talks, you can 4	

interact verbally with him and he has a lot of functions which allows him to do the 5	

management for you; their you can see that their you have screens. Hal was a manager. 6	

In this logic – this of the movie – the Earth was managed by computers; the idea (this 7	

part of the movie) is that the Earth is disappearing because the computers start to revolt 8	

during one day. So from that idea on we have the clips in which Hal says: do you 9	

remember when that happened, etc…he answers yes but it was a bug and we are not 10	

programmed for that, and see this was the reason we revolt; I feel much better now by 11	

telling you this. 12	

Yes he has sentiments, he can have secrets, a franc thinking of all, so it is through that 13	

this could happen namely robots which seems being human but behind the screen it 14	

was simply a machine. 15	

 16	

Yes, so if you should have the presence of mind that you should have HAL in your 17	

computer ; what should you do ? 18	

I really don’t know; should I trust him in the beginning or should I be afraid of him, I 19	

don’t know; I cannot tell you but it could be a fantastic tool in fact for example, 20	

keeping the books by a robot and this should be better managed because he should 21	

know more easy how to do it good in regard to us, because we have to make researches 22	

for everything and it could be sympathetic at the beginning, yes but giving confidence 23	

can be a very difficult matter. 24	

Giving it all “giving his life to a robot” , because being human, giving him all so that 25	

he will be able to do this, is giving a little bit our life, our money, all of it and knowing 26	

that he will not making errors or bug. 27	

 28	

What will he do with all this? 29	

What and how he will do it, and the day that robots do not exist anymore, how will we 30	

manage this? 31	
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 1	

Does his allure as it is impress or intimate you ? 2	

No, it is not impressive in regard to the movie, it is the image of what he thought. It 3	

stays in any case like this and we didn’t knew which robot could become more 4	

evolutive than that. 5	

 6	

But this in fact is a computer 7	

Yes, his look doesn’t embarrass me; this let me think on the NASA in the movies with 8	

all their tricks on the large screens. 9	

 10	

If you should have this in a form of a screen you should not be afraid. 11	

No, no fear, in any case not its look. 12	

 13	

But it will be difficult for you to trust him if I understand it well. 14	

I think yes in the beginning; it should be important that I can see everything what he 15	

can offer as a human who has to earn my confidence, after that I can give him my full 16	

confidence, but in the beginning I think that it is relatively complicated to h  17	

But it will be difficult for you to give confidence if I understand it good? 18	

I think that in the beginning yes, I need to see everything to what he is capable to offer 19	

as a human who has to gain my confidence; after that I can give him full confidence 20	

but in the beginning I think that it is really complex to give him this confidence and 21	

then tell him you can go my friend and when you have a problem you can phone me… 22	

So for you their is a process of adoption, you need to adopt it ? 23	

Yes, it is as simple as a friend or that we encounter somebody that we learn to know, 24	

see to what he is capable to realise for giving him afterwards my full confidence. 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	
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4. Farida , 38 years old professeur d’anglais à l’Institut des Sciences 1	

Politiques, 2 teenagers 14 & 16 years. 2	

 3	

4.1. NABAZTAG 4	

Je complémente la présentation de Nabaztag en mettant en avance le fait que : 5	

• il peut se connecter sur internet mais pas besoin de clavier, interface vocal 6	

• il peut aussi donner d’autre services : prévenir qu’un email est arrivé, mais c’est 7	

un objet appart qui n’est pas dans l’ordinateur qui est ailleurs 8	

Comment tu le perçois ? est que tu auras un … 9	

Je trouve qu’il peut plaire, il est sympathique c’est un lapin in évoque le peluche avec 10	

un logiciel une peluche assez outil et parlent et de plus informatise. Pourquoi pas cela 11	

sera un gadget assez sympathique lumineux, il n’a pas l’air très volumineux, il est 12	

discret mais il me fait office comme de la souris de l’ordinateur, lui il sera le lapin de 13	

l’ordinateur je le verrai sous cette angle à comme un complément. Comme un 14	

accessoire de l’ordinateur mais un peu plus personnalisé outil parce qu’il n’est pas 15	

nécessairement rattaché à l’ordinateur il peux être à coté. 16	

Est ce que toi tu n’auras un , est ce que l’interface vocale te semble plus facile 17	

Oui, parce que avec la voix l’ordre est immédiat, la communication est immédiate, puis 18	

visiblement il exécute assez rapidement aussi. Puis on a l’impression de qu’il ne va pas 19	

bogger.L’ordinateur on manipule difficelement parce qu’on a l’impression qu’il ya 20	

mille et une choses alors que avec Nbaztag on a l’impression qu’il nous facilite la 21	

tache, à le vois comme cela on à l’impression que ce n’est pas quelqu'un qui va nous 22	

causer beaucoup des soucis. 23	

So allure te convient 24	

Oui, il est sympathique c’est un lapin, il ressamble au fantôme d’halloween mais avec 25	

des oreilles. 26	

Est que tu arriveras à dire qu’il a une personnalité ? 27	

Non, honnêtement non, pour moi il ressemble à la souris de l’ordi  28	

Pour toi c’est plus un objet 29	
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Oui, mais par contre la souris de l’ordi, est plus objet que c’est lapin celui là est plutôt 1	

lapin, il est plus personnalisé mais il reste un objet. 2	

Nabaztag n’arrive pas à avoir à avoir une vraie personnalité mais c’est plus qu’un 3	

simple objet. 4	

Est ce que tu le placeras dans le Companion ou pas, est ce que tu pourras le considérer 5	

un Companion dans le sens de l’affection 6	

Certainement plus qu’une souris d’un clavier, plus qu’Hall en tout les cas 7	

Par rapport à Aibo beaucoup moins, parce que le fait de communiquer avec lui par la 8	

voix…..montre qu’il exécute un peu trop facilement, il y a une idée d’objet qui exécute 9	

nos ordres, c’est à dire qu’on a programmé cette ordre là et qu’il est programmé pour 10	

l’exécuter, alors que pour Aibo on a moins ce sentiment de fait que lui (Nabaztag) reste 11	

sur une table alors qu’Aibo peut bouger, il a un espace beaucoup plus important on 12	

peut le faire évoluer un peu dans toutes le pièces 13	

Hiérarchie des objets investis par les nouvelle technologies 14	

Tu veut dire que l’échange n’est pas le même, lui tu li donne une ordre il s’exécute, 15	

Aibo il s’exécute sur tes ordres – ce que tu lui apprends 16	

Oui bien sur il y a un échange, c’est pour te faire plaisir qu’il le fait alors qu’ici –pour 17	

Nabaz – c’est une fonction. C’est pour te faciliter la tâche t’auras pu appuyer sur une 18	

touche pour le faire. 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	

 29	
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4.1.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION 1	

 2	

I complete the presentation of Nabaztag by giving the following aspects : 3	

he can be connected to Internet but do not need a keyboard, vocal interface; 4	

 he can give other services: inform you that you have received an e-mail, but is is an 5	

object which is out of the computer, which is somewhere else. 6	

 7	

How do you perceive it ?  Will you have a…. 8	

I think that he can attract me, he is sympathetic, it is a rabbit which exhorts a fur with 9	

software, a fur which is useful, speaks and even more because it is computerized. Why 10	

should it not be a sympathetic lightened gadget, he do not seems to be large, he is 11	

discrete but he is as the mouse and the computer. He will be the rabbit of the computer; 12	

I will see him as a compliment to it. As an accessory of the computer but a little bit a 13	

more personalized object because he is not necessary connected to the computer, he 14	

can be laying aside. 15	

 16	

Will you have one ; do you think that the vocal interface is easier to you ? 17	

Yes, because with a voice the order is more direct; the communication is immediately, 18	

than visible and execute it really quick. Then we have the impression that he will not 19	

move. The computer is not easy to manipulate because we have the impression that we 20	

have thousand and more things their that with Nabaztag we have the impression that he 21	

helps us with our tasks by his voice, so that he gives us the impression that he will not 22	

create problems to us 23	

 24	

Does his  allure suits you ? 25	

Yes, he is sympathetic, it is a rabbit, he resembles on a haloween ghost but with ears. 26	

 27	

Did you dear to say that he has a personality. 28	

No, honestly not, for me he resembles to a mouse of the computer. 29	
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For you it is more an object ? 1	

Yes, but on the contrary the mouse of the computer is more an object than a rabbit, 2	

which is more a rabbit, more personalized, but he stays an object. 3	

Nabaztag is not able to have a real personality, it is mostly  a simple object. 4	

 5	

Do you put it as a Companion or not ; could you consider it as a Companion in the 6	

sense of affection ? 7	

Of course, more than a mouse of a keyboard, more than Hall in any case. 8	

In relation to Aibo much less, because the fact to communicate with him by the 9	

voice….shows that he executes it a little more easier, there is an idea of object which 10	

executes our orders, meaning that we have programmed this order and that he is 11	

programmed to execute them, there where in regards to Aibo we have less this 12	

sentiment than him (Nabaztag) stays on the table their where Aibo can move. There is 13	

a larger space; we can let him move in all the rooms. 14	

 15	

Hierarchy of the invested objects by the new technologies ? 16	

You want to say that the exchange is not the same, him you give him an order and he 17	

executes it, Aibo executes what you orders him, what you learn him. 18	

Yes, of course there is an exchange; it is to suit you that he is doing it, their where for 19	

Nabaz it is a function. In order to make it easier to you you could push a button to do 20	

this task. 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	

 29	
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4.2. AIBO 1	

 2	

Je le perçois comme un robot, comme un jouet aussi, comme un petit toutou à qui on 3	

mis une pile et qu’arrive à réagir, avec qui on peut jouer effectivement, mais je le 4	

perçois comme un jouet pour les enfants en fait., un jouet sophistique 5	

Mais est tu toi t’auras un par exemple ? 6	

Moi je n’aurais pas un , j’aurais préféré un vrai toutou, mais je peux comprendre 7	

pourquoi au Japon on peut avoir ce genre de Companion étant donné les contraintes 8	

qu’on a à vivre en appartement, tout les contraintes qu’on a pour sortir un chien alors 9	

que là c’est commode on peux jouer avec, on est sur place on a forcément beaucoup 10	

moins de contraintes. 11	

Il ne me rebute pas , je le trouve sympathiques , il me rappelle un jouet que j’avais 12	

donné à mes filles quand elles étés petites……  13	

Je le trouve sophistique parce qu’il arrive à faire plus des choses en étant un robot. 14	

Il ne me rebute pas , j’ai une certaine sympathie mais pas au point d’en avoir un chez 15	

moi.  Mais s’on me donné un peut être que je m’attacherai, car je l’ai vu que sur écran, 16	

ce n’est pas pareil que le voir ici sur place.   17	

 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	

 29	
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4.2.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION AIBO 1	

I conceive her as a robot, also as a toy, as a small bear to whom we put a battery and 2	

which will be able to move, with what we can play effectively, but in fact I percieve 3	

her as a toy for the children…a sophisticated toy. 4	

But you, will you have one ? 5	

I will not have one,  I would prefer to have a real Nounou, but I can understand that in 6	

Japan we can have this kind of Companion because the restrictions we have to live in 7	

an small apartment, to let your dog out and here to have a nounou with whom you can 8	

play without going out, so much less restrictions. 9	

It is not boring me, I feel it sympathetic, it remembers me a toy that I gave to my your 10	

daughters.  11	

I feel it sophisticated because it can do things by being a robot. 12	

 13	

 14	

 15	

 16	

 17	

 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	
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4.3. IFBOOT 1	

 2	

Moi je le trouve touchant, par  rapport à cette relation qu’existe entre lui et les 3	

personnes âges. On voit bien cette interaction entre lui et les personnes âgées, puis ce 4	

sourire, cette illumination qui se dessiné dans le visage de ces personnes donc il est 5	

aussi bien reçu de l’autre coté. Bon maintenat si en Europe on peut avoir des ifboot, 6	

c’est peut être quelque chose qui va arriver dans le milieu hospitalier peut être mais 7	

cela demander un grand changement de mentalité. 8	

……ce robot qui pense, qui communique, fait appel à des chose très simples , je pense 9	

qu’il tiendra pour des personnes âgées ou de jeunes enfants.  …… cela peut 10	

fonctionner pour les ersonnes âgée parce qu’ils sont dans une certaine solitud, de l’age, 11	

de la viellese, celle de ne plus avoir une famille autour de soi pour s’en occuper qui 12	

nous preocupe et qu’il nous prend du temps, là ils sont le temps de prendre le temps et 13	

le robot aussi. 14	

Je trouve que les mouvements de la bouche lui donnent une dimension plus humaine 15	

par rapport à Aibo qui était plus un chien de compagnie, alors que Ifboot je le voit 16	

comme un robot a de qualités humaines car il peut chantes, il peut danser, il peut 17	

provoquer le sourire come pourront faire les personnes 18	

Est que tu penses que si ces technologies étaient très limités, par exemple s’il pouvait 19	

parler mais peu par exemple s’il avait juste une dizaine de phrases est que tu croit qu’il 20	

pourra avoir une relation à long terme avec des personnes âgées ou avec de jeunes 21	

enfants ? 22	

Je pense que cela va dépendre de l’exigence de la personne en face, si c’est ponctuel, 23	

évidement toute une journée à dire10 phrases  sera laissant à la fin car en tant 24	

qu’humain on a des exigences, des nuances , si l’on veut de long term , il faudra lui 25	

fournir plus de mots, lui donner plus d’expressions. 26	

 27	

 28	

 29	

 30	

 31	

 32	
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4.3.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION IFBOOT 1	

I feel it sentimental in regard to the relation which exists between it and the older 2	

people. We can really see the interaction between them, than this laugh, this 3	

illumination which appears on the face of those persons, as good perceived from one 4	

side as the other. So if in Europe we can have ifboot, it will be maybe become 5	

something that will be introduced in the hospitals, but this will request a big change 6	

in mentality. 7	

 8	

This robot which think, which communicate, which let us appeal to small things, I 9	

thinks that it will be very functional for older persons and kids, because they are 10	

having a feeling of solitude, of age, of not having a family around them to help them, 11	

who takes time; there the have the time to take the time and the robot as well. 12	

 13	

I find that the movements of his mouth gives it a more human dimension than Aibo 14	

which was more a companion dog, their where Ifboot I see it as a robot with human 15	

qualities because it can sing, dance, laugh as real persons can do. 16	

Do you think that if those technologies were very limited, for example if he could 17	

speak but very little, for example being able only to say 10 sentences, do you think he 18	

could have a long standing relation with older persons or with children? 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	

 28	

 29	

 30	

 31	

 32	
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4.4. SAMUELA 1	

 2	

Elle est complexe, autant pour les autres c’est des choses assez claires entre le noir et 3	

le blanc ici on se trouve entre le nuances de couleur. 4	

D’abord son aspect parce à part ces yeux on pourra la prendre pour un personnage 5	

véritable parce elle est très proche, elle très réel alors qu’elle est forcement virtuel mais 6	

elle est très réel mise à part les yeux prace que elle a un regard qui rappelle mes 7	

aveugles. Mais je la trouve très convainquant et de plus elle interagit,  c’est un 8	

Companion qui fait prouve d’émotion que nous dit de faire attention que nous donne 9	

des conseil. Elle est vraiment en interaction avec l’autre, voilà une Companion doté 10	

des valeur humaines, d’émotions humaines. On est dans un domaine bien précis bien 11	

spécifique, là on est dans le domaine culinaire et de la santé. Il est évident que si l’on 12	

lui demande de réagir sur le sport ou sur les langues ; elle n’est pas programmé pour, 13	

on sait bien à qui on a à faire et dans quel domaine 14	

Q : et si est ce qu’elle le faisait est que cela te gênera  15	

Non, parce que elle répond à tes attitudes que  vraisemblable et réaliste. 16	

Q : Est ce que tu lui feras confiance 17	

Je pense qu’au vu des donnes que on lui donne, oui je lui ferai confiance, oui elle 18	

m’inspire confiance. 19	

Q : est ce qu’elle t’inspire plus confiance que Enrica par exemple qu’est en 2D  20	

Oui, parce que Enrica est beaucoup plus virtuel qu ‘elle 21	

Q : ce que te plait dans Samuela est son coté réel 22	

Oui et sa façon de réagir. Parce que elle reagit par rapport à une donné quon lui 23	

apporte, en l’occurrence si c’est un repas avec beaucoup de calories on va grossir ou 24	

elle va le dire au lapin etc. 25	

Elle a un avis. Dans le cas d’Enrica elle te demande des information et l’on ne sait pas 26	

où elle vont ces informations, alors que samuela fait office de conseillaire  27	

 28	

 29	
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4.4.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION SAMUELA 1	

 2	

She is complex, as well for the others ; this are things relatively clear between the 3	

black and the white, here we find the colour nuances. 4	

 5	

First his aspect of the fact that besides his eyes we could take him as a real person, 6	

because he is so close, so real, that he is for sure virtual, but he is very real, besides the 7	

fact of the eyes, because he has a look which remember me the blind persons. But it is 8	

very much convincing and the more he is interacting, he is a Companion who proves to 9	

have emotions, who tells us to take care, go gives us advices. He is really in interaction 10	

with the other, so a Companion  who has human values, human emotions. We are now 11	

in a very precise and specific field, where we are in the culinary and health sector. It is 12	

evident that when we ask him to react to sport or to languages, he is not programmed 13	

for it, but we know very well to whom we are dealing and in what field.  14	

(Q) and if he does this and it would disturb you ? 15	

No because she is responding to your attitudes which  are real and realistic. 16	

(Q) You could give him your confidence. 17	

I think in regard to the things we attribute him I would give him confidence, yes he 18	

give me confidence. 19	

(Q) does he inspires you more confidence than Erica for example which is in 2D?. 20	

Yes, because Enrica is much more virtual than her 21	

(Q) what  you like in Samuel is her sence of reality. 22	

Yes and her way to react . Because she is reacting  regarding to the things we brings 23	

her, it is obvious that if it should be a diner with rich of calories that you will take 24	

weight or that she will tell it to the rabbit, etc 25	

She has a meaning. In the case of Enrica she is asking you informations and we do not 26	

know where these information will go, their where Samuela’s function is more the one 27	

as a counsellor 28	

 29	
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 1	

 2	

 3	

 4	

 5	

 6	

 7	
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4.5. PATACHON 1	

 2	

C’est le nom qui me plait je trouve qu’il a une bonne consonance, il a un nom qui 3	

provoque de l’affection envers ce personnage. Je trouve qu’il ya une bonne 4	

compatibilité entre le non et le toutou. 5	

Mais on ne peut pas interagir avec lui il est mécanique , il a une fonction très limité, 6	

……….il est sympathique mais sans plus. 7	

Est ce que tu penses que le nom Companion – dans ce cas Patachon- est importante par 8	

rapport à la relation qu’il aura avec con propriétaire ? 9	

Certainement, est ce que c’est parce que c’est un nom français ?il y aussi la 10	

consonance du nom le nom Patachon me parle certainement pour les japonais  Aibo 11	

sera plus parlant.Pour moi Patachon c’est un Companion de l’écran comme un dessin 12	

animé, c’est un personnage fictif. 13	

 14	

 15	

 16	

 17	

 18	

 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	
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4.5.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION PATACHON 1	

 2	

It is the name that I like, it has a good consonance, it has a name which procure an 3	

affection regarding that person. I find that their is a good compatibility with the name 4	

and the Nounou. 5	

But we cannot interact with it because it is mechanic; it has a very limited function…it 6	

is sympathetic and nothing more. 7	

Do you think that the name Companion – in this case Patachon- is important in relation 8	

to his owner. 9	

Absolutely, is it because it is a French name? The name Patachon has not the same 10	

consonance for the Japanese; Aibo will be more appropriated. For me, Patachon is a 11	

Companion of the screen as a cartoon, it is a fictive person 12	

 13	

 14	

 15	

 16	
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 18	
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 28	
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4.6. ENRICA 1	

D’abord est ce que tu accepterais de faire une enquete grâce à un personnage virtual 2	

comme celui là 3	

Oui cela ne me rebuterai pas à condition que cela reste bien sur une enquete sur de 4	

programmes bien précis. Je trouve le personnage avenant avec une voix humaine qui 5	

est rassurant mais c’est dommage il ya ce décalage entre l’expression du visage de ce 6	

personnage et la voix qu’elle produit. Il ya un grand décalage qui nuit beaucoup à sa 7	

sympathie et à l’interaction. Si aujourd’hui il y a ce décalage de ce personnage, je crois 8	

qu’il, sera très difficile de réaliser cette enquête, pour moi en tout cas. Cela sera très 9	

fatigante comme lorsque on regarde un film et on rencontre ce genre de problèmes. 10	

Ca la désert en fait  mais le personnage en tant que tel ne te derange 11	

Non , elle me rappelle un personnage de manga, on est déjà beaucoup plus dans le 12	

dessin animé. 13	

Est ce que si elle avait une autre fonction que ne sera pas celle d’enquêtrice par 14	

exemple s’elle était dans ton ordinateur, et elle s’adresse à toi elle te posse de 15	

questions, est ce que le fait d’être tel un personnage de bande dessiné te plaire. 16	

Est ce que tu le feras confiances 17	

Il faudra que je sache qu’elle est sa fonction pour lui faire confiance, si elle intervient 18	

partout en posant de question je me demanderai le pourquoi des choses, qui abrite elle 19	

et à qui donne tel ces informations. Je me méfierais parce que je me dirai que elle reste 20	

un personnage de l’ordinateur qu’est commandé par un esprit invisible, donc un esprit 21	

humain , tout dépend de l’usage qu’on va faire de nous réponses par rapport à elle. 22	

Donc enquêtrice de quelque chose de bien précis je veux bien mais qu’elle intervienne 23	

partout et pour tout je reste sceptique   24	

Cela veut dire qu’elle ne pourra pas être ton Companion personnel par example  25	

Cela dépends dans quel domaine, si je lui demande de me chercher des informations 26	

sur un exposé par exemple et pendant que je tape sur l’ordinateur elle lance ses 27	

recheches puis elle reviens avec la réponse pourquoi pas mais c’est moi qui lui 28	

demandera d’enquêter. Ce ne sera pas elle que lancera l’enquête, je me sentirai plus 29	

allese, parce que je sentirai que c’est moi qui tiens le commandes.  30	
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Tu voudras avoir la maitrise de ce qu’elle fait. Est ce que avoir la maitrise de ce qu’un 1	

Companion fait c’est important. 2	

Oui absolument. Je pense que c’est important dans les 2 sens parce un Companion qui 3	

fait n’importe quoi alors qu’on ne le lui à pas demandé, je trouve que ca bouge quelque 4	

part. Le logiciel  ne fonctionne pas, autonome. Un Companion qui sera complètement 5	

indépendant  oui je ne me fais pas d’illusion nous sommes encore loin Donc cela 6	

m’inquieterai s’il faissait à sa tête ce qu’il veut à n’importe quel moment, cela 7	

m’inquieterai beaucoup pare que je ne comprendrais pas. Parce qu’il ne s’agit pas de 8	

dominer, il s’agit d’un echange, je lui demande une information,  par rapport à me 9	

demande il cherche s’il ne trouve pas il peut le dire. 10	

Il ne trouve pas ca va je respect l’autonomie du Companion. 11	

Est ce que dans ce sens il est essential que le Companion ai une fonction ou pas  12	

Je pense qu’il faut déterminer cette fonction , même s’il en a plusieurs , il peut en avoir 13	

plusieurs mais à condition que les choses soient claires comme entre les être 14	

humains….. 15	

Pour moi on peux avoir plusieurs Companions à qui on distribue plusieurs fonctions ou 16	

un même Companion peut avoir plusieurs fonctions predéterminés. 17	

Quand tu dit plusieurs Companions tu imagines cela ? Est ce que le fait de exercer 18	

plusieurs taches ne le fera pas être plus proche de toi ? 19	

C’est certain, je cité cela juste comme un example, soit on cree une société de 20	

Companion à l’echelle humaine parce qu’on veux se constituer une entreprise avec 21	

diverses functions parce que un Companion ne peut pas tout faire, ou alors on a le 22	

Companion à tout faire, le Companion passe partout , SOS Companions pour tout 23	

Information on peut faire cette formule là.  24	

Et cela ne te fera pas peur ? 25	

Non puisque si c’est moi qui sollicite son aide 26	

Donc si je comprends bien à partir de moment où tu as définît ses taches cela ne te 27	

posera pas de problème. 28	

Non non  on touche là aux problèmes de la liberté informatique que on ne se leurre pas 29	

un Companion reste informatique du domaine informatique. 30	
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4.6.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION ENRICA 1	

 2	

First of all, would you accept to make an inquiry with the help of a virtual person as 3	

this one ? 4	

Yes, this will not disturb me as long that it is an inquiry on very precise programs. I 5	

find the related person with a human voice which is confident to me, but it is a pity that 6	

we have this time difference between  the person and the voice of that person. There is 7	

a big time difference and damages a lot to his sympathy and to the interaction. If today 8	

there is that time difference of this person, I think that it will be very difficult to realize 9	

this inquiry, for me in any case. It will be very tired as when we look to a movie and 10	

wherein we encounter this kind of problems.  11	

 12	

Does this person disturbs you as he is? 13	

No, he remembers me a person of manga; we are already much more in a cartoon. 14	

 15	

When she should have an other function that this of a enquirer for example, if she 16	

should be in your computer and she speaks to you and ask you some questions; does 17	

the fact that such a person in a cartoon could please you? 18	

Should you gave her your confidence?  19	

It is important that I should know her function before giving her my confidence ; when 20	

she intervene everywhere by asking questions I should ask why she is asking these 21	

things, to whom she will give these information. I should have suspicions because I 22	

should think that she stays a person of the computer which is commanded by an 23	

invisible ghost, so a human ghost, and everything will depend on the use we will have 24	

on the answers regarding to her. 25	

So, enquirer of something very precise, I accept but if she intervenes everywhere and 26	

for everything I will stay sceptic. 27	

That means that she cannot be your personal Companion for example. 28	

That depends in which field, if I ask her to look for information on a subject and that 29	

during the time I am working on my computer she is starting her research, and coming 30	
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back to me with her answer, why not but it will be me who asks her to inquire. It will 1	

not be her who starts the inquiry, I will feel me more at ease because I will feel that I 2	

have the commands. 3	

 4	

You want to have the control of what she is doing. Is the fact to have the control of 5	

what a Companion is doing, is important to you? 6	

Yes absolutely. I think that it is important in the 2 senses because a Companion who do 7	

things without being asked for, is not good. The software is not working on a 8	

autonomous way. A Companion who will be completely independent, yes I don’t have 9	

illusions because we are far away, so it should alarm me that he should do what he 10	

likes because I should not understand it. It is not the fact of domination, it should be an 11	

exchange; I am asking information and in regard of that request he is searching and if 12	

he do not find it he can say it. 13	

When he is not finding it, it’s not necessarily a problem. 14	

 15	

In this way, do you think that a Companion should have a function or not? 16	

I think that you should define this function, even when you have different ones the 17	

things should be clear as like for human beings… 18	

For me you can have a lot of Companions to whom you distribute different functions 19	

or even one Companion who can have different predeterminated functions. 20	

When you say different Companions, you imagine what? The fact that he can exercise 21	

different tasks do that not bringing him nearer to you? 22	

Of course, I just mentioned it as an example, either we create a society of Companions 23	

on a human scale because we want to constitute a company with different functions 24	

because a Companion cannot do everything, or either you have a Companion who can 25	

do everything, the Companion passes everywhere. SOS Companions for everything 26	

and everybody. This is an interesting formula. 27	

 28	

And this doesn’t fear you ? 29	

No because if it is me who is asking for his help 30	
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 1	

So, if I understand it well it means that from the moment where you have defined the 2	

tasks,  those will not create a problem anymore 3	

No, no, we are touching there the problem of the liberty by informatics, but don’t let 4	

cheat you, a Companion stays informatics of the field of informatics. 5	

 6	

 7	

 8	

 9	

 10	
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4.7. PIVO 2 1	

 2	

Moi cela  me rappelle un GPS mais osu forme robotique, j’aimerais bien avoir Pivo 2 3	

dans ma voiture parce que je ne suis pas bonne conductrice pour faire de créneaux de 4	

parking, j’apprécierai sa présence. Pour moi c’est un C intéressant et utile pour un 5	

conducteur, cela ne me dérangera d’interagir avec lui. 6	

Q : tu n’auras pas peur , tu ne seras pas géne 7	

Non 8	

Q est ce que le fait qu’il parle à la place d’être juste un écran t’apporte  quelque chose 9	

Oui, par rapport à l’attention parce il parle parce que quand on a un écran on le regarde 10	

alors qu’ici on écoute donc je pense que cela ne gêne pas l’attention d’un conducteur, 11	

la seule chose qui pourra être gênante c’est la luminosité, et il faudra aussi qu’on 12	

puisse étendre Pivo 2 quand on n’a pas besoin de ses services et qu’il ne se met pas en 13	

marche dès que la voiture est en marche. 14	

Q : On revient à ce que tu avait dit tt l’heure , c’est à dire tu veut garder l’emprise sur 15	

le C 16	

Oui, un C ne se déclenche pas si l’on ne n’a pas besoin, je ne voit pas l’utilité 17	

autrement il sera un facteur gênant plutôt qu’un Companion, un intrus plutôt que 18	

quelqu'un qui t’accompagne comme l’indique son nom. 19	

 20	

 21	

 22	

 23	

 24	

 25	

 26	

 27	
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4.7.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION  PIVO 2 1	

 2	

I remember a GPS but on a robot form ; I should be happy to have Pivo 2 in my car, 3	

because I am not a good driver, to park my car ; I could appreciate his presence. For 4	

me he is an interesting and useful Companion for a driver; this should not be disturbing 5	

for me to interact with him. 6	

(Q) you should not be afraid, or embarrassed?  7	

No 8	

(Q) does the fact that he talks instead of being just a screen, brings this something to 9	

you? 10	

Yes, regarding the attention because he talks because when you have a screen you look 11	

at him their where you listen you think that this will not disturb your drivers’ attention. 12	

The only thing which could disturb you could be the luminosity and it should be also 13	

important that we could close Pivo 2 when you don’t need his services anymore and 14	

that he is not starting immediately when you start your car engine. 15	

(Q) We come back to what you said before, namely that you want to keep the control 16	

on the Companion.  17	

Yes, a Companion does not start automaticly when you do not need him ; I do not see 18	

the utility otherwise he should became a disturbing factor, more than a Companion, an 19	

intruder more than somebody who accompany you as his names indicates. 20	

 21	
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4.8. NIKE-IPOD 1	

 2	

Pour moi ce produit est destiné à un public bien précis, il n’est pas ouvert à tout le 3	

monde, c’est  pour un public sportif, je verrai mal Nike ipod chez les personnes âgées 4	

confinés chez eux et incapable de bouger , il est évidente que cela vise un public bien 5	

précis. Je trouve la publicité très bien faite, j’aurais été une sportive, il est évident que 6	

j’aurais tenté. 7	

Q : c’est séducteur comme produit 8	

Oui très séducteur, la pub est très bien fait, elle répond aux exiguences de la clientèle 9	

de consommateur moderne, d’une génération habitué à l’ipod, a nike. Je trouve que 10	

c’est bien fait mais je trouve que Nike-ipod ce n’est pas pour moi. 11	

Je ne le prendrai pas parce que je ne suis pas une sportive.  12	

Cela ne me choque pas parce que ici la function est bien déterminé, ici elle est claire. 13	

 14	
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4.8.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION NIKE IPOD 1	

 2	

For me this product is destined to a very specific public; he is not open to everybody, it 3	

is for a sportive public; I cannot see Nike ipod to older persons who cannot move, 4	

sitting in their sofa at home; it is obvious that these products are for a very specific 5	

public. I find the publicity of great quality; if I should have been a sportive person I 6	

should have tested.  7	

 8	

It is seducer as a product. 9	

Yes very seducer; the pub is well done, she is answering to the requests of the clients, 10	

the modern consumers, of a generation which is used to the ipod, a nike. I like it but 11	

the Nike-ipod is not suitable for me. 12	

I will not buy one because I am not a sportive person. 13	

This doesn’t shock me because here is the function very clearly determined. 14	
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4.9. HAL 1	

Hal m’évoque beaucoup plus la science fiction plutôt que la réalité, c’est un peu la 2	

concrétisation de cette réalité fictive. Un ordinateur parlant avec une voix humaine 3	

relève beaucoup plus de la science fiction  pour moi , est ce que c’est envisageable, 4	

pour moi c’est quelque chose qui est à très très long term, ca rest une machine, une 5	

machine avec de la mémoire, avec des archives de passé ca pourra être très bien une 6	

bande sonore qu’on écoute. Pour moi c’est comme une mies en garde de ce que 7	

pourrais arriver et dans ceci il est intéressant il me rappelle de livre de science fiction 8	

comme Orwell avec Big Brother, donc une mise en garde aux être humains de ce que 9	

pourrait arriver mais de révolte d’une dimension humaine, Coté prémonitoire 10	

des machines qui se révoltent rappellent le comportement humain, pour moi ce n’est 11	

pas un robot c’est une machine j’établit une nette frontière entre les deux 12	

Une machine c’est l’ordinateur ? 13	

Oui, ce n’est pas la même chose, ils sont tout les deux dotées d’un programme, d’un 14	

logiciel de tout ce qu’on peut imaginer sur le plan informatique, chez le robot on a 15	

cherche à recopier ou reproduire l’être humain et on est plus proche d’une copie, d’une 16	

imitation de l’aspect humain plutôt qu’une machine que ne peut pas s’approcher de 17	

l’être humain par son aspect , par sa voix oui, par sa mémoire oui mais pas par son 18	

aspect malgré le nom qu’il porte. 19	

Si je comprends bien ce décalage est dérangeant 20	

Il est dérangeant oui et non parce que je ne pourrai pas m’atacher à une machine mais 21	

on peut s’attacher à un robot. 22	

Pour toi l’attachement à besoin de personnification ? 23	

Absolument c’est comme s’on se mettait à parler à sa voiture, et qu’on s’attache à sa 24	

voiture , mais on s’attache parce que elle ne rends un service. Alors qu’un robot on 25	

s’attachera parce qu’il nous rend service mais aussi parce que  reflete il est un peu le 26	

miroirs de ce qu’on recherche, mais pas une machine, pas un ordinateur pas Hal. 27	

Si je comprends bien, dans le cas d’Aibo par exemple dans le cas d’un robot, c’est 28	

l’interaction qui te permet de créer un lien d’avoir un échange affective, dans le cas de 29	

Hal si je comprends bien tu as l’impression qu’il ya un décalage entre le fait que cette 30	
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ordinateur te parle et qu’il a une voix qui ne correspond pas à sa forme c’est à dire à 1	

l’objet machine.  2	

Oui absolument il ya une disparité entre sa voix et son aspect. C’est très surprenant et 3	

cela peut être à la fois inquiétant par le propos qu’il tiens qui est proche d’une certaine 4	

réalité et à la fois invraisemblable qui rappellerai un film de science fiction. 5	

Et dans le cas d’ifboot cela ne te choque pas qu’il parle parce que c’est un robot c’est 6	

cela ? 7	

Non cela ne me choque pas car on attribue à un robot beaucoup plus de caractéristiques 8	

humaines qu’a une machine. Bien qu’un machine puise se doter de plus de 9	

fonctionnalité par rapport au logiciel que pourrais exister. 10	

J’entends bien encore une fois que par machine tu entends l’ordinateur 11	

Oui, oui un appareil, immobile, juste avec un son pour moi c’est une machine il n’y a 12	

pas de mouvement, d’aspect humain, de morphologie  humaine pour moi ca relève 13	

d’une machine. 14	
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4.9.1 ENGLISH TRANSLATION HAL 1	

 2	

Hal gives me more a feeling as science fiction than as reality ; it is a little bit as a 3	

concretisation of the fictive reality. A computer speaking with a human voice likes more 4	

to a science fiction to me, is it possible to imagine to me. It stays a machine, a machine 5	

with a memory, with archives of the past, that could be even a speaking tape that we are 6	

listening to. That is to me more a guard who tells me what could happen and in this 7	

thought he could remember me the science fiction book as Orwell with Big Brother, so a 8	

safeguard for the human beings on what could happen, or a revolution with a human 9	

dimension; in fact a warning note. 10	

 11	

When you say machine you means a computer ? 12	

Yes , it is not the same thing, they have both a logistic program from everything we can 13	

imagine on the informatic plan, with a robot we tried to recopy or reproduce the human 14	

being, and we are nearer to a copy, an imitation of the human being aspect more than a 15	

machine which we cannot approach to a human being by his aspect, his voice yes, his 16	

memory yes, but not on his aspect even not the name he cares. 17	

 18	

So if I understand it well this difference disturbs you. 19	

Yes it is disturbing to me and not because I couldn’t attach me to a machine but we can 20	

have an attachment to a robot. 21	

 22	

So for you this attachment needs a personification ? 23	

Absolutely, it is as you should start to talk to your car and that you start to be attached to 24	

your car; but you are attached because it gives you a service. Wether to a robot we are 25	

attached because besides giving you a service, its reflects a little bit as a mirror on what 26	

we are looking for, but not a machine, not a computer, not Hal. 27	

 28	

IIn the case of Aibo for example, in the case of a robot, it is the interaction which allow 29	

you to create a bond to have an affective exchange, in the case of Hal, if I understand it 30	

well, you have the impression that their is a difference between the fact that the 31	
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computer talks to you and that their is a voice which is not corresponding with the 1	

form, meaning the object machine 2	

 3	

Yes absolutely their is a disparity between the voice and her aspect. It is too surprising 4	

and that can fears me by the things he is telling which is near to a certain reality and on 5	

the other hand unreal which remembers to a science fiction movie. 6	

And in the case of d’Ifboot, that do not chock you that it talks because a robot is like 7	

that. 8	

No this do not chock me because we contribute much more human characteristics to a 9	

robot than to a machine. Even that a machine can have much more functionality 10	

regarding the report of the software which could exist. 11	

 12	

I want to be sure, that by saying machine you understand computer. 13	

Yes, an object, immobile, just with a sound for me, it is a machine, no movements, no 14	

human aspect, no human morphology; to me it is a machine 15	

	16	

	17	

	18	

	19	

	20	

	21	

	22	

	23	

	24	

	25	

	26	

	27	

	28	

	29	

	30	

	31	
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Jerome	(J)	32	years	old	,	Industrial	Designer	1	

	2	

Frederique	(F)	30	years,	Product	Designer		3	

	4	

Focus		Group	5	

	6	

(F)Certains	sont	plus	sympatiques		que	d’autres	,	par	example	les	animaux	le	sont	7	

plus.	Je	prefere	ce	que	sont	personifies	–pas	ipod	–	plutôt	personnifié	et	tangibles,	8	

	(J)	c’est	aussi	interessant	les	formes	animals,	le	principal	est	que	on	sent	la	9	

presence	comme	si	l’on	pouvait	le	toucher	.	La	voix	de	Hal	par	example	st	bien	10	

dans	ce	sens	car	elle	est	plutôt	prenante,	c’est	tres	bien	pour	la	Comm.	11	

Some	are	more	sympathetic	as	others,	for	example	animals	are	more	sympathetic.	12	

I	prefer	those	which	are	more	personalized	–	no	ipod	–	more	tangible;	it	is	also	13	

interesting	to	look	at	the	animal	forms;	the	most	important	is	to	feel	the	presence	14	

as	if	we	could	touch	it.	For	example	the	voice	of	Hal;	it	is	good	into	this	sense	15	

because	she	touch	you	and	this	is	good	for	the	Companion.		16	

(F)	No	moi	je	me	sentirai	espioné	par	Hal,	car	on	a	l’impression	de	cette	camera	17	

me	voit	partout	cela	n’est	pas	rassurante,	il	faut	qu’il	a	une	forme.	18	

(J)	le	regard	ne	compte	pas	tant	mais	plutôt	l’attention	qu’on	porte	sur	soi.	19	

(F)	cela	depend	de	service	qu’il	te	rend	car	Companion	veut	dire	aussi	qu’il	te	20	

vienne	en	aide.	Pivo	aide	à	la	conduite	21	

(F)	No	I	should	feel	spied	by	Hal	because	we	have	the	impression	that	this	camera	22	

follows	me	overall	and	this	do	not	reinsure	me	;	it	is	necessary	that	he	has	a	form.	23	

(J)	it	is	no	the	glance	which	counts	but	more	the	attention	which	is	put	on	you.	24	

(F)	that	depends	on	the	service	he	gives	you	because	the	Companion	wants	also	to	25	

say	to	you	that	he	comes	to	help	you.	Pivo	helps	to	the	accompanying.	26	

Q:	Quelle	est	la	frontiere	entre	l’attachement	et	la	function,	est	ce	que	cela	depend	27	

du	degree	d’interaction?	28	
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Enrica	fait	une	enquet	c’est	pour	elle,	alors	qu’un	objet	qui	me	donne	de	l’aide	finit	1	

pour	être	attachante,	sans	jamais	l’être	vraiment.	2	

(Q)	What	is	the	frontier	between	the	attachment	and	the	function	:	is	this	3	

depending	from	the	degree	of	interaction	?	4	

(J)	Oui	absolument	il	y	a	une	relation	entre	l’attachement	et	la	function	5	

absolument.	Ifboot	par	exemple	à	ce	pb	car	le	dialogue	est	interrompue	par	les	6	

limites	de	la		technique.	7	

(J)	Absolutely	their	is	a	relation	between	the	attachment	and	the	function;	ifboot	8	

for	example	has	this	problem	because	the	dialogue	is	interrupted	by	the	limits	of	9	

the	technique.	10	

	11	

(F)	oui	absolument	c’est	la	fonction	que	va	déterminer	la	continuité	de	la	relation	;	12	

en	dépendant	de	la	relation	je	pourrais	m’attacher	–	si	je	ne	me	sens	pas	espionné	13	

comme	avec	HAL-	je	pourrai	interagir.	14	

Cet	interaction	est	important	et	diffèrent	que	cela	qu’on	établit	avec	un	humain	15	

avec	avatar	interposé.	J’ai	passé	des	mois	travaillent	sur	second	life	à	16	

communiquer	avec	des	vrais	gens	avec	une	apparence	virtuel	on	ne	interagis	pas	17	

pareil	il	y	a	quelque	chose	de	brise	dans	la	relation.	18	

C’est	plus	direct	tout	va	au	cœur	du	sujet,	c’est	plus	direct	car	tu	ne	sais	pas	qui	19	

c’est.	20	

Alors	que	là	c’est	une	relation	hybride	entre	un	humain	est	un	avatar		qui	a	des	21	

attributs	humains.	22	

(F)	yes	absolutely,	it	is	the	function	which	will	determine	the	continuity	of	the	23	

relation	;	depending	from	the	relation	to	which	I	could	be	attached	–	if	I	don’t	feel	24	

spied		as	with	HAL	–	I	could	react.	25	

This	interaction	is	important	and	different	than	this	we	create	with	a	human	26	

being	through	an	interposed	metamorphosis	.	During	months	I	have	worked	on	a	27	
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second	lift	to	communicate	with	real	persons	with	a	virtual	appearance,	we	are	1	

not	interacting	similar	because	there	is	something	broken	in	the	relation.	2	

It	is	more	direct,	everything	goes	to	the	root	of	the	matter;it	is	more	direct	3	

because	you	don’t	know	who	he	is.		4	

There	where	here	it	is	a	metamorphose	relation	between	a	human	being	and	a	5	

metamorphose	which	have	human	attributes.		6	

Je	ne	suis	pas	sure	de	pouvoir	avaoir	un,e	relation	affective	avec	un	Companion	7	

sauf	Aibo	parce	que	j’aime	bien	les	chiens	mais	il	faudra	que	j’essaye.	8	

Meme	Nabaztag	qui	peut	être	mignon	cela	ne	sert	à	rien	si	tu	ne	comprends	pas	9	

ses	signaux	il	faut	tout	programmer		10	

I	am	not	sure	that	I	could	have	an	affective	relation	with	a	Companion	except	Aibo	11	

because	I	like	dogs,	but	I	have	to	try.	12	

Even	Nabaztag,	who	can	be	nice,	will	not	of	any	help	if	you	don’t	understand	his	13	

signals;	you	have	to	program	it	all.	14	

(J)	Oui	de	plus	il	n’a	aucun	mouvement	il	faudra	qu’il	tourne	la	tête.	La	réussite	de	15	

la	relation	avec	Aibo	c’est	l’azahar,	c’est	à	dire	qu’il	n’est	pas	trop	codé	.	Il	faut	le	16	

coté	incertain	de	la	relation,	c’est	à	dire	inattendue	il	faut	plusieurs	possibilités.	17	

(F)	c’est	très	important	18	

Vous	en	train	de	parler	d’une	relation	calque	sur	la	relation	humaine	de	son	coté	19	

incertain,surprise	20	

(J)	Yes,	even	the	more	that	he	has	no	movement,	he	has	to	turn	his	head	;	The	21	

success	of	the	relation	with	Aibo	is	l’Azahar,	which	means	that	he	is	not	too	much	22	

coded.	You	need	the	uncertain	side	of	the	relation,	meaning	the	unexpected	and	23	

different	possibilities.	24	

(F)	it	is	very	important.		25	

You	are	talking	about	a	relation	which	is	copied	on	a	human	relation	which	from	26	

her	side	is	uncertain,	surprise.	27	
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(J)	Dans	toutes	les	interfaces	mécaniques	ou	électroniques	.	A=B	,	c’est	à	dire	1	

j’appui	il	se	passe	ca.	Même	si	en	fin	de	compte	il	porte	la	même	information	c’est	2	

plus	intéressant	de	l’avoir	en	3	ou	4	versions.	L’utilisateur	a	besoin	de	l’élément	3	

surprise	dans	une	relation.		4	

(F)	Par	contre	Pivo	c’est	plus	intéressant	mais	je	préfère	pas	de	hasard	car	ses	5	

fonctions	impliquent	ma	sécurité,	je	le	préfère	comme	un	ordinateur	de	bord	6	

intelligent.	7	

Mais	je	ne	suis	pas	sure	qu’on	s’attache	à	ce	genre	d’appareil	pas	sure.	Est	ce	8	

qu’est	utile	qu’il	ai	une	forme	humanoïde,	Je	ne	suis	pas	sure.		9	

(J)	In	all	the	mechanic	interfases	or	electronic	A	=	B,	meaning	I	do	this	and	the	10	

result	is	that.	Even	when	at	the	end	it	has	the	same	information	it	is	more	11	

interesting	to	have	it	in	3	or	4	versions.	The	user	needs	an	element	of	surprise	in	a	12	

relation.	13	

(F)	On	the	other	hand	is	Pivo	more	interesting	but	I	prefer	not	to	have	surprises	14	

because	these	functions	are	related	to	my	security,	I	prefer	him	as	an	intelligent	15	

accessible	computer.	16	

But	I	am	not	certain	that	we	can	be	attached	to	this	kind	of	machine.	Is	it	17	

necessary	that	their	should	be	a	certain	form	of	humanoide;	I	am	not	sure	at	all.	18	

	19	

(J)oui	il	me	rappelle	à	la	tête	de	R2D2,	quand	je	pense	R2D2il	est	comme	même	20	

attachant	meme	s’il	ne	pârle	pas	notre	language.		21	

(J)	yes,	he	reminds	me	on	the	head	of	R2D2,	when	I	think	about	R2D2	he	is	22	

attractive	even	that	he	is	not	speaking	our	language.	23	

I	m	wellIIpartie	–	Second	part	24	

PATACHON	25	

(F)	Patachon	est	mignon	au	première	abord	puis	après	l’avoir	utilisé	on	a	envie	de	26	

le	tuer.	Il	a	tout	les	caractéristique	qu’un	Companion	ne	devra	pas	avoir.	27	
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Il	viens	quand	je	ne	l’appelle	pas	,	pas	exemple	si	je	fait	une	recherche	sur	excel	je	1	

n’ai	pas	envie	de	parler	à	un	Companion,	c’est	pas	là	que	j’ai	envie	de	parler	,	je	2	

n’ai	pas	besoin	de	cela.	3	

En	quoi	cela	est	intéressante	lorsque	tu	fais	une	recherche.		4	

(J)	Je	n’aime	pas	qu’il	s’introduise	comme	cela,	mais	cela	fait	passer	le	temps,	il	te	5	

touche	il	te	fait	passer	le	temps.		6	

(F)	Patachon	is	attractive	at	the	first	approach,	but	once	you	have	used	him	you	7	

should	like	to	kill	him.	He	has	all	the	characteristics	of	a	Companion	that	he	8	

should	not	have.	He	comes	when	I	don’t	ask	for,	for	example	when	I	research	9	

sometinng	on	excel	I	do	not	have	the	envy	to	talk	to	a	Companion;	it	is	not	in	that	10	

situation	that	I	want	to	talk,	I	don’t	need	it.	11	

(J)	I	don’t	like	that	he	introduce	himself	as	that,	but	this	helps	to	pass	the	time,	it	is	12	

touchy.	13	

(F)	C’est	nulle	de	voir	1		chien	se	gratter		quand		je	suis	stresser	à	chercher	une	14	

réponse,	cela	ne	m’apporte	rien.	Si	c’est	pour	passer	le	temps	il	faudra	qu’il	15	

m’apporte	quelque	chose	pour	cela		peut	être	s’il	me	raconté	la	blague	du	jour		16	

peut	être	cela	pourra	m’intéresser.	17	

(F)	It	is	of	no	use	to	see	a	dog	scratching	himself	when	you	are	stressed	yourself	18	

to	find	an	answer;	this	is	of	no	interest.	If	it	is	to	help	me	to	pass	the	time	he	19	

should	have	to	bring	me	something	for	it,	maybe	he	could	tell	me	stories	and	this	20	

could	be	of	an	interest	to	me.	21	

Il	faudra	qu’il	m’apporte	les	infos	de	jour	pour	passer	le	temps	.	22	

Q	il	faudra	que	C	aille	un	rôle	dans	la	fonction	?	23	

(F)	Oui,	autrement	je	ne	peut	pas	m’attacher	de	façon	hyperaffective.	24	

(J)	Je	serai	Ok	pour	de	temps	en	temps	mais	pas	pour	tous	les	jours.	Il	faut	que	le	25	

Companion	ai	un	rôle	dans	la	function,	autrement	il	devient	intrusive	s’il	ne	sert	à	26	

rien.	C’est	un	handicap	plutôt	qu’une	avantage.	27	

It	should	be	important	that	he	brings	me	info	of	the	day	in	order	to	pass	the	time.	28	
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That	I	should	have	a	role	to	play,	a	role	in	the	function?	1	

(F)	Yes,	because	otherwise	I	can	not	be	attached	in	a	hyper	affective	way.	2	

(J)	I	will	be	ok	now	and	then,	but	not	every	day.	It	is	important	that	the	3	

Companion	has	a	role	in	this	function,	otherwise	he	becomes	intrusive	when	he	is	4	

of	no	use.	It	is	a	handicap,	more	than	an	advantage.	5	

	6	

ENRICA	7	

(J)	Bon	déjà	je	trouve	cela	trop	réverbatif,	faire	passer	des	questionnaire	c’est	8	

chient,	ce	n’est	pas	la	vie	de	tous	les	jours.	9	

	(F)	le	problème	de	ce	type	d’avatar	c’est	que	parfois	il	répondent	à	coté	de	la	10	

plaque.	11	

Oui	comme	celui	de	la	SNCF…	je	n’ai	pas	compris	votre	question.	Laura	de	EDF	par	12	

example	elle	peut	se	fâcher	par	example	si	tu	l’insultes		elle	se	fache.	Tu	peut	13	

essayer	de	savoir	par	exemple	jusqu’où	elle	peut	aller	.	C’est	marrant	,	moi	cela	14	

m’amuse	;	De	coup	cela	peut	faire	des	blagues	cela	peut	être	drôle.	Elle	te	réponds	15	

sur	tout	les	questions	que	tu	lui	poses	donc	de	fois	c’est	un	peu	cocasse.	Mai	16	

quand	tu	l’insultes	elle	comprends	et	donc	elle	se	fache.	17	

(J)	Good,	I	allready	find	this	too	reverbative	putting	a	questionary,	it	is	annoying,	18	

it	is	not	the	daily	life.	19	

(F)	The	problem	with	this	type	of	avatar	is	that	he	is	answering	besides	the	20	

question.	21	

Yes,	it	is	as	the	man	of	the	SNCF….I	didn’t	understand	your	question.	Laura	of	the	22	

EDF	for	example,	she	can	become	angry	when	you	insult	her.	You	can	try	to	know	23	

for	example	how	far	she	can	go.	It	is	nice,	this	amuses	me.		From	there	on	I	can	24	

start	to	joke,	this	is	nice.	She	is	answering	on	all	the	questions	that	you	ask	her	25	

and	sometimes	some	of	them	are	hot.	But	when	you	insult	her,	she	understands	26	

and	so	she	becomes	angry.		27	
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C’est	marrant	car	on	ne	s’attends	pas	forcement	à	qu’elle	aille	compris	que	tu	1	

l’insulté.	Et	donc	tu	a	envie	de	vois	jusqu'à	où	tu	peut	aller.	2	

Q	:	est	ce	que	ce	coté	humain	est	troublant.	Par	example	lorsque	tu	interagis	avec	3	

qqun	à	Secon	Life	tu	sait	que	c’est	un	humain	qui	est	derrière	l’avatar,	alors	que	là	4	

c’est	diferent,	est	ce	que	tu	penses	là	qui	a	des	humains	derrière.		5	

(F)	Non	là	tu	ne	penses	pas	trop	alors	que	les	informations	sont	sans	doute	6	

récupères	par	des	gens	7	

It	is	nice	because	you	don’t	know	how	far	she	can	understand	that	she	has	been	8	

insulted	and	so	you	like	to	see	how	far	you	can	go.	9	

(Q)	I	this	side	of	the	human	being	which	is	troubling.	For	example	when	you	10	

interact	with	somebody	in	Second	Life,	you	know	that	it	is	a	human	being	who	is	11	

behind	the	avatar,	there	where	here	it	is	different,	do	you	think	here	that	there	12	

are	humans	behind?	13	

(F)	No	you	don’t	think	this	so	much	nevertheless	the	information	is	without	doubt	14	

recuperated	by	persons.	15	

	(J)	Enrica	pour	moi	n’apporte	pas	grand	chose,	Pivo	pour	moi	il	a	l’aire	éfficaz	16	

dans	la	function	qu’il	propose	17	

(F)	bon	mais	Samuela	elle	est	efficaz	quand	elle	donne	ses	conseils	18	

(J)	Enrica	does	not	bring	a	lot	to	me	;	Pivo	looks	to	me	more	efficient	in	the	19	

function	he	proposes.	20	

(F)	good,	but	Samuela	is	efficient	when	she	give	you	advise.	21	

(J)	Oui	mais	quand	elle	donne	ses	conseils	elle	est	dans	un	contexte	tellement	22	

précis	de	question	response	je	n’ai	pas	besoin	d’une	intreface	de	ce	type	pour	ca	23	

(F)oui	et	en	même	temps	pour	faire	une	enquete,	cela	peut	être	agréable	avoir	24	

l’impression	que	c’est	une	personne	qui	te	pose	les	question	plutôt	que	cocher	de	25	

cases	par	ici	et	par	là	comme	dans	toutes	les	enquêtes.	26	
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(J)	yes	but	she	gives	her	advices	in	such	a	precise	context	of	question-answer;	that	1	

I	don’t	need	an	interface	of	that	type	for	this.	2	

(F)	yes	and	at	the	same	moment,	in	order	to	make	an	inquiry,	this	can	be	nice	to	3	

have	the	impression	that	it	is	a	person	which	is	asking	a	question,	more	than	a	4	

cocher	de	cage	here	and	there	as	in	all	the	inquiries.	5	

(J)	Oui	c’est	un	plus,	mais	elle	va	juste	répondre	à	la	question	qu’on	lui	a	possé,	6	

elle	n’a	aucune	action	entretant.	7	

(F)	oui	c’est	toi	qui	lui	apporte	des	choses	et	elle	ne	t’apporte	rien,	elle	est	comme	8	

tous	les	questionnaires	en	ligne	les	enquêtes.	Cela	te	prends	du	temps	que	tu	n’a	9	

pas	forcement	envie	de	donner	et	même	si	c’est	un	personnage	virtuel	qui	le	fait	je	10	

ne	suis	pas	sure	que	cela	te	motive	plus	à	le	faire	car	cela	est	toujours	plus	long	11	

que	ce	que	l’on	te	dit.	Peut	être	que	c’est	un	plus	avec	un	personnage	il	faudra	que	12	

je	fasse	une	enquête	pour	me	rendre	compte.	13	

(J)	Yes,	this	is	positive,	but	she	is	only	answering	to	the	question	that	we	have	14	

asked	her	;	she	has	no	other	active	action.	15	

(F)	Yes	for	you	who	learns	her	things	and	she	is	bringing	you	nothing;	she	is	as	all	16	

the	questions	persons	ask	you	in	inquiries	on	line.	That	take	you	time	that	you	17	

don’t	want	to	give	at	that	moment	and	even	if	it	is	a	virtual	person	which	do	it,	I	18	

am	not	sure	that	this	will	motivate	you	more	to	do	this,	because	it	takes	always	19	

more	of	your	time	than	that	what	they	say	to	you.	Maybe	it	is	more	attractive	with	20	

a	“personage”.	I	need	to	do	an	inquiry	on	it	in	order	to	have	a	more	precise	21	

confirmation.	22	

(J)	et	même	qu’elle	pose	la	question	en	levant	le	sourcil	cela	ne	m’apporte	rien	de	23	

plus	,	car	bouger	pour	donner	un	sentiment,	c’est	à	dire	une	expression	mais	là	il	24	

n’y	a	aucune	besoin.	Ca	devra	être	neutre	au	même	type	que	le	texte.		25	

(J)	and	even	if	she	asks	me	a	question	by	moving	her	eyebrow,	this	brings	nothing	26	

more	to	me,	because	moving	in	order	to	show	a	sentiment,	meaning	an	27	

expression,	but	here	it	is	of	no	need.	This	should	be	neutral;	the	same	type	than	28	

the	text.		29	
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(F)	Samuela	est	plutôt	un	coach	culinaire.	Aussi	pour	moi	ipod,	j’aime	bien	ce	qu’il	1	

aporte	mais	n’est	pas	un	Companion	car	pour	être	un	Companion	il	faut	qu’on	aille	2	

une	personnalité.	3	

(J)	je	dirai	qu’il	accompagne	mais	qu’il	n’a	pas	de	personnalité	de	voix	des	choses	4	

comme	cela.		5	

(F)	oui	il	faut	qu’il	ai	au	moins	une	voix,	ou	un	visage	ou	quelque	chose	pour	dire	6	

que	c’est	un	Companion	7	

(F)	Sauela	is	more	a	cooking	coach.	Also	for	me	ipod????,	I		like	what	he	brings	to	8	

me	but	he	is	not	a	Companion,	because	in	order	to	be	a	Companion,	you	should	9	

have	a	personality.	10	

(J)	I	should	say	that	he	is	accompanying	but	he	doesn’t	have	the	personality	to	see	11	

things	like	that.	12	

(FF)	yes,	minimum	he	needs	a	voice,	or	a	face	or	something	in	order	to	say	that	he	13	

is	a	Companion.	14	

(J)	même	si	c’est	de	texte	il	faut	qu’il	aille	un	phrasé	particulier…	15	

(F)	oui	ou	alors	un	style	d’écriture,	oui	un	C	il	faut	qu’il	se	crée	une	relation	avec	16	

lui	et	il	faut	que	cela	soit	quelque	chose	de	particulier	avec	lui	.	C’est	mon	C	et	non	17	

pas	celui	de	quelqu'un	d’autre,	il	faut	que	qq	part	il	arrive	à	devenir	quelqu'un	18	

comme	un	ami	;	C’est	ton	ami	à	toi	mais	ce	n’est	pas	l’ami	d’un	autre.	19	

(J)	Even	if	it	is	the	text,	it	is	important	that	there	should	be	a	particular	sentence.	20	

()	yes,	or	otherwise	a	writing	style;	yes	a	Companion	needs	to	create	a	relation	21	

with	him	and	this	should	be	something	particular	with	him.	Is	is	my	Companion	22	

and	not	owned	by	somebody	else;	it	is	important	that	he	becomes	somebody	like	23	

a	friend.	It	is	your	friend	and	not	other	men’s	friend.	24	

Q	:	c’est	ton	ami	au	point	de	partager	ton	intimité	alors	c’est	plus	qu’un	coach	25	

(F)	oui	cela	veut	dire	qu’il	peut	s’adapter	à	toi	et	s’entendre	avec	toi	à	ce	moment	26	

là	il	devient	un	Companion.	27	
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(Q))	:	it	is	your	friend	who	goes	so	far	that	he	can	being	part	of	your	intimity	;	1	

from	than	on	he	is	more	than	a	coach.	2	

(F)	yes,	that	means	that	he	can	adapt	himself	to	you	and	that	he	corresponds	with	3	

you.	At	that	moment	he	becomes	a	Companion.		4	

(J)	comme	un	chien	qui	s’adapte	à	toi	à	la	mesure	de	ton	apprentissage,	par	5	

example	il	va	faire	quelque	chose	que	tu	n’aimes	pas	pour	t’embêter	ou	attirer	ton	6	

attention.	Il	faut	qu’il	aille	une	personnalité	des	traits	de	caractère.	7	

Q	:	mais	cette	personnalité	n’a	pas	besoin	d	être	tangible		mais	tout	ce	qui	peut	8	

permettre	de	créer	une	relation	particulière.						9	

(F)	oui,	avoir	une	identité	qui	permet	de	le	reconnaître.		10	

(J)	as	a	dog	which	adapts	him	to	you	in	relation	of	your	teaching,	for	example,	he	11	

will	do	something	that	you	don’t	like	only	to	take	your	attention	or	to	annoy	you.	12	

It	is	important	that	he	has	a	personality,	character	marks.	13	

(Q)	but	this	personality	does	not	need	to	be	tangible	but	more	the	fact	which	14	

permit	you	to	create	a	particular	relation.	15	

(F)	yes,	having	an	identity	which	allows	to	recognize.	16	

(J)	Tout	en	sachant	que	lorsque	il	a	une	image	c’est	plus	prégnant	mais	cela	17	

pourra	être	même	de	texte.	Dans	le	cadre	où	le	texte	et	l’image	correspondent	18	

évidemment.	19	

Si	c’est	une	boite	carre	ou	ton	téléphone	portable	il	t’envoie	un	SMS	tu	peut	croire	20	

que	c’est	un	SMS	de	n’importe	qui,ou	alors	tu	comprends	que	c’est	l’objet	en	lui	21	

même	qui	a	sa	personnalité	donc	tu	le	personnalise	en	tant	qu’objet	communicant.	22	

Si	tu	mets	un	visage	sur	l’objet	-	tu	vas	oublier	que	c’est	un	téléphone	et	tu	va	voir	23	

surtout	le	visage	c’est	celui	là	que	tu	avoir	dans	le	esprit.	24	

(J)	Even	knowing	that	an	image	is	more	attractive,	that	could	even	be	a	text.	25	

Naturally	if	the	text	and	the	image	are	corresponding.	When	it	is	a	box	or	your	26	

portable	telephone,	he	sends	you	an	sms	and	you	could	believe	that	it	is	an	sms	27	

coming	from	anybody,	there	where	you	understand	that	it	is	the	object	by	itself	28	
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which	has	his	personality;	so	you	personalize	as	a	communicative	object.	When	1	

you	should	put	a	face	on	this	object	you	will	forget	that	it	is	a	portable	and	you	2	

will	be	more	focused	on	the	face;	that	is	the	image	you	will	have	in	your	mind.	3	

(F)	moi	aussi	je	pense	pareil.		4	

Q	:	on	peut	imaginer	qu’il	te	suive	sur	diffrents	supports	5	

(J)	oui	tout	fait,	cela	ne	me	dérange	pas		6	

(F)	Even	I	think	the	same.	7	

(Q)	you	can	imagine	that	he	follows	you	on	different	supports.	8	

(J)	yes,	this	will	not	disturb	me.	9	

	(F)	oui	on	peut	l’imaginer	dans	le	salon	et	que	tu	puisses	le	transporter	faire	un	10	

jogging	par	example	et	le	mettre	dans	ton	téléphone	par	example.	On	peut	11	

supposer	qu’il	est	virtuel		12	

Q	:Est	ce	que	cela	peut	contribuer	à	sa	personnalisation	?	13	

	(J)	Oui	,	la	personnification	n’est	plus	donné	par	le	support	sur	lequel	il	existe	14	

mais	par	le	visage	ou	la	forme	qu’il	représente.	Avoir	un	visage	a	un	certain	15	

avantage	il	peut	nous	accompagner	partout,	alors	que	s’il	na	pas	de	présence	16	

visuel	cela	sera	plus	dur	de	considérer	que	c’est	un	C	qui	nous	accompagne.	17	

(F)	yes,	we	can	imagine	it	in	the	living	room	and	that	you	could	transport	it,	do	a	18	

jogging	for	example	or	put	him	in	your	mobile.	We	could	suppose	that	he	is	19	

virtual.	20	

(Q)	Can	this	contribute	to	his	personality?	21	

(J)	Yes,	his	personality	is	not	any	more	given	by	the	support	on	which	he	exists	22	

but	by	thee	face	or	the	form	which	he	represents.	Having	a	face	has	a	certain	23	

advantage,	he	can	go	everywhere	with	us,	there	where	he	should	not	have	a	visual	24	

presence	it	should	be	more	difficult	to	take	into	consideration	that	he	is	a	25	

Companion	who	accompanying	us.	26	
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(F)	le	plus	important	pour	moi	si	l’on	veut	un	C	à	qui	l’on	s’attache	il	faut	ne	1	

seulement	une	identité	mais	des	traits	de	caractère.		2	

(J)	oui	c’est	le	problème	de	jeux	vidéo	car	visuellement	les	personnes	changent	3	

tout	le	temps,	je	ne	me	repere	pas	sur	le	visage	mais	sur	le	nom	qui	a	dessus	et	sur	4	

la	manière	de	parler.				5	

(F)	the	most	important	for	me	if	you	want	a	Companion	to	whom	we	are	attached,	6	

you	need	not	only	an	identity	but	also	a	character.	7	

(J)	yes,	it	is	the	problem	with	a	video	game,	because	visually	the	persons	are	8	

changing	constantly,	I	can	identify	them	not	on	their	face	but	on	the	label	which	is	9	

mentioned	above	their	head	(this	is	a	way	of	speaking).		10	

		Q	:	donc	la	maniere	dont	cet	Companion	interagit	avec	toi	est	essential	11	

(J)	+(F)	ah	oui	oui	!	que	ca	soit	par	le	texte	la	voix	ou	n’importe,	plus	tu	en	a	plus	12	

cela	devienne	une	personnification	et	une	appropriation	;	plus	il	aura	de	13	

caractères	aussi	14	

Ils	veulent	dire	que	plus	le	C	a	des	caractéristiques	pour	le	reconnaître	plus	tu	15	

pourra	le	repérer	et	donc	te	l’approprier.		16	

Q	:	est	ce	que	la	lumière	à	elle	tout	seule	elle	pourra	suffire	pour	donner	une	17	

présence.	Par	example	Aibo	peut	exprimer	son	état	d’âme	ou	des	état	de	caractère		18	

par	la	lumière	19	

(Q)	so	the	way	this	Companion	is	interacting	with	you	is	essential.	20	

(J)	+	(F)	yes,	yes,	if	it	should	by	text,	by	voice,	this	is	of	no	importance,	the	more	21	

you	have	the	more	you	will	become	a	personification	and	a	appropriation;	the	22	

more	he	will	have	also	a	character.	23	

They	want	to	say	the	more	the	Companion	has	the	capacities	to	recognize	those	24	

characteristics,	the	more	you	will	be	able	to	find	him	and	so	to	appropriate	him.	25	

(Q)	is	the	light	sufficient	by	itself	to	give	you	a	presence.	For	example,	Aibo	can	26	

express	his	mental	state	or	his	character	state	by	the	light.	27	
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(F)	oui	il	est	expressive	il	exprime	certaines	émotions	avec	ces	yeux,	ce	peut	ne	1	

pas	forcement	suffire	mais	ce	n’est	pas	mal.	2	

(J)	pour	moi	c’et	le	genre	des	chose	que	j’aimerais	bien	voir	sur	un	ordinateur	par	3	

example,	l’unité	central	–	bon	c’est	surtout	pour	les	personnes	que	n’attendent	4	

pas	très	bien	parce	qu’en	fait	le	coin	coin	du	mac	c’est	un	truc	qui	m’énerve	5	

énormément		6	

mais	si	l’ordinateur	devient	tout	rouge		de	manière	rapide	et	il	le	fait	2	ou	3	fois	7	

cela	a	un	cote	avertisseur	.	8	

(F)	yes	he	is	expressive,	he	expresses	different	emotions	with	hi	eyes,	maybe	it	9	

will	not	be	necessary	sufficient,	but	it	does	not	harm.	10	

(J)	for	me	this	kind	of	things	should	please	me	to	see	them	on	a	computer,	for	11	

example,	the	central	unit	–	ok,	it	is	more	for	persons	who	do	not	hear	well	because	12	

in	fact	they	corner	of	a	Mac	is	a	thing	which	annoy	me	terribly,	but	if	the	computer	13	

becomes	fully	red	on	a	quick	way	and	he	is	doing	this	2	or	3	times	this	can	be	a	14	

warning	element.	15	

Q	:	est	ce	que	tu	seras	prêt	à	accepter	que	ces	C	puissent	avoir	d’autre	manière	de	16	

communication	que	nous	les	humains	nous	n’avons	pas		17	

(J)	+(F)	tout	à	fait.	Parce	que	même	si	nous	;	nous	parlons	d’humain	à	humain	on	a	18	

de	mode	de	compréhension	mais	on	peut	avoir	des	codes	que	sont	presque	19	

universelles.	20	

(F)	D’ailleurs	cela	peut	être	intéressant	d’avoir	un	code	avec	son		Companion	que	21	

personne	ne	connaît	et	comme	cela	tu	peux	communiquer	avec	lui	en	solo,	cela	22	

peut	être	intéressant,	rien	qu’avec	le	code	lumineux	.	23	

Q	mais	cela	sera	tes	codes	à	toi	il	faudra	les	apprendre		24	

(Q)	:	could	you	be	prepared	to	accept	that	those	Companions	have	an	other	way	to	25	

communicate	than	us	the	humans	which	do	not	have	it.	26	

(J)	+	(F)	for	sure.	Because	even	when	we	are	talking	human	to	human	we	have	a	27	

way	of	understanding	but	we	do	not	have	codes	which	are	nearly	universal.	28	
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(F)	on	the	other	hand	it	could	be	interesting	to	have	a	code	with	his	Companion	1	

that	nobody	else	knows	and	by	that	you	could	communicate	with	him	in	solo;	that	2	

could	be	interesting,	only	with	the	lighted	code;	3	

(F)	cela	peut	être	des	choses	simples	pourquoi	pas	4	

(J)	sur	la	lumière	par	example	tu	ne	peut	pas	énormément	d’information,	c’est	5	

très	limité	c’est	le	cas	de	Nabaztag	par	example			6	

(F)	oui	ces	codes	lumineux	peuvent	être	un	peu	difficile	à	comprendre,	à	7	

déchiffrer,	cela	peut	être	même	perturbateur			8	

	(J)	et	par	rapport	à	la	unité	central	dont	je	parlé	c’est	aussi	la	façon	dont	il	émet	la	9	

lumière	qui	est	important	pas	seulement	la	couleur.	10	

(F)	that	could	be	easy	things,	why	not.	11	

(JJ)	for	example	on	the	light,	you	will	not	find	a	lot	of	information,	this	is	very	12	

limited;	this	is	the	case	for	example	of	Nabaztag.	13	

(F)	yes,	those	light	codes	could	be	a	little	bit	difficult	to	understand,	to	decrypt,	14	

this	could	even	be	disturbing.	15	

(J)	and	in	relation	to	the	central	unit,	which	I	mentioned,	this	is	also	the	way	how	16	

he	is	emits	the	light	which	is	important,	so	not	only	the	colour	is	important.	17	

(F)	c’est	le	problème	avec	Nabaztag	vu	qu’il	a	un	code	que	nous	les	humains	on	ne	18	

connaît	pas	forcement,	qu’on	utilise,	je	pense	que	c’est	un	apprentissage	long		19	

(J)	donc	on	revient	au	fait	que	le	canal	est	aussi	important	que	le	contenu,	le	fond	20	

et	la	forme	sont	indissociables.	C’est	ca	que	donne	de	la	personnalité.	21	

(F)	il	a	l’air	aussi	attachant	le	Ifboot	,	en	plus	tu	peux	chanter	avec	lui	cela	peut	22	

être	sympa	cela	peut	être	de	moments	de	détente.	23	

(J)		c’est	son	allure	que	je	lui	reproche	trop	robot,	peut	être	enfantin	ses	bras	qui	24	

ne	servent	à	rien.	25	

Q	:	parce	que	le	fait	d’être	robot	c’est	répulsive	pour	toi	?	est	ce	que	tu	auras	plus	26	

de	mal	à	te	confier	à	un	robot	.	27	
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(F)	this	is	the	problem	with	Nabaztag	in	relation	to	the	fact	that	we,	humans,	are	1	

not	necessary	knowing,	are	using;	I	think	that	this	is	a	long	term	learning.	2	

(J)	sp	we	are	coming	back	to	the	fact	that	the	channel	is	as	important	as	the	3	

contents,	the	basics	and	the	form	are	inextricable.	This	is	what	gives	a	personality.	4	

(J)	he	has	also	the	touchy	appearance	of	a	Ifboot,	the	more	you	can	sing	with	him	5	

and	this	could	be	sympathetic;	this	could	be	a	relax	moment.	6	

(J)	it	is	his	style	that	I	reproach	more	the	robot,	this	can	be	childish,	for	exemple	7	

his	arms	which	doesn’t	move.	8	

(Q)	because	the	fact	to	be	a	robot	is	repulsive	for	you?	Should	you	have	more	9	

difficulties	to	trust	a	robot.		10	

(J)	un	peu	plus	que	l’aspect	chien	par	example	,je	préfère	Aibo	11	

(F)	moi	aussi.	12	

(J)	le	lapin	–	Nabaztag	–	il	faut	qu’il	bouge	un	peu	plus	si	non	même	de	façon	13	

immaterial	,	mais	qu’il	bouge.	Tu	vois	c’est	aussi	la	force	de	Pivo	pourtant	c’est	14	

just	une	petite	sphère	pourtant	il	fait	beaucoup	plus	de	choses	qu’on	ne	le	croit.	15	

Q	:	mais	quand	tu	dis	il	faut	qu’il	me	connaisse	cela	savait	dire	que	lui	aussi	il	doit	16	

avoir	un	apprentissage	sur	toi	alors	?	17	

(F)			oui	il	faut	qu’il	arrive	à	tisser	une	relation,	donc	il	faut	qu’il	connaisse	des	18	

choses	sur	toi,	que	tu	lui	demandes	de	choses,	après	je	ne	sais	pas	si	tu	te	confie	à	19	

lui	20	

Q	:	est	ce	que	tu	arriveras	à	le	faire	?	21	

(J)	a	little	bit	more	than	the	aspect	dog	for	example,	I	prefer	Aibo	22	

(F)	I	also	23	

(J)	the	rabbit	–	Nabaztag	–	he	has	to	move	a	little	bit	even	on	a	immaterial	way,	24	

but	he	has	to	move.	You	see	this	is	a	strength	of	Pivo,	even	when	it	is	only	a	small	25	

thing/sphere,	he	is	capable	to	do	a	lot	of	things	more	than	we	think.	26	
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(Q)	but	when	you	say	he	has	to	recognize	me,	this	should	mean	that	he	also	has	to	1	

learn	about	you?	2	

(F)	Yes,	it	is	important	that	he	starts	to	waive	a	relation,	so	he	has	to	know	things	3	

about	you,	that	you	are	asking	things	to	him,	after	that	I	don	not	know	if	you	4	

would	trust	him.		5	

(Q)	could	you	be	able	to	do	this?	6	

(F)	non	je	crois	que	c’est	plus	dans	l’utilitaire,	de	renseignements,	de	conseils.	Je	7	

ne	crois	pas	que	j’arriverai	à	parler	à	un	robot	comme	cela	juste	pour	le	plaisir,	8	

pas	longtemps	surement.	9	

(J)	c’est	vrai	qu’on	plus	habitué	au	rapport	animal	et	à	son	coté	emphatique	10	

on	est	plus	habitue	à	cela,	on	sait	qu’on	peut	se	permettre	de	dire	que	cela	soit	des	11	

états	d’âme	.		12	

(F)		oui	probablement	c’est	pour	cela	que	cela	surprend	moins			13	

(F)	no,	I	think	that	this	relation	is	more	in	the	field	of	utilities,	information,	advice.	14	

I	don’t	think	that	I	should	be	able	to	talk	to	a	robot	just	like	that,	for	the	pleasure;	15	

in	any	case	not	for	a	long	period,	that	is	sure.	16	

(J)	it	is	true	that	the	more	you	are	used	to	the	animal	approach	and	to	his	17	

emphathetic	side,	we	will	be	more	used	to	it,	we	know	that	we	can	allow	us	to	say	18	

that	these	are	soul	stages.	19	

(F)	probably	yes,	that	is	the	reason	that	this	is	less	a	surprise.	20	

(J)	Les	personnes	âgés	ou	seules	ont	tendance	à	beaucoup	plus	leur	parler	comme	21	

un	être	humain	et	en	même	temps	il	savent	que	le	chien	ne	va	pas	répondre,	il	va	22	

pas	répéter	ce	qu’a	été	dit	donc	c’est	un	sorte	de	secret	qu’on	va	confier	et	en	23	

même	temps	une	empathie	qui	dit	oui,	oui,	oui,	oui.	24	

Q	Cela	va	faire	une	présence	qu’est	comme	même	là	25	

(J)	Oui	tu	sent	ca	présence	réconfortante	et	en	même	temps	il	a	le	coté	confiance	26	

de	savoir	qu’il	ne	va	pas	répéter	des	choses	comme	cela.		27	
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(F)	Older	persons	or	singles	have	the	tendency	to	talk	more	as	a	human	being	and	1	

at	the	same	time	they	know	that	the	dog	will	not	answer	them	;	he	will	not	repeat	2	

what	has	been	said,	it	is	more	as	a	secret	to	them	that	they	will	confide	and	at	the	3	

same	moment	a	empathy,	yes,	yes,	yes	4	

(Q)	This	will	be	a	presence	which	is	their;	5	

(J)	Yes	you	feel	his	consoling	presence	and	at	the	same	time	he	has	this	confidence	6	

side	to	know	that	he	will	not	repeat	the	things	as	such.	7	

	8	

(F)		Je	suis	d’accord	sur	cela,	mais	moi	si	j’avais	un	Companion,	il	aura	l’aspect	9	

fonctionnel	que	sera	prédominant	,	car	c’est	un	peu	triste	et	pathétique	avoir	un	10	

faux	Companion,	qui	soit	virtuel.	Je	veux	dire	pas	humain	après	tu	te	dis	je	suis	fou	11	

de	parler	à	un	robot.	12	

Q	:	tu	seras	dérouté	d’avoir	du	fait	qu’il	n’a	pas	une	forme	humaine,	c’est	pour	cela	13	

que	l’aspect	fonctionnel	passera	dessus	mais	ce	n’est	pas	pour	cela	que	la	relation	14	

ne	peut	pas	être	sympathique,	mais	c’est	une	relation	fonctionnel.	Et	cela	peut	15	

être	plus	ou	moins	sympathique	selon	les	aspects	de	voix	,	de	présence	,	de	16	

fonction,	de	visuel	de	robot	,	cela	peut	être	plus	agréable	avec	certains	d’entre	eux	17	

que	avec	d’autres.		18	

Mais	cela	sera	toujours	parce	qu’il	y	a	un	service,	un	conseil	qui	est	intéressante.	19	

(F)	I	agree	on	it,	but	if	I	had	a	Companion,	he	should	have	the	functional	aspect		20	

which	should	be	predominant	because	it	is	a	little	be	sad	and	pathetic	to	have	a	21	

false	Companion,	who	is	virtual.	I	want	to	say	not	human	and	after	this	you	say	to	22	

yourself	that	you	are	fool	to	speak	to	a	robot.	23	

(Q)	you	will	be	disturbed	to	see	that	he	has	not	a	human	form;	it	is	for	that	reason	24	

that	the	functional	aspect	will	be	more	important	but	this	is	not	a	reason	to	state	25	

that	the	relation	cannot	be	sympathetic,	but	it	is	a	functional	relation.	And	this	can	26	

be	more	or	less	nicer	to	be	with	them	than	with	others.	27	

But	this	will	always	be	the	case	because	he	has	a	service,	an	advice	which	is	28	

interesting.	29	
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………la	relation	peut	aussi	se	construire	à	travers	la	fonction,	car	j’aurait	besoin	1	

de	me	reposer	su	le	C	pour	certain	choses	qui	me	sont	utiles	et	de	coup	cela	2	

pourra	créer	une	certaine	relation.	3	

The	relation	can	also	be	constructed	through	the	function,	because	I	will	need	to	4	

give	confidence	to	the	Companion	for	certain	matters	which	are	useful	to	me	and	5	

by	doing	so	this	could	create	a	certain	kind	of	relation.		6	

	7	

	8	

	9	

	10	

	11	

	12	

	13	

	14	

	15	

	16	

	17	

	18	
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Complements Chapter 4 
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1. Experiment	N°1		

1.1. Description	of	chosen	Companions	Experiment	1	

Nom	 Description	 Interface	 Fonction		
	

	
Patachon	

Mediator,	
Windows	XP	

Gestuel,	sound,	
movement	

Accompanying	
computer	research		

Nabaztag	 Wireless	
Communicating	

Rabbit	

Light,	voice	 Communication	emails,	
wheater…	

Ifbot	 Robot	
Companion	

Voice,	Light,	 Keep	in	company	

 
Aibo	

Artificial	
intelligent	Dog	
Companion	

	
Light,	body	
motion	

	

	
	

entertainment:	
	

Enrika Virtual	
Interviewer	

Speech	,	Text	 Service	:	pollster	

 
Samuela 

	
Virtual	
Housekeeper	

Speech,Visual	
Recognition	

Body	Movement	

Service:	
Digital	Home	

 
Nike+Ipod 

	Intelligent	
shoes	

Sensors,screen,	
sound	

Service	:	Fitness	

Pivo	2	 Robot	Dashboard	
extension	

Light	,	Voice,	
Gestuelle	

Driving	Companion	

HAL	 Inteligence	
ambient	

Speech,	Visual	
Recognition	

Ubiquitus	
IntelligenceAmbient	
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2. Experiment	N°2		

2.1. On	line	Questionnaire Experiment	N°2	

 
 

TEST DESCRIPTORS COMPANIONS 
 

Thank you for participating in this test.  
Please first watch this short video about Samuela Companion. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BmDMNguQUmM 
Then you will be provided with a list of words, which describes Companion 
behaviour. The list is composed of a word and its opposite.  
For each word on the list follow the instructions below. 

 
Example: 
I. Please choose a number between -3 and 3, which represents the degree of 
the behaviour that you would like the Companion to have. 
 
 
In this case -3 means DIFFICULT COMMUNICATION and 3 means EASY 
COMMUNICATION. 
 
II. Now write a word or phrase, which describes the number you have chosen.  
For example, a word that represents the number -1 might be ‘articulate’. 
	

ARTICULATE 
 

III. Now write a word or phrase that you consider describes an unacceptable 
extreme for each descriptor. For example ‘chatty’ might be an unacceptable 
extreme for ‘easy communication’. 
	

CHATTY 
 

Please turn the page and start the test now. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

1. DIFFICULT 
2. COMMUNICATION	 	 	 	 	 	 EASY 

COMMUNICATION	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
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TEST DESCRIPTORS COMPANIONS 

 
1. Please choose a number between -3 and 3, which represents the degree of 
the behaviour that you would like the Companion to have.  
 

In this case -3 means BAD LISTENER and 3 means GOOD LISTENER.  
1a. Now write a word or phrase, which describes the number you have chosen.  
 

 
 

1b. Now write a word or phrase that you consider describes an unacceptable 
extreme for each descriptor.  

 
 

 
 
2. Please choose a number between -3 and 3, which represents the degree of 
the behaviour that you would like the Companion to have. 

 
In this case -3 means REACTIVE and 3 means PROACTIVE.  
2a. Now write a word or phrase, which describes the number you have chosen.  
 

 
 

2b. Now write a word or phrase that you consider describes an unacceptable 
extreme for each descriptor.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BAD  
LISTENER	 	 	 	 	 	 GOOD  

LISTENER	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

REACTIVE	 	 	 	 	 	 PROACTIVE	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
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TEST DESCRIPTORS COMPANIONS 

 
3. Please choose a number between -3 and 3, which represents the degree of 
the behaviour that you would like the Companion to have.  
 

In this case -3 means INDIFFERENT and 3 means EMPATHETIC.  
3a. Now write a word or phrase, which describes the number you have chosen.  
 

 
 

3b. Now write a word or phrase that you consider describes an unacceptable 
extreme for each descriptor.  

 
 

 
 
4. Please choose a number between -3 and 3, which represents the degree of 
the behaviour that you would like the Companion to have. 

 
In this case -3 means UNINTERESTED and 3 means INTERESTED.  
4a. Now write a word or phrase, which describes the number you have chosen.  
 

 
 

4b. Now write a word or phrase that you consider describes an unacceptable 
extreme for each descriptor.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INDIFFERENT	 	 	 	 	 	 EMPATHETIC	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

UNINTERESTED	 	 	 	 	 	 INTERESTED	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
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TEST DESCRIPTORS COMPANIONS 

 
5. Please choose a number between -3 and 3, which represents the degree of 
the behaviour that you would like the Companion to have.  
 

In this case -3 means UNHELPFUL and 3 means HELPFUL. 
5a. Now write a word or phrase, which describes the number you have chosen.  
 

 
 

5b. Now write a word or phrase that you consider describes an unacceptable 
extreme for each descriptor. 

 
 

 
 
6. Please choose a number between -3 and 3, which represents the degree of 
the behaviour that you would like the Companion to have. 

 
In this case -3 means INCONSISTENT and 3 means CONSISTENT.  
6a. Now write a word or phrase, which describes the number you have chosen.  
 

 
 

6b. Now write a word or phrase that you consider describes an unacceptable 
extreme for each descriptor.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

UNHELPFUL	 	 	 	 	 	 HELPFUL	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

INCONSISTENT	 	 	 	 	 	 CONSISTENT	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
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TEST DESCRIPTORS COMPANIONS 

 
7. Please choose a number between -3 and 3, which represents the degree of 
the behaviour that you would like the Companion to have.  
 

In this case -3 means INDISCRETE and 3 means DISCRETE.  
7a. Now write a word or phrase, which describes the number you have chosen.  
 

 
 

7b. Now write a word or phrase that you consider describes an unacceptable 
extreme for each descriptor.  

 
 

 
 
8. Please choose a number between -3 and 3, which represents the degree of 
the behaviour that you would like the Companion to have. 

 
In this case -3 means HUMOURLESS and 3 means HUMOROUS.  
8a. Now write a word or phrase, which describes the number you have chosen.  
 

 
 

8b. Now write a word or phrase that you consider describes an unacceptable 
extreme for each descriptor.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INDISCRETE	 	 	 	 	 	 DISCRETE	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

HUMOURLESS	 	 	 	 	 	 HUMOROUS	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
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TEST DESCRIPTORS COMPANIONS 
 
9. Please choose a number between -3 and 3, which represents the degree of 
the behaviour that you would like the Companion to have.  
 

In this case -3 means IMPATIENT and 3 means PATIENT. 
9a. Now write a word or phrase, which describes the number you have chosen.  
 

 
 

9b. Now write a word or phrase that you consider describes an unacceptable 
extreme for each descriptor.  

 
 

 
 
10. Please choose a number between -3 and 3, which represents the degree of 
the behaviour that you would like the Companion to have. 

 
In this case -3 means BORING and 3 means FUN.  
10a. Now write a word or phrase, which describes the number you have 
chosen.  
 

 
 

10b. Now write a word or phrase that you consider describes an unacceptable 
extreme for each descriptor.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IMPATIENT	 	 	 	 	 	 PATIENT	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 

BORING	 	 	 	 	 	 FUN	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
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TEST DESCRIPTORS COMPANIONS 
 
11. Please choose a number between -3 and 3, which represents the degree of 
the behaviour that you would like the Companion to have.  
 

In this case -3 means INCOHERENT and 3 means COHERENT. 
11a. Now write a word or phrase, which describes the number you have 
chosen.  
 

 
 

11b. Now write a word or phrase that you consider describes an unacceptable 
extreme for each descriptor.  

 
 

 
 
 
	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

INCOHERENT	 	 	 	 	 	 COHERENT	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
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2.2. List	unwelcome	features	in	companions	

	
Prying	
uninterested	
Distracted		
unresponsive  
inattentive	
fawning		
stifling	
weariness	
controlling		
Intrusive	
passive  
indifferent	
no	response			
no	relevant	response	
gushing		
smothering	
emotive	
dismissive		
apathetic	
indifferent	
to	sound	irreal	
intruding  
uninterested	
callous	unresponsive  
obnoxious	
servile  
overly	solicitous	
insensitive	hindering sabbateur	
negative	
Inexorable	
Tiresome	
focused	only	on	herself	
silly		
rigid  
pushy	
	

Too	consistent	in	the	ideas	of	conversation	
untrustworthy	erratic  
rigid	
uncommunicative secretive	
Release	information	to	others	
mistrust	reckless blabbermouth	
hysterical  
zany	
taking	it	too	serious	
gloomy	priggish		
like	a	dead	fish	
Emotionless	
Over	impatient	
hasty		
rude  
easily	angered	
serious	distracting	
over	indulgent		
too	funny	sounds	forced	
Making	irrelevant	jokes	
obsessive	
irrelevant	
unintelligible  
disorganized	
making	irrelevant	comments	
gossiping	
	
In	red	features	chosen	up	of	at	least	30%	
of	the	sample.	
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Complements Chapter 5 & Chapter 6 
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1.1. Partial Gamut of facial expressions of Samuela Companion 
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1.2.  Rating of Intensities for every facial expression for each interaction 
strategy. 

Inquisitive	
	

Switch	 Estado	 Very	
Much	

SomeWhat	 Undecided	 Not	
Really	

Not	at	
all	

inquisitive	 What1	 	 x	 	 	 	
Inquisitive	 What	 	 	 x	 	 	
Inquisitive	 What2	 x	 	 	 	 	
Inquisitive	 What3	 	 x	 	 	 	
inquisitive	 WhatFinal	 x	 	 	 	 	
surprised	 Surprised3d	 X	 	 	 	 	

newEmotions2	 como	 x	 	 	 	 	
newEmotions2	 entonces	 x	 	 	 	 	
	

Surprised	
	 Estado	 Very	

Much	
SomeWhat	 Undecided	 Not	

Really	
Not	at	
all	

Surprised	 a	 	 x	 	 	 	
Surprised	 a01*	 x	 	 	 	 	
Surprised	 a02	 	 x	 	 	 	
Surprised	 Surprised1	 x	 	 	 	 	
Surprised	 Surprised2b	 x	 	 	 	 	
Surprised	 Surprised2a	 	 	 	 	 	
Surprised	 What	 x	 	 	 	 	
Surprised	 Surprised3a	 	 	 	 	 	
Surprised	 Surprised3b	 	 x	 	 	 	
Surprised	 Surprised3c	 	 x	 	 	 	
Surprised	 Surprised3d	 	 	 	 	 	
Surprised	 Test	 X	 	 	 	 	

Attconfuse	 avancezoom	 	 x	 	 	 	
Susto2	 a	 x	 	 	 	 	
nweEmotions	 Cejas_arriba	 x	 	 	 	 	
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Sympathetic	
	

Switch	 Estado	 Very	
Much	

SomeWhat	 Undecided	 Not	
Really		

Not	
at	all	

sympathetic	 mainsOuvertes	 x	 	 	 	 	
Sympathetic	 mainsFermees	 x	 	 	 	 	
Sympathetic	 mainsOuvertes02	 	 x	 	 	 	
Sympathetic	 mainsOuvertes03	 	 x	 	 	 	
Sympathetic	 mainsFermees02	 	 x	 	 	 	
sympathetic	 mainsFermees03	 	 x	 	 	 	
Sympathetic	 owh	 x	 	 	 	 	
newEmotions	 Eyes_sad2	 x	 	 	 	 	
newEmotions	 Eyes_sad3	 x	 	 	 	 	

Confused	
	
Switch	 Estado	 Very	

Much	
SomeWhat	 Undecided	 Not	

Really		
Not	at	
all	

Confuse5	 a	 	 X	 	 	 	
Confuse	5	 but	 x	 	 	 	 	
Surprised	 Surprised3a	 	 	 	 	 	
Attconfuse	 a	 x	 	 	 	 	
Attconfuse	 b	 x	 	 	 	 	
Attconfuse	 avance	 x	 	 	 	 	
Attconfuse	 avancezoom	 	 x	 	 	 	
indiferencia	 A_eyesOpen	 x	 	 	 	 	

Cheerful	
	
Switch	 Estado	 Very	

Much	
SomeWhat	 Undecided	 Not	

Really		
Not	at	all	

Attcheerful2	 A	 	 X	 	 	 	
Attcheerful2	 b	 	 X	 	 	 	
Alegre	 a	 	 x	 	 	 	
Yeahgreat	 Yeah02	 X	 	 	 	 	
Yeahgreat	 great	 x	 	 	 	 	
Yeahgreat	 Yeah01	 X	 	 	 	 	
Yeahgreat	 oh	 X	 	 	 	 	
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Listening	
	
	

	
Switch	 Estado	 Very	

Much	
SomeWhat	 Undecided	 Not	

Really		
Not	at	
all	

attgestpersonality	 a	 x	 	 	 	 	
alegre	 a	 x	 	 	 	 	
Asentir2	 a	 x	 	 	 	 	
Asentir2	 c	 	 x	 	 	 	
asentir	 b	 	 x	 	 	 	
darturno	 a	 x	 	 	 	 	
darturno	 a_less	 x	 	 	 	 	
	

Interrupted	
	
switch	 Estado	 Very	

Much	
SomeWhat	 Undecided	 Not	

Really		
Not	at	
all	

Surprised	 Surprised2a	 x	 	 	 	 	
Surprised	 Surprised3a	 x	 	 	 	 	
Loop_LeverMain	 b_loop	 X	 	 	 	 	
Loop_LeverMain	 B_recul	 X	 	 	 	 	
Loop_LeverMain	 c	 x	 	 	 	 	
Beat_gesture3	 a	 x	 	 	 	 	
Beat_gesture3	 b	 	 x	 	 	 	
Beat_gesture4	 a	 x	 	 	 	 	
	

Idle	
	
switch	 Estado	
newEmotions2	 underbite	
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1.3. Complete List of Verbal Interaction Strategy. 

 
Sympathetic Statement 

oh no! how unfortunate that's a shame 

God! how disappointing jeez 

I'm so sorry that's a shame yuck 

that's not good you have my sympathy damn it! 

shocking! I understand how you must be 
feeling 

damn 

that's not what you want is it! how unfortunate oh no 

that's unsettling how disappointing uh-oh 

how awful how unpleasant but  

that's awful how upsetting ich 

that's terrible oh dear! boo 

appalling that's bad aw 

how atrocious that's quite distressing argh 

No way Yikes Jesus Christ 

That sucks Shit Oh, crap 
how regrettable I'm sorry to hear that  

	
	
	

Cheerful Statement 

marvelous! awesome 
that's marvellous that's awesome! 
excellent wonderful news ! 
that's great that's sensational 
that's wonderful super 
fantastic incredible 
that's fantastic astonishing 
fabulous amazing 
that's fabulous LoL 
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how exciting! yeah 
superb oh 
splendid uh 
good aw 
that's good mmm 
nice wow 
sure mhm/uh-huh 
great ah 
not bad! hey 
I'm glad to hear it oh 
that's tremendous gosh 
terrific golly 
that's terrific awesome 
smashing that's awesome! 
that's brilliant wonderful news ! 
that's so good that's sensational 
how nice! | super 
that's great news! incredible 
that's excellent astonishing 
phenomenal amazing 
how remarkable! LoL 
yeah mhm/uh-huh 
oh ah 
uh hey 
aw oh 
mmm gosh 
Way to go Ace 
Cool Sweet 
fab wicked 
wow golly 

	
	

Inquisitive Statement 

What’s up? 
What’s happening? 
Are you Ok? 
Is there something wrong? 
How it’s going 
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Are you doing well ? 
I didn’t understand what you have say, Could you	repeat 
please 
Excuse me 
Pardon 
Is everything all right? 
Is there a problem? 
Sorry 
Is everything all right 
Sorry could you repeat that? 

	
	

Listening Statement 

Yes And? 
mmmmHmm oh I see! 
ahha ahha Well 
That’s right interesting 
Ok I know 
And then??? right 

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Surprised	Statement	
Why	do	you	want	that?	Usually	you	hate	that	kind	of	
thing!	
You	really	you	want	that?	
That's	astonishing!	You	really	want	that?	
I’m	upside	down!	
Surprising!	
Astonishing!	
Are	you	sure?	
Unbelievable!	

Interrupted	Statement	
It's	ok	 Please	continue.	
That's	all	right	 And	then?	
Go	on	 Uh,	huh….	
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Excuse	me		
	
	

Confused Statement 
Could you repeat that please? I didn’t understand. 
But I know you don’t like that. I’m confused. 
Are you sure??? 
I’m wondering if I correctly understood what you want. 
I’m perplexed. 

	
44	Sympathetic	Statement	

78	Cheerful	Statement 

15	Inquisitive	Statement	

12	Listening	Statement 

12	Surprised	Statements 

4	Confused	Statement 

6	Interrupted	Statement 

	

Total	160	statements	
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1.4. Tables of term appropriateness statistics 

A) Term appropriateness statistics for the negative emotions cluster; submission, 

grief, vigilance, aggressiveness, contempt, sadness, resignation, annoyance, remorse, 

pensiveness, apprehension, boredom, disgust, distraction, awe (fear +surprise), fear, rage, 

terror, anger and loathing. 

Average 
Appropriateness 

Relative 
Appropriateness Term 

75% -0.01 Could you repeat that please? 
I didn’t understand. 

60% 0.04 Go on. 
59% 0.02 Sorry could you repeat that? 
56% 0.1 Hmmmmmmm. 
50% 0.12 Please continue. 
43% -0.01 Uh_ huhuh. 

40% 0.01 I didn’t understand what you said. 
Could you repeat please? 

34% 0.59 That’s not good. 
32% 0.63 I’m sorry to hear that. 

 

B) Term appropriateness statistics for the positive emotions cluster; Amazement, Surprise, Optimism 

(Anticipation + Joy), Serenity, Anticipation, Admiration, Interest, Love (Joy + Trust), Trust. 

Average 
Appropriateness 

Relative 
Appropriateness Term 

75% -0.02 Could you repeat that please? I didn’t 
understand. 

58% -0.02 Go on 
54% -0.1 Sorry could you repeat that? 
46% -0.17 Hmmmmmm. 
43% -0.01 Uh_ huhuh. 
40% -0.18 Please continue. 

40% -0.02 I didn’t understand what you have 
said. Could you repeat please? 

34% 1.17 That’s great. 
33% 0.05 Ahha ahha. 
33% 0.74 Interesting. 
33% 0.38 Right! 
30% 0.26 Pardon? 
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C) Term appropriateness statistics for the medium positive emotions cluster; 

Surprise, Optimism (Anticipation + Joy), Serenity	

Average	
Appropriateness	

Relative	
Appropriaten

ess	

Term	

76%	 -0	 Could	you	repeat	that	please?	I	
didnt	understand.	

60%	 0.04	 Go	on	
54%	 2.2	 Im	glad	to	hear	it	
54%	 -0.1	 sorry	could	you	repeat	that?	
51%	 1.74	 thats	great	
47%	 -0.13	 mmmmHmm	
47%	 0.23	 I	didnt	understand	what	you	have	

say_	Could	you	repeat	please	
46%	 0.52	 ahha	ahha	
42%	 -0.07	 Uh_	huhuh	
41%	 1.83	 thats	excellent	
41%	 -0.14	 Please	continue.	
40%	 1.85	 thats	fantastic	
37%	 1.94	 thats	good	
35%	 1.99	 Cool	
33%	 0.72	 interesting	
32%	 1.5	 thats	terrific	
32%	 0.42	 ok	
32%	 1.56	 thats	wonderful	
31%	 0.52	 Thats	all	right	
31%	 0.29	 right	
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D) Term appropriateness statistics for the medium-strong positive emotions cluster; 

Optimism (Anticipation + Joy), Serenity 

 
Average	

Appropriateness	
Relative	

Appropriaten
ess	

Term	

75%	 -0.02	 Could	you	repeat	that	please?	I	didnt	
understand.	

63%	 2.42	 Im	glad	to	hear	it	
62%	 0.08	 Go	on	
56%	 1.87	 thats	great	
52%	 -0.15	 sorry	could	you	repeat	that?	
50%	 -0.04	 mmmmHmm	
47%	 0.1	 Uh_	huhuh	
43%	 0.43	 ahha	ahha	
42%	 0.07	 I	didnt	understand	what	you	have	say_	

Could	you	repeat	please	
39%	 1.73	 thats	excellent	
39%	 -0.24	 Please	continue.	
37%	 0.57	 pardon	
37%	 1.72	 thats	fantastic	
37%	 1.94	 thats	good	
35%	 0.55	 ok	
35%	 1.97	 Cool	
35%	 1.69	 thats	wonderful	
33%	 0.4	 right	
31%	 0.52	 Thats	all	right	
30%	 0.22	 oh	I	see!	
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1.5. Liste of Verbal Interaction Strategies translated to Mexican Spanish 

	
 

Cheerful Statement 

1. marvelous! / maravilloso 2. awesome /	impresionante 

3. that's marvellous / eso es 

maravilloso 

4. that's awesome! /	eso es 

impresionante! 

5. excellent / excelente 6. wonderful news ! /	es una noticia 

maravillosa! 

7. that's great / eso es genial! 8. that's sensational / eso es 

sensacional 

9. that's wonderful / es 

maravilloso 

10. super / super! 

11. Fantastic / fantástico 12. Incredible /	increíble 

13. that's fantastic/	eso es 

fantástico 

 

14. astonishing /	sorprendente 

15. fabulous / fabuloso 16. amazing / asombroso 

17. that's fabulous /  

eso es fabuloso 

18. LoL / risa ruidosa 

19. how exciting! /	qué emoción! 20. Yeah / sí! 

21. Superb / magnifico 22. Oh / ay 

23. Splendid / espléndido 24. Uh :uh 

25. good /bien 26. aw / y 
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27. that's good /	eso es bueno 28. mmm / mmm 

29. nice / bonito 30. wow / wuau 

31. sure /seguro, cierto 32. mhm/uh-huh 

33. great / grandioso 34. ah 

35. not bad! / no está mal! 36. Hey / ey 

37. I'm glad to hear it / Me alegro 

de oírlo 

38. Oh / oh 

39. that's tremendous / eso es 

tremendo 

40. gosh / ¡vaya! 

41. terrific / estupendo 42. golly / ¡ea! 

43. that's terrific / eso es 

estupendo 

44. awesome / impresionante 

45. smashing / imponente 46. that's awesome! /	eso es 

impresionante! 

47. that's brilliant / eso es brillante 48. wonderful news ! /	una noticia 

maravillosa! 

49. that's so good /	eso	es	bueno 50. that's sensational/ eso es 

sensacional 

51. how nice! / que lindo 52. super / super 

53. that's great news! / eso es una 

gran noticia! 

54. Incredible/increible 

55. that's excellent/	eso es 

excelente 

56. astonishing/	sorprendente 

57. phenomenal / fenomenal 58. amazing / asombroso 
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59. how remarkable! 

/extraordinario 

60. LoL / risas 

61. Yeah / Sí 62. mhm/uh-huh 

63. oh / ay 64. ah / ah 

65. uh 66. hey/ ey 

67. aw 68. oh 

69. mmm /mmm 70. gosh / caramba 

	

71. Way	to	go	/	Así	se	hace	

72. Ace	

Cool	/	atractivo	

73. 	

74. Sweet	/	dulce	

/	meloso	

75. fab 76. wicked / malvado 

/malo 

77. wow / caray! 78. Golly / caramba 

	
	

Inquisitive Statement 
 

1. What’s	up?	

¿Qué	pasa?	

2. What’s	happening?	

¿Qué	está	pasando?	

3. Are	you	Ok?	

¿Estás	bien?	

4. Is	there	something	wrong?	
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¿Hay	algo	mal?	

5. How	it’s	going	

¿Cómo		va?	

6. Are	you	doing	well	?	

¿Está	haciendo	bien?	

7. I	didn’t	understand	what	you	have	say,	Could	

you	repeat	please	

No	entendía	lo	que	tiene	que	decir,	¿Podría	

repetirlo,	por	favor	

8. excuse	me	

Discúlpeme	

9. pardon	

Perdón	

10. Is	everything	all	right?	

¿Está	todo	bien?	

11. Is	there	a	problem?	

¿Hay	algún	problema?	

12. Sorry	

La	lamento	

13. Is	there	a	problem?	

¿Hay	algún	problema?	

14. Is	everything	all	right	

¿Está	todo	bien?	

15. sorry	could	you	repeat	that?	

lo	siento	¿Puede	repetir	eso?	
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Listening Statement 
 

1. Yes	/	Sí!	 2. and?	/	y?	

3. mmmmHmm	/mmhm	 4. oh	I	see!		

/	oh	ya	veo!	

5. ahha	ahha	/aaaah	 6. Well	/	Bien!	

7. That’s	right	/		

Eso	es	correcto	

8. Interesting	/	

interesante	

9. Ok	/	Ok	/	Esta	bien	 10. I	know	/	lo	sé	

11. and	then???	/	Y	entonces	 12. right	/	

correcto	

	
Surprised	Statement	

1. Why	do	you	want	that?	Usually	you	hate	that	kind	of	thing!		
¿Por	qué	quieres	eso?	Por	lo	general,	usted	odia	ese	tipo	de	cosas!	
2. You	really	you	want	that?	

							¿De	verdad	quieres	eso?	
3. That's	astonishing!	You	really	want	that?	
Eso	es	asombroso!	¿De	verdad	quieres	eso?	
4. I’m	upside	down!	
Estoy	al	revés!	
5. Surprising!	

						Sorprendente!	
6. Astonishing!	
Asombroso!	
7. Are	you	sure?	

						¿Está	seguro?	
8. Unbelievable!	
¡Increíble!	
9. Excuse	me		

						Disculpe	
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Confused Statement 

 
1. Could	you	repeat	that	please?	I	didn’t	understand.	

¿Podría	repetir	eso,	por	favor?	Yo	no	entendía.	

2. But	I	know	you	don’t	like	that.	I’m	confused.	

Pero	yo	sé	que	no	le	gusta	eso.	Estoy	confundido.	

3. Are	you	sure???	

¿Está	seguro???	

4. I’m	wondering	if	I	correctly	understood	what	you	want.	I’m	perplexed.	

Me	pregunto	si	he	entendido	bien	lo	que	quieres.	Estoy	perplejo.	

	
	
	
	

	
 

 

 

 

 

 

Interrupted	Statement	
It's	ok	

Está	bien	

Please	continue.	

Por	favor,	continua.	

That's	all	right	

Eso	está	bien	

And	then?	 	

Y	entonces?	

	
Go	on	

Continua	

Uh,	huh….	

Ammm	
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2. Experiment N° 6 

2.1. Reading and Language design games. 

The	 second	educational	 video	game	was	 intended	 to	permit	 children	 to	 improve	

their	reading	abilities.	 	In	order	to	encourage	the	children	to	explore	the	Mexican	

national	 side	 of	 their	 identity	 while	 developing	 reading	 skills,	 the	 program	

featured	a	short	story		for	children	written	by	Octavio	Paz	entitled	‘Mi	vida	con	la	

ola’	(Biblioteca	digital,	2013).	Octavio	Paz	is	a	Mexican	Nobel	laureate	for	literature	

in	1990	(Nobelprize	.org,	2013).	

In	 this	 game	 children	 were	 invited	 to	 read	 the	 text	 and	 complete	 the	 story	 by	

replacing	missing	verbs.		Players	had	to	choose	the	verb	from	the	list	on	the	right	

hand	side	of	the	screen.	When	a	correct	verb	was	chosen	and	placed	in	the	text,	the	

players’	 health	 improved	 and	 their	 score	 increased.	 If	 the	 verb	 chosen	 was	

incorrect,	 their	health	weakened.	The	speed	of	 the	appearance	of	 the	 text	was	 in	

accordance	 with	 the	 level	 of	 the	 player.	 A	 screenshot	 of	 the	 reading	 text	 is	

presented	in	Figure	2.1	

	

	
Figure 2.1 Screenshot of the educational videogame for reading. 

The	last	game	was	the	languages	game	help	students	to	learn	the	names	of	animals	

in	English	(figure	2.2).		
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Figure 2.2 Screenshot of the educational videogame for language. 

This	 game	 is	 another	 ‘tower	 defense’	 type	 game	 similar	 to	 that	 used	 to	 learn	

mathematics	described	 above.	However,	 instead	of	 doing	 sums	 to	 fire	 eagles	 the	

students	 have	 to	 match	 words	 in	 English	 to	 their	 Spanish	 translations.	 When	

words	 are	 matched	 correctly	 eagles	 are	 fired	 from	 both	 words	 and	 health	 is	

drained	 when	 words	 are	 matched	 incorrectly.	 The	 game	 begins	 with	 a	 small	

number	of	words	 for	more	 common	animals	 such	as	 cats	and	dogs.	As	 the	game	

advances	 the	 difficulty	 level	 increases	 with	 a	 wider	 variety	 of	 gradually	 more	

obscure	animal	names.	 If	 the	children	are	not	already	 familiar	with	 the	names	of	

these	animals	 in	English,	 they	can	normally	 find	 the	 translations	out	by	 trial	and	

error	and	learn	from	their	mistakes.		

	
2.2. Ethical Policies & Permission slips of parents 

It	 was	 agreed	 that	 the	 administrative	 personnel,	 parents	 and	 teachers	 would	

attend	a	presentation	explaining	the	research	that	included	photos	of	the	Usability	

Living	Lab	where	the	experiments	would	be	run	and	an	explanation	of	the	concept	

of	Companions.	They	were	introduced	to	the	screen	based	companion	Samuela	and	

the	 robot	Nao.	 I	 highlighted	 the	 observational	 nature	 of	 this	 research	work.	 The	

principal	 of	 the	 school	 and	 the	 parents	 signed	 the	 permission	 slips	 giving	 their	

consent,	presented	below.	
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Hca. Cd. De Huajuapan de León a 25 de Agosto de 2014 

Escuela Primaria Benito Juárez. 

Director Óscar Galeana. 

A Quien Corresponda: 

 

 

 

Asunto: Participación en una prueba de investigación. 

 

Por este presente, el grupo de Medios Interactivos de la Universidad 

Tecnológica de la Mixteca solicita su cooperación para la realización de una prueba de 

investigación, la cual requiere de la participación de 28 alumnos del quinto grado de 

primaria (A,B), 1 alumno de 6° grado y un alumno de 6° grado. Adjunto lista de 

alumnos. 

Dicha prueba  se llevará a cabo los días 29 y 30 de abril del presente año. 

Agradeciendo de antemano su atención prestada y esperando una respuesta 

favorable se despide por el grupo de Medios Interactivos . 

 

 

 

 

 

    

	
	
	 	

Maestra		Néna	Roa	Seiler	
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Sr. (a) __________________________________________________________otorgo 

mi autorización para que mi hijo (a) 

_____________________________________________ participe en la realización de la 

prueba que realizará el grupo de Medios Interactivos, el día 

_____________________________________. Al mismo tiempo doy mi 

consentimiento para hacer uso de los resultados obtenidos para fines de investigación. 

 

___________________________                              

___________________________ 

             

 
 
            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Universidad Tecnológica de la Mixteca 

Firma del Director de la Escuela 

Primaria “Benito Juárez” 

	

Firma del Padre o Tutor 
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2.3. Questionnaire Experiment 6 

• Exams in English, Mathematics and Reading 
• Tableau of Improvement 
• Questionnaire	subjective	questions 
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Exámenes	Aplicados	

Examen	1a	–	Inglés	
5	minutos	
Dibuja	una	línea	entre	la	palabra	en	ingles	y	su	traducción	en	español.	

cat	 	 el	pollo	
chicken	 	 la	cucaracha	

cockroach	 	 el	tigre	
cow	 	 la	ardilla	
dog	 	 la	vaca	
bear	 	 el	oso	
tiger	 	 el	gato	

squirrel	 	 el	perro	
	 	 	

panther	 	 el	grillo	
bull	 	 la	mariposa	

butterfly	 	 la	hormiga	
ant	 	 la	serpiente	

snake	 	 la	rana	
frog	 	 el	chimpancé	

chimpanzee	 	 la	pantera	
cricket	 	 el	toro	

	 	 	
polar	bear	 	 la	araña	

spider	 	 el	erizo	
squid	 	 el	hámster	
toad	 	 el	halcón	

pelican	 	 el	oso	polar	
hippo	 	 el	sapo	

hamster	 	 el	pelícano	
hedgehog	 	 el	hipopótamo	

gorilla	 	 el	calamar	
falcon	 	 el	gorila	
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Examen	1b	–	Inglés	
5	minutos	
Dibuja	una	línea	entre	la	palabra	en	ingles	y	su	traducción	en	español.	
	

wasp	 	 la	gallina	
rat	 	 la	avispa	

rabbit	 	 el	cerdo	
pig	 	 la	rata	
fish	 	 el	conejo	

elephant	 	 el	caballo	
horse	 	 el	pez	
hen	 	 la	gallina	

	
	
	eagle	 	 el	león	

deer	 	 el	jaguar	
dolphin	 	 el	ciervo	
parrot	 	 el	delfín	

kid	 	 el	canguro	
lion	 	 el	cabrito	

kangaroo	 	 el	águila	
jaguar	 	 el	loro	

bat	
	 	
la	panda	

panda	bear	 	 el	atún	
owl	 	 el	escorpión	

octopus	 	 el	murciélago	
dove	 	 el	búho	

antelope	 	 el	pavo	
turkey	 	 la	tortuga	
turtle	 	 la	paloma	
tuna	 	 el	antílope	

scorpion	 	 el	pulpo	
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Examen	1c	–	Inglés	
5	minutos	
Dibuja	una	línea	entre	la	palabra	en	ingles	y	su	traducción	en	español.	
	

bee	 	 la	ostra	
mouse	 	 la	cabra	
oyster	 	 el	zorro	
goat	 	 la	abeja	
fox	 	 el	ratón	
fly	 	 el	burro	

donkey	 	 el	gallo	
cock	 	 la	ostra	

	
	
	crocodile	 	 el	lobo	

wolf	 	 la	víbora	
bird	 	 el	mosquito	

giraffe	 	 el	lagarto	
gnat	 	 el	cocodrilo	
lizard	 	 el	pájaro	
zebra	 	 la	jirafa	
viper	 	 la	cebra	

	
	

	goose	 	 el	camello	
camel	 	 la	ballena	
whale	 	 el	cisne	
swan	 	 la	grulla	
snail	 	 la	foca	
seal	 	 el	cochinillo	

piglet	 	 la	oca	
cheetah	 	 el	cuervo	

crane	 	 el	caracol	
raven	 	 la	onza	
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Examen	2a	–	Matemáticas	
5	minutos	
57	 +	 82	 =	

	36	 +	 6	 =	
	56	 +	 18	 =	
	95	 +	 12	 =	
	32	 +	 19	 =	
		

17	 -	 3	 =	
	 	11	 -	 8	 =	
	 	45	 -	 27	 =	
	 	78	 -	 59	 =	
	 	93	 -	 1	 =	
	 	

	

	9	 *	 7	 =	
	6	 *	 2	 =	
	4	 *	 5	 =	
	9	 *	 8	 =	
	1	 *	 6	 =	
	 	

28	 /	 4	 =	
	24	 /	 3	 =	
	25	 /	 5	 =	
	48	 /	 8	 =	
	36	 /	 9	 =	
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Examen	2b	–	Matemáticas	
5	minutos	
20	 +	 19	 =	

	37	 +	 91	 =	
	19	 +	 68	 =	
	24	 +	 88	 =	
	54	 +	 98	 =	
		

10	 -	 1	 =	
	11	 -	 5	 =	
	96	 -	 17	 =	
	42	 -	 2	 =	
	37	 -	 14	 =	
	 	

8	 *	 3	 =	
	 	9	 *	 3	 =	
	 	8	 *	 5	 =	
	 	6	 *	 4	 =	
	 	2	 *	 9	 =	
	 	 	

10	 /	 2	 =	
	28	 /	 4	 =	
	2	 /	 1	 =	
	6	 /	 6	 =	
	15	 /	 5	 =	
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Examen	2c	–	Matemáticas	
5	minutos	
57	 +	 82	 =	

	36	 +	 6	 =	
	56	 +	 18	 =	
	95	 +	 12	 =	
	32	 +	 19	 =	
		

17	 -	 3	 =	
	11	 -	 8	 =	
	45	 -	 27	 =	
	78	 -	 59	 =	
	93	 -	 1	 =	
		

9	 *	 7	 =	
	6	 *	 2	 =	
	4	 *	 5	 =	
	9	 *	 8	 =	
	1	 *	 6	 =	
		

28	 /	 4	 =	
	24	 /	 3	 =	
	25	 /	 5	 =	
	48	 /	 8	 =	
	36	 /	 9	 =	
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Examen	3a	–	Lectura	
5	minutos	
Francisca	y	la	muerte	
Texto:	Onelio	Jorge	Cardoso	
	
—Santos	y	buenos	días	—____________	la	muerte,	y	
ninguno	de	los	presentes	la	pudo	____________.	
	
¡Claro!,	venía	la	parca	con	su	trenza	retorcida	bajo	el	
sombrero	y	su	mano	amarilla	en	el	bolsillo.	
	
—Si	no	____________—dijo—,	quisiera	____________	
dónde	vive	la	señora	Francisca.	
—Pues	mire	—le	respondieron,	y	asomándose	a	la	
puerta,	un	hombre	señaló	con	su	dedo	rudo	de	
labrador:	
	
Allá	por	los	matorrales	que	bate	el	viento,	¿ve?	hay	
un	camino	que	sube	la	colina.	Arriba	hallará	la	casa.	
	
"Cumplida	está"	pensó	la	muerte,	y	dando	las	gracias	
echó	a	andar	por	el	camino	aquella	mañana	que,	
precisamente,	había	pocas	nubes	en	el	cielo	y	todo	el	
azul	resplandecía	de	luz.	
	
Andando	pues,	____________	la	muerte	la	hora	y	vio	que	
____________	las	siete	de	la	mañana.	Para	la	una	y	
cuarto,	pasado	el	meridiano,	estaba	en	su	lista	
cumplida	ya	la	señora	Francisca.	
	
"Menos	mal,	poco	trabajo;	un	solo	caso",	se	dijo	
satisfecha	de	no	____________	la	muerte	y	siguió	su	
paso,	____________ahora	por	el	camino	apretado	de	
romerillo	y	rocío.	
	
….	

eran	
miró	
metiéndose	
fatigarse	
reconocer	
dijo	
saber	
molesto	
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Examen	3b	–	Lectura	
5	minutos	
Un	tango	para	Hilvanando	
	
Texto:	Eraclio	Zepeda	
	
Hilvanando,	hilvanando,	el	maestro	sastre	
pespunteaba	los	largos	días	de	mi	pueblo.	Zurcía	
historias.	____________	recuerdos.	Ponía	ojales	y	
botones	a	los	sueños.	Acudíamos	a	su	taller	para	
____________	sus	palabras,	o	ver	sus	manos,	que	iban	y	
venían	cortándonos	cuentos.	
	
Todos	lo	____________	en	el	pueblo.	Respetábamos	su	
oficio	tan	útil	y	complejo.	Al	trazar	con	su	tiza	los	
cortes	que	formarían	un	futuro	pantalón,	el	maestro	
parecía	un	astrónomo	calculando	movimientos	de	
planetas.	Mientras	____________,	si	no	contaba	
historias,	silbaba	melodías	que	recuerdo	dulces.	
	
Cuando	venían	las	fiestas	le	encargábamos	ropitas	
nuevas:	de	ahí	que	____________	en	él	con	alegría	
durante	el	resto	del	año.	Nos	@gustaba	escucharlo	y	
ver	sus	quehaceres	ejercidos	con	tanta	
perseverancia.	
	
Los	viejos	recordaban	que	su	nombre	era	
Hildebrando,	pero	para	nosotros	siempre	____________	
don	Hilvanando,	como	su	eterno	hilvanar	lo	
demostraba.	
	
Don	Hilvanando,	el	sastre,	trabajaba	puntada	tras	
puntada	hasta	el	último	repique	de	campanas	en	la	
tarde.	A	esa	hora	se	sacudía	del	regazo	los	recortes	
de	tela,	los	trocitos	de	hilaza	y	los	recuerdos	que	le	
____________	caído	durante	el	día.	
	
….	

pensáramos	
Empataba	
queríamos	
trabajaba	
habían	
fue	
gustaba	
oír	
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Examen	3c	–	Lectura	
5	minutos	
Un	tango	para	Hilvanando	
Texto:	Eraclio	Zepeda	
	
…	
Un	domingo	lo	____________estrenar	un	gran	sombrero	
blanco,	en	el	que	apenas	se	notaba	el	polvo	que	caía	
sobre	él.	Silbaba	los	tangos	aprendidos	del	radio	y	
caminaba,	con	su	ropa	blanca	y	sus	zapatos	blancos,	
mientras	soñaba	en	el	país	del	Plata	bajo	la	mirada	en	
____________de	todos	nosotros.	
	
Un	día	____________las	sillas	de	su	taller	y	con	dolor	
también	vendió	la	mesa.	Trabajaba	ahora	en	el	suelo,	
en	una	estera,	espléndido	petate	que	le	regalara	un	
viajero	que	pasó	____________al	sur.	
	
Con	el	dinero	de	las	sillas	y	la	mesa	y	otras	ventas	
compró	un	caballo	blanco.	De	pronto,	en	la	boda	de	la	
Marianita,	anunció	que	se	iría	al	sur,	tras	el	camino	
revelado	por	el	viajero	que	le	regaló	la	estera.	
	
Cuando	preguntamos	qué	tan	adentro	del	sur	iría,	
____________simplemente	que	habría	de	llegar	al	país	
del	Plata,	que	por	el	momento	tenía	sueño	y	que	se	
retiraría	a	descansar.	Se	despidió	y	se	fue	silbando	el	
tango	Adiós.	
	
____________una	silla	de	montar	muy	blanca,	con	
árguenas	blancas,	y	también	unas	riendas	blancas	
para	su	caballo	que	ahora	se	llamaba	Luz	de	Plata.	Su	
proyecto	de	ir	al	sur,	hasta	el	nido	del	tango,	lo	
absorbía	completamente.	Por	las	tardes,	antes	de	
____________los	zapatos	blancos,	contaba	sus	monedas	
y	hacía	presupuestos.	Un	día	rompió	a	llorar	al	darse	
cuenta	de	lo	poco	que	____________reunir.	
….	

rumbo	
podía	
Compró	
contestó	
vimos	
disimulo	
vendió	
ponerse	
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Tablas	de	mejora	en	el	rendimiento	

	

	

	

	
	
	
	
	
	

Improvement	1st	test	 Improvement	2nd	test	
		 Matemáticas Ingles Lectura 		 Matemáticas Ingles Lectura 		
s	 5.00%	 0.00%	 0.00%	 1.67%	 30.00%	 0.00%	 12.50%	 14.17%	
s	 -5.00%	 -11.54%	 50.00%	 11.15%	 10.00%	 7.69%	 12.50%	 10.06%	
s	 15.00%	 15.38%	 0.00%	 10.13%	 35.00%	 -3.85%	 -25.00%	 2.05%	
s	 30.00%	 0.00%	 -62.50%	 -10.83%	 35.00%	 -11.54%	 -50.00%	 -8.85%	
s	 20.00%	 3.85%	 -12.50%	 3.78%	 25.00%	 15.38%	 12.50%	 17.63%	
s	 0.00%	 23.08%	 12.50%	 11.86%	 5.00%	 7.69%	 0.00%	 4.23%	
s	 15.00%	 -15.38%	 -37.50%	 -12.63%	 35.00%	 -15.38%	 -25.00%	 -1.79%	
s	 10.00%	 0.00%	 12.50%	 7.50%	 25.00%	 26.92%	 25.00%	 25.64%	
S	 10.00%	 0.00%	 -25.00%	 -5.00%	 0.00%	 7.69%	 -12.50%	 -1.60%	
n	 10.00%	 -7.69%	 -12.50%	 -3.40%	 15.00%	 0.00%	 0.00%	 5.00%	
n	 25.00%	 -11.54%	 0.00%	 4.49%	 65.00%	 -3.85%	 25.00%	 28.72%	
n	 5.00%	 -23.08%	 25.00%	 2.31%	 30.00%	 -11.54%	 0.00%	 6.15%	
n	 10.00%	 -11.54%	 -37.50%	 -13.01%	 20.00%	 -11.54%	 -25.00%	 -5.51%	
n	 5.00%	 19.23%	 -25.00%	 -0.26%	 0.00%	 30.77%	 25.00%	 18.59%	
n	 5.00%	 3.85%	 -37.50%	 -9.55%	 50.00%	 7.69%	 -37.50%	 6.73%	
n	 25.00%	 7.69%	 -25.00%	 2.56%	 10.00%	 0.00%	 12.50%	 7.50%	
n	 -10.00%	 0.00%	 -12.50%	 -7.50%	 5.00%	 23.08%	 0.00%	 9.36%	
n	 0.00%	 15.38%	 37.50%	 17.63%	 0.00%	 7.69%	 12.50%	 6.73%	

Tabla 1. Mejora del rendimiento de los niños evaluados mediante exámenes aplicados. 
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Cuestionario	aplicado	
	

1. ¿Te pareció extraño no utilizar un mouse y un teclado en el juego? 
 
 
 

2. ¿Le tuviste confianza a Samuela como para decirle las dudas que tenían mientras 
jugaban?¿Por qué? 
 
 
 

3. ¿Te gustaría que tu compañero virtual además de ayudarte, pudieras platicar con 
él? 

 
4. Imagina una situación en la que te sucedió algo muy triste (te caíste, reprobaste 

una materia, los ladrones entraron a tu casa). ¿Cómo piensas que reaccionaría 
Samuela? 
 

o Estaría triste por ti 
o Te diría que no es grave 
o No te diría nada 

 
5. Ahora, imagina que te sucedió algo muy bueno (te compraron un celular, nació 

tu hermanita, te vas de vacaciones). ¿Qué piensas que te diría Samuela? 
o Estaría feliz por ti 
o Me diría que no es la gran cosa 
o No me diría nada. 

6. Samuela se expresa corectamente , es decir cuando debe estar triste se le ve triste 
y cuando debe estar contenta se le ve contenta? 
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Resultados	del	cuestionario	aplicado	
	

Grupos	CON	Samuela	 	 	 	 	
Pregunta	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 Total	

Si	
Total	
No	

%	Si	 %	No	

1.	¿Te	pareció	extraño	no	utilizar	
un	mouse	y	un	teclado	en	el	
juego?	

Si	 Si	 No	 No	 Si	 Si	 No	 No	 No	 4	 5	 44%	 56%	

2.	¿Le	tuviste	confianza	a	
Samuela	como	para	decirle	las	
dudas	que	tenían	mientras	
jugaban?¿Por	qué?	

Si	 Si	 Si	 Si	 Si	 Si	 Si	 Si	 Si	 9	 0	 100%	 0%	

3.	¿Te	gustaría	que	tu	compañero	
virtual	además	de	ayudarte,	
pudieras	platicar	con	él?	

Si	 Si	 Si	 Si	 Si	 Si	 Si	 Si	 Si	 9	 0	 100%	 0%	

Tabla 2. Resultados a las preguntas 1-3 del cuestionario aplicado. 

Grupos	CON	Samuela	
Pregunta	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 Total		 %		

4.	Imagina	una	situación	en	la	que	
te	sucedió	algo	muy	triste	(te	

caíste,	reprobaste	una	materia,	los	
ladrones	entraron	a	tu	casa).	

¿Cómo	piensas	que	reaccionaría	
Samuela?	 		 		 		

Estaría	triste	por	ti	 Si	 Si		 Si	 Si		 		 Si	 Si	 Si	 Si	 8	 88.8%	
Te	diría	que	no	es	grave	 		 		 		 		 Si	 		 		 		 		 1	 11.1%	
No	te	diría	nada	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 0	 0%	
5.	Ahora,	imagina	que	te	sucedió	
algo	muy	bueno	(te	compraron	un	
celular,	nació	tu	hermanita,	te	vas	
de	vacaciones).	¿Qué	piensas	que	

te	diría	Samuela?	 		 		 		
Estaría	feliz	por	ti	 Si	 Si		 Si	 Si		 Si	 		 Si	 Si	 Si	 8	 88.8%	
Me	diría	que	no	es	la	gran	cosa	 		 		 		 		 		 Si	 		 		 		 1	 11.1%	
No	te	diría	nada	 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 0	 0%	
6. Samuela se expresa 
corectamente , es decir cuando 
debe estar triste se le ve triste y 
cuando debe estar contenta se le ve 
contenta? 
	 	
Si	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 7	 77.7%	
No	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 2	 22.2%	
No	sé	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 0%	

Tabla 3. Resultados a las preguntas 4-6 del cuestionario aplicado. 
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2.4. Results of previous	version	of	second		test	 

The experiment was organized for eight groups of three children but only six groups 

were involved. Children were aged from nine to ten years with twelve girls and six boys 

in their fourth year of primary education from the rural school of Acatlima in 

Huajuapan de Leon, Oaxaca, Mexico took part in the experiment. 

The games to test if Companion can improve learning performance had three topics 

mathematic, reading and language as presented in Chapter 6 Section 6.3.1. To measure 

performance, children were tested immediately before, immediately after and four days 

after the game session.  Examinations consisted of a 5 minutes test in each topic. 

It was a between subjects design which means that half of the groups, were joined by 

Samuela and half were unsupervised. Each group spent playing around forty minutes 

par topic of game but every group had and stop between two games. 

	

Table 4 Improvement in performance evaluated by exams administered after sessions with 

collaborative educational game with and without a Companion. 

Improvement	in	performance	

		
Immediatly	after	the	test	 Four	days	after	the	test	

Maths	 Languages	 Reading	 All	 Maths	 Languages	 Reading	 All	

girls	

with	
Samuela		 10.8%	 5.1%	 -2.1%	 4.6%	 23.3%	 2.6%	 -6.3%	 6.5%	
without	
samuela	 9.2%	 -3.2%	 2.1%	 2.7%	 20.8%	 2.6%	 8.3%	 10.6%	

boys	

with	
Samuela		 11.7%	 -5.1%	 -16.7%	

-
3.4%	 20.0%	 6.4%	 -4.2%	 7.4%	

without	
Samuela	 6.7%	 3.8%	 -33.3%	

-
7.6%	 23.3%	 9.0%	 -12.5%	 6.6%	

all	
children	

with	
Samuela		 11.1%	 1.7%	 -6.9%	 2.0%	 22.2%	 3.8%	 -5.6%	 6.8%	
without	
Samuela	 8.3%	 -0.9%	 -9.7%	

-
0.7%	 21.7%	 4.7%	 1.4%	 9.3%	

	
Results	 don’t	 show	 any	 significant	 improvement	 of	 the	 children’s	 performance,	

particularly	in	the	reading	section,	immediately	after	their	game	session.	This	was	

most	 likely	due	to	the	children	being	tired	and	over-stimulated	after	being	out	of	

the	school,	playing	video	games	and	also	by	their	visit	in	the	University	laboratory.	

However	 when	 the	 students	 were	 tested	 again,	 four	 days	 later,	 there	 was	 an	

improvement	in	their	performance.	This	improvement	was	particularly	notable	for	
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mathematics	 where	 the	 student’s	 performance	 showed	 an	 increase	 of	 22.2	 %.	

Languages	obtained	an	improvement	of	4.8	%	and	the	students	regressed	slightly	

in	their	reading	(by	-5.6	%).	

Average	 improvement	 in	 Maths	 seems	 encouraging	 but	 this	 is	 not	 that	 very	

important	as	it	may	be	due	to	lot	of	extraneous	variables.	These	results	need	to	be	

statistically	 analysed	 to	 know	 if	 the	 contact	 with	 the	 Companion	 created	 a	

difference	in	the	improvement	and	if	this	influence	could	be	generalised.		

The	 null	 hypothesis	 that	 need	 to	 be	 rejected	 is	 that	 the	 independent	 variable	 (	

Samuela)	 have	no	 impact	 towards	 the	dependant	 variable(the	 learning	 ability	 of	

the	students).	Results	after	the	first	and	second	improvement	reveals	p	value>0.05,	

so	 the	 null	 hypothesis	 cannot	 be	 rejected.	 As	 a	 result,	 groups	with	 Samuela	 and	

without	LC	are	not	distinguishable	based	in	the	presence	of	Samuela,	as	showed	in	

table	5	

Table 5 t-test results in first and second improvement of children with and without Samuela 

	

	
	

The	 p-value	 for	 first	 and	 second	 improvement	 test	 was	 marginal	 at	 0.31	 (0.33	

second	test)	indicating	that	there	is	insufficient	evidence	to	conclude	that	exposure	

to	Companion	caused	an	improvement	in	the	children’s	results	(using	the	standard	

p-value	threshold	of	0.05).	

Because	 p>0.05	 does	 not	 appear	 to	 be	 sufficiently	 significant	 the	 data	 was	

investigated.	

The	 sample	 that	 we	 used	 were	 modified	 by	 unexpected	 circunstances	 as	 two	

groups	 of	 childs	 were	 absents.	 As	 a	 result	 the	 number	 of	 girls	 was	 twice	 the	
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number	of	boys.	When	analising	the	data	in	math	improvement	after	4	days	it	was	

also	observed	that	among	the	girls	working	without	Samuela	there	were	one	girl	

which	have	a	score	of	65%.Very	high	score	related	to	others.	It	was	also	observed	

that		there	were	at	least	six	girls	playing	with	Samuela	and	six	girls	playing	without	

her.	I	calculate	the	pvalue	for	this	very	small	population	to	observe	the	chances	to	

posible	reject	the	nulle	hypothesis.	

Results	are	presented	 in	Table	6	Analysis	of	girl’s	performance	with	and	without	

Samuela.	

Results	 show	 there	 is	 8%	 chances	 to	 reject	 the	 nulle	 hypothesis.	 In	 some	

disciplines	 pvalue	 <0.1	 is	 an	 acceptable	 value.	 The	 p=0.086	 value	 is	 partly	

significant.	 It	 indicates	 that	 probably	 the	 sample	 was	 too	 small.	 This	 means	 it	

warrants	further	investigation..		

	

Table	6	Analysis	of	girl’s	performance	with	and	without	Samuela	

	 	

Girls	for	Maths		

improvement	after	4	days	

	

2nd	test	

	 	 	Improvement	
	with	Sam	 23,33%	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	improvement		
without	sam	 20,83%	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	

pvalue	
	

											
0,086766774	

	

																			(chance	that	difference	in		
																				improvement	is	not	due		
																				to	Samuella	is	less	than	8%)	
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